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23 September 1969

ME).ORANDUI4 FOR ThE GENERAL COUNSEL, DEPARTjENT OF THE NAVY

SubJ: Failure of the Justice Department to uphold the public interest in
settlement of two lawsuits involving the E. L. Weigand Company and
the Navy

1. For the past several years the Navy has been involved in two lawsuits
with the E. L. Weigand Company. The Justice Department is handling the
litigation for the Government.

2. In the first case, Weigand overcharged the Navy by $163,000 under a sub-
contract for pressurizer heaters used in naval nuclear propulsion plants. The
overcharges were discovered and reported by the General Accounting Office in
1964. In submitting certified cost breakdowns required by the Truth-in-
Negotiations Act, Weigand certified that "the information contained in this
proposal has been based upon or comniled from the books and records of this
company and is accurate to the best of my kncrledge and belief". However,
the cost and pricing information to which Weigand certified was not based
upon or compiled from its books or records. Weigand's accounting system
did not even show the cost of performing the orders.

3. Upon the recommendation of the havy, the Justice Department filed suit
against Weigand under the False Claims Act to recover the overcharges, double
damages, plus costs as provided for by the Act. The Government's total claim
against Weigand exceeded $326,ooo. Although the amount of money involved in
this case was not particularly large by Government standards, the case was very
important in principle. A strong Government stand in this case would serve
as effective warning to other contractors that they cannot with impunity pro-
vide false cost data to the Government. The case offered an excellent oppor-
tunity to establish a standard of integrity for Government contracting.

4. In the second case, Weigand sued the Government for infringement of a- patent pertaining to pressurizer heaters used in naval nuclear propulsion
plants. The Navy concluded that Weieand's claim was invalid. Navy patent
counsel determined the Governrmert had a strong defense on the basis that:

a. The patent owned by Weigand was invalid and the invention was
unpatentable.

b. The Government already had rights to at least a royalty-free license
to use the Weigand patent.

5. Recently I ias informed that the Justice Department had reached a settle-
ment with Weigand covering these two cases. Under the settlement, the
Government and Weigand will drop their respective lawsuits. Weigand will
pay the Gov'ernmcnt $25,000 in settlement of the $326,000 false claims suitand will grant the Government a royalty-free license to use the Weigand patent.

(1)
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6. I do not consider such a settlement to be in the public interest. The

$25,000 token cash payment by Weigand does not even cover the $163,000 over-

charge to the Government. For that matter, I am sure it does not cover the

cost of the Navy effort spent to date in this case. I was told that in

making the settlement the Justice Department assigned a value of $200,000

to the royalty-free license. Based on the Navy position, the royalty-free

license has no value since the Government already has such rights and, in

all likelihood, the patent is invalid. Even if the patent were determined

to be valid, I believe it should rightfully belong in the public domain

because it grew out of Government-financed development efforts to obtain

pressurizer heaters suitable for application in the field of atomic energy.

7. I understand that the Justice Department settled these two cases without

officially consulting the Navy regarding the terms of the proposed settle-

ment. The settlement undermines the efforts of those in Government charged

with the responsibility of enforcing Government contracts ard obtaining the

Government's work as economically as possible.

8. These two cases were an opportunity to strengthen the Government's hand

in dealing with its contractors--to show contractors that the Government's

rights cannot be treated as lightly as Weigand treated them. Insdead, both

cases were dropped for $25,000. Settlements of this sort, where issues of

principle are compromised for token sums, demoralize those who work hard to

support these principles. It is little wonder many Government employees

become apathetic.

9. In my opinion, these two cases were not handled by either the Navy or

the Justice Department in the best interests of the Government. The Justice

Department. erred by suemarily settling this case without consulting those

most familiar with the facts. The Navy erred in not folloting this case

more closely. Under the circumstances, I recommend that the Wavy take w1hat-

ever action is possible to reopen these two cases in order that the issues

of principle can be resolved. As a first step, the Navy should request

the Attorney General to reconsider the action of the Justice Department

in settling these two cases in the manner it did. I would appreciate being

advised of the action that you intend to take in this regard.

01- - a

SG.SEF (aR

Copy to:-- -
COMMSHPSE

ASTSECKWi (IM)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SNIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360066 6r6

May 10, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE NAVY

Subject: Shipbuilder Claims

1. At a meeting on March 23, 1971, we discussed the probiem of shipbuilder
claims. I stated my concern that these claims had become a way of life in
the shipbuilding industry; that shipbuilders are able to turn almost any
contract into a cost-plus contract by simply submitting claims for change
orders or for extra work beyond the requirements of the contract.

2. Subsequent to this meeting, the Deputy General Counsel sent me a copy
of his July 22, 1969 memorandum which he had submitted to the Vice Chief
of Naval Operations. In this memorandum he explained the position of the
Office of General Counsel on shipbuilder claims. Also, I have reviewed
General Accounting Office report of April 28, 1971, which criticized the
Navy for not obtaining specific evidence to support shipbuilding claims
settlements.

3.- It is my opinion that neither the Navy nor the General Accounting Office
has fully faced up to the claims problem, and that the Navy is not taking
adequate or appropriate steps to exercise fiscal responsibility and to
protect the government.

4. Here is the situation we face today as I see it:

a. Most of our major shipbuilding contracts are awarded sole-source
or with only limited competition. Even in the recent SSN 688 class procure-
ment where there was a fair degree of competion, the Navy is using incentive
type contracts under which the Government assumes the major portion of
the risk of cost overruns. In sum, there is little or no competition to keep
prices down.

b. For many years shipbuilders have been operating on what is, in effect,
a noncompetitive basis. There is, and has long been, no compulsion, no
requirement for them to develop effective cost controls, procurement
practices, or concern about the efficiency of their operations. Generally,
the attitude in these shipyards is that costs cannot be controlled and they will
end up to be whatever they turn out to be. Wasteful subcontracting practices,
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inadequate cost controls, loafing, and production errors mean little to these
contractors. They will make their profils whether hle product is good or
bad; whether the price is fail oi wietlter it is higher tlhan it should be:
whether delivery is on time or late. Shipbuilders can let costs come out
where they will and count on getting relief through changes and claims,
relaxation of procurement regulations and laws, government loans, follow-on
sole-source contracts, and other escape mechanisms. It necessarily follows
that there is considerable inefficiency and waste in shipbuilding. In fact,
current Departmeiit of Defense profit policies actually reward higher costs
with higher profits and punish greater efficiency with lower profits.

c. Under current shipbuilding contracts the Government is highly
vulnerable to claims. These contracts are built around detailed technical
specifications which are necessary to assure essential military features.
For various reasons, the Government itself furnishes many of the components
and equipments which the shipbuilder is to install. The work extends over a
long period of time, four to five years or more. Under these circumstances,
changes are inevitable. Inevitably too. shipbuilders can find ambiguities or
minor faults with specifications; the Government may be late in furnishing
some of the components. A shipbuilder can always find some reason for
increasing the price of the contract. Regardless of his inefficiency and no
matter how high his costs, the shipbuilder can protect his profit by claims
against the Government. In actual pract ice, the contract is binding on the
Government alone, not on the shi pbui ie r.

d. Today many of our shipbuilders devote considerable efforts to cstab-
lishing. early in their contracts, a basis for large claims to be submitted
later. Some shipbuilders have set up sizeable permanent organizations whose
sole purpose it is to develop claims against the Government. Every Govern-
ment action is carefully screened to discover any possible basis for a claim.
In some cases shipbuilders delay pricing of individual change orders in order
to force negotiation of an overall settlement of several changes to which can be
added large amounts of unsubstantiated costs for delay, disruption or other
claims.

e. In preparing his claim, the shipbuilder assembles a team of
experienced lawyers, accountants, and engineers-as many as are needed. The
shipbuilder also engages the services of a law firm that specializes in prosecu-
ting claims against the Government. The, claims team develops a rationale for
the claim and then puts together volumes of documents carefully selected to
support the shipbuilder's contentions. The Government pays directly or in
overhead as much as 90-98 percent ol the shipbuilder§ costs and expenses.
Thus, the Government has placed itself into the position of paying almost
the entire cost to the shipbuilder of making and prosecuting his claim against
the Government.
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f. In contrast to the shipbui lder' s ctaims organization, the Govern-
ment usually has but a small number of people knowledgeable in the details
of the claim; fewer yet who are competent to defend against it. Government
technical personnel can ill afford the time from their work that is required
to analyze contractor claims thoroughly, to refute them or to separate valid
from invalid claims. As a result most claims are being settled by bargaining,
not by factual, legal or accounting determinations. In fact, many shipbuilders
have made factual determination impossible, by simply not keeping adequate
records. This, I believe, is why shipbuilders are adamant in refusing to
maintain adequate accounting records which would show the actual costs of
changes and of other work.

g. Once a claim is submitted, the shipbuilder and his claims lawyers
press for a quick settlement, using their considerable influence in the
Department of Defense, and threatening action before the Armed Services Board
of Contract Appeals or the courts. Knowing that legal action to defend itself
can consume years of effort by the few Government people available, who must
meanwhile continue to handle their normal assignments, the Navy has been
forced to resort to lump sum settlements and "handshake agreements" based on
bargaining.

h. Since the shipbuilder knows his claim will be settled by bargaining
on a lump sum basis, he is encouraged to exaggerate his claim so as to obtain
as high a settlement as possible. As House Ways and Means Committee Chair-
man Mills once pointed out, industry negotiators sometimes plant a few Easter
eggs in their proposals for Government negotiators to find. On finding them
the latter score some points, but the farsighted contractor remains, as intended,
ahead of the game.

5. To the extent shipbuilders get more than they should in claims settlements,
the Navy is subsidizing inefficiency and undermining its own contracts. As long
as shipbuilders know that the government will bail them out through changes and
claims, it will be impossible to achieve effective cost control, improved effi-
ciency, or lower costs.

6. Deputy Counsel's July 22, 1969 memorandum to the Vice Chief of Naval
Operations stated his intent to put shipbuilder claims through a "legal wringer"
to squeeze the water out of any that are not solid. This is essentiaL Any claim
or part of a claim not solidly grounded in fact or in law, or not susceptible of
factual determination should be disallowed. Items not clearly supported by
factual records or not susceptible of factual determination should, if pursued
by the shipbuilder, be settled by the courts, not by the Navy.
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7. I realize thai your office does not getc-rate shipbuilding claims: that they
arise out of actions by others. I also realize that it is not your job, but the
job of others to eliminate practices which give rise to unfounded claims. It
nevertheless appears to me that it devolves upon you as the Navy's legal
officer to see to it that these claims are settled legally and properly, and
without setting damaging precedent for the future. In this sense, your
clients are the American public and those of us in the Navy who are charged
with building ships at minimum cost. There always will be great pressures
to settle claims quickly. These pressures militate against thorough review.
The Navy, by failing to ensure adequate legal review has already set
precedents damaging to future contracts.

8. In view of the above I recommend the following:

a. Government contracts should prohibit payment, directly or indirectly,
of any costs associated with preparation or prosecution of claims against the
Government. The Armed Services Procurement Regulation should be
strengthened as necessary to implement this; and with no room for ambiguity,
as is presently the case in many of its provisions.

b. Whenever it is necessary to augment its own resources for legal
analysis and defense against claims of shipbuilders, the Office of General
Counsel should obtain competent outside help-legal and technical. I
understand that outside legal help was used in connection with the subsidence
problem at the Long Beach Naval Shipyard. The use of outside legal firms
to help the Government defend against claims would ease the burden on the
small existing organization. It would serve to expedite the review and
settlement process, and would provide for the thorough analysis required
to settle claims on their merits.

c. The settlement of claims is principally a legal matter, not a contract
negotiation. Therefore, the Office of General Counsel should establish a
Review Board composed of qualified legal, accounting and technical experts
to carefully review proposed claim settlements and to eliminate from them
any items not clearly supported by factual determination of entitlement and
amount. The elimination of unsubstantiated items from negotiated settlements
would compel shipbuilders to keep proper records.

d. The Office of General Counsel should promulgate a list of contractors
who frequently or repetitively make claims against the Government, or who
submit excessive or unwarranted claims. Procuring agencies should give
consideration to a contractor's claims record in awarding new contracts.
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I believe the above steps would help to ensure that current claims are settled
properly and that further degradation of the contractual relationship with our
shipbuilders is avoided.

9. The Government and members of the shipbuilding industry have become
mutually hostile groups in that the one desires a satisfactory product at a
reasonable price while the other appears to desire the greatest price the traffic
will bear. These antipathies will continue to the detriment of the shipbuilders
and of the Government unless there is developed a self-disciplined manner of
dealing with one another. What we need between these two hostile groups is the
greatest courtesy and consideration. We need a moderation and mutual consider-
ation in their behavior that is not evident today. Such mutual consideration can-
not be achieved as long as these shipbuilders make it standard practice to use
every possible stratagem against their Government: as long as they resort to
dubious accounting practices; employ large number of lawyers and accountants
whose sole objective is to prosecute claims against their Government; use the
monopoly position and superior bargaining power they possess to take advantage
of their Government's urgent needs by forcing costs as high as is possible. In
short, operating on the basis that by these actions they have nothing to lose and
everything to gain.

10. I know of no company that conducts its contracting business as loosely as
the Navy does its shipbuilding. This loose way of doing business has now led to
a situation where many officials of companies in overall charge of shipbuilding
look on shipbuilding as a financial proposition, pure and simple. These officials
hold their positions because of their financial acuity, their political, contacts and
ability to manipulate government contracts to their own advantage.

11. A degree of self-limitation is essential in all human behavior; a mutual
self-limitation which represents tacit agreement on the rules of the game. This
is essential to the survival Wo- both business awrO 0overnmeiftiand is within'the
bounds of practical possibility. This must be achieved as soon as possible.

G. ckov~er

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management)
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Ma$Vrial
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360

OGC/IMHS:jl
28 May 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR VADM H. G. RICKOVER, USN

Subj: Shipbuilding Claims

Encl: (1) OGC Memorandum to Under SecNav dated 8 August 1969,
Subj: Claims Under Contracts

(2) NAVMAT INSTRUCTION 4000.31 of 17 September 1970
Subj: Review of Technical Documentation and Related

- Contract Work Statements
(3) Navy Procurement Circular No. 18 dated 27 October 1970

1. In General. I have studied your memorandum of May 10, 1971, on

shipbuilding claims with considerable interest, since I have been most

concerned about the influx of huge claims against the Navy in recent

years. As you know, I am retiring from the Navy. I would like, however,

to give you and the information addresses some of my thoughts on the
subject even though I realize that my successor may well have different

views.

2. In view of the concern of members of the Navy Secretariat and other

top officials of the Navy about the magnitude of the claims problem facing

the Navy, I submitted a memorandum to the Under Secretary of the Navy

dated 8 August 1969 in which I proposed ten basic approaches to help con-

trol the claims situation; (enclosure (1)). I realized then and I realize now

that there is no panacea that will eliminate the claims problem entirely.
I stated in this memorandum that the Chief of Naval Material concurred

in each of these recommendations. I will outline the actions that the

Chief of Naval Material and my office have taken to implement these ten

recommendations.

3. Two years ago my office reviewed Navy claims over $1 million

asserted under NAVSHIPS, NAVAIR, NAVORD and NAVELEX contracts.

The causes or grounds for such claims were found to be: erroneous speci-

fications and defective drawings, contractual directions from persons other

than the contracting officer, contract misinterpretations, delay, accelera-

tion and erroneous rejection of tendered work. Since nearly one-fourth
of the claim dollars were attributed to defective Government-furnished

specifications and drawings, Navy corrective efforts were directed first

toward improving our technical data packages and our contract administra-

tion.
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4. Contractual Improvements. By two programs the Navy has acted
to improve the quality of technical data -- both specifications and
engineering drawings -- furnished to contractors. In one, procuring
activities have sponsored courses to train technical and engineering
personnel in good specification drafting. The objectives here have been
not just clarity and accuracy, but harmony with other specifications and
with DOD policies. NAVSHIPS and NAVSEC are among the activities
which have held several of these courses.

5. Second, NAVMAT has promoted the use of a specification review
procedure designed to require a hard pre-contract look at the adequacy
of the specifications to be used and to mate their assessed risks of suc-
cess with appropriate contractual risk (see enclosure (2)). Concurrently,
the Navy has sought to expand its practice of "in-process verification
and review" of technical data -- principally engineering drawings. A
problem of long standing is that good drawings have not -- and cannot --
be assured only through inspection upon delivery, and many of our claims
problems from successor contractors have resulted because we failed to
give equal attention to the developer's production of both the hardware and
the software. "In-process verification" can add immeasurably to the
quality of the drawings and other data which are passed on by the Govern-
ment to a new manufacturer or builder.

6. In furnishing technical data to a new source, we have also sought to
be more realistic in apportioning the risks of its adequacy to do the intended
job. NAVMAT has promulgated methods whereunder the contractor assumes
the financial burden of all "patent" defects in the data package discoverable
upon a pre-bid examination and the Government agrees to treat and price as
changes all "latent" errors of which the parties are unaware. As a corollary,
though, in instances where the data package being provided was initially
developed by the production contractor and has not been materially altered
by the Government, the Navy has insisted on a "total system responsibility"
clause under which the full risk of deficiencies lies with the contractor.

7. Contract Administration Improvements. In Navy Procurement
Circular No. 18 (enclosure (3)), NAVMAT published for trial use a number
of-contract clauses intended to reach the sources of claims found to arise
out of the Government's administration of a contract during performance.
They were preceded by similar clauses in NPC No. 15. I will review the
purposes of a few of them:

8. "Changes" Clause. The new "Changes" clause was developed to require
contractors to give prompt notice of impending or actual constructive changes,
thus affording the Navy the opportunity (i) to evaluate the impact and
desirability of an impending constructive change; (ii) to confirm or deny

92-782 0 - 82 - 2
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that our act or failure to act constitutes a constructive change; (iii)
to direct the fashion of further performance; (iv) to countermand actions
which could result in an unwanted constructive change; and (v) to plan for
funding and pricing.

9. "Problem Identification Reports" clause. The NPC 18 "Changes"
provision should induce a conscientious contractor to report most potential
performance problems to the Navy as they first arise. If that Changes
clause isn't used, or if performance problems not covered by that clause
arise, the Navy obtains such information by this second clause. Further,
as you note, one of the most troublesome aspects of shipbuilding claims is
the contractors' frequent practice of submitting multimillion dollar
constructive change claims months or even years after the fact. Both of
the foregoing clauses were drafted to stimulate prompt submission of such
claims: the stimulus is a clause phrase which has the effect of diminishing
the quantum of equitable adjustments by disallowing claim costs incurred
more than 20 days prior to the contractor's submission of the notice or
r eport.

10. "Change Order Accounting" clause. In May of 1969 you testified to
the Subcommittee on Economy in the Government to the effect that con-
tractors do not adequately and individually account for change orders, with
the result that it is frequently impossible to establish the cost of individual
changes. Your testimony led my office to draft this clause, which requires
a contractor, for significant changes, to maintain separate accounts for
segregable direct change order costs.

11. "Change Order Estimates" clause. To promote forward pricing of
changes wherever possible, this provision makes a contractor's engineer-
ing change proposal a firm offer acceptable by the Navy for sixty days.
The Navy, of course, can seek to negotiate a lower price if the contractor's
proposed price is found unreasonable.

12. "Waiver and Release of Claims" clause. Once having equitably
adjusted a change, the Navy desires no further claims stemming from that
change, but should have a full and final settlement of the transaction. This
clause provides a full and final release.

13. In addition to contractual steps, NAVMAT and my Office have also
given considerable emphasis to a saturation training program in contract
administration. A five-week course has been given to the seven SUPSHIP
and NAVPRO offices where the bulk of Navy procurement dollars are
administered, with nearly two dozen more scheduled during the next
fiscal year. Further, my office has prepared and presented a seminar
on change claims to 37 audiences of more than 3000 Navy personnel.
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These presentations stress the methods for avoiding constructive
changes and for handling such claims when they arise. They, too, will
continue to be presented in the coming fiscal year.

14. Handling Claims. I feel that the steps I have just described will
help us to catch up with the business and economic times in which con-
tractors seem to be leaving no stone unturned in their quest for every
recoverable dollar under our contracts. I certainly recognize that none
of these programs or procedures will make a dent in the problem without
the people to carry them out. As often seems to be the case, adequate
staffing is hard to come by in the Navy, but I strongly believe these efforts
are headed in the right direction and deserve every support that will lend
to their success. Also, I recognize that despite all our best efforts and
intentions, humans will err and claims will arise. In one shape or another
they have always been with us, and I suspect they always will be. The final
question, then, is how best to handle those that we have and will continue
to receive.

15. I have consistently advocated that the claims team should exhaustively
review, analyze, evaluate and document both the fact and quantum of con-
tractor entitlement before negotiation and resolution of any claim. The
Navy Secretariat, the Chief of Naval Material and the Commander, NAV-
SHIPS have endorsed this policy, which includes the following features:

a. Claims should be settled by negotiation if at all possible. Our
contract provisions require as much.

b. The Navy should use a "team approach" to claims settlement --
the engineer, production expert, auditor, negotiator, and lawyer each
contributing his special expertise.

c. The lawyer should participate not simply in establishing the Govern-
ment's liability but also in weighing the factual support for determining the
quantum of relief to which the contractor may be entitled.

16. The premise of this procedure is that such claims should be settled
by negotiation to the extent possible, first establishing a Government
negotiation baseline from close analysis of factual, technical, audit and
legal entitlement on each individual element of the claim. The typical
"massive claim" is fundamentally an amalgam of hundreds of formal or
constructive changes made to the terms of the original contract -- whether
for delay costs arising out of late GFM or for defective technical data --
and thus it is actually a gigantic request for equitable adjustment in price
or schedule under the terms of the contract "Changes" clause. Whether for
tactical or for practical, unavoidable reasons such requests in the past have
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been permitted by the contractor to accumulate until their ultimate
presentation to the Navy in one overwhelming formal package, some-
times even years after the events concerned. They must be disassembled.
analyzed, tested, and evaluated piece by piece, and that is a job demanding
a complete negotiation team.

17. While I fully acknowledge that the lawyers must carry a share of the
burden in claims settlements which may far exceed their participation in
initial contract negotiation, I believe the settlement itself should continue
to be conceived and treated as. a negotiation within the constraints that our
evaluation of the facts and law impose. In a recent speech, Deputy
General Counsel Stein summarized the lawyer's role this way:

"Three determinations must ordinarily be made with respect
to a claim. It must be determined that if certain facts exist,
there is a basis for Government liability. Second, it must be
determined that those facts exist in the instant case. Finally,
the extent of the damage attributable to the Government must be
determined. As lawyers, we can claim virtually full responsi-
bility for the first determination. The second two determina-
tions must be made in concert with other members of the
negotiating team, and, as to them, we claim only the right
to participate in the determination; not the right to make the
determination.

"The principal friction seems to come in the area of document-
ing the claim. The documentation may relate to whether the
conditions that would give rise to Government liability have in
fact occurred, or it may relate to the extent of the damage
attributable to that cause. To some, this appears to be a
pricing action that non-lawyers are capable of handling as
they handle other pricing actions.

"But there is a basic difference between pricing claims and
pricing contract articles. When we pay this type of claim,
we are not buying something, we are paying damages, by
whatever name we call them. To do that with reasonable
confidence in the results, we must anticipate what a court or
Board would allow the contractor if the matter were adjudi-
cated in a judicial forum. That in turn requires us to have
an understanding of the evidence on which the claims depend,
both for the determination of legal entitlement and for the
determination of the quantum. And evidence is a subject that
lawyers ought to know something about. "
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18. Comments on your Four Specific Recommendations. With
specific reference to the recommendations in paragraph 8 of your
memorandum, I have the following comments:

a. I am directing the Navy legal member of the ASPR Committee
to ask the ASPR Committee to consider the question of the allowability
of costs associated with preparation and assertion of claims against
the Government.

b. The use of outside legal assistance in the Longleach subsidence
case affords no precedent for the use of such assistance in the daily
investigation and resolution of the Navy's chronic change order claims.
In the subsidence case, the Government's case was presented by the
Justice Department, not the Navy, and Justice determined to augment its
legal expertise with the aid of three California lawyers. I consider that
it is preferable that we develop and maintain an in-house capacity in OGC
to perform the necessary legal analysis and defense against shipbuilding
claims. We have increased our staff in the Naval Ship Systems Command
to do this, and further increases may be necessary.

c. I agree, as stated above, that major claims should be reviewed by
a group of qualified procurement, legal, accounting, and technical experts.
The Contract Claims Control and Surveillance Group would appear to have
these qualifications and although it is too early to evaluate its performance,
I am hopeful that it will serve the intended purpose. A similar board in
the Office of the General Counsel would seem to me to be an unnecessary
duplication. Also, there is the requirement that claims settlements over
$5, 000, 000 must be approved by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (I&L).

d. The Navy maintains an Experience List of contractors who present
special procurement problems. I do not believe that a contractor could,
or should, properly be placed on this list merely because it makes frequent
or repetitive claims. It would constitute an unjustifiable penalty to place
upon a company which has done no more than to assert its contractual
rights. There would be some merit in the concept of warning our pro-
curing activities of those contractors which have repeatedly submitted
unwarranted, invalid or grossly excessive claims, as a matter bearing
upon any future finding of their responsibility and business integrity.

Meritt H. Steger
General Counsel

Copy to: SecNav
Under SecNav
ASN(I&L)
ASN(FM) Counsel, NavShips
CNO COMNAVSHIPS
CNM Mr. Charles Ill
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL maP GVsTreS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D C XOMW qft= ~WSTO
,I-~4~i j1 --tFEB

MUMM4 FMFOR 1E CHIEF OF WaAL ZaERI

Subject: Clai Pr podes

reference: (a) NAVMT K0lMCE 4200 dtd 11 Jan 1972
(b) Ky manoranduvA for the General Cownsel of the Navy dtd

May 10, 1971 subj: Shipbuilder Claire

1. I have just learned of the ne procedures established by-referecce (a.)
for handling ozitractor clai against the Navy. I am oncern becauae
these ne procedures appear to be a step in the wruig directie, particularly
for the large ccnplex shipbuilding Clai rwie are enowunteriig today.

2. Ms zwa procedures provide for settlent of contract claim at the

ioest possible level in the ontracting frameork.' Clair of 510 million
or re are asbject to revier by a General Board conisting of sele-ate
senior flag cfficers in the Naval Naterial Ccmand and the Office of the -
Onief of Naval operatices. 'Ihia General Board is to be assisted by a Cl

Board ocapased of "proc t eecutives- designated ty C3MVSHJ3?S,
ConaVAIR, =2ZXarD and WMVMt2. Presumably, assigimnt to the Claime
Board is in aidition to each procunnemnt executive's normal full-ie jdo.
Referenne (a) furffier provides that a Navy Deputy Gereral Camsel will be
an aiviser to but not a meber of the Clair Board.

3. I cmnsider a number of things- to be wrong with this a .

a. First, the new procedures make claime settlements a roctine contract
matter. Yet these claims, by their very nature, go keynced roatine cotract
actitos and therefore shculd be accerded special handling. Ftine aettls t
of claire as an ordinary oantracting matter will enhourage mse claim and
will tend to undermine our contractual relatious.

b. Ihese clair usually involve ocplex questimns of fact and of l1a;
to properly resolve these matters requires both spetial espertise and legal
training. My eaperienoe over a period of many years is that mest Navy
cxntracting officers and procurent exacutives are not aiequately trained or
esperiened to analyze and settle these large claim. Further, few flag
offi ers the training, badgromd, experience and judgment to deal
with sedn clie e feer have the tim to do so.

c. The settlement of claim, particularly large omplex clM agaist
the Goveriuant is principally a m matter, not a cotract neM!qaticn.
'1he Navy shxuld not pay any claim or partio a claimNt-is i6 ntE
grounded in faot or in l1.. Any claim not susetible of factual determinatin
should be rejected. Items not clearly suprted by factual records or not
susceptible of factual determinatiin should, if prweed by amtracrs, be
settled by the caorts, not by the Navy.
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4. In reference (b) I point out that am cmtactrs are erting
oansiderable effort to establish, early in their ontracts, claim against
the Qnlment. Sa cntrators have set up large orgaxhizationu with
e~qperienod lawyers, aAmtsnts and engines - aa -ny as are nreded - to
cevelcp clai against the (k .erret. Often, they also age Outside
claire eqxprts in the legal prmfessim to guide and assist than. The
Gaverrmnt bas no oaparable body of talent to defend itself against these
claims.

5. In reference (b) I also pointed out that to the extent ^taactors get
more than they should in claims settlamants, the Navy is not enly subsidizing
inefficiency but also undermining its own ontracts. As lng as centractors
believe that the C. xdrnment will bail them cut through dhanges and claims,
it will riot he tsesible to adcieve effective cst cantrol, efficiency, or
lcwer >

o. I wu like to reiterats mv reoumndatimsn in reference Cb) for
handling major claims agsint the Govement:

a. I woald assign prinmary respmsibility to the Office of the General

'.. The Offioe of General Cousel should establigr a review Board compsed
of qua.L.Id legal, accounting and tedmical experts to carefully review
proposed clail _:,ttLits and to eliminate fron thm any itisi not clearly
supported by facual determnation of entitle t and amunt. TZe eliminatire
of unsubstantiated itars frau negotiated settlmets iu pel contractas
to keep prrper reoords.

c. Wheerver it is nesaary to ugment its oan resours for legal
analysis and defense against cntractcr c'i-e', tha Off icar of C--oral CMULnsel
shuld obtain cugetent outside help - legal and tadnical. 7he use of
outside legal fimsr to help the Goverrment defA against clare wald ease
the burden cn the maaI1 existing organizatiens. It would serve to expedite
the review and settlazent proess, and world pnrvie for the ti2oih
analysis required to settle claims en their -oits.

d. Gowemroent contracts sharld prdiibit paYr-t, directly or indirectly,
of any csts aseociab with preparation or poaecatimo of clains against
the Governet. 7he A Services Promat Segulaticn dhuld be
strengtened as resary to ir~lext this; and with no rM for aubiguity,
as is presently the case in maw of its provsions.

e. 7he Office of ral Comsel hazld pomzlgat a list of tonLtr
who frzuently or repetitively make claims against tle G - t. or who
suhnit excessive or urar~a cli. . P tL-a rea should give
cunideratioen to a ct tor's clar reeael in coting tacts.
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7. I knaw of vOr stronkg deaire tD t -, -..m t. I SrS
will give full =isideratim to ay D oatices. e lWst have p m a
that will ensure that all claim settlmnmtn axe adegmtely s ~ortad,
facbially and legally.

ASsiStant Secretary of the Navy

General C.aol 4 Of the N.:
Canmader, Naval Ship sstma Ccaxnd
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360

l 7 MAY t'72

Mr. N. J. Marandino, President
Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division
Litton Systems Inonrporated
P. O. Box 149
Pascagaula, Mississippi 39567

Dear Mr. Marandino:

In our meeting of 18 April 1972, I pointed out that, based on NAVSHIPS'
review, the contract price adjustment requested by Ingalls for extension of
contract delivery and alleged late delivery of Covernment furnished materials
on the SSN 680, 682 and 683 contract appears grossly excessive. Ingalls'
proposal grew from about $6 million in 1969 to about $48 millinn as of
11 April 1972. In addition, supporting data presented by Ingalls in
response to Navy rquests have often been extraneous, ambiguous and
unsuotive of the Ingalls' proposal. That is why during our meeting I
asked that you take another lock at the Ingalls' position and certify that
the data and costs presented in support of this position, or as it might
be revised by you, were accurate. You agreed to do so.

Your 1 May 1972 letter indicates that you reviewed Ingalls' position and
are willing to reduce Ingalls' ceiling price proposal by $25 million,
contingent on the Navy's acceptance of terms by 31 May 1972. However, you
did not identify where cuts were made, nor did you cartify the accuracy
of the supporting data as you had agreed. Therefore, it is impossible
for the Navy to evaluate the 1 May 1972 proposal or to relate it to prior
Ingalls' proposals and supporting data.

I am told that because of the change you proposed in escalation payments,
the actual concession offered by Ingalls in real dollars is substantially
less than the $25 million indicated. However, in the absaiec of accurate
and reliable supporting data, such arbitrary reductions, regardless of the
amount, do not help the Navy determine an equitable contract adjustment.
TD prooeed on the basis of your proposal, would in effect be "horsetrading.'

I agree with you that it has already taken too long to settle this matter;
it appears no agreesnet is yet in sight.. Holever, Ingalls must bear
responsibility for much of the delay. To date NAVSHIPS has not'been able
to Sbtain from Ingalls accurate and reliable supporting information
neossary to make a factual determination of any amounts due. By enlarging
its claim, or elements of the claim, Ingalls has made the problem of evaluating
its requests unneoessarily difficult.
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The Navy wants to resolve this matter as quidcly as you do. lb do so,
however, will require Ingalls' full cooperation. If there is a real interest
on Ingalls' part to settle this issue quickly and on an equitable basis, you
should act pranptly. You should provide aqropriate dcumntation to badc

up your proposal and certify the data as to its accuracy as you previously
agreed at our 18 April 1972 leeting.

I would appreciate your reply by 31 May 1972.

Sincerely,

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
Cauniander, Naval Ship Systems Connand
Deputy Cander for Contracts (SHIPS 02)
Supervisor of Shirbuilding, Pascagoula
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360

08Hi-545
a 0 JUN 1872

MEMORAIUM FOR ME DEPE a1.NDER FOR CU ACLTS, NAVAL SHI3P SYS'EMS CND

Subj: Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, Litton Systems, Incorporated,
claim against the Navy under Contract N00024-68-C-0342 for
zanstruction of SSN 680, 682, and 683

Encl: (1) Summary of Navy Technical Evaluation of Litton Systems,Incxrporated,
Claim on SSN 680, 682, and 683 Contract

(2) Summary of Changes in Litton Systems,Inorporated,Claim on
SSN 680, 682, and 683 Contract

1. For the past 19 monnths, NAVSHIPS has been attempting to evaluate various
claims for a price adjustment submitted by Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding
Division of Litton Systems, Incorporated, under the subject Contract. The
purpose of this xemorandm is to sumnarize the results of these technical
evaluations and to reozerend a course of action to settle the claim.
Enclosure (1) centains additional details concerning the technical evaluations.

2. Litton's claim for Contract price adjustment is based on the following:

a. Shortly after contract award in June 1968, NAVSHIPS extended contract
delivery dates for the three Litton submarines by 1-1/2 months. This was
done to provide an aprupriate interval between the ships and the lead
ship being built by another shipbuilder, and to schedule construction of the
ships so as to acoammrdate expected delivery of Governuent-furnished
materials.

b. Litton claois six months additional delay (beyond the 11-1/2 months) and
disruption which it alleges was caused by l1te delivery of Governmnt-fundjud
hull steel.

3. In 1969, NAVSHIPS and Litton reached agreeent on a target price increase
of about $6 .2 million for the 11-1/2 month delivery extension. NAVSHIPS
considered this increase acceptable and requested the Chief of Naval
Material to approve the agreement. The Chief of Naval Material, however,
rejected the settlement and, in December 1969, Litton withdrew its proposal.
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.4. Since Deckrer 1969, Litton has submitted five different proposals
on this claim:

a. The first of these proposals was received in Novenber 1970; it
totaled about $40 million. In this proposal Litton clained substantial
additional sums for costs due to alleged impact of late Government-furnished
steel, loss of learning, loss of productivity, function-of-time tasks,
aitional escalation, and other items.

b. The second proposal, in February 1971, increased the claim to
$43.5 millicr.

c. The third proposal, in December 1971, reduced it to $40.1 million.

d. The fourth proposal, in April 1972, increased it to $42.8 million.

e. The fifth prcpossal, in May 1972, decreased it to $37 million, where
it stands today.

Although the total amount of the claim has remained relatively constant since
Noveaber 1970 ($37 to $43 million), the elements of the claim have changed
substantially (see enclosure (2)).

5. There are indications that Litton has "backed into" its claim figure.
The various claim prcpceals have been roughly equal to Litton's projected
overrun. If Litton 's present claim were allowed in full, it would turn a
substantial loss under the contract into a substantial profit. In fact,
Litton would obtain a higher profit than the initial target profit allowed
in the contract. The major part of the claim consists of asserticns,
judgments, and allegations -- unsupported by factual backup data. To overtone
the lack of factual data supporting its claim, Litton has resorted to
theoretical calculations and to what appears to be specious reasoning.
Fran this, the NAVSHIPS technical review team was led to question Litton's
good faith in its calculations of costs for the Government-responsible delay.
It appears that Litton set out to obtain about $37 to $43 million fram the
Navy and developed its claim armnd those predetermined figures.

6. It appears, as detailed in enclosure (1), that only $4 to $7 million of
the claim is, in fact, justified. Our specific conclusions concerning the
claim are as follows:

a. The Navy does cwe Litton for the ll-1/2 nrmth delivery extension,
but not for the extra six months delay Litton claims was caused by late
delivery of Government-furnished steel. Under the contract, the GoverKnent
was required to provide steel in time to neat ship contract delivery dates.
Our evaluation shows that all steel was actually on hand at the shipyard in
ample tine to support the 11-1/2 nmnth extended ship delivery schedules.
In fact, all steel was on hand by March 1969 - the end date for steel
deliveries as specified in Litton's bid for the original ship delivery
schedules.
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b. The "loss of learning" argusent, upon which Litton bases the largest
portion of its claim, is unsuportable, factually and theoretically.
Litton could not substantiate how alh "learning,' if any, was included in
its initial bid. There is no valid basis for the "loss of learning"
calculation in Litton's claim.

c. Litton has grossly exaggerated its claim for "fwtctia-~of-time"
costs - costs wich increase as the period of construction increases.
Claimed costs in this area appear to be overstated by a factor of four.

d. In April 1972, the Navy asked Litton management (Mr. Marandino,
the President of Ingalls Nuclear Shpbuilding Division) to review and certify
its claim. As a result of this request, Litton deleted items totaling
several million dollars. As an offset to these deletions, however, Litton
substituted a new item totaling $4.6 million for 'mu llectible escalation"
on contract labor costs. This $4.6 million item, in effect shifts to
the Government the escalation costs growing out of contractor-responsible
delays and overruns.

7. The largest part of Litton's cost overrun appears to be due to LittonIs
mismanagement of the contract and to the over-ptisism in its initial bid.
The NAVSHIPS technical review team found case after case of mismanagement.
In addition, Litton priced the contract well bela the bids of its competitors.
Tbday, Litton's own estimates show that the company would have had to reduce
costs about 11 percent over its previous cust experience on other sutmarines
in order to avoid an overrun on this contract. Instead, Litton's actions
tended to increase its costs. For exanple:

a. Litton's sche&ules for acoomplishient of work prior to keel laying
were unrealistic. Instead of sdiaduling work to aceorsndate expected steel
deliveries and the agreed upn ll-1/2 mznth delivery extension, Litton,
in fact, accelerated its schedule. This accelerated schedule ignored information
available regarding projectd deliveries of key items of Government-furnished
materials as well as Litton-furnished material. It also ignored shortages
of qualified workers in critical trades.

b. Litton failed to maintain adequate management control and surveillance
of siimntract work.

c. Litton experienced excessive rework because of poor control of work
in its shops and on the waterfront.

8. Litton claims that late delivery of onment-furnished Stl denled ship
construction. The fact is that steel work on the two pacing sections for the
SSN 680 were crspleted within 3 days and 21 days,respectively,of Litton's
actual scheduled dates. The subsequent delays in completing these pacing
sections occurred because Litton failed to obtain shielding materials in tine
to prevent schedule disruption.
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9. Litton also claise that late Gvernsent steel delayed delivery of
critical hull sections which Litton had subcontracted to Canadian Vickers.
The technical review team found, however, that the delay in delivery of
omepleted hull sections was Litton's responsibility, not the Government's.
For example:

a. Litton pranised to deliver steel to Canadian Vickers before Litton
itself was actually scheduled to receive it and earlier than Litton itself
had requested it fran the Navy. Many templates furnished to Canadian Vickers
were of improper dimension and required rework, or were not made available
and had to be lofted and manufactured by Canadian Vickers itself.

b. Many steel plates forned by Litton and supplied to Canadian Vickers
were of improper dimension or configuration, thus required reforming. Other
plates arrived damaged or heavily scratched and had to be repaired.

c. Litton supplied various fitting and frame jigs which had to be
reworked because the plates were cut too short.

d. More important, Litton took nearly ten months to resolve an
ultrasonic testing problem at the subcontractor's plant. During this tine,
sare completed hull sections waited up to four months to be tested, and then
waited an additional two months to be shipped after final testing.

10. Another factor msst be considered in connection with this claim:
In January 1970, Litton requested NAVSHIPS' approval of a contract deviation
as a result of its failure to procure certain materials to contract specifications.
To correct the deficiency would have substantially increased Litton's costs
and delayed delivery of each of the three ships about 12 nmnths beyond the
ll-1/2 ionth extended schedule. Because the Navy did not wish to further
delay delivery of these ships, the Litton request was reluctantly approved.
Had the Navy not agreed to accept this non-conforming material, Litton would
have been responsible for an additional 12 month delay. This delay would

have more than offset the alleged Government-responsible delay in furnishing
hull steel.

11. Litton's poor management was not confined to the SSN 680, 682, and 683
contract. Litton has also experienced substantial delays and cost overruns
on its other ship construction contracts. Specifically:

a. Nearly every Navy shipbuilding contract (SSN 680, 682, WA 683
AE 32-35, LHN) with Litton is behind schedule and overrunning in cost.
Moreover, Litton has large claims pending againsttheGovernment on all of

these contracts. The only exception to date is the MD963 class shipbuilding
contract where work has barely started.

b. The General Accounting Office (GAO)recently reported that Litton's
poor procurent practices were causing unnecessary additional costs. Tlhe
GAO conclusions grew out of a specific review of subcontracts placed under
the SSN 680, 682, and 683 contract.
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c. The Maritime Aduinistration has also reported extensive prcblers inLitton's construction of Farrell and American President Line ships.

In Deoenber 1970, Litton Corporation changed mkanagement of its IngalLs yamd.Since then there has been same recovury of the delays expsrienced an theSSN 680, 682, and 683 ontract, but the shps are still about four monthslate to the U-1/2 minth extnsion schedule. 'We heve alao beenextensive eanagement dunges in Littan's ' st Bank yard.

12. the Navy's evaluation of this claim has been a Sisyrlean task. Eachtime Navy personnel gathered facts tending to invalidate items of Litton'sclaim, Litton dropped these items and substituted others. Because of this,Government engineers and administrative personnel had to spend thousandsof hours attempting to properly evaluate the claim. The difficulty inobtaining substantiating data; Litton's exaggeration of costs; the cOntinuingsubstitution of items in the claim; and the cbvious effort to dbtain a cointractsettlement substantially higher than warranted by the facts - all havemintributed substantially to the effort and time required for NAVSHIPS toarrive at a proper evaluation. - This effort has taken the time and attentionof key Navy personnel fros their primary duties and haa addied cosiderably
to the mist of administering Litton contracts.

13. the Navy pays a heavy price for dealing with Litton because of claimsf or changes and extra work. Litton's prices for crntract changes on subsmarineoanstruction have been nearly twice as much as those for the same changesat Electric Boat. (This will be discussed in a separate semorandumn whichpoints out that Litton's prices for changes on newa crnstruction mubmarinecrntracts have been as high as four times those of other private shipyards.)Even under cast-type overhaul crmtracts, Litton's daime for dhanges and extrawork are excessive.* For exasyle, Litton's crntract prices for overhaulingthe Q]OIeBISH (SSN 612) and the GROAJNS (SSN 614) increased by 32 and27 percent respectively as the result of changes and claime. These percentageincreases are alnmist twice thcee experience at Electric Boat and NewportNews for onparable overhaul wrk.

14. In view of its experience, the Navy should reevaluate its relationshipwith Litton. To this end it is recrznrended:

a. Litton be offered a settlesent of this claim within the $4 to $7 millionrange discussed in enclosure (2) end be given a reasonable period-not morethan 30 dayst-to ac t or reject the GveN61mt's offer. Any N dVSHIPSaction to adjust the billing base for progress payien~t purposes should be2petingent en apectanie of the Navy offer.
b. Shld Littnm ticose not to apt the offered settic aent withine this30-day peried, or reject it, the crntractvng offiyr shrula issue a formsldecision denying the excessive portion of the claim. If Litton then decidesto pursue the rejected portion of the claim, this should be as a contractdispute before the Aired Services Board of Contract Aseabl or, finally, in

the courts.
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c. No provisional payments or progress payments beyond those presently
provided for in the contract should be made until this matter is settled.

d. Litton should not be considered for any future naval ship ounstructicn
awards until this matter is settled and until Litton and the Navy reach
agreement on a new business relationship - one that does not rest on over-
priced changes and excessive claims to "bail out" Litton contracts. If
over-priced changes and claim are to remain an inherent part of Litton's
relationship with the Navy, we have no business doing business with Litton.

R. K. Reed 2G 2 R g
Captain, USN Vice Admiral, USN
Project Manager Deputy Camamnder
Suinarine Ship Acquisition Nuclear Power Directorate
Project

Additional Consents by VAEM Rickover:

The situation in which we find ourselves with Litton is endemic in Navy
shipbuilding contractB. We have permitted ourselves to became enmeshed
in a situation which has subtly and gradually eroded the proper, legal,
and customary relationship with our contractors. We no longer have a true
contractual relationship with shipbuilders; we have become their custodian
and have assumed responsibility for their welfare. In essence we have no
real contracts - no true meeting of minds.

Eonomist Alfred Marshall once said, '...that in the trade Whidc had got bounty
or in other trades whidh hope to get one, people would divert their ergiies
from manaing their own business to managing those persons wh icntrol the
bounties." (Emphasis mine) This is exactly the situation we face today in
the shipbuilding industry. In shipyard after shipyard, I find top management
paying little attention to the conduct of their business. Instead, their
energies are devoted to seeing how mauch additional money they can get fromn
the Navy and other custolers. It does not matter how inefficient their yards
becnoe; they do not appear to care. They do not care whether the work is
good or bad, on time or late, as long as they make a profit. Nor does it
matter if their costs overrun; as things are today, they will reonver their
onsts by making a claim against the Navy. As long as the Navy is willing
to put up with exorbitant claime and keep inefficient contractors in business,
Navy work at shipyards will not be well managed.

If the Navy permits this relationship to continue, we will not be able to
buy the ships we need,no matter what suns Congress appropriates. We must
beonme alive to the fact that Congress and the public are rapidly losing
confidence in the Navy because of our way of doing business,and this bodes
ill for our future. I urge, as I have many times in the past, that the present
issue with Litton be promptly disposed of in a fair manner, as set forth
above. Should Litton be unwilling to accept such a settlement, it should be
handled as a legal dispute to be settled by the An-ed Services Board of
Contract Appeals or. by the courts.
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Sunnary of Navy Technical Evaluation of Litto Systems, Inoorporated,

claim agas th ayUnder Contract NU0U24-65<-0-34Z

for costruction of &9N's 680, 682 aWf 6rF -

1. Backgr.

On 25. June 1968, following competitive negotiations, the Navy awarded

FY 1967/1968 submarine shipbuilding contracts as follows:

a. Three ships (SSN's 678, 679 and 681) to Electric Boat Division,

General Dynamics Corporation. Subsequently SAMSHIPS exercised its option for

a fourth ship (SSN 684).

b. Three ships (SSN's 680, 682 and 683) to Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding

Division, Litton Systems, Inc., under Contract N00024-68-C-0342.

competitive proposals were dbtaind for a six ship award. Both Litton and

General Dynamics bid to construct the first three ships of the class

(General Dynamics bid to construct all six). At the time of contract award,

N.VSHIPS entered into an agrement with Litton whereby the Navy could extend

the delivery dates of SSN's 680, 682, and 683 by U1-V2 uunths subject to an

equitable adjustent in contract price. hesae arrargeusets were made so that:

(1) There would be a suitable interval between the lead ship to be built

by Electric Boat (the lead design shipyard) and the follkw ships to be built

by Litton, and

(2) there would be a proper interval on follow ships so as to accmedate

eq9ecte delivery of GQverment-furnished materials.

Litton was requested to submit its most eoononical prosal for extending

the delivery dates. In July 1969, after protracted discussions of various

propositions, NAVWHIPS requested NAWM approval of a Litton proposal to

92-782 0 - 82 - 3
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settle on a target price increase of about $6.2 million for the l-1/2 month

delay. NAYMT rejected this settlement and,in Deoenber 1969, Litton

withdrew its proposal.

In July 1970, Modification P005 was issued to extend formally the contract

delivery dates by 11-1/2 nonths. In Noventer 1970, Litton submitted a

greatly increased price proposal calling for a 17-1/2 month extension of

contract delivery dates instead of the 11-1/2 nunth extension originally

requested by the Navy. The extra delay was attributed to the "damaging

effects of late GFE" - primarily steal. Litton subsequently revised this

proposal fazr times. Litton's rost recent proposaldated 1 May 1972, is

suimarized below:

Original Contract Claised Proposed
Amount Increase Thtal

Target Cost $100,444,000 $27,491,000 $127,935,000
Target Pmfit 6,973,000 3,084,000 10,057,000
Target Price 107,417,000 30,575,000 137,992,000
Ceiling Price 116,400,000 23,637,000 140,037,000
Sare Ratio 60/40 above target No change

80/20 below target No change
Projected Escalation $ 10,544,000 $ 6,387,000 $ 16,931,000

Litton has proposed a change to the contract escalation tables that would

increase its recoverable escalation by approximately $6.4 million. The

additional cost to the ov exment for the increase in target price and

escalation, therefore, is about $37 million. The NAVSHIPS technical analysis

of this claim is sumnarized in the following sections.

2. Sumnary of NAVSHIPS Technical Evaluation.

Litton claims that the Navy, by exterding delivery of SSN's 680, 682

and 683, caused Litton to lose the benefit of learning cuve efficiencies

that it would have otherwise realized. It is also claimed that late delivery
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of (bvernrent-furnished steel caused further delay and disruption by extanding

ship deliveries a total of 17-1/2 months, six months more than the 11-1/2

month extension desired by the Navy, with attendant increases in ship construction

cost. On this basis, Litton has requested a contract price adjustment totaling

about $37 million.

The Navy has never sought to avoid its liability for extending the ship

contract delivery dates 11-1/2 months. The problem is to deternine what

impact this extension had on Litton's costs and to w.hat extent the Navy might

be liable for further contract price adjustment due to other reasons claimed

by Litton, such as late delivery of Governmnt-furnished steel.

The NUMES1HPS technical review team has made an extensive review of the

various Litton claim proposals and backup data. The task was extremely

difficult because, in most cases, Litton did not have records Or backup data

to support its claim. Most of the claim consists of allegations, judgments,

and postulates without factual support. MDreer, the contractor frequently

revised its claim proposal, substituting new allegations for ones that were

questioned in the Government's fact finding sessions. Thus, while resolution

of this claim has dragged on for many months, Litton must bear responsibility for,

much of the delay.

The following is an explanation of the major factors in the Litton claim,

and NAESHIPS' technical evaluation of them. Detailed cuments on each

element of Litton's claim proposal have been provided separately.

Delay due to AllegedLate Delivy of
(bverrment-}'u r Steel

Litton claims that late delivery of Ckwerrment-furnished steel delayed

ship construction six months beyond the 11-1/2 month contract delivery date
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extension directed by the Navy. Specifically, Litton claims that certain

hull sections which paced the ship construction schedules were delayed up to

six months, and, onsequently, the ships were delayed a like amount. Litton

states that failure to canplete the huli sections surroudng the SSN 680

reactor acmpartrint (bulkheads 56/57 and bulkhead 65) on time, was the major

factor delaying ship construction. The review team agrees with this

assessment. The delay, however, was rot the result of late Govenment-

furnished steel, as Litton has asserted.

Under the contract, NAVSIIPS was obligated to provide Government-

furnished hull steel in time to meet ship contract delivery dates. NAVMSIPS

did not provide all Governist-fuxished steel on the dates Litton requested.

kwever, all steel was on hand at the shipyard in asple tise to support

the extended ship delivery sdcedules. In fact, all steel was on hand by

March 1969 -- the end date for steel deliveries specified for the original

ship delivery schedules in Litton's bid.

In its contract proposal, Litton requested delivery of all Government-

furnished hull steel during the period June 1968 to March 1969 to support

delivery of the first ship in Septasber 1971. The Septasber 1971 delivery

date oorrelates with the delivery schedule for the first ship (SSR 678) of

the six ship award. However, the Navy decided to award SSN's 678, 679 and 681

to Electric Boat; Litton was assigned the third, fifth and sixth ship (SSN's

680, 682 and 683). Accordingly, the Litton delivery dates were extended by

11-1/2 months to provide a proper sequence for these follo-on ships.

The Navy had advised all bidders in January and again in June 1968 of

Goverment-furnished hull steel delivery information. This information

showed that delivery of hull steel for the first of the six ships would begin
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in June 1968 and that deliveries for folly ships wauld cnaesoe at tba

month intervals. Thus,. at the time it signed the contract and agreed to

extend ship deliveries, Litton was well aware of the Navy's schedule for

delivery of hull steel: Delivery of steel for SSN 680 was to opumenoe in

October 1968.

Following award of the SW 680, 682 and 683 contract and negotiation

of the agreement providing for an 11-3/2 month delivery extension, Litton

personnel began to request that Guvernimt-funished hull steel be furnished

on or before dates earlier than those contained in the Navy schedules for SSN

680. The dates were, in fact, even earlier than the dates reflected in the

Litton contract proposal. Specifically, in July 1968, Litton asked for delivery

of all Covernment-furni.hed steel for SSN 680 not later than Aagust 1968. The

Navy cvuld not cmply with that request and Litton was so advised.

In August 1968, Litton again requested all hull steel for SSN 680 that

month - well ahead of scheduled delivery dates which were to begin in

October 1968.

At the time, Litton's reasons for persisting in its requests for

Government-furnished steel earlier than the Navy scheduled dates were not

entirely clear. Litton lacked trained personnel to work the steel, had it

been delivered as the company requested. The situation is described in a

letter signed by the President of Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding in March 1969:

"For several skills in our ship yard it takes years to train
a qualified worker. It is difficult to find people who can
qualify to do HY80 hull work on subearines. In any event, it takes
time. Much more time than we had starting last swmier shen we
learned that we had won the contract for three new suhaarines.
And this in spite of all the effort humanly possible to enlarge
and accelerate our training programs.
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-One thing became extrely ear to us in recent months.
No matter how we tried to rearrange cur schedules, we were going
to have to lay off as nany as 500 people (in crafts other than the
hull crafts) before the end of this year, unless, scmehow we could
'get over the hump' in the hull shipfitting and weldiijgwark.

'It makes sense, if we were to purchase services outside
to get us over the shipfitting and weuding 'hump' to purchase
the services where we have the tightest problem in hiring and
training people.

"The main problem, of course, was the long dry spell between
the time we last won a submarine contract in 1963 and this past
year when we finally won these three. This long gap caused us to
'break car stride.' Had we received a submarine contract in 1965,
the hull work would by rxw have been far enough along so that
outfitting people moving off 'PUETE' or 'POCY' could move on to
another submarine. In that case, welders and shipfitters could then
have enough 'lead time' to do their work here in the yard on the
present three submarines. But we didn't get a submarine contract in
1964, in 1965, in 1966, or in 1967."

The Navy later found that Litton had promised steel to its subcontractors

prior to its cwn requested dates firm the Navy and prior to the Navy's

scheduled delivery dates.

On 1U Septaemer 1968, Litton sent the Navy a detailed schedule of steel

delivery dates to support a ll-1/2 month delivery extension. This schedule

requested delivery of hull steel starting 13 Septiber 1968 and completing

in March 1969.

The Navy attenupted to accommdate Litton's Septebal 1968 request as

far as possible and was able to provide same hull steel at that time. o!ever,

Litton's requested dates for sime items were far in advance of the Navy's

own scheduled delivery dates and in advance of actual need. For example,

Litton requested steel for reactor compartment caming plates almost a year

earlier than these plates could have been used. Nevertheless, all of the
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pacing itse were either supplied by the Govent or were otherwise

available to Litton by March 1969, the end date specified by Litton in its

cntract proposal and in its Septeriber 1968 schedule.

me nmot isportant point is: Litton's records show that all steel work

for the two pacing bulkheads on SSN 680 was Coupleted within three and 21

days respectively of Litton's amw schedules. Further, these records show

that the delay in omnpleting the pacing reactor compartnent bulkheads was

due to Litton-responsible item -primnarily the non-availability of centractor-

furnished shielding material subsequent to the epletion of steel work.

Therefore, Litton's request for an additional six nonth extension in contract

delivery dates, because of late Govern nt-furnished material, is invalid.

Wtile Litton stated that the reactor omparMent bulheads paced ship

construction, it clained that late delivery of subcontracted hull sections

fran Canadian Vickers contributed to the delay. Litton also attributed the

delay at Canadian Vickers to late delivery of Government-furnihed steel. The

NAVSHIPS technical evaluation shows that this claim is riot valid, either.

Had Canadian Vickers met Litton's dates,as explained before, the ship wmild

not have been ompleted any earlier - because of Litton's problems in carpleting

the reactor calpar2nent. Again, while scae overnnent-furnished steel was later

than Litton's requested dates, Litton itself was responsible for up to six

months delay in receipt of hull sections made by Canadian Vickers.

Specifically:

a. Litton pronised steel to Canadian Vickers before Litton itself was

scheduled to receive it and earlier than Litton itself had requested it

fran the Navy. Many templates furnished by Litton were of improper dinension
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and required rework, or were not made available and had to be lofted and

manufactured by Canadian Vickers.

b. Many steel plates which Litton fogmd and supplied to Canadian

Vickers were of improper dimension or configuration and required reforming.

Other plates arrived damaged or heavily scratched and had to be repaired.

c. Litton supplied various fitting and fram jigs which had to be

reworked because the plates ware cut too short.

d. Most inortant, Litton took nearly ten nonths to resolve an ultrasonic

testing problem at the subcontractor's plant. During this time, scue completed

hull sections waited up to four months to be tested, and then waited an

additional two months to be shigped. Poor msnangemnt attention by Ingalls

to clear up these problems directly caused the six month delay in delivery of

sane hull sections to the shipyard.

Based on the above, the NAVSHIPs technical review team concludes that there is

no basis whatsoever for Litton's claim for an extra six month extension due to

late delivery of Government-furnished steal.

Loss of Learning

Litton claims 980,000 additional manhours for "loss of learning" due to

the 17-3/2 month delivery delay. Litton claims that its original bid was

based on the shipyard realizing learning curve labor efficiencies on the

FY 1967/1968 submarine (SSN's 680, 682 and 683) as the 3rd, 4th and 5th ships

of a 5 ship production run beginning with SSN's 648 and 652; that this transfer

of learning would have been reinforced by work on SSN 647 (POGY) which the

Navy transferred to Litton from another shipyard for completion of post-

launching work; that practically all learning is lost when the tis span
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between like ships exceeds about 20 months; and that Government delays caused

the ships to slip beyond this 20 manth cutoff, thereby causing "loss of

learning" equal to a 980,000 manhour decrease in labor efficiency.

The NAUVSHIPS tedcical evaluation points out that Litton cannot docuent

or identify what allowances, if any, it made for learning in. its original bid.

The nusber of hours clained cme fran a "reconstruction" by Litton of its

initial bid based on discussions with employees. Litton states that personnel

involved in making estimates for the initial, bid routinely use learning curve

techniqs. The presumption is that these personnel vzuld have reduced the

raw estimates for SSN's 680, 682 and 683 to take into account the learning effect

from prior work on SSN's 648, 652 and 647. The team could find no evidence

that this, in fact, was done.

Based on its on criteria, Litton should not have priced SSN's 680,

682 and 683 in anticipation of learning benefits from the contract for SsN's

648 and 652. Litton claims all learning is lost after a 20 mnsth gap in

production. The tire span betwen the SSN 652 and the SSN 680 did not fall

within this 20 month period. Start of constrcion for SSN 652, the last

submarine Litton built fran the keel up, preceded the projected start date of

SSM 680 by over five years; launch of SSN 652 was 2-1/2 years before projected

launch of SSN 680; delivery of SSN 652 preceded projected delivery of SSN 680

by 26 months. Ebtension in delivery of SSN's 680, 682 and 683, therefore,

is not a valid reason for claiming "loss of learning" from SSN 652.

According to its own criteria, Litton should not have expected any

significant labor reductions based an learning from work in aonpleting PEGY

(SSN 647). POGY could not contribute to learning for pre-launch construction

work an the SSN 680 since all work prior to laduncing POY was performed at
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another shipyard. hven at the tine of contract signing, 59 680 was not

scheduled to be canpleted until 23 nwths after the scheduled completion

of POGY -- well beyond the 20 month cutoff date Litton uses for learning

efficiencies. 8xtm the above it appears highly unlikely that the Litton

personnel involved in raking estimates for SSN's 680, 682 and 683 would

have applied learning curve reductions as claimed by Litton. To have done

so would have been a violation of Litton' Is wn criteria.

Moreover, POGY schedules subsequently slipped enough so that the

interval between actual capletion of POGY and the currently sdceduled

conpletion of SSN 680 is about the same as it was at the time of contract

award. Thus the extension of the SSN 680, 682 and 683 delivery dates

could not have deprived Litton of whatever learning benefits POGY offered

in work after launch.

The review team concludes that Litton's claim for 980,000- manhours

due to "loss of learning' is unfounded. Litton's higher than anticipated

labor expenditures can more plausibly be attributed to the shipbuilder Is

inability to win a new submarine contract betwnen Mardi 1963 (FY 1963

program) and June 1968 (EY 1967/1968,program); to poor planning; to high

labor and management turnover; and to poor managent - but not to extension

of contract delivery dates on the SSN 680,-682 and 683 contract.

Function-of-Tine Costs

Function-of-time costs are those housekeeping and service function costs

directly related to the asount of tine that the ships are in the keel-

to-delivery phase of construction. Litton claims 30 ship-mnths as the

total additional time the SSN's 680, 682 and 683 remained in this keel-to-delivery

period. The entire 30 ship-mmnths, according to Litton, are the Govenment's
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responsibility. Estimating an average of 150 men per day, Litton claim a

total of 751,000 manhours.

As explained previously in the discussion on late Goverzmnt-furnished

steel, all delays beyond the 11-1/2 minth extension are considered to be

Litton's responsibility. Moreover, Litton inflated the delay period by using

4 August 1969 as the SSN 680 keel-laying date. In another section of its

claim, Litton points out that the 4 August keel laying was a cerennial affair,

and the actual keel-laying date was 24 Novumber 1969. After adjusting for

these factors, the NAVSHIPS technical review team concluded that Litton

is entitled to only 10-1/4 months of the 30 months claimed. Moreover, Litton's

manhour estimate was based on an estimate of the average manloading for

time related functions on SSN 648 during the keel-to-launch period. A review

of the total manhours for SW 648 during this period revealed the

manning to be 99 men instead of 150.

Taking all these factors into account, the NAVSHIPS technical review

team concluded that Litton is entitled to only 171,000 manhours, instead of

the 751,000 hours claimed.

Uncollectible Escalation

In its May 1972 proposal, Litton claims $4.6 million for "uncollectible

escalation." Allegedly, this is the anoint of labor escalation which Litton

has incurred or expects to incur beyogd that recoverable urser the proposed

escalation table.

NAVSHIPS owes Litton an adjustment in labor and material escalation for

the 11-1/2 month delivery extention, but not for contractor-responsible delays
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or overruns. According to escalation calculations by SHIPS 0511, the net

adjustment to escalation tables for the li-V2 Mtnth extension would provide

Litton about $2.5 million for additiOnal labor and material escalation.

Litton may be entitled to sane additional escalation for labor-rate growth

in excess of the Bureau of Labor Statistics index for the 11-/2 month

stretdi-out period. The precise amount will have to be determined by

NAVSHIPS 05 and 02.

Cost Overrun

bhe SSN 680, 682 and 683 contract is overrunning by roughly the

aWmomt of Litton's claim. The Litton claim, if honored in full, would

turn a substantial loss into a substantial profit. In fact, Litton would

obtain a higher profit than the initial target profit allwed in the

contract. Although Litton attributes virtually the entire cost overrun

to the Navy, it appears that mast of the overrun was a result of the

contractor's over-optimism in its initial bid and of gross mismanagement

thereafter - not of Govenment-responsible delays.

With the benefit of hindsight, and of data provided by Litton that

NAVSHIPS did not have at time of contract award, it appears that, in pricing

the basic contract, Litton assumed a substantial risk of potential cost

overrun. In 1968, Litton had not received a newo nstruction SSN contract

since FY 1963. Litton officials expressed a keen desire to obtain sacme

of the FY 1967/1968 submarines to keep the shipyard in the nuclear submarine

Construction business.
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In fact, the President of Litton's Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding

Division wrote to his employees on July 22, 1968:

"Since I last wrote to you, we were awarded a contract to
construct three new submarines. As you know, we had not received
a new sutmarine contract award since 1963. It is only because of our
performance in the last eighteen months which qualified us for this
sutmarine construction award this year. The fact that we have these
new submarines shculd give us great satisfaction, but should not be
any cause for relaxing. We mist concentrate.on producing quality
submarines on schdule if we are to continue to participate in the
submarine program. It was a miracle that we were able to reinstate
ourselves in the god graces of the Navy, and we col revere
a second miracle. W must show the Navy every dayin the fture that
we are capable of maintaining the sustained good performance of the
past year. (ERmhasis added)

* * *

"All in all, and even despite same of the uncertainties because of
Washington's budget problems, we have much to be thankful for this
year. "

Despite the long break in receiving a new suhnarine contract, Litton's

bid was almost $5 million per ship lower than its more experienced

competitors' However, since Litton's bid was roughly in line with historical

prices, NAVSHIPS did not challenge the bid as a "buy in." Moreover, NAVSHIPS

made the Litton award based on competition and therefore did not have access

to the cost or pricing data Litton used in preparing its bid.

Litton states that the basis of its bid is not documented in its files.

Therefore, the oompany recinstructed a basis for its bid. In this recan-

struction, Litton applied an 11 percent management improeent factor

(reduction) to its historical cost experience in order to come up with its

original bid price. The isportant point is that, at the bid price, Litton

itself concedes it would have had to realize substantisi manent improvasents

to avoid a serious cost overrun.
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In reviewing the situation in light of what we know today, and considering

some of the problems facing Litton at the time of contract award, there is no

question but that Litton's bid was extremely optimistic.

The team was unable to determine to what extent Litton actually realized

the predicted savings fram managyent ixnptvement. However, it appears that

not much improvveent was made; in fact, the team found case after case of

mismanagement. Specifically:

a. Litton worked to unrealistic pre-keel schedules. Instead of schaduling

work to accumoadate expected steel deliveries and the U1-V2 month extension

requested by the Navy, Litton accelerated its pre-keel work over the schedule

it had proposed for the contract. Litton's schedules ignored information

regarding projected deliveries of Government-furnished steel and ignored

shortages of qualified workers in critical trades.

b. Litton did not maintain adequate management control and surveillance

over suboontract work.

c. Litton experienced excessive rework because of poor control over

work in its shops and on the waterfront. The Navy repeatedly amplained to

Litton managamnt about the high rate of errors and rework, both of which led

to high costs.

d. Litton did not have effective cost control over the cantract work.

Under Litton's systems, working level budgets are not related to contract

amount. Thus, it is possible to meet all labor budgets at the working level

and still substantially overrun the contract.

e. Litton did not have effective control over materials. On many

occasions, Litton reported that items of Government-furnished equiprent were
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overdue at the yard. In every case but one, where NAV9SIPS investigated the

problem, the missing items were located at the shipyard.

Litton's poor management was not confined to the SSN 680, 682 and 683

contract. Litton has also experienced substantial delays and cost overruns

on its other ship construction contracts. Specifically:

a. Nearly every Navy shipbuilding contract (SSN 680, 682. and 683,

AE 32-35, LHA) with Litton is behind schdedule and overrunning in cost.

Moreover, Litton has large claims pending against the avernrent an all of

these contracts. Ihe only exception to date is the M963 class shipbuildirn

contract where work has barely started.

b. Tihe General Accounting Office (GAD) recently reported that Litton's

poor procurenent practices were causing unnecessary additional costs. The

GO conclusions grew out of a specific review of subcontracts placed under

the SSN 680, 682 and 683 contract.

c. The Maritime Administration has also reported extensive problem in

Litton's aonstruction of Farrell and American Presidnt Line ships.

In December 1970, Litton Corporation changed management of its Ingalls

yard. Since then there has been some recovery of the delays experienced on the

SSN 680, 682 and 683 contract, but the ships are still about four months

late to the 11-12 month extension sdcedule. There have also been extensive

management changes in Litton's West Bank yard.

Claim Badckp Data

The NAVSHIPS technical review team found very little information in

Litton's backup data to support its claim. Most of the claim consists of

Litton assertions, judgments, And allegations for Rhich the company can
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not provide factual support. Although Litton vigorously denies that it

"backed into" the claim, it is noted that:

a. The amount of the claim approximates Litton's projected cost overrun.

If honored in full, the Litton claim would enable the coany to recoaer

its costs and still make over a $7 million profit on the contract.

b. Although Litton has revised its claim proposal five times, the total

amount Litton seeks to recover has remained relatively constant.

c. VIenever the NlVSHIPS. team has gathered facts tending to invalidate

items of Litton's claim, Litton has dropped these items and substituted

others in their place.

d. As explained previously, Litton used a so-called management inyrovssant

factor to explain the difference between its reconstructed estimates and the

bid price. TIe¶ bid price is substantially lower than, reconstructed estimates,

which are based on historical costs. Originally, Litton claimed this factor

was 6 percent. Later, when it reduced the basis of the claim in another area,

this factor was increased to U percent. This change from 6 percent to U

percent pernitted the total amount of the claim to renain about constant.

The N1VSHIPS team has spent many man-ronths in evaluating snaIl portions

of the claim. In mary areas the team has faond the claim misleading, inaccurate

and inccnsistent. For example, in the nuclear area alone:

a. Litton claimed several thousand additional manhours for extra plan

changes because the ships were delayed by late Goernesnt-furnished material.

Litton supported the claim with a calculati Zsxing the average number of
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plan changes over a portion of the ship owstrnct on period. This avLrae

was extended over the period of claimed delay. In this manner Litton clained

37 plan changes per nuith when, in fact, the rate during the actual delay

period was about four per mnxth. In total, the team found this part of the

claim overstated by a factor of 20.

b. To support a claim for additional engineering effort to make changes

in technical manuals, Litton used the same rationale it used for plan changes.

However, in this case the team found that 20 percent of the changes oaunted

in the "average' wAre not even applicable to the ships Litton was building.

Moreover, Litton maintains several OCpies of saeM manuals. In these cases

Litton ounted each onpy of a technical manual change as if it were a separate

item requiring engineering effort. In effect, Litton claimed several hours of

engineering time for scem changes that took only a few minutes of clerical

effort. The team cenluded that Litton overstated its costs in this part of

the claim by a factor of six.

c. Litton claimed it had to use extra service persaoel for the period

Litton was delayed by the Navy. Litton claimed mnre than five times as naich

for scme categories of these personnel as its records show was actually spent.

d. Litton claimed about 44,000 engineering manhours in its claim for

Goverrnent-responsible delays in one area. However, the total Litton

engineering effort in this area for a 38 ronth period that included the delay

was only about 32,000 manhours. The Government analysts cancluded this facet

of the claim had no substance.

In April 1972, the Navy asked Litton management (Mr. Marandino, the

President of Ingalls Nuclear Shipbilding Division) to review and certify

92-782 0 - 82 - 4
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its claim. As a result of this request, Litton deleted items totaling

several million dollars. Same of the above items were dropped in this process.

However, new items were substituted as an offset to the reductions.

3. Conclusions and EBCImen dations.

The NAVSHIPS technical evaluation indicates that Litton is entitled to

only about 14 percent of its claimed manhours. Using the icany's labor and

overhead rates and considering all items for which the Navy might be responsible,

the NAVSHIPS technical evaluation indicates that a settlement in the range of

$4-7 million, including escalation adjustments, would fairly consate Litton

for its additional costs due to the Governrent-responsible contract extension.

An analysis of 'this computation is attached. The contractor's claim for an

additional six month delay for late Goversment-furnished steel and so-called

"loss of learning" is not warranted. The range of $4-7 million cMeres favorably

with the tentative settlement NAVSHIPS reached with Litton before it was

disapproved by NAPVW in December 1969.

Since December 1969, the Litton claim has gram by a factor of six.

The NAVSHIPS team concludes that this grwth was prFapted by overruns that

developed as work progressed, ad that the cost growth does not, in any way,

reflect a reasonable assessment of the Government's liability.

The Navy should resist any Litton efforts to settle the claim on a total

coat basis. To d so would reward inefficiency and encourage future claims

by Litton and other shipyards. Nareaver, it would be a bad precedent for the

Navy's negotiations with Litton on the LHA, AE, and possibly the 1) 963
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projects. Fbr this reasan, it is reccumened that the Navy:

a. Reject LittaIs current propeal.

b. Offer to settle with Litton in the $4-7 million range.

c. If Litton will not adapt the offered settlement, issue a

contracting officer decision denying the excessive portion of tthe

claim If Litton then decides to pursue the rejected porticm of the

claim, this shaold be as a contract dispute before the Anted Services

Boqrd of Conect Aipels, or, finally, in the courts.

d. Make no provisirnal paynts or progress payments beyond those

presently provided for in the ctract until this matter is settled.

e. Do not consider Litton for any future naval ship nstruction

wards until this matter in settled and until Litton and the Navy reach

agreemnt on a new business relaticnsh$p -one that does not rest on

overpriced dcanges and essive claizm.
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SUMMARY OF NAVSHIPS
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

OF LITTON CLAIM UNDER CONTRACT N00024-68-C-0342

LITTON CLAIM NAVSHIPS TECHNICAL EVALUATION
(See Note 1)

Manufacturing: -
Hours 1,297,000

$ $26,446,000

Reqular Enqineering
Hours .61,000 .

$ 888,000

Nuclear Engineering:
Hours 112,000

$ 1,471,000

Other:
Hours 58,000

$ 565,000

171,000

24,200

20,R0O

0

S1 ,199 ,000

174 ,000

156,000

0

Material:

Subtotal

GUA

Unrecoverable
Escalation

TOTAL COST:

Less Formula
Escalation:

Net Target Cost

Tarqet Profit

Target Price

Additional
Escalation due to
Extension:

TOTAL Claim:

6,766,000

$36,136,000

3,725,000

4,561,000

$44,422,000

3,000

S1,5 32,000

92,000

(See Note 2)

$1,6 24,000

(16,931,000)

27,491,000

3,084,000

30,575,000

0O

1,6 24,000

11 4,000

1,73 8,000

6,431,000

$37,006,000

2,460,000

$4,19E,000 (See
Note
3)

ATTACHMENT 1 to ENCLOSURE (1)
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Notes:

1. The NAVSHIPS technical evaluation does not reflect the DCAA audit of
Litton's claimed labor and overhead rates. Therefore, to the extent that
audit adjustments reduce Litton's claimed rates, this evaluation should
be adjusted dcwnward.

2. The ca1pany claims total escalation costs of $21.4 million. The
revised escalation tables prqposed by SHIPS 0511 would allaw $13.0 million,
an $8.4 million difference. Most of the $8.4 million appears due to
contractor responsible delays, cost overruns or the contractor's re-
definition of costs subject to escalation. PM381 and SHIPS 08 review
of the claim indicates no valid basis for uncollectible escalation.

3. Litton's letter of June 13, 1972 stated that as of that date, the
Navy had received all data which Litton desires to furnish for use by the
Navy in evaluating this claim. As noted in the Sumnary, the NAVSHIPS
technical review team found very little information in the badcup data
to support Litton's claim. It is possible that at the time of negotiations,
Litton may provide clarifying data which would cause some of the allawances
in the technical analysis to be revised. Possible additional allowances
are as follows:

a. Possible additional allcwance for escalation over and above that
allwed in the tables if Litton is able to substantiate actual
escalation in excess of tables on basic allowed costs, exclusive of
contractor responsible overruns and delays, and changes.

b. Possible additional allowance for "function of time" costs based
on additional manning beyond SSN 648 actuals.

c. Possible additional allwance for negotiation of judgmental items
in the technical evaluation beyond that allowed in the technical analysis.

d. Possible additional alliwance for pre-keel delay and disruption
due to steel not arriving in schedule sequence and Litton substitutions.

PMS381 and SHIPS 08 ounsider that the maximun possible additional allowance
in the above areas would not exceed $3.0 million.



Suraxy of Litton Systems Inoorporated Claim Against Navy Contract N00024-68-C-0342
tor Delay in MnstrcWton ot SSN bNU, 6, anc bui

Additional $ Claimed

Target Cost
Target Profit

Target Price

November
1970

$27.411
4.112

$31.523

February
1971

$29.835
4.381

$34.216

December
1971

($ in millions)
$39.433
6.952

$46.385

April
1972

$41,868
7.195

$49.063

May
1972

$27.491
3.084

$30.575

Plus or (minus) escalation
estimated to be above or
(below) that amount specified
in the contract {see Note 1)

Total "Actual" Claim
(to nearest .lmilion)

9.0

$40.5

9.3 (6.27)

$ 43.5- $40.1

(6.27) 6.4

$42.8 $37.0

See attadchd pages 2-5 for explanation of changes in Litton claim

Note l:Current Estimated Escalation in Contract = $10.544M
ENCLOURE (2)
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A. Changes in Littan's Pnrxosals of
Novumber 1970 and February 1971

About $3 million increase in "actual" claim. Small
increases in hours claimed more than offset bv sliahtly
lower overhead rates. Increases due to following:

1. Contract with Chicaao Bridae & Iran - in millions)
about S1.8 million ("inadvertently omitted
from the 20 November 1970 nroposal.")

2. Claim for "retainaqe" - (New to February
oroposal) - .63

3. Higher A&A - .3

4. Hiqher Profit .27

S. Estimated additional escalation due to .3
higher target price

6. Increased manhours offset by decreased -.3
overhead rates

$ 3.0
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Changes in Litton's Proposals of
February 1971 and Decreber 1971

B.

About $3.4 million decrease in "actual claim". $12.17

million increase in target price more than offset by $15.57

million decrease in escalation tables.

Differences:

Decro

1. Decrease in claimed manhours of almost 22%.

2. large increase in claimed dollars because labor and

overhead rates are escalated.

3. Increase in G&A of $.6 million.

4. Increase in Profit of $2.6 million.

ease in manhours due to:

1. Decrease in claimed "loss of learning - 139,0

(due to drooping SSN 639 from learning

curve)

2. Decrease in 'function of time" - 125,0

(hours revert to same total as in

November, 1970 proposal)

3. Changing "Reduced Productivity" to - 98,0

"Pre-keel Delay + Disruption

4. Droped 44% of claimed Reg Engineerinq Hours 75,0

5. Dropped 4% of claimed Nuc Engineering Hours 7,0

00 hrs

00 hrs

00 hrs

00 hrs

000 hrs

Note that the arguments for all of these areas chanced,

in some cases, substantially. The switching of "Decreased

Productivity" to "Pre-keel Delay and Disruption" necessitated

new and complete NAVSHIPS analysis.
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C. Changes in Litton's Proposals of
rWa~vtvpr 1971 and Arwil 1972

About $2.7 million.increase in 'actual" claim, all due to
an 'accountinq change" at Litton.

Effect of'the Accounting chanqe.

1. Increased manhours by 85,000 hrs. Most of
the increase came in the new category "other
direct labor" for which no backup was provided,
but for which Litton. stated backup existed
at their company for the Navy to review.

2. Labor and overhead rates increased.

3. Material overhead decreased.

4. Increase in profit of $240,000.
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D. Qhanges in Litton's Prcoosals of
April 1972 and Mav 1972

About $6 million decrease in "actual" claim. Decrease in
tarqet price of $18.5 million offset by escalation increase

of $12.5 million. ($ in millions)

1. Decrease in Reqular Enqineerinq hours of $ -.2
31%

2. Decrease in Nuclear Enqineering hours of -.55

39%
3. Decrease in claimed material -.55

4. Decrease in G&A -.1

5. Increase - new category - essentially
uncollectible escalation +4.56

6. Decreased Profit -4.1

7. No longer claimed "retainaqe' - .63

8. No longer claimed material escalation -4.27
separately

9. Miscellaneous, rounding - .16

$ -6.0
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SNIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20300
08Z1-554

19 JUL IP?

JMMRPN FOR EOR nE t9EFCll NAVAL MERAL

Subj: Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, Littai Systors, Incorporated,
claim against the Navy under N00024-68-C-0342 for construction of
SSNs 680, 682, and 683

Encl: (1) Sumnary of Navy Tedmnical Evaluation of Litton Systaes,
Inoorporated ClalmSSN 680, 682, and 683 ontract

(2) Defense ontract Audit Agency me01 ser CaM1.24 dbd U Jul 1972

1. On 17 July 1972, RaVSHIPS negotiated with Littxn on the SSN 680,
682, and 683 claim. Litton ma no cassions and rejected NAV82IPS'
offer. Litton's claim ns at $37 million.

2. Upon conclusion of negotiatious, sine no agreement could be reached,
the Contracting Officer (Rear Ahdmral K. L. Woodfin) stated he would issuc
a fornal decision whidc Litton, if it desired, 3ld appeal to the
Aned Services BEosd of Oontract Appeals. Mr. Maramdino, the president
of Ingalls Nuclea~r Shlybuiiding Division then stated that Littcn would
be trying to readc a settlafent throuo 'other annls - presumably
higher level Govent officials. Sinc you undoubtedly will be one of
the "higher level" officials to whilm Litton will apeal, I reoommnd
that you refer Litton badc to NAVSHIPS for any disausin of the sutnarino
cla~im.

3. Following are facts you and other senior Navy officials who nay
beanie involved should knw:

a. The Litton claim is grossly inflated. NAVSEIPS has ctiducted
detailed analyses of this claim, using data fron Litton's own files.

hlis data shows that only $4 - $7 million can be justified, not. $37 millial
Delays attributed to Governent actions by Litton were, in fact, caused
by its own pour planning, by its mamq-r shertages, by its late material
purchases and deliveries and by mimsnagment of the caxtract.

b. Enclesure (1) sumarizes the NAVSHIPS tednical analysis of the
Litton claim. I reamaend that you and other officials who may be
crntacted by Litto read it carefully so you will have a better understandi ng
of what the claim involves.
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7F---

c. During the negoations, NaVMMS laid out its position, point by point,
so that Litton o uld have the Unorbmity to correct any misunderstanding
or errors in factual data, end Litton was invited to reut tue NAVSHIPS
tentative position. Litton indicated general disagrfeemet with the
onclusiits. Nevertheless, it was unable to reO2ile its claim with the
evidence presented by NAWHIPS.

d. The amount of the claim approximates Litton's projected 0ost overrum
nt this onotract. Nearly all of this overrun has bea found by NhVS1HIPS to

be due to Littut's misanagmnt of the cotntract and over-optimism in its bid.
Litton did not appear to be at all ocerned that its claim does riot support
a paynent anywhere near the $37 milions figure. Th oompany's positioin seem
to be that it spent the money so it is up to the Navy to comr all Litoto
ousts and all the profit included in its bid - regardless of whether the
overrun was Litta Is or the ammerilent' a fault.

e. Mr. Marandino maea no attempt to negotiate. Thus, NAVSH IPS efforts
in presenting the facts to Litton were a waste of time, except that the Litton
response to the specific points raised by NkVSHIPS seemed to omfirm that the
NAVSHIPS' analysis is sound.

4. In attempting to attribute its crst overruns to the Navy, Littcn has, in
my judigmet, overstepped the bounds of propriety. Analysis of the claim
indicates misrepresentation, if not fraud. Many elements in the claim adxsJ
contrived and are irxzencilable with facts contained in the ocapany's own
files. Enclosure (2), amfig other things, diaopsses one example - a case
where Littos claimed an extra $4.5 million figure as uncollectible escalation
when, in actual fact, there was no basis whatsoever for the $4.5 million.

5. In view of the history of this Littcn claim, I refiarand that a formal
board be cnvened to investigate this claim and to determine whether Litton's
actions constitute a violation of the False ClaiAs Act or of other federal
statutes. As an alternative the Department of Justice cold be asked to
review it.

6. The Litton claim is a complex matter. NWVSCS has gals to great pains to
get to the bottom of the case and diansine the facts - a step too often not
enployed in past handling of NAVSlUS daiws. Based an the effort expended in
this case, unusual for NAVSHIS, the Navy is in a strong position to cotest
the claim before any tribunal and to limit payment to that amount actually
owed Litton. For this reason the claim shold be settled on its merits throuh
the noriel contracting officer decisian and eals board circuit, and not by
extra-legal action.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations & Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)
Office of General counsel
Ommander, Naval Ship ystemrs Oamund
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CAR-1. 24, July i., 1 972

MEMOIAI;TIU FOR'CO7?4FltAIDiuR, NAVAL IMITIi SYSTNh:S CO2MNAND,
WASHiECTON, D. C. 2'1360

ATtrETION: Mr. Richard D. Everett

SU3ECT: Audit Review and Analysis of Escalation on the 6 8
0's

:Claim, Ingalls Nuclear Sliipbuilding Division, rascagoul a,
Mississiprpi.

In accordance wjith your request, this office has reviewed J:he.
contr:ccor's proposed method of including escalation in its latbst
revised claim for the 680 subhnarine contract. I

'lh contractor' slatest claim gubmissien is c'~cnted od a basis; -
which aj],laS for the over or under recovery of cscalation for
tota1 conLrract. The proposed mct hod is u.iacceptab].e to DCAA b11 auso
it reprI Sents 0L method which allows for a total repricing of thI
cont-ract.. Ile reccarniend that the claim be priced separately frm1 the
boric contrfact and change orders. The incorporation of any priciv',
method o n ro-n, er-ntract repricing method will alloe for recavery
of lssses on the basic contract aod cat, not be recommenoded.

There are tv o other methods of pricing escalation on the subject
claim which w/e have explored. One method would be to price the claitm
on a de-escalated basis and revfse the escalation contract fornula for
payment of escalation applicable to. the claim. The other.method would
be to price the clpim on an escalated basis. The method of prijing
the claim on a de-escalated basis on an af-tr-the-fact basis in not

* acceptable because of the problemas inherent in determining the de-
escalated baso labor and overhead rates as well as base estimates
for materials. It is almost impossible, especially in overhead rates,
to uplit: incurred costs into the categories of escalation costa and
base inL;rred costs. Based on our detailed review and analysis.we
reconmend that the claim be priced on an escalated basis and that thc
basic portion of the contract remain on a doa-escalated basis as orlgin. 1 l
pric(d in thie contract:. This recoatuended method is in consonance wit]:
the change order priciug formula on the contract.

In the claim it is our understanding that legal entitiement for ta
additional four quarters has been determined for escalation contract
formula purposes. This office has reviewed in detail the revised material
and labor spread which has been included in the tentative developed revised
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CARM .... 4 July 11, 1972

sur.Ecr: Audit Ileview and Analysis of Escalation on the 680'n

Claim, tluall a:ucl car Shipbuilding DIvisionl, Pascagoula,

Mississippi-

In the contractor's latest revised proposal it included a -Omputed

figure of twenLty-one million dolldrs for actual escalation. Allb,

.adjuset'.nt of nppre:imately four aid oneahalf million dollars foei the

over recevery. of cavcalatiia assumting that escalation recovery would be

made onl a total cvnt:racct basis; he have had numerouis mectilngs. with the

contractor in an attempt to obtain supporting documcntation cand rttional i-

zation ofr these fi1,urcu. lie contractor did not make a cortputition of

actual. cscalatinn onl the contract and could not support the twenty-one

million dollar figure. In addition, they were never able, to. sujcport

the four aidonn-half million dollar adjustment figure that was included

in the preposal. Our analysis based an the information obtaincd, indicated

that this four vid one-half million dollar- figure represented ei figure

couputed usicng total estimated contract incurred cost legs monits received

or-exrpected to be xeceived in claims;- - - '

In surmmary, based on our total analysis we recommend that he con-

trrct escal.tion formula (Article 16 of the contract) be 'pplic ble only

to the basic price of the contract and that the claim be.priced on an

escalated: basi.s. The escalated amount recovered through the foemula

will rvisut.iably pay the coutractor for ih acrutti escalation o0l 'the con-

tract. Ikiever, in settlement w/ith the contractor, the agreerbevt docu-

mentati.o. should bC prepared in a manner which will assure that the con-

tractor understands that this represents the total and final amosont payhllc!

for escalation applicable to the basic contract.

-VOR THE REGIOiVAL 1,ANAGER -

-UEY. .ALAU

esaNt /-Audi
Residant -Auditor
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CAR-1.24 July 11, 1972

SUtIJLCT: Anidit Review hosil AualyGisiof Escalation on the 
6

80's
Claim, Ingolls Nucluna Shipbuilding Divisico. Pascagoula,
Mississippi

formula by NAVSIIIPS. Our review was mado to* determine if the distri-
bution of the material and labor eost wos reasonable when enmpared to
the actunl distribetion based on ineurred cost. In addition, our
review rase made to determine the amount of escalation recovery that
would be estinated to be paid thkough the revised tables for escalation ver-
sun thb amount of computed actual escalation for the basic cootreot.,
This co=uputation is shown balow for your information.

Labor Subtotal
lirct Costs 'lg. ReL. nr. Iuc Ener. Labor Material Tnlal

*(000) :(000) (00(000) (000) (000)
:-rdtisuted cost

eScaleted - Basic
.contract $40,356 $1,503 $1,482. $43,341 $45,518 S838859

er.timated de-
e:ucnllatud .ust 33*565 1.192 1.079 35836 41,058. 76.894

$ 6,791 $ 311 $ 403' $ 7.505 $ 4,460 t11,965

sndirecL labor ___ 1,576 .76

.csp II cd actual L721 ,, . . __ . "c0e.:llti~on 40_9 i; ; .81 $640 3.

-recover± compuied oaing revised formula table:

As ahowu above, osr eanputation of actual escalation on the contract
applox;'cntes the anount of escalation that will be recovered'under the
revised contract formula. It is understood that these figures and
estimates nre accurate within a range of 95 to: 100%. We also made a
COmp.L.kti oD of the escalation that would be recoverable under the formula
if the din tributiol of mateial and labor wero based on the actual distri-
bution of incurred costs. That figure amounted to approximately sevente n
million dollars. The distrrbution of labor end naterial as included in
the revised contract formula by dAVi^UIPS is considered to be very accurate
and reasonable in relationship to the actual amount of conputed 2ncalation
applicable to the basic contract.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360 E - To

08H-555
2 1 JUL 19r7

MIS4RANDUM FOR aiE CINDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEM S EAND

Subj: Litton Systems, Incorporated, Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding

Division, claims against the Navy on contracts for

construction of SSNs 680, 682, and 683 and )Es 32 through 35

1. As you know, NXVSHIPS was unable to reach agreement with

Litton on either the SSN 680, 682, and 683 claim or on the AE 32-35

claim during negotiations on 17-19 July 1972. The two claims

total about $75 million, but NAVSHIPS considers it awes Litton

about $7 million. In view of this wide difference and since

no agreements were reached, Litton was notified that a formal

contracting officer's decision based on the NAVSHIPS position

will be issued prouptly. Litton, if it so desires, may then

appeal to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals to settle

the dispute.

2. These developments, in conjunction with the other problems

the Navy has been experiencing with Litton, may have considerable

impact on the carpany. One criticism leveled against the

Department of Defense in connection with the Lockheed C5A

case was that the Department of Defense did not make known

the full extent of its difficulties and actions with the

contractor. More recently, there have been press reports of

a Congressional inquiry to the Securities and Exchange Commission

regarding Litton's failure to disclose in its financial statements

the extent of its claims against the Navy and regarding the

extent Litton may be reporting earnings predicated on optimistic

projections of claim settlements. TO avoid such criticism of

the Navy I therefore reamsrend the following:

a. NAVSHIPS should advise the Securities and Exchange

Commission of the results of its recent negotiations with Litton

and of the fact that it is preparing to issue a contracting

officer's decision on these claims. This notification should

indicate the amiunt of the contractor's claim and the approximate

amount of the contracting officer's decision.
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b. The Navy should make a public announcement of the fact
that it has failed to reach agreement with Litton on these
claims and that it is preparing to issue a contracting officer's
decision which Litton may, if it desires, appeal to the Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeals.

I believe such actions would do uidh to restore public credibility
and confidence in the Navy's handling of its large shipbuilder
claims.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations & logistics)
Chief of Naval Material

92-782 0 - 82 - 5
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IDEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTZMS COMMAND

WASHINOTON. O. C. m° ' ' *UP2t tIS tO

. 08H-558

IAUG I

Mi tam FOR IEE am aF c VAL mh@aAL

Subj: P iMcdations for iuproVing Navy ClA' p res based an

e2parienoe gained fran Litto Systwel, I rated, Ingalls NuIlear
S hi;ai2ALng DviJsiM, claim agairnt the Navy 1 Cur traact

N00024-68-C-0342 for ntrxitian of SSN'u 680, 682, aid 693

Ref: (a) My -ari n dtd 19 Jul 1972 fcr the Chief of Naval Material;

siujs Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Divisian, Litton Systems,
Inc., claim agairJt the Navy wider N=0024-68C0342 for
onstructi of SSN's 680, 682, and 683 with encl (1) thereto

E:cl: (1) IV memorandw dtd 10 May 1971 for thGn erel Cusel of the Navy;

subj: Shiibuildsr clar

(2) My mxwun dtd U Feb 1972 for the Chief of Naval Material;
subaj Claim praooef

1. AS you are are, I have been cnarned abot the Navy's claim pracessing

procedures for me tine. In encloues (1) and (2), I _ roaxisndatiaow

for hardling major ce' against the _ t. lhe eppoe of this

Im rI is to ailify tI reindation basd an oy experiene with

the s*uject Litton claim.

2. By referece (a) I advised you of the facts eranding Littrio's claim,

and of the difficulties the Navy has enousiatered during the past year and

a half in trying to evaluate it. Since Daobt 1969 Litton si tted

five different Versicon of this claim. gsh claim itself caisted of nany

dalier claime, each of whidiW NAVIPS hid to zoeerdch and evaluate. Often

after NAVSP8 cbtained facts which t d to di.pon a particla item

in the claim, Litton would withdrw that it and e~etituts another in its

place. INAPS than had to canduct another evaluation. Uiis repetitive

sdxnissan and evaluatian of Litton claim prouele hs aded sustantially to

the time rquired for the NWVUW evaluation.

3. 7he data Litton provided to suport its claim was inalete and often

unreliable. qhe pny amitted data that did not sufort its claim. It

was up to NNVSPS to callect relevant infouatian and to piece together a

balanced vieu of the facts. In this regard, NAPV8 had to rely acistly

an cntractor files becie NAVM3PS itself oas not have a systatic

mfthxd of collecting and reaording si4gnficft data coziiing conteact

pence.
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4. After many man years of effort by NAVSIPS tedmicl, project, 1t ract,
and legal persrniel, NAVSHUPS was able to reutmuct, with.reascmable
accracy, what actually hapeed. The NkVMP evaluatiou showed that te
Governmnt was liable for only about $4 - $7 cillion of the $37 million
claimed by Littan. Littcn had exerienoed a large cost ovrrun the ountract
and, thugh its WMl, was trying to pass the entire averrun to the
Govurrmant.

5. The Littn claim read onvincingly. But after NAVSImPS had carefullyreoanstructad thd facts it bec^e dwviow that the claim was greatly
exaggeratd. For exmle:

a. Litton clailed that late Governsent-furnished steel disrted hull
oaintrution and eventually delayed ship deliveries by six nxmths. In
fact, steel work mn the pacing itais was copleted essentially in
acourdance with Litton's edKedules. Mreover, Littan's am weekly productiou
reports showed that onstratima was procading sthly.

b. Littan claimed that submarine hull sections had to be subonmtracted
dim to late Goverrent-furnished steel. Yet Littce' s omn doiments
prepared at the time the hull sectians were atb tacbad stated that
the reasan for subcntracting was a shortage of skilled mwaepor at the
shipyard.

c. In its fifth claim sihiittal, Litton introiaced a now $4.6 millicn
iten entitled "Escalation in Exoes of Total Estimated Escalaticm
Payments to be Made Uner Article 16 -pr l" . Ihia itea turnd out to
be sinply a 'plug figurs" to keep th claim at about $37 millo, afterLittam had to d& other claim itnis that hod be discredited during the
tNW.VEMlS evaluation. TFh mmient auditor find Hie was no support
for the iten.

6. Littmn was ulwilling to negotiate the claim m an item-by-itaa basis.During the negotiatirm sessicms, NaVSHIPS prented its evaluaticn of the
claim and invited Littmn to point out any errm in the NhVSHIPS analysis.Littmi disagreed in general with the MNAMS comcluisians but provided no
evidence to refute them. 7he orniny's aEpproah amed to be that it hadspent the msrey claised and it was vp to the Navy to reishurse Littm.,
whether or not the copany oauld dermstrate legal entitlaient to the mwey.
The opany said that if NhVM13PS would not agree to virtually the full
$37 millima claim, Litton would pursue settlnt through other dcnls-
presumably with higher level Navy officials.

7. Faced with Litto's owtinuing intransigence, N.SNIPS was forced to
issue a formal ontracting officer's decisimc, Littma may apseal this
decision,if it so dohoses, to the Anred Services Board of Contract Appeals.
If Litton does appeal, NaVSHPS will have to spnd many re man years of
effort defending itself against this mae $37 millioa claim. Cosidering
that the Navy's current claim badcog is about $1.2 billion, we muststreanline our claim processing procedures or mast of NhVSHIPS' muvnpor
will be omisued in claims work.
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8. Our experience with the Litton claim shows that a contractor today
holds the uppe hand in the clam process. He has it in his poFr tn
nmake it idpossible for the Navy to evaluate the claim. Iy dhanging item
in the claim after te Navy has evaluated than, he can nuke the Navy sped
months or even years in the evaloation prooess. be cAn sake it difficult
for the Navy to detexndne the facts. He can exaggerate his cWM with
impntity and with no penalty. Capitalizing an the resulting delays, he can
exert political pressure to arrive at a favorable lump-sum settlement at
higher managwrt levels in the Navy, where the details of the claim are
not krnwn or understood. The Navy is then onstantly placed an the
defensive.

9. In order to inprove its handling of shipbuilder claims, NAPVSIS has
gone into great detail to determine the contractor's specific legal
entitlement and oust of each elegmnt of a claim. By foJldng this
procedure an Litton's SSN and AE claim, NVSHPS deterined that oCaly a
small fraction of each claim was valid. Hoaemr, NAGVSIPS cannot continue
to apply so nudc effort an shipbuilding claim and still carry out its
pr31nMay functions. The rules iust be tightened so that the Navy can have
ready access to relevant facts, so as not to be 3alld to maote large
amnts of time trying to evaluate clais that are rot prS erly docamented
by the shipbuilder. Such amass would produce a Ye r ri and equitable
resolution of claia.

10. my specific recndation am:

a. The Navy should reject prcuptly clai that are not adequately
supported and documented. Contractors should be required to relate specific
dollar anoints with individual items of a claim so that eadc item can be
evaluated and settled an its merits. Oontractors who repetitively subnit
unfounded or unwarranted claimI or these who fatrate the claims process
by changing the basis of the claim during evaluation, should not be
considered for future business when other viable soucas am available.

b. The senior rospany official in charge at the plant or location
involved should be required to certify, upon first submittal of a claim,
that he has personally reviewed the claim am all supporting data, and that
the information ontairid therein is current, omnplete, and accurate. -
Moreover, he should also certify that all information bearing an the claim,
whether or not it is favorable to the Spany's position, has been disclosed.
The Navy should proseacte the offenders in any case where a certification
is erromus.

c. The contractor should be required to differentiate between factual
and judgmental data in his claim. Factual statements should be keyed to
the specific supporting documents to facilitate evaluation.
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d. Fild ontract inistration officus uhnold be inquired tonuintain a daily reaord of significant events occuring durirx the lifeof each contract. mhe re-rd Ihdold be abed by p xhotor ,references to key doaments, or other iz tan - resary to ensurea omplete and i2pendent recod of ant sr p n in the eventof stubequnt clefs.

11. By requiring full and aoaurate diwl3osure of relvent facts the Navywuld be better able to dispose of omtractor cleW promptly and quitably.Were agreents anot be reacded despite full discloure of the facts,the Nay &=" rmlx its dterminatit and thkn let the matter be handledwithin the legal machani that wad specfically designad and set uo todeal with such diaputes.

12. With regard to shibuilder clafs., ws have becm tholnyghly traPedin a system of our aon creation in whidn a t ntract entered into by the Navyis no langer a 'meeting of the mindI but has b _ a liane for theontractor to use every m he km n devise to ahieve his Predeterminedprofit goals - regardlesa of his actual per rma. Our ctratorshave fully develcped thu apt that they are no lower boknd by the
cntracts they freely entered into. And, in feat, they are not so bounsince they are able to deal an-an infoml basis with high officials whoare not familiar with the facts rr ally sosible for the contract.I sntuit that undr these arditicms there is no real antract in thetraditikal, legal, or moal sense of the tam.

13. It is wroug to imagine that the systm is better than its officialsand that things will work aot for the better no mstter how our officialsonodzt thaemelves. I reand that we go badc to dealing with ourcontractors in the traditial legal and moral mnn. lb shoaZ' -- uireour matractors to deal with those who have been assigned respoioiiityfor amr matracts. We should establish rigid rui in aoren with theremn daticna listed above for prooessing oitractor claie . The madineryfor this manner of dealing is legal and is availeble; it does not reed orrequire inforal interpretation on the part of thke who are not theiselves
respunsible for the contract.

14. I would appreciate being infoxced of what actian you take with regardto my recommendatios.

B. AML
copy to:
Commnder, Naval Ship Systeas careand
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 203Zfipil ..,.

OCT 5 1972

HENLONDUH FOR ThE DIRECTOR. NUCLEAR POWER DIRECTORATE,
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Recommendations for improving Navy claims procedures based on
axperience gained from Litton Systems, Incorporated, Ingalle
Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, claim against the Navy under
Contract N00024-68-C-0342 for construction of SSN's 680, 682
and 683

Zsf: (a) Your Memorandum 08H-S58 of 9 Aug 1972, sane subject

Inel: (I) UAVI4ATNTE 4200 of. 11 Aug 1972

1. This is In reply to reference (a) which forwarded recomendations
for Leproring Navy claims procedures.

2. 1 concur with the thrust of the recommendations in reference (a).
It is essential that the Navy's credibility be maintained throughout
the clais settlement process. It mst be made clear to all contractors
that the claims route is not a means of by-passing, avoiding or miti-
getift 4e commitments made when contracts are undertaken as a result
of the competitive procurement process or otherwise.

*3. Paeragaph 10 of reference (a) specifically outlines certain -

recommeziations for Improving Navy claims procedures. These recaesn-
dhtiotd are addressed In the same order for convenient reference:

*. Znclosure (1) is believed to be responsive to the first part
of your.paragraph IO.a. to the affect that the Navy should reject
claims that are not adequately supported and documented. The further
recomerdatitoi in paragraph lO.a. that contractors should not be
eonsldered for future business, who have repetitively submitted
unfouded or unwarrantd claims or who have frustrated the claims
process, bhe been reviewed with the Office of General Counsel. It Is
the joint view of Hart lknkin and myself that such cases should be
reviewed in each instance to &scertain whether any existing statutes
have beas violated. This should be coupled with vigorous action
Including suspension, debarment, or referral to the Department of -
Justice were any such violations are determined to exist. -

. .

b. Your recommendation In paragraph l.b. my be utilized In sowe
cases where there is reason to believe senior mnagement levels of the
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Subj: Recommendations for improving Navy claims procedures based on
experience gained from Litton Systems, Incorporated, Ingalls
Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, claim against the Navy under
Contract N00024-68-C-0342 for construction of SSN's 680, 682
and 683

contractor may not be familiar with a particular claim. The thrust of
your recommendation is already provided in certain statutory remedies,
including the False Claims Act and the "Truth-in-Negotiations" statute,
which contains penalties for improper certifications with respect to
cost and pricing data. I concur that the Navy should prosecute offenders
in any case where certifications are erroneous. It is essential that we
get the required certifications and conduct negotiations at a level
which can commit the contractor. On the other hand, I am in full agree-
ment that we should require our contractors to do business with those
who have been assigned responsibility for our contracts.

c. With respect to your paragraph lO.c., the recommendation sug-
gesting that contractors be required to differentiate between factual
and judgment data, and to identify or key factual statements to
supporting documents is closely allied to the requirements in enclo-
sure (I) for the claimant to demonstrate a causal connection between
Navy acts or omissions and resulting claimed amounts by the contractor.
Our discussions with OGC indicate that presently we do not have ASPR or
NPD guidance specifying formats for claims presentations; however, if
a contractor is held strictly to the causal approach, he must specify
facts and the accompanying logical inferences relating causes with
resulting claimed amounts. I have requested the Navy Chairman of the
ASPR Subco ittee on the "Changes" clause to review this recommendation
and to propose for ASPR consideration any format requirements deemed
essential or desirable for contractor claims presentations.

d. I concur with the recommendation in paragraph lO.d. that field
contract administration offices be required to maintain a record of
significant events occurring during the life of each contract. The
availability of "parallel documentation" types of information will be
useful tb clarify past events which tie into, or are being represented
by contractors as, the basis of claims against the Navy. This will be
directed by NPD and other means.

4. We must uintein the discipline in contract management and contract
administration to settle Issues with contractors currently as they
ariseb and avoid escalation into major claims. The tendency to post-
pone settlement of open issues for many months or even years must be
restatd; and is, I consider, unsound management. We must be alert
to adopt any further policy or procedural changes as will contribute
toward current resolution of open issues and discourage their
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Subj: Recommendations for improving Navy claims procedures based on
experience gained from Litton Systems, Incorporated, Ingalls
Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, claim against the Navy under
Contract N00024-68-C-0342 for construction of SSN's 680, 682

and 683

postponement. I am dedicated to resolving the Navy's claims problem,

and l/ill take vigorous action against those contractors who submit
spurious and unfounded claims.

1. C..RIDD

Copy to:
tDMNAVSHIPSYSODM
OGC (Hr. H. Mankin)
ASN (I&L)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADOUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND Cane frp:June 73

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20360

NAVHATNOTE 4200
HAT 02B:JOC/OGC:DWJ

11 AUG 1972
NAVMAT NOTICE 4200

From: Chief of Naval Material

Subj: Policy Regarding Total Cost and Total Time Based Claims

1. Purpose. To promulgate a policy directive regarding "Total Cost"
and "Total Time" based contractor claims.

2. Backsround

a. Contractors have occasionally submitted claims based on "total
cost" or "total time" approaches, ie., they have asserted that the
government was wholly responsible for all costs incurred in excess of
the contract price, or for all delay, without proof that such excess
costs or delays were caused by government conduct--not by contractor
conduct or by concurrent causes. Yet in changes claims there is a
well-established requirement to demonstrate causality between the change
and resulting quantum. This derives from the terms of the changes clause
itself: ". ...if any such change causes an increase or decrease in the Cost
of, or the time.. for.. .performance of any part of the work.... The
total cost approach is suspect because it assumes that the contractor's
initial contract price was reasonable; that the government alone caused
his increased costs; and that the contractor's performance costs were
reasonable. Only in few rare cases has the total cost approach been
accepted as a "last resort"-*when the contracting officer failed or
refused to make the sort of equitable adjustment required by the changes
clause and the circumstances allowed the contracting officer, board, or
court to accept the three foregoing assumptions.

b. Thus a claimant filing a total cost based claim has the burden
of establishing that there is no other feasible, acceptable basis for
computing his increased costs. He must prove that there is no way of
correlating government actions and omissions to historical cost elements
or even to reasonably substantiated cost estimates. If the contractor
fails to sustain this burden, then the'Navy ought to reject his total
cost claim.

3. Policy

a. As a policy matter the Navy should reject any contractor claim
premised on a "total cost" or "total time" approach that does not meet
the foregoing requirements. The general criteria for information
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NAVMATNOTE 4200
11 Aug 1972

required to support settlement include the existence of a legal basis
for entitlement, facts meeting the elements of proof required to sup-
port the basis of entitlement, and adequate factual support for the
amounts claimed.

b. The Navy should require a proper claim submission on the basis
provided in the changes clause, namely, a basis factually demonstrating
documented scopes of work correlated to provable instances or categories
of government liability. The Navy should, in all cases, require causal
support and documentation of quantum, in as much specificity as the facts
will permit.

4.. Action. Addressees are requested to:

a. Give wide dissemination to the policies herein.

b. Apply these policies both with respect to new claims received
as well as to claims which are now in the process of review.

5. Cancellation. Upon incorporation in the Procurement Directives and
for record purposes 30 June 1973.

DISTRIBMTION: De of Niasa material
SNDL: FK rsngedt and ProducttS)
NAVSUP Special list X14 (all field purchasing offices and activities)

Copy to:
Al (ASN (WIL) only)
A2A (OGC, .ONR only)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20360

08i,-562

1 1 DEC iq2
*.a0RADra4 FOR T'rE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Suoj: Reconmendations for irriproving Navy claims procedures based on
experience gained fran Litton Systems, Incorporated, Ingalls N-uclear
Shipbuild4ng Division, claim against the Navy under contract
N0OO24-68-C-0342 for construction of SSN's 680, 682, and 683

Ref: (a) My memorandum dtd 11 Feb 1972 for the Chief of Naval Material,
subj: Claims Procedures

(b) My memorandum dtd 9 Aug 72 for the Chief of Naval Materi-a,
same subject

(c) By rremorandwia dtd 19 July 1972 for the Chief of Naval ;Material,
subj: Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, Litton 3yst-.,
Inc., claim against the Navy wider N00024-68-C-0342 for
construction of SSN's 680, 682, and 683 with erncl (1) thereto

(d) Your remoranedum of October 5, 1972, same subject

Jncl: (1) Actions to be taken by the Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
Pascagoula regarding Clairs and Claim Prevention

1. In references (a) and (b) I made recorirendations for handlingr ajr
claims against the goverrment. In reference (c) I applified those recor.enenna-
tiors based on my experience with the subject Litton submarine claim.

Reference (d) was your response to reference (c).

2. Reference (d) stated general agreement with the thrust of my recc:-..-eda-
tions and then comsented on each of them. However, there are several oints
that I believe can and should be clarified with regard to reference (C;.
These are identified below:

a. I recomrended that the Navy reject promptly claims that are l1
adequately supported and documented. Reference (d) enclosed a CN;1. pol Cy
statement Muhich establishes criteria for rejectirg claims subm;tted on,

- "total cost" or "total tire" approach. However, sowe major claims ina a -
supported by the contractor, do 'not fall into the "total cost" or "toea
t:rns" category. Therefore, I recormand that your policy statenent be
expanded to require rejection of all claims that are not adequately supporucu
aiid documented.

b. I recommended that contractors who repeatedly submit unfounded
claims not be considered for future business. Reference (d) states that
.;imen it is determined that existing statutes or regulations 'nave been
violated vigorous action shotild be taken. I believe it is a mista-e for
tihe Navy to continue to do business with contractors who subait unffowuded
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claims even if such action does not violate existing statutes or regula-
tions. I recormand that, as a minimum, a contractor's past poor record in
the claim area be treated as a negative factor in evaluating that company's
proposals for future business.

c. I recosrended that the senior company cfficial in charge of the
plant or location involved be required to identify, upon submittal of the
claim that he has personally reviewed the claim and all supporting data and
that the information contained therein is current, complete and accurate.
Further, I recosmsnded that he also certify that all information in the
company's custody or control, bearing on the cla'i, whether or not it is
favorable to the company's position, has been disclosed. Reference (d)
states that the thrust of my recommendation is already provided in certain
statutory remedies including the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. However, it
ic my view that the Navy's procedures need to be strengthened to mkure the
most out of current statutory remedies and to dircourage the submittal of
inflated and exaggerated claims. The Navy does rot currently require that
cost and pricing data be certified by top managem- -et and doer. not require
certification until after negotiations are cor-pia-e. Wnen an item in the
claim is challenged by Navy negotiators, the contractor freqruantly substitutes
at.oter in its place. Sore contractors seem to ret predetermined dollar
targets for their subordinates and this encourages exaggeration and inflation
in claims.

It would help curtail this practice if the hay would require the
senior company official in charge of the plant or location involved to
certify personally the validity of the claim and he accuracy and completeness
of tAhe supporting data so that he, rather than his subordinates, would
'ear the penalty of false statements. Also, as previously recoremended,
the certification should be submitted at time of claim submission, rather
than after final agreement has been reached. In this way government
personnel would not have to waste their ti-re evaluating information which
has not been thoroughly checked and certified by senior contractor sanagement.
Moreover, the contractor should certify that all information relating to
the claim, not just data favorable to his position, has been disclosed. I
think you would find fewer cases of inflated or usupported claims if ty
recosmendations in this area were adopted.

d. I recosmended that contractors be required to differentiate between
faciual and judgmental data in their claims and cnat factual statements
sxould be keyed to specific supporting documents. Reference (d) agrees
witl this recommendation and stated that the matter would be raferred to the
ASPR Corrmttee. My experience has been that the SPFR Cormmittec infrequently
acts with dispatch. I recomrend that you implerent this requirement for
Navy contracts while the ASPR Committee. is deliberating.
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e. reccorended that field contract administration offices be
re"fred to maintain a daily record of significant events occurr-ing during
-:-e life of each contract. The record should be supplemented by photographs,
re'erences to key documents and personnel, and other information necessary

-nsure a complete and independent record of contractor perforr-nce in
t:-? event of subsequent claims. Reference (d) agrees with this recoraendation
and states that this will be directed by a Navy Procurement Zirective and

mtear neans. At this tire I do not believe that any formal 'nstructions have
een issued or that any action has been implemented at the ffeld level,

-'t.ougu I believe there has been general agreement among Neay officials oncats ratter for several years. In the absence of such direct'ves, I ret
recently with the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Pascagoula, an.- in one morning
w: wor,:ed'out an agreement on the procedures he should follas; to 'etter
pect the government against claims by Litton. Enclosure ::) is a copy

--'s agreement. NAVSHILPS procurement and contract admiirs-ratIon officials
a-.-'oved tt.ese arrangements that sare day. tre need to star- docuiTenting

rc -zerformance is important- and urgent. I reconrend t-at .e accelerate
^:-,- afforts to establish overall guidance in tdhis area througtout the Navy.

-. -sry, I recommend that the Navy:

a. Yromptly reject inadequately supported or docurented claims.' The
y enurnciated in enclosure (1) to reference (d) should be rade arplicable

all cla-is, and not limited to claims submitted on a 'total cost" or
,:;-a! Qirae!' basis.

Beat as a negative factor in evaluating a corpoan;;'a oroposal for
-r- AusL-ess, a record of repeatedly submitting large, u nfuned claims

^ a course of conduct desigoed to frustrate the settlement c- clairm.

c. require the senior company official in charge of the plant or
to certify at the time of claim submission that (1) he has personally
the claim and all the supporting data, (2) the data 's current,

aete and accurate, and (3) all information bearing on the clain -uithin
, coranryls custody or control has been disclosed, whether or no- it is

-ja.ze to the company's position.

d. implement within the Navy, pending ASPR action, the decision to
r re contractors to differentiate between factual data an- judgrent in

-e' -cais.s and to key facts to specific supporting docurents.

e i.rediately implement the decision to require fie'- contract
-a-'n-'stration offices to maintain a daily record of significant events
icrrniqg during the life of the contract; this should be suzplerrented by

,rap.-.s, references to key' documents and personnel, and other appertain-
in forration.
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Il. J xxcct that, Inr the future we will see more, not hcts, claims activity.
Olur procedures for handling these claims should, therefore, be strengthened
without delay to help put the Navy in the best possible position to defend
itself against unwarranted and unfounded claims and to discourage submittal
of such claims.

5. I would appreciate being informed of what action you sake .Ath regard
to my recomnendations.

tX3RiXr

A.sstant Secretary of the Navy
M-Ctsllations & Logistics)

v M-ander, Naval Ship Systems Cosrmand
I'ffice of General Counsel
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v-/ p -EJ-ARr.,1SN-f OF TH1E NAV-
, .3\ a\ NAVAL SHIP SYSTEM, CDaM.MANE

.'.-9 1 if WASHilSGWlN):lD 1. 20360

0811- 2017

2 2 MAR 1973
ORANI)tJM FOR lu C: UIThF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Recommendations for Improving Navy Claims Procedures

Ref: (a) My memorandum dtd 9 Aug 72 for the Chief of Naval Material,
subj: Recomrendations for improving Navy claims procedures
based on experience gained from Litton Systems, Incorporated,
Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, claim against the Navy
under contract.N00024-68-C-0342 for construction of SSN's 6S0,
682, and 683

(h) My memorandum dtd 11 Dec 72 for the Chief of Naval Material,
same subject

(c) Your memorandum of Oct 5, 72, sane subject
(d) Your memorandum dtd Jan 19, 73, subj: Recommendations for
*, Improving Navy Claims Procedures
(e) sy memorandum dtd 19 Jul 72 for the Chief of Naval Material,

subj: Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, Litton Systemas,
Inc., claim against the Navy under N00024-68-C-0342 for
construction of SSN's 680, 682, and 683 with encl (1) thereto

1. In references (a) and (b) I recommended specific actions to impro!e
Navy claims procedures. In reference (c), you concurred in the thrust of
those recommei.dations and, by reference (d), you forwarded enclosures
implementing them. . Since you and the Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Installations and Logistics) have expressed approval of these reccrmnnda-
tions, I an concerned because the implementation of one of them is so wide
of the mark as to constitute no improvement at all.

2. bils recommendation as originally presented in reference (a), reads:

"The senior company official in-charge at the plant or location
involved should be required to certify, upon first submittal of a
claim, that he has personally reviewed the claim and all supporting
data, and that the information contained therein is current, complete
and accurate, Moreover, he should also certify that all information
bearing on the claim, whether or not it is favorable lo-the company's
position, has been disclosed. The Navy should prosecute the offenders
in any case where a certification is erroneous."

3. The Navy's implementation of this recommendation reads:

'c. The Navy should require, at the time of initial submission of a
claim, that a responsible senior official authorized to commit the company
submit an affidavit representing, to the best of his knowledge and belief,
that --
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i. ccapzpta employees anid officials have thorou3 hly investigated
the facts surrounding the claim, and

ii. the conclusions drawn from discovered facts reasonably and
accurately reflect the ,?atarial daima3es or contract adjustments for
which the Navy is allegedly liable,"

Tnis procedure will have little or no effect in stopping the difficulties
being encountered. Worse yet, it palliates serious problems rather than
cures them,

4. The above procedure is deficient in the following ways:

a. The senior management official should sign the certificate rather
than one of his subordinates.

b. he certificate should assure that all data bearing on the claim,
whether or not favorable to the company's position, has been disclosed and
that the data is accurate, complete and current. The affidavit requires
none of this.

In short, the implementation does not elicit the right assurances from
the right man. Kven if the affidavit, as written; were demonstrably false
and even fraudulent, it is hard to see how it could be the basis of a law-
suit; if there is no creditable threat of court action, how does such an
affidavit provide any incentive for the senior corporate official to ensure
that data presented is accurate, complete and current?

5. My reasons for recommending that the Navy obtain a proper certificate
on claim submittals were given in reference (b):

"The Navy does not currently require that cost and pricing data be
certified by top management and does not require certification until
after negotiations are complete. When an item in the claim is challenged
by Navy negotiators, the contractor frequently substitutes another in
its place. Some contractors seem to set predetermined dollar targets
for their subordinates and this encourages exaggeration and inflation
in claims. It would help curtail this practice if the Navy would
require the senior company official in charge of the plant or location
involved to certify personally the validity of the claim and the
accuracy and completeness of the supporting data so that he, rather
than his subordinates, would bear the penalty of false statements.
Also, as I previously recommended, the certification should be
submitted at time of claim submission, rather than after final agree-
ment has been reached. In this way governr.nt personnel would not
have to waste their time evaluating information which has not been -
thoroughly checked and certified by senior contractor management.
Moreover, the contractor should certify that all information relating
to the claim not just data favorable to his position, has been dis-
closed. I think you would find fewer cases of inflated or unsupported
claims if my recommendations in this area were adopted."
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6. I consider that obtaining a proper certification of contractor claim
submittals would be an ii,.ortant step in getting accurate, complete and
current information in a timely fashion so that claims may be processed
in a logical and efficient manner. It is extremely wasteful for Govern-
ment personnel to review submission after submission while the contractor
changes the facts, slanting some, failing to disclose others, and only
signing the Truth-in-Negotiations certificate after the claim has been
negotiated to settlement--sometimes after years of submissions and re-
submissions. The Litton claim against the Navy for constrniction of SSN's
680, 6g2 and 683, which I summarized in reference (e), is a good example of
such a case. The Government needs the assurance that accurate, complete and
current data has been submitted by the contractor when the Government's team
begins work on a claim, as well as at the conclusion of negotiations.

7. I recognize that ASPR policy is to obtain only one certificate under
P.L. 87-653--at. the end of negotiations. It was not always this way, and I
recommnend that in major claims (those in excess of $1 million) we require an
appropriate certificate as recommended above with the initial submission and
at the conclusion of negotiations.

S. I recommend that paragraph 4.c of ILXVMAT NOTICE 4200 be rewritten and
that ASPR 3-807.4 be changed as appropriate.

9, I would appreciate being ipformed of what action you take with regard
to my recommendations.h

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command
Office of the General Counsel

92-782 0 - 82 - 6
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20360

OiH-2042

1 4 JUN 973

MEB)RANDIN FOR TEE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Cbtaining outside assistance in defending against shipbuilder
claims

1. On March 26, 1973, senior officials from the Naval Material Coamand,
the Office of General Counsel, and the Naval Ship Systems Canmand, met
with you to discuss how the Navy could better deal with its large backlog
of contractor claims. You expressed concern at the large Navy backlog of
shipbuilding claims, the likelihood of having to cancel ships if the Navy
cannot successfully defend itself against these claims, and the substantial
time and effort of key Navy officials being consumed by these claims to the
detriment of other Navy work. You asked for reconuendations.

2. I recommended that the Navy contract with outside firms who could
assist the Navy in preparing its defense against these claims. I am
convinced that the Navy cannot devote sufficient times, effort and talent to
handle the claims properly and still carry out its primary functions. By
contracting for this work, the Navy would be in a better position to see
that the claims work is prosecuted by specialists on a coordinated and full
time basis. The various claims cross so many organizations within the Navy
that their evaluation is cumbersane and responsibility is diluted.

3. I recognize that what I am suggesting is different fran the way
Government agencies have typically handled these problems. However, the
Government has never before been faced with anything approaching the magnitude
and complexity of the shipbuilding claims that are being presented against
the Navy today. Wlhen private companies are confronted with extensive
litigation, they generally hire outside counsel even when they have attorneys
on their staffs. In this way they can obtain the services of specialists
and additional people to handle peak workloads and litigation without dis-
rupting on-going work. But I am proposing something broader than just
hiring outside attorneys.

4, A professional group of outside lawyers, technical personnel and
procurement experts working full time could develop the capability to do much
of the claims evaluation work better than it is being done today. This is
not to say that Government employees are less intelligent than contractor
personne it is just that they are overloaded and hampered by the system.
In my own case, I found I had to go outside Government and procure nuclear
design and manufacturing work fram private industry. Only in that way have
I been able to focus responsibility properly and direct the work. I believe
the same benefits could accrue for the Navy if it subcontracted claims work.
The Government would, of course, continue to guide the work, make the final
decisions and, if necessary, present its own case in court.
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5. The General Counsel disagrees with this approach and recammends hiring
more Government lawyers to handle claims. After investigating the matter,
he reported to you by memorandum dated April 12, 1973, that no one in the
Navy has authority to hire outside counsel to handle claims asserted by
contractors. He further stated that the Navy would get more for its money
by hiring Government lawyers than it would by contracting with outside firms;
that there are statutory restrictions regarding the hiring of outside
counsel to represent the Government in litigation; that these restrictions
could be construed as applying to claims prior to the institution of court
action; and that statutory restrictions would effectively limit the pay of
consultants to the Federal salary scale. fie recammended that alternative
solutions be explored in order to achieve adequate legal staffing within
the Navy.

6. It is not apparent to me from the General Counsel's memorandum that
all possibilities of getting outside assistance have been explored and are
foreclosed by existing statutes. For example:

a. His memorandum gives the impression that outside assistance would
have to be handled as a consulting arrangement where employees could not
be paid more than Government employees. However, in other areas, the
Department of Defense has been able to contract with consulting firms or
other outside groups, such as the Logistics Managemennt Institute, for specific
jobs without limiting salaries to the Federal salary schedule. If these
arrangements can be justified, it is not apparent to me why contracts for
the preparation of legal and technical analyses, briefs and recammendations
for the Government in the area of shipbuilding claims would run afoul of
statutory restrictions on the hiring of consultants.

b. His memorandum addresses the legal problems involved with hiring
outside counsel to represent the Government in a court of law. It states
that in such cases, the attorney would have to be designated a Special
Assistant Attorney General, and his compensation would be limited by law
to $12,000. The memorandum does not say that the Attorney General is
precluded from obtaining outside assistance when a Government attorney tries
the case.

c. His memorandum states that the law could be construed to preclude
contracting out for assistance in connection with claims because no court
has ruled otherwise. The phrasing of this 'conclusion implies that the
opposite construction is also possible.

7. Based on the above, I urge that the Navy make every effort to obtain
outside assistance in working off the current claims backlog. In this
regard I recammend the following:
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a. The Navy should request a formal ruling from the ComptrollerGeneral as to the legality of a Navy contract with an outside firm for thepurpose of analyzing specific claims, gathering data, preparing recomnenda-ticns and the like. The contract would provide for technical and procure-ment support as well as legal assistance.

b. In the event the Camptroller General rules there is no legal waythe Navy can obtain such assistance under contract, the Navy should requestassistance from the Attorney General under Section 364 of the Department ofJustice Act which, according to the General Counsel's memorandum, providesas follows:

"Whenever the Head of a Department or Bureau gives the
Attorney due notice that the interest of the United States
require the service of counsel upon the examination of
witnesses touching any claim, or upon the legal investiga-
tion of any claim, pending in such Department or Bureau, theAttorney General shall provide such service,"

c. If the Attorney General concludes he is barred by statute fromcontracting for the requisite assistance, the Navy should propose appropriatelegislation to permit such arrangements.

8. 1 would appreciate being advised of what action you take in thismatter.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
The General Counsel of the Navy
Cconander, Naval Ship Systems Cammand
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.'. ,'' DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
?..l X . -~. NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON D. C. 20360 e r/ 08H-2049
- 9-

2 J JUN W73
WINDRANDIN FOR CWM1ANDER, NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS CXMAND

Subj: Hiring of Governmcnt claims team members by.the Ingalls Shipbuilding
Division of Litton Systems, Inc.

1. During the past year I have reported numerous instances of apparent
improprieties by the Ingalls Shipbuilding Division of Litton Systems, Inc.,
in their financial dealings with the Navy. The major problems have involved
excess progress payments and large unsubstantiated claims. In both cases,
it appears that the company has submitted false and misleading information
to the Government in support of its requests for payment. You appointed a
special board to review these matters for possible violation of federal
statutes.

2. I have just been informed of another matter that is relevant to the
board's review. I understand that a member of the Navy claims review team
at P'ascagoula has announced that he is retiring from Government service
and accepting a position with Ingalls Shipbuilding Division.

3. I believe it iq improm.er for any company engaged in extensiveo litigation
against the Governinent to offer employment to Government personnel involved
in evaluating that company's claims and in preparing the Government's
defense. Such offers place both the individual and the Government in an
intolerable position. Moreover, it makes it more difficult for other Govern-,
ment employees to do their jobs properly, knowing that the contractor is a
potential future employer. In total, it jeopardizes the Government's
position in dealing with the contractor,

4, I recommend the following:

a. This matter should at once be brought to the attention of the
NAVSHIIPS Review Board and the NAVSHIPS Inspector General for a determination
of any legal improprieties committed by Ingalls in offering a job to a member
of the Navy's claims review team.

b. NAVSIJTPS should issue a formal complaint to the President of
Litton and insist that the company refrain from offering employment to
Gove rnmont personnel involved in awarding or administering contracts with
the company, evaluating its claims, inspecting its products or currently
involved in other business dealings with the company,
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c. NAVSHIPS should review the overall situation at the Supervisor of
Shipbuilding office in Pascagoula in particular, and at other private ship-
yards in general, to identify any other instances where companies have hired
or offered jobs to Government personnel in sensitive positions such as those
mentioned in sub-paragraph b. above,

S. I would appreciate being advised of what action is being taken in this
regard,

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
Naval Ship Systems CEand Inspector General
Naval Ship Systems Camnand Counsel
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMANO

WASHINGTO.. C. 50360

3 * QC) W3

Mi.)RANIXJI FOR 1111 hIIII1F OF NAVAL VI'l:RI/M.

SulJk Ingalls Shipbuilding I)ivision, Litton Systelms, Ino-rporatcd (Claj
Against the Navy Ibider Con.,:act N00024-68-C-0.42 for Construction
of Si~s 680, 682 and te83

e f: (a) NAVSIIPS Memorandmn for Chief of Naval Material, Scr 0811-54S
dtd .0 June 1972

(h) My Memorandum for Chief of Naval Material, Ser 0811-554, dtd
19 July 1972

(c) XAVSHIPS Menorandwi for Chief of Naval Material, Ser 556-00)J,
dtd 28 Sep 1973

Jincl: (1) Ingalls' Memorandum to File, dtd 17 Aug 1970, Subj: First
Meeting on Repricing the Contract for S9Ns 680, 682 and 683.

I1. Reference (a) forwarded a summary of the Navy technical evaluation of
;itton Systems, Incorporated claim on SSN 680, 682 and 683 ship construction
contract. Reference (a) stated:

"h1wre are indications that Litton has "backed into" its claim
figure. Tle various claim proposals have been roughly equal
to Litton's projected overrun. If Litton's present claim were
allowed in full, it would turn a substantial oss under the
contract into a substantial profit. In fact, Litton would obtain
a higher profit than the initial target profit allowed in the
contract. The major part of the claim consists of assertions,
judgments, and allegations--unsupported by factual backup data.
To overcome the lack of factual data supporting its claim, Litton
has resorted to theoretical calculations and to what appears to be
specious reasoning. Fran this, the NAVSfUPS technical review
team was led to question Litton's good faith in its calculations
of costs for the fovernment-responsible delay. It appears that
Litton set out to obtain about $37 to $43 million fron the Navy
and developed its claim around those predetermined figures."

2. In reference (b) I summarized other facts that you and other senior
Navy officials who may become involved in the claim should know. I also
pointed out that in attempting to attribute these cost overruns to the Navy,
Litton has, in my judgment, overstepped the hounds of propriety ;uAl that
many elements in the claim appear contrived and are irreconcilable with facts
contained in the company's own files. I recommended that the Navy invest igate
the claim to determine whether Litton's actions constituted a violation of
the False Claims Act or of other federal statutes.
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3. In reference (c), NAVSHIP'S submitted the results of its formal
investigation of the matter. With respect to the amount claimed, reference
(c) states:

'The relative constancy of the total amount sought from the
Government despite the frequent varied and significant
modifications to the elements of the total, lends credence to the
belief that Ingalls pre-established a recovery objective of
about $40 million and has manipulated the elements of cost to
that end."

Reference (c) concludes there are reasonable grounds for believing that the
claim is fraudulent and recommends that the matter be forwarded to the
Department of Justice for more thorough investigation and for such further
legal action as that Department deemed warranted inasmuch as the Dcpartmient
of Justice is the appropriate investigative activity to obtain access to
additional documentary evidence from Litton files and to compel testimony
from Litton employees.

4. Litton's claim is now before the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals. Examination of Litton's files in conjunction with the Board hearing
uncovered enclosure (1) which confirms that the amount of Litton's claim
was predetermined by the projected cost overrun on the contract. In enclosure
(1) Mr. R.A. Goldbach, Director, Division Plauming is quoted as instructing
those involved in preparing the claim as follows:

"Mr. R. A. Goldbach discussed the requirements issued for repricing
and made the following points:

a. It is impossible to regenerate the original hid by
account, and it would be of no benefit to Ingalls to do this.
A gross discrepancy exists between the bid and the true world.
It is also impossible to allot loss of learning by account, and
it is impossible to state which account has been impacted by
late GFE.

b. Division Planning will provide an estimate of manhours
to complete the contract. This estimate will be compared with
the original of total manufacturing manhours to do the contract,
and the difference will be justified in a saleable manner. The
difference can be broken down by the end of August."

These statements confirm that, from the outset, Litton "backed" into the claim
as we had suspected. Theat is, they calculated the projected cost overrun
and then tried to develop a claim rationale that would blame the entire
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overrun on areas of Gtvernumrit responsibility. - Instead or being a legitillulte
effort to identify and price out the impact of Government responsible delays,
the claim represents a deliberate attempt to reprice the contract, ailter the
fact, without regard to legal or contractual entitlement.

5. In my view, enclosure (1) sheds light on the question of how the Litton
claim was prepared. It also identifies sone of the key Litton personnel
involved in preparation of the claim. I recommend therefore that this
memorandum and enclosure (1) be forwarded to the Departnent of Justice along
with the NAVSHIPS report for use by that Department in its investigation of
the claim.

6. I would appreciate being advised of what action you take in this regard.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations & Logistics)
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Financial Management)
Office of the General Counsel of the Navy
Commander, Naval Ship Systems Cameand
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' -MEMORANDU

INGALLS EAST DIVISION [ LITTON SYSTEMS. INC.
- _____________________________________________ _ /Serial No. 70-2420-217

D August 17, 1070

File FPO.: 2. A. Page 4563

-djEct First meeting on Repricing the aC R. A. Goldbech
Contract for SSN68O, 6B2 and 683 F. G. Rubury

The first meeting cotecrning the repricing of the contract for SSN'n
680, 682 and 683 was announced by Program Manager memo Set. No. 70-2420-
241 of Auqust 7, 1970. The meeting was held in the Small Conference
Poem no stated by the mcmo. The following were prerent at one time or
another;

G. M. Baggett M. W. flicks
T. L. Byers J. Milcondin
R. A. Golibach F. G. Rubury
F. B. Schultz K. Vereeckes
J. A. Scrrie W. B. Williford

* 1:. A. Dobeli:: S. D. SRtter
G. M. Barn J. f. umaels
J. P. K. Miner C. A. Zemenick

T'.P r-rnog.m Xanger hbired th: meeting and hriefly c -ered the. fol lw-
ing p.-int:: in hi:: opening remorkr:

a. A s-hedul n of events hind b-en formulated and date;: -;signed. A

b. I rrocire:::; rnp.r't: w.m I d1 Iv i:-:--.-. w rklv bv t-h, Progr,.m Mll,:qr .

. 1s, vi. 1rsn .... ,e wli ih I 1Irb-en exprienced it; gc-norati -o the I O.Y c,:- :
to complete and the cost to complete SSN'a 6110, 682 and 683 of last
year would have to be avoided in the repricing. The publishedc rche-
du-le must bn mdt.

*1. Among other reasons, it is essential to meet the submission date of
November 1, 1970, because of the problems generated by Ingells' dc-
li-ery dotes differing from government dates.

e. The requirreents schedule was issued, and the meeting openecd for
ge:neral *iiscucction.

M.n R. A. Goldbach dineusned the requirements issued for repricing nnd asot
the followinq rpoint,:

Enclosure (1)
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a. It is impossible to re-generate the original bid by account, and it
would be of no benefit to Ingalls to do this. Agress discrepancy exist:
between the bid and the trur world. It is also imoossible to allot
loss of learning by account, and it is impossible to state which account
has been impacted by late GFE.

b. Division Planning will provide an estimate of sanhourc to oomplete the
contract. Thin ertimate will be compared with the original of total
manufacturing manhours to do the contract, and the difference will b-
justified in a saleable mAnner. The difference can he broken down
and justified by account. The estimate to complete will be voniledlel
by the end of August.

Mr. F. G. Rubury submitted that the Navy probably has the bid broke-, dow:
by account. M:. Goldhaelh rtated this was of no concern.

Mr. Goldidch stated that one estimate of manufacturing manhours would have te,
he done. It would include Quality Assurance and Nuclear Quality Asrurorse.
Dcp Lrtmcnts other than Division Planning should submit their estimates to
Divi::ion Planning for inclusion in thce overall bid.

Mr. Milandin raised the issue of dates to be used in the estimate. Mr.
Goldhnah and the Progrnm Manager stated the dates were those publirhed
in the Master Construction Schedule and used in the submission for Financial
I ,0 '71-1. T1h delivery I:,ta.!: n.- a. foll-ws:

fk4) : - */1- :
1.11.' _1. , ; ,

The:; date have. been rsubmitted to the Navy as Ingalls contract delivery

Mr. J. A. Serrie questioned the necessity for him to be at the meeting. Hc
stated his estimate to c.splcts was identical to his 71-1 rubmirnion. Mr
flohe- is and Mr. Scjultz took esentially the sase position. The ceeting broke
up, and the following remained for further discussion:

G. M. 13aggitt M. W. Pick:s
R. A. G-libash F. G. Reeloiry
G. M. by:.:: K. Ver. c-c::. .
W. i. Will iford J. H. K.
C. A. Zemttnick (The- o. 4' * eptes: stative'

r. s-s. is- 5}: : :- :m hagi 1seer1io'!
a-nd I rinil )

Mr. Goldbach stated that Ingal ls would have t. ucc tl-t informatio, ,,ni ,ia:,.
which wooldi tcll. Any dtia which would not -Ill wool.J hov.o to be amittld.
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Mr. Ilyaro stated that Nuclear 'over uiptrwould providn a doc.srnftrt-
estimate to complct.e for Nuclear Enginecring only. listis.ate w noul not
be provided by NPD for Nuclear cost centers outride of Mr. Slaughters
organifation;

Mr. Bnggett will review the material estimate to ensure it is in the
proper form.

Mr. Zemenick stated that Finance, in order to get the cost to crapletr,
roquired time phae.d manhaurs by superintendent in the same format as was
used in. Plan 71-1. He also reque.std that Pinancc he provided a husian<
prem~ise. The Program Manarer said thi, w-uld be the r.ame en 71-1 , nnc t.!-t
hc w-lId provide written (irection to) Pinence s.o stating. Pin.n--es a-
reqAires an much detail as p-s ibhle incl uding labor gradecr far Enginer.i ng,
Nuclear Engilnering, amld Nuclear Qual ity* Assurancc.

Mr. iBaggett requested Change Order be provided an account to whicsl to. cJhir
for the effort involved in repricing: Mr. Zemenick stated he would ive: ti-
gate and try to provide a number.

R- A. P.P I'gf
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADOUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20360

.. MAT-00:ICK
00 memo 130-73
31 October 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE NAVY

1. The original of the attached memorandum is forwarded
to the General Counsel of the Navy for appropriate action
in connection with other documentation on this matter already
in the Office of General Counsel.

I. C. KIDD, JR.
Admiral, U. S. Navy

Att: NAVSHIPS memo to CNM 08H-2073 dated 31 Oct 1973

Copy to: (w/att)
ASN(I&L)
ASN(FM)
CNO
COMNAVSHIPS
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
I NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMANDS WASHINGTON, D.C. 20262

> 08~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~OH-708
5e F-s 154

tMDANDIM FO4R CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Shipbuilding Claims

Ref: (a) NAVSHIPS Counsel Point Paper entitled "Shipbuilding Claims
and Their Evaluation by the Navy," Ser 58 dtd 7 Feb 1974

(b) W Memorandum for CO, Ser 08H-2042 dtd 14 June 1973

1. Reference (a) was prepared in response to a Deputy Secretary of
Defense question as to whether the techniques used by NAVSHIPS for
evaluating and resolving major shipbuilding claims are unnecessarily
desndiig and time-consuaming and whether there are ways of simplifying the
process, particularly with regard to evaluating delay and disruption claims.
The punpose of this memorandum is to set forth my views which differ in
several respects from those expressed in reference (a).

2. Reference (a) states that the claims problem results from contractor
losses on shipbuilding contracts awarded during the past fifteen years
and attributes these losses to matters over which the shipbuilders have no
control; e.g. war, inflation, depletion of manpower, or Navy insistence on
procurement by formal advertising. It leaves the impression that the ship-
yards have been victimized by economic events beyond the shipbuilders'
control, but non-compensable under Navy contracts. Shipbuilders and their
claims lawyers have been advocating this argument for years. I do not
agree with it.

3. Other defense contractors have operated profitably under long term,
fixed priced contracts in the face of the same wars, inflation, manpower
shortages, and Department of Defense procurement policies, without resorting
to claims. In the case of inflation, shipbuilders have an advantage over
other defense contractors because shipbuilding contracts include a special
escalation clause which increases the contract price in direct relation to
increases in labor and material price indices. IMbreover, no one, to my
knowledge, has ever forced a shipbuilder to accept a contract. By entering
into these contracts, shipbuilders have agreed to take the risks involved.
Either they expected at the time of contract award to make a profit, or they
engaged in a "buy in." tn any event, the responsibility should not lie
with the Government or its procurement policies if a contractor subsequently
loses money.

4. In my opinion, the major reason for losses under shipbuilding contracts
is poor shipyard management. During the past five years I have made formal
reports of deficiencies in nearly all aspects of shipyard operations. The
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following are typical of the problems I have pointed out which cause cost
Overruns, losses, or low profits at various shipyards: Ineffective cost
controls and cost reporting systems; costs not related to progress in a
manner that identifies potential overruns in time to take corrective action;
subcontract procurements not managed in a business-like manner; excessive
sole source subcontract procurements; superficial negotiations of sub-
contracts; poor productivity including widespread idleness and loafing;
inadequate material controls; overtime not properly controlled; ineffective
ilternal audit systems; excessive overhead costs. It is the responsibility
of shipyard management to control these problems.

S. By aid large private shipyards today are run, in effect, not by technical
managers or experienced shipbuilders, but by legal, financial, and contract
experts. These men are skilled in dealing with the Government, and proficient
in public relations and "creative accounting." In general, they are not
interested in the quality of ships or the difficult problems of production;
they are interested in making money. Naturally, every company is in business
to make a profit. But with the takeover of the shipbuilding industry by
conglomerates, achievement of profit objectives transcends all else. Today,
many top shipyard managers find that it is more profitable to let costs come
out where they will, and count on getting relief through changes and claims;
relaxation of proawuamnt regulations, and laws; Government loans; follow-on
sole source contracts; aid other escape mechanisms. As a result, shipbuilding
has bee largely a financial gale.

6. Regarding the Deputy Secretary of Defense's question whether the
techniques used by NAYSIIPS for evaluating and resolving major shipbuilding
claims are unnecessarily demanding and time-consuming, I would answer yes.
It is unnecessarily datending because contractors can submit, revise and
resubmit claims to the Navy, the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
and the cours in- an effort to recover some predetermined amount. It will
continue to be unnecessarily time-consuming as long as the Navy must rely
for claims defense work primarily on people who are inexperienced in
evaluating claims, who are responsible for other ongoing work, and who
receive little effective help or guidance in theii claims evaluation efforts.

7. At the end of 1973, some 74 shipbuilding claims were pending either
in NAVHIPS or before the Armed Services Board'of Contract Appeals. These
claims totalled roughly $1.3 billion, about $350 million more than in 1972.
I am particularly 'familiar with one of these claims--Litton's claim on the
SSi 680, 682, and 683 ship construction contract. It illustrates what
we are up against. Since November 1970, Litton submitted S different
versions of this same claim prior to the Contracting Officer's decision,
restructured the claim once more in its appeal to the Armed Services Board
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of Contract Appeals, and then even revised it again during the Board's
hearing. Each revision required extensive analysis and evaluation by
Government personnel whose experience and primary responsibilities generally
were in fields other than claims. This claim has consumed thousands of
manhours of effort by technical, project, contract and legal personnel in
the Navy--at the expense of important ongoing work. The Armed Services
Board of Contfact Appeals is still conducting hearings on this case. Even
if the Navy gets a favorable ruling by the Board, the Contractor may elect
to take the case to a federal court. Thus the end is not even in sight.

8. The claims litigation circuit is inherently time-consuming. A contractor
has no incentive to drop a claim as long as he anticipates receiving enough
additional money on appeal to cover his litigation costs. Usually he can
collect what he wins at each level. If the contractor persists long enough,
the Government may eventually agree to a higher settlement to escape the
nuisance of further litigation. Moreover, at each higher level of appeal,
there is less familiarity with the details and therefore more likelihood of
a compromise decision. Since the Government does not appeal adverse decisions
of the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals, anything the contractor
wins there, is his to keep. So he risks little or nothing and has everything
to gain by continuing to prosecute a claim.

9. In my opinion, the Navy's claims effort to date, although substantial,
has not been adequate to meet the problem. In an attempt to defend better
against claims, the Office of the General Counsel established a separate
Contract Appeals Division to handle cases before the Armed Services Board
of Contract Appeals. NAVSHIPS established a special claims evaluation group
at Pascagoula to work on Litton claims. In December 1973 the special claims
group at Pascagoula alone had about 70 people, 40 clerical and 30 professional.
Most of the 30 professionals were SUPitIP employees, temporarily detailed
to the claims group, who had little or no expertise in evaluating claims.
Because many assignments to the claims group are temporary and turnover is
high, little permanent capability has been developed for future claims.
In addition there has been a lack of coordination among the Pascagoula claims
evaluation group, the Contract Appeals Divis ion, and N&VSHIPS project, contract,
legal, area technical personnel. As a result, NAVSHIPS technical and project
personnel inexperienced in claims matters have had to formulate mu~ch of the
substance and strategy qf the Navy's case for the SSN 680 claim both before
and during the trial. Because the Government people working on the claims
are neither experienced nor well directed, much of their wo~rk has been
unproductive.

10. Despite shortcomings in the Navy's handling of the SSN 680, 682, and
68 claim, that claim probably has received far more attention and effort
Gu- many larger claims in the Navy's S1.3 billion backlog. It is obvious
Jz ar~e that the Navy cannot sustain a comparable effort on the 73 other im-
T ived claims without effectively destroying our ability to build and

.airnain ships. ,.
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11. In March, 1973 you called a meeting of senior Navy procurement, technical
and legal officials and expressed concern at the large backlog of Navy
shipbuilding claims, the amount of effort required of key Navy personnel to
process these claims, and the likelihood of having to cancel ships if the
Navy could not successfully defend itself against these claims. I recommended
then that the Navy concentrate on developing a professional group of outside
lawyers, technical personnel, and procurement experts, who could work full
time on clais evaluation and case preparation for the Navy. The Navy
General Counsel at that time, Mr. Mankin, was convinced that the problem
could be solved by hiring more Government lawyers and subsequently wrote a
memorandum to that effect. In reference (b) I explained why hiring more
Government lawyers would not do the job. Under the present system, the
Navy c=ot devote sufficient time, effort and talent to handle claims
properly and still carry out its primary functions.

12. I recognize that NAVSHIPS has contracted for outside technical assistance
to help evaluate certain aspects of the Litton claims. This is not enough.
The Navy needs to develop a full-time professional claims group outside the
Government to handle claims. The vast extent of claims renders such a
method essential. The Government would have to guide the work, make decisions
and perhaps represent itself in court but most of the work should be performed
by outside experts.

13. It is clear that the Navy is not itself equipped to handle the claims
problem. Litton's AE (Ammunition Ship) claim (about $37 million) is about
to be litigated. The Navy is behind schedule in preparing its defense on
Litton's "Project X" or "Impact" claim (about $100 million). Although this
claim was submitted to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals in
August 1972, the Navy recently had to ask for a six-nonths delay in the
trial date which had been set for May 1974. The claims group at Pascagoula
is now trying to acquire additional people to work on these claims.

14. To maintain the integrity of existing contracts, the Navy cannot afford
to let shipbuilders reprice loss contracts through the guise of claims.
Since several shipbuilders seem determined to -shift the responsibility for
their overruns to the Navy no matter what the circumstances, we must
organize properly so that we can defend against unwarranted claims without
jeopardizing our primary responsibilities. As a first step and test case,
I recommend that the Navy contract with a groupcf outside lawyers, technical
personnel and procurement experts to coordinate and prepare the Navy's
defense on Litton's "Project X'" or "Impact" claim. This is a large and
complex claim, involving issues of principle which, if not handled properly,
could set unfavorable precedents and open new bases for claims at other
shipyards. It deserves the best talent the Navy can obtain.

92-782 0 - 82 - 7
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15. I would appreciate being advised of what action you take in this
mrtter.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
The General Counsel of the Navy
Coumander, Naval Ship Systems Cmnd
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WAINOt Oe . c.- we 08H-742

2 6 JUJL W74

MN0RANX1M FOR THE GENERAL COUNSEL, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Subj: Use of Outside Counsel to Assist the Navy in Defending Against
Shipbuilding Claims

Encl: (1) My memorandum dtd 10 May 1971 for the General Counsel of the
Navy; subj: Shipbuilder claims (End (1) to End (3), below)

(2) My memorandum dtd 11 Feb 1972 for the Chief of Naval Material;
subj: Claims procedures (Encd (2) to Encl (3) below)

(3) My memorandum Ser 08H-SS8 dtd 9 Aug 1972 for the Chief of Naval
Material, subj: Recommendations for improving Navy claims
procedures based on experience gained from Litton Systems, Inc.,
Ingails Nuclear Shipbuilding Division, claim against the Navy
under Contract N00024-68-C-0342 for construction of SSN's 680,
682, and 683

(4) My memorandum Ser 08H-2042 dtd 14 June 1973 for the Chief of
Naval Material, subj: Obtaining outside assistance in defending
against shipbuilder claims

(5) My memorandum Ser 08H-708 dtd 20 Feb 1974 for Chief of Naval
Material, subj: Shipbuilding Claims

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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1. At our meeting on July 10, 1974, you asked that I summarize my views on
major 'shipbuilding claims, with particular emphasis on why I recommend
greater use of outside counsel to assist the Government.

2. In enclosures (1)- through (5) I have reported to various Navy officials
problems associated with shipbuilding claims as I see them and my specific
recommendations for corrective action. In short the problem is this: Shipyard
management attention today is focused primarily on legal, contractual, and
financial matters rather than on technical and production problems. With the
takeover of shipyards by conglomerates many top shipyard managers have found
they caii compensate for their own management or production problems and devote
their primary effort toward getting relief through changes and claims, or by
trying to force relaxations of procurement regulations and laws. Some ship-
builders begin establishing the basis for a large claim from the early days
of contract performance in case they run into problems later. Often they
assemble teams of experienced lawyers, accountants and engineers to accomplish
this.

3. In cases where a shipbuilder incurs a substantial loss or fails to make
his desired profit, he may submit a large claim to make up the difference.
Often the claims consist of general allegations, but the Navy ends up with
the burden of trying to determine whether the shipbuilder is entitled to any
additional sums and if so, how much. This process can take years and tie up
hundreds of hours of top technical, legal, and contractual people on the part
of the Navy. If the Navy gathers evidence that disproves an element of the
claim, the shipbuilder can delete that item and substitute another allegation
so that the claim does not get below the desired amount. All the while, the
shipbuilder complains to senior Department of Defense officials about ti"
'unreasonableness" of the Navy personnel charged with responsibility for
evaluating the claim. These are precisely the tactics the Navy encountered
in the Litton Systems, Incorporated, claim under the SSN 680, 682 and 683
shipbuilding contract.

4. Enclosures (6) through (11) are memoranda I sent to my superiors describing
the problems we faced in the Litton claim. I urge that you read them carefully.
This case is an excellent illustration of the difficulty in effectively fight-
ing against unwarranted claims, and why the Navy needs to develop a professional
group of outside lawyers, technical personnel, and procurement personnel
working full time to do claims evaluation work. The Navy cannot devote
sufficient time, manpower, and resources to handle major shipbuilding claims
properly and still carry out its primary functions. Expected reductions in Navy
personnel will further aggravate the problem.

5. I was recently exposed to outside counsel in connection with an important
defective pricing case involving a subcontractor under several cost reimburse-
ment prime contracts for naval nuclear equipment. The subcontractor filed
suit in District Court in an effort to dissuade the Navy from pursuing the
defective pricing issue. Since the dispute arose under cost reimbursement
prime contracts, the Navy had a direct financial interest in the outcome of
the case as well as a duty to enforce the Truth-in-Negotiations Act (P.L.
87-653).
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6. Initially the Government's interests were represented by the prime
contractor's counsel, Covington and Burling. However, to preclude any
possibility of a conflict of interest arising where the Government's interests
might be different from prime contractors, the Navy General Counsel arranged
for the prime contractor to retain at Government expense another outside law
firm, to represent the Navy in one count of the lawsuit. The firm of Ruckelshaus,
Beveridge, and Fairbanks was selected.

7. Because of these special arrangements, my staff dealt directly with both
outside law firms. I was favorably impressed by their competence and
efficiency. Both firms assigned experienced trial counsel to the case.

8. Outside counsel were especially effective during the discovery phase
of proceedings. They helped formulate a plan of attack, took the initiative
in interviewing potential witnesses, and in drafting subpoenas and interro-
gatories. My staff was in the position of reviewing well prepared drafts,
rather than having to do much of the preliminary work themselves as is often
the case when I must rely solely on Government attorneys who are overloaded
and hampered by the system. Outside counsel responded quickly, in a matter
of days and sometimes hours, to each maneuver by plaintiff. Their prompt
action prevented an attempt by plaintiff to suspend the suit in district
court and to move the case to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals,
a move which the Government opposed. Working with these two firms was a most
satisfactory experience.

9. The final result, in which the advice and action of outside counsel nlayed
a significant role, was that the subcontractor proposed a satisfactory settle-
ment of the outstanding issues, and as a part of that settlement, dismisFed
the suit in district court. Thus the Government avoided a long and costly
lawsuit. This experience has reinforced my judgement that use of outside
counsel in proper circumstances, is a wise course to follow. Large corpora-
tions with in-house legal staffs, do not hesitate to hire outside counsel
when facing major litigation. Neither should the Government.

10. You asked that I recommend two cases involving shipbuilding claims in
which to test the use of outside counsel. My recommendations are:

a. The $100 million Litton so-called "Project VX Claim (ASBCA #17579).
This is a large and complex claim. It presents a legal theory which has
never been recognized by the Navy and, if Litton succeeds, will have a
profound impact on shipbuilding claims. It would open a new basis for recovery
at other yards and lead to a new round of multi-million dollar litigations.

In 1970 Litton filed a protective suit in the Court of Claims (No.
302-70); an appeal to the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals was filed
in August 1972. The Navy is handling the case with in-house counsel but has
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not been able to provide the necessary continuity or support. The chief
trial counsel has been changed three times in the past year, the most recent
change being made this month. Legal assistance has been on a part time basis.
The Navy has been trying to recruit additional attorneys to assign to the
claim, but at the salaries the Government offers, it is not possible to hire
top flight, experienced trial lawyers. In my opinion, this case is too
important to turn over to new hires and trainees. I believe the Government
should retain outside counsel to help focus the issues and direct the strategy
in this claim, under Government supervision of course.

b. The Newport News claim under Contract No. N00024-68-C-0355 for
construction of the DLGN's 36 and 37. This represents an opportunity to
test use of outside counsel at an early stage in the development of the
claim. Newport News has already submitted a series of claims totaling about
$54 million, a major portion of which relates directly to Naval Reactor
business. The Navy expects six to eight million dollars of additional
claims to be filed against this contract. Our technical evaluation is that
these claims are grossly inflated but that they approximate the amount of
the Newport News projected overrun plus profit. I believe that if we hired
outside counsel, and adequate supporting technical personnel, the Department
of Defense could save millions of dollars. If we do not convince the
contractor that the Navy can and will enforce its contractual rights, we
shall be plagued with this and similar claims for many years to come.

11. In summary the Navy cannot devote sufficient time, manpower, and resources
to handle major shipbuilding claims properly and still carry out its primary
functions. The Navy has been forced to rely primarily on people who are
inexperienced in evaluating claims, who are responsible for other ongcing
work, and who receive little effective help or guidance in their claims
evaluation efforts. The various elements of claims defense cross so mry
different camnand and organizational lines that review of claims and preparation
for defense are unnecessarily cumbersome and time consuming.

12. I believe it is both practical and essential that the Navy develop a
professional group of outside lawyers, technical personnel and procurement
experts working full time to do the claims evaluation work and that such action
would substantially enhance the Navy's ability to ensure that contractors are
paid no more than they are entitled to under their contracts. The Government
would, of course, continue to be responsible for guiding the work, making
final decisions and, if necessary, presenting its cases in court.

13. As long as shipbuilders believe they can be reimbursed for their own
ineffectiveness and mistakes through claims the Navy will continue to have
massive claims,- shipbuilders will not have the incentive to improve their
efficiency, and the price of ships will continue to skyrocket. If this trend
continues, we will not be able to afford the ships we must have to defend
our country adequately.
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14. I would appreciate being informed of what action you intend to take in
this regard.

Copy to:.
Assistant Secretary of the-Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
The General Counsel of the Navy
Comnnander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMANO

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

JUL 1974

-EMORANDUM FOR THE GENERAL COUNSEL, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Subj: Chu Associates decision; need to appeal

1. In our meeting on July 10, 1974, we discussed briefly the Wunderlich
Act, 41 USC 321,322. I expressed my conviction that the Government should
have the .same right of appeal from adverse decisions of the Armed Services
Board of Contract Appeals as contractors have. This memorandum is submitted
in accordance with your request.

2. Recently the Naval Sea Systems Connand attempted to present a defective
pricing case which arose under one of my contracts. A subcontractor failed
to submit data which, in our opinion, was required to meet the criteria of
the Truth-in-Negotiations Act (P.L. 87-653). In defense, the subcontractor
cited the case of Chu Associates, Inc. Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals 15004 (1973T. En t ase the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals held that the contractor was not obliged to disclose a lower supplier
quote to the Government under the Truth-in-Negotiations Act as long as he
did not intend to use that quote at the time he signed the certificate of
current cost and pricing data. This was held to be so even though the
contractor subsequently contracted with that supplier and realized a large
wind-fall profit thereby.

3. This was the very evil which prompted passage of the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act in the first place. The Chu case and other decisions of the Armed
Services Board of Contract Ap-pels which follow it, have rendered the statute
virtually ineffective. The issue of what constitutes "data" in the context
of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act is a question of statutory interpretation,
and would seem to be appropriate for appeal to the Court of Claims. The
final determination of law in this matter should not be made by an administrative
judge on the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals.

4. As you are aware, the recent Supreme Court decision, S&E Contractors
Inc. v United States 406 US 1 (1972) is widely thought to hold that the
Government cannot appeal from an adverse ruling of the Armed Services Board
of Contract Appeals. However, at least one high Justice Department official
has expressed publicly the opinion that an agency has the right of appeal
from a decision of its own Board of Contract Appeals. He believes the S&E
case holds only that the General Accounting Office and the Justice Department
(or any other outside agency) may not intervene and prevent an agency from
paying a contractor in accordance with a decision of its Board of Contract
Appeals when it desires to do so.
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S. The Chu decision, if it is not reversed, has the effect of rendering
the Truth-in-Negotiations Act almost useless in protecting the Government
in sole source price negotiations. All a contractor has to do, when caught
withholding important and relevant cost or pricing data, is to claim he
never intended to use the information at the time he signed the certificate.
The burden of proof then shifts to the Government to disprove that contention
or lose its right to a price reduction. Obviously there will be few cases in
which the Government will have the evidence to prove the contractor intended
to use certain cost data when he testifies he did not intend to use it.

6. Even' apart from the Chu decision, the need for the Department of Defense
to have the right to appeirfrom adverse Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals decisions is important because of the magnitude of claims being
decided by that Board and the complexity of the issues in some of those cases,
especially in the multi-million dollar shipbuilding cases. These cases
should not be finally decided by an administrative judge with only one party
enjoying the right of appeal.

7. I recognize that legislation is now before Congress to clarify the
Wunderlich Act to make explicit the Government's right of appeal. The
Department of Defense should support that provision of the proposed legislation.
But the legislative process could take many months and passage is by no means
certain. Therefore, I recommend that the Department of Defense appeal the
Chu decision, or the next appropriate appeal case following Chu, using the
De-artment of Justice theory that an agency may appeal adverieidecisions
of its own Board of Contract Appeals.

8. - I would appreciate being informed of what action you intend to take in
this regard.

g RiLU-

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Material
The General Counsel of the Navy
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362 08

MEM0RANDUIM FOR THE GENERAL COUJNSEL OF THE NAVY'- -

Subj: Contracting for Outside Counsel

1. Since 1971, I have been recommending that the Navy contract with outside
attorneys to assist the Navy in handling its billion dollai backlog of
shipbuilding claims. The Office of the General Counsel, Navy simply did
not have and still does not have the necessary resources to handle this
backlog properly.

2.- From the outset, the Office of the General Counsel opposed obtaining
outside counsel, wrote legal memoranda questioning the legality of such
action, and indicated that OGC had the situation under control. However,
I believe you recognize that the situation is still not under control.
There remains a large backlog of shipbuilder claims. There is a high
turnover of Government attorneys working in the. claims area; their experience
level is low.. In contrast, shipbuilders are contracting with prestigious
law firms for experienced attorneys to develop and prosecute these claims.

3. *-In my memorandum dated 26 July 1974 to the-General Counsel, Office of
the Secretary of Defense, I reiterated the importance of obtaining outside
counsel to assist the Navy in defending against shipbuilding claims. In
that memorandum I recommended that the Navy obtain outside counsel to assist
with claims developing at Newport News. You subsequently agreed to contract
for outside counsel at Newport News. However, since that time NAVSEA
efforts to award such a contract have been thwarted by your office. Despite
repeated personal commitments from you as to when you would have such a
contract, all of which you have missed, we are no closer today to having a
contract than we were six weeks ago. Moreover, it has been impossible to
deal effectively with your subordinates, since they apparently have been
instructed that you are handling this matter personally.

4. I can only conclude from your procrastination that you do not wish to
act on this contract. In contrast, your counterparts in the shipbuilding
business have not hesitated to hire outside counsel who are claims experts
to direct preparation of their claims and to present them. As long as
shipbuilders believe they can be reimbursed for their own ineffectiveness
and mistakes through claims, the Navy will continue to have massive claims,
shipbuilders will not have the incentive to improve their efficiency, and
the prices of ships will continue to skyrocket. This is why you should
act now to obtain assistance through outside counsel.
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S. Obviously, you are unwilling to act in this matter. Therefore, I
suggest you assign authority to act to one of your subordinates and withdraw
personally so that this matter can proceed. Please let me know what action,
if any, you intend to take in this matter.

OkLG.c Ric

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SA SYSTEMS COMMAND

wA.NU6NO D0.C. Sam
4DEC 174

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Exercising of Options with Newport News for Construction
of DLGN 41 and 42

1. I understand that Newport News officials have been trying
to solicit your support for not exercising the DLGN 41 and 42
options; or, for granting extra-contractual relief under Public
Law 85-804 so that the option prices would assure Newport News
a 7% profit on actual total costs.

2. Here is some information you should know:

a. NAVSEA has legal and binding options for the DLGN 41
and 42. Both Newport News and Congress have been notified
that the Navy intends to exercise the DLGN 41 option in the
immediate future.

b. As late as December 1973, the President of Newport News
agreed to extend the priced option for DLGN 41 until 1 February
1975 and for DLGN 42 until 1 February 1976.

c. The options provide for negotiation of revised escala-
tion tables so that Newport News is not hurt by inflation. To
date Newport News has not submitted its proposal for these new
tables.

d. Granting extra-contractual relief prior to contract
performance would set a precedent that the Navy does not intend
to require companies to honor their contracts. Other contractors
would undoubtedly demand comparable treatment whenever they want
to reprice a Navy contract. It certainly would open the door
to reprice every other shipbuilding contract at Newport News.

3. NAVSEA has been making every effort to require Newport News
to honor its contracts and your support in this regard is essen-
tial. NAVSEA's efforts would be undermined if Newport News
were to get the impression that the NAVSEA position is not being
supported by higher Naval officials. Therefore, if Newport News
or Tenneco officials continue to contact you on this subject,
I recommend that you refer them to NAVSEA, so that the company
clearly understands with whom they are to deal.

dG'ic & '
Copy to:
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

VAS~.NGTO.. D.C 20352

.i REPLY REFER To

31 January 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
(INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Memorandum of Understanding Concerning Exercise of
DLGN 41 Option

1. I appreciate your calling me this morning to inform me
that the Navy would exercise the option for construction of
the DLGN 41 and informing me that the Navy General Counsel
had entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the Newport
News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company General Counsel concern-
ing the exercise of this option. As you know, I was not involved
in the preparation of the Memorandum of Understanding.

2. Subsequent to your call I obtained a copy of the Memorandum
of Understanding which becomes effective on 3 February 1975.
From my reading of the document, I am concerned that company
officials may represent to our superiors in the Defense
Department or to other Navy officials that the Memorandum of
Understanding obligates the Navy to reopen the entire DLGN 41
contract for renegotiation rather than only those provisions
subject to negotiation in accordance with the terms of the
option. That would be inconsistent with the position that the
Naval Sea Systems Command and the Office of Navy General Counsel-
have previously taken with Newport News - a position with which
both you and Admiral Kidd have indicated agreement.

3. I understand a meeting is scheduled early next week between
Mr. N. W. Freeman of Tenneco and the Deputy Secretary of Defense
and that you may be present. I consider it important that those
of us in the Department of Defense who have responsibilities
regarding the DLGN 41 contract have a common understanding of the
meaning of the agreement prior to that meeting.

4. My understanding of the Navy's intent with respect to this
agreement is as follows:

I a. The Navy has unequivocally exercised the DLGN 41 option
and considers that option to be valid in all respects.

b. The Memorandum of Understanding is not a contractual
document and does not prejudice any Government rights as
reflected in the DLGN 41 option.
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c. The Navy's obligation uihder the agreement "... to
negotiate in good faith to reach an agreement as rapidly as
possible to modify those contract provisions requiring
amendment or to take other appropriate action" is limited to
(1) those items which are open for adjustment by terms of the
DLGN 41 option and, (2) any equitable adjustments to which
Newport News may be entitled by the present provisions of the
contract including the exercised option for DLGN 41.

d. The Navy considers Newport News is contractually
obligated to proceed with construction of DLGN 41 as required
by the option rather than just continue with long lead effort
previously authorized.

5. The position of the Naval Sea Systems Command would be
jeopardized if Department of Defense officials took a position
inconsistent with that outlined in paragraph 4 above. Therefore,
I urge that you stress these points to the Deputy Secretary of
Defense prior to his meeting with Mr. Freeman next week. In
addition, I recommend that the Naval Sea Systems Command, which
has primary responsibility for the Navy's contracts with Newport
News, be represented at that meeting, since Mr. Freeman will
doubtless raise contractual issues.

H. G- Rio

CC:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Navy General Counsel
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMV AND

¶ sx. ,' WASRINGTON. D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

08
4 FE3 7975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE WAVY (INSTALLATION S AND
LOGISTICS)

Subj: DLGN 41 Option

1. In my nemorandum to you of 31 January 1975, I expressed my under-
standing of the Navy's intent with respect to the Memorandum of Under-
standing that Navy and Newport News counsel s'gned in connection with
exercise of the DLGN 41 option.

2. Your 3 February 1975 response stated you are in general accord with
my views. However, I am concerned that there may be some misunderstanding
of mry views. Your memoranduzn stated that in our telephone conversation
the mening of 31 January we agreed that modification of the contract would
be required. The option does require sane specific modifications to the
contract. However, I am concerned that you may have thought I contemplated
contract changes beyond this.

3. If in any discussions with you I conveyed the impression that I
agreed with modification of the DLGN contract other than as specifically
provided for by the provisions of the present contract including the
exercised option for DLGN 41, this impression ,,as certainly unintentional
and is not in accord with my views on the matter. For example, I do not
agree we should remain firm only "in those areas where our rights are
unquestioned" since Newport News has repeatedly challenged the validity
of the DLGN 41 option in its entirety. Moreo,-er, you state you hope we
will "remain flexible in those areas where changes have occurred which are
beyond the control of Newport News or the Navy.."

4. However, Newport News has proposed extensive contract modifications
which would in effect reform the options for SLGNs 41 and 42, arguing that
the present contract arrangement would result in a loss to Newport News
for reasons beyond its control.

5. In my opinion, the Navy should not excuse Newport News from its
contractual commitments when hundreds of other contractors are required
to honor their contracts.

6. I recosmend that negotiations be limited to those areas specifically
left open by the terms of the DLGN 41 option and to equitable adjustments
to which Newport News is entitled by contract.

Copy to: 0 G. Ricce W
Chief of Naval Naterial
The General Counsel of the Navy
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Comrnand
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
. - j), -NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND0 : * f- J .. .- WASUINGTON, D.C. 20362

w ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IN REPLY REi ER TO

14 February l975

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS
AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Meeting to Discuss Forthcoming Negotiations of DLGN 41
Option With Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Company

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to fulfill my commitment
to you to provide the attendees of the subject meeting held in
your office on the afternoon of 10 February 197S with a copy
of the comments I made at- that meeting from rough notes.

2. You will recall that following your introduction and comments
by others present, I made the following points regarding the
Navy's treatment of the overall Newport News problem, particularly
as it affects the present refusal of Newport News to honor the
DLGN 41 option:

a. In my opinion a major source of our present difficulty
in dealing with Newport News is the manner in which Navy and
Defense officials have discussed contractual matters with the
contractor. I know of no contractor who has had the opportunity
to deal on the same issue simultaneously with so many high
Government officials. I know of no other contract where so many
senior Defense and Navy officials have participated in the issue.
I know of no other contract where the responsible NAVSLA director
of contracts has been bypassed so many times, and not even
permitted to attend meetings held on matters which are his
responsibility. -

At the subject meeting you stated that all negotiations
concerning the DLGN 41 option are to be handled by Rear Admiral
Renfro and that all contacts with the contractor are henceforth
to be made through him. I agree with that position.

b. I reiterated my position, which I understand is consis-
tent with your position, that the negotiations for the DLGN 41
option should be confined to those things for which the Govern-
ment is responsible under the present contract, including the
open items in the option. The Navy is in an excellent legal
position regarding this option and should not make concessions

-because of the Newport News threat of going to court.
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c. The option has been exercised, and is now part of the
DLGN 38 Class contract. I stressed the importance of recogniz-
ing that any special considerations offered by the Government
on this-option could well be used by the contractor as a
precedent for reopening similar issues for the DLGN 38, 39, and
40 and other contracts. -

d. I noted that Newport News may well be'facing serious
financial difficulty in relation to their new commercial yard.
They may be looking for a way to transfer some of these costs
-to Navy contracts.

Subsequent to Newport News announcing construction of the:
new yard without'prior notification to the Navy, Company officials
assured the Navy in writing that the new yard would be a separate
organization. However, the organization changes announced by
Newport News on 25 January 1975 include changes which -appear to
have the effect of amalgamating the new yard with the old yard
into one organization. In the production planning, scheduling
and Waterfront work areas managers responsible for meeting
commitments on Navy contracts are now also responsible for
meeting commitments on commercial construction contracts. This
certainly will make it harder for the Navy to tell when
individuals are being transferred from Navy to commercial work.
Clearly Newport News would like to find a way to abrogate the
February 12, 1973, letter from Mr. Freeman to me which agreed
to the policy that "Tenneco will not allow performance of work
on non-Navy contracts to interfere with the performance of w;ork
necessary to meet Newport News commitments on Ndry contracts."
In fact, with the yard's senior production managers responsible
for Navy ship construction now also responsible for commercial
ship construction, I don't see how it is possible for commercial
work not to interfere with Navy-work.

e. I pointed out that we used to have periodic Cinanci a]
meetings among SU'SIIIPS, Defense Contract Audit Agency
representatives, my representatives, and Newport News. At one
of the early meetings of this type Mr. Ackerman agreed in
writing to provisions for accounting for the costs of the
commercial yard which would protect the Navy from absorbing
these costs. Newport News has for some time been trying to
discredit my financial representative- at Newport News and hIas
succeeded. in getting the support of the Chief of Naval Material
to abolish these periodic meetings. I have tried unsuccessfully,
orally'and in writing, to obtain from the Chief of Naval
Material a statement of the basis for the complaints made against
my financial representative. Part of the motivation to discredit

92-782 0 - 82 - 8
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my financial representative and these meetings may be to build
a case for withdrawing the agreements made by Mr. Ackerman -

concerning cost accounting for the'new yard. This remains to
be seen; but certainly fits the vattein followed by Ncwiiort
News and Tenneco officials in their dealings with top level
Defense and Navy officials. Their recent attempt to discredit
Mr. Leighton and myself, as discussed in Rear Admiral Renfro's
memorandum of 7 February 1975, is another example of their use
-of this tactic.

-' One of the favorite techniques of some contractors is to
-gain access at as high a level in the Government as possible
and to complain'about the actions of the lower level Government
officials who have day-to-day dealings with the contractor.
The theory is that the high level Government officials are
inherently suspicious of the working people in the bureaucracy
and will not believe them even if the officials do take the
time to try to ascertain the facts.

You are probably well aware of the fact that Mr. Corcoran,-
the Washington lobbyist who represents Tenneco, has over a period
of many months circulated derogatory stories about me at high

.levels of Government both in the executive and legislative
branches. It certainly comes as no surprise to Mr. Leighton or
to me that Newport News wants Mr. Leighton to have no part in
the DLGN 41 negotiations. They know full well that he is the
only person left in NAVS1A who participated directly in the
negotiations of most of the present Newport News contracts and
that he is intimately familiar with the various commitments
Newport News and Tenneco officials have made to the Navy.
Further, Newport News knows that if they can intimidate the
Navy into silencing Mr. Leighton and me, no one else in NAVSEA
is likely to raise his voice to oppose them. -

f. I noted at the meeting that as part of the DLGN 41
negotiations Newport News wants to delay the contract delivery
date for the DLGN 41 by 19 months and for the DLGN 42 by 23
months. This would put 29 months between delivery of the
DLGN 40 and the DLGN 41 rather than the 8 to 10 months
between ships that Newport News has heretofore stated is the
most economical delivery. This could well be an attempt on
the part of Newport News to reprice the contract-as well as.
to divert skilled manpower from the frigates to commercial ship
construction. If-the Navy accepts the later contract delivery
dates proposed by Newport News, the Navy must be prepared for
Newport News to assert -that the Government should fund increased
manhours due to the break in ship production and loss of
learning. Also, if the skilled manpower is diverted to
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commercial work, the Navy could then find itself charged for
the cost of training new employees when the frigate work
started again with DLGN 41.

g. I stated that Tenneco and Newport News officials have
frequently alleged that they were forced during negotiations to
accept unsatisfactory pricing agreements because Congress had
not appropriated sufficient funds. They have suggested that
this could be a ba96i~s to reopen price agreements and give them
more money. -Thi.Mifsisimply not so.

In the case of fhe four follow SSN 688 Class ships-and the
last two ships of the STURGEON Class, which account for about.
two-thirds. of the loss Newport News has reported in their
financial statements to the Navy to date, both contracts were
awarded on a strictly competitive basis with three bidders.
There were no ne otiations of the contract prices for these
two contracts whatsoever.

In the cases of the DLGN 36-37 contract, the DLGN 38 Class
contract; the CVAN 68-69 contract, and the SSN 688 lead ship
contract - all of which were negotiated on a sole source basis
with Newport News'- ceiling price provisions were included in
the contracts tinich gave Newport News price protection beyond
their expected costs. On several of these contracts the
ceiling price provisions included in the contracts were well
beyond the funds appropriated at that time, and the Navy went
back to Congress for additional funds to pay for the Government's
obligation of costs on the share lines when that was found to be
necessary. This in itself is proof that the amount of money
allowed in the contracts was not restricted to the appropriated.
funds. In each of these cases target price was higher than
the Government's estimate of what the costs should have been,
but was within the amount of appropriated funds. Thus the
"full funding" requirements of the Congress were met, while at
the same time Newport News was given financial protection to the
degree they considered necessary at the time they signed the
contracts. -

h. The Newport News 48 page legal brief recently submitted
to NAVSEA which states their view that the DLGN 41 option is
invalid is based in large extent on a presumption that the
costs will be so much greater than those allowed under the
contract that performance under the contract would amount to
"commercial impracticability." You confirmed at the meeting
that Mr. Freeman stated Newport News would incur a $60 million
loss if they built the DLGN 41. Admiral Kidd said that
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Mr. Freeman later amended this statement to say that the
$60 million loss would be for both'the DLGN 41 and DLGN 42.
Yet the. official cost reports for the'DLGN 38 Class submitted
to the Navy for billing purposes would indicate that Newport
News could expect to make a profit on the DLGN 41 and DLGN 42
within the current contract pricing envelope and-contract
delivery date.

When Newport News extended the current options for the
DLGN 41 and DLGN 42 in November 1973 they informed NAVSEA that
they were projecting costs below the Point of Total Assumption
on the cost share line provided in the option. This,'of course,
was based on building the DLGN 41 and DLGN 42 in series with
the DLGNs 38, 39, and 40. In my opinion the Newport News
forecast of losses on the DLGN 41 and DLGN 42 is based on'their
desire to delay these ships in- order to transfer the manpower
now working on frigates to other work. This delay would cause
loss of learning and additional escalation costs caused by
delay. It is also clear that Newport News wants the Navy not
only to pay these added costs but to pay them the same profit
they had originally expected to make as well.,

i. I pointed out that Newport News and Tenneco officials
frequently complain that they have to pay large interest charges
to'finance Navy work. In this regard 1 noted that as of early
February 1975 Newport News reported costs totaling $1,471M on
open new construction Navy contracts and they have been paid
$1,408M, a shortfall of $63M.

However, their shortfall on the SSN's 686 and 687 is $25M-
and on the four follow SSN 688 Class is $21M for a total of
$46M. These were competitive bid contracts and Newport News
has thus far not submitted any claims against these contracts.
These ships account for most of their overall cash shortfall
to date; this is not a Government responsibility.

On the CVAN 68-69 contract Newport New's has received $201M
more than they have expended.

On the DLGN 36-37 contract Newport News has a present
shortfall of $16M. On the DLGN 38-40 contract Newport News.
has a present shortfall of $12M. On the SSN 688 lead ship
contract Newport News has a present shortfall of $9M. -Newport
News has not submitted justification showing these cash short-
falls to be Government responsibility.

j. I stressed that no complete formal minutes of meetings
between Company and Navy officials have been furnished to the
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contracting officer and to others responsible. Because of
this we often find ourselves in the position of being unable
to challenge the contractor when he refers to agreements he
may have made with our superiors - agreements to which we.
were not party, and of which we are-not aware. Subordinates
in the contract and shipbuilding process have been demoralized
because their seniors have preempted their responsibilities,
and decisions appear to be made without adequate facts, or
their knowledge or advice. I am getting the impression that
the need for ships- and a healthy defense industry may be being
used as the excuse for making liberal contractual settlements
on claims.

Frequently I learn after these meetings of contractors with
my superiors that allegations against me and individuals in my
organization have been made by the contractor officials. I
nearly always learn of these through gossip, not through direct
statements to me by my-superiors. By that time the damagc hasbeen done, and I was not afforded the opportunity to comment on
the charges. I cannot help but wonder whether the order given
to me several months ago by the Chief of Naval Material to
confine miy activities solely to the areas of my direct
responsibility, and his request that I assign Mr. Leighton's
responsibilities to another person, were not the result or
credence-being given to unsupported-allegations of Newport
News and Tenneco officials. I am fully aware of Mr. Leighton's
activities in regard to dealing with Newport News and I accept
full responsibility for them. They are professional, knowledge-
able, fair, legal, and in the best interests of the Governmsent.
In my opinion he has done and is doing as outstanding a job
in looking out for the public's interest as anyone I know. I.
would think the Navy would therefore particularly value his
services.

k. I have frequently been urged-by the President, Congress,
SECDEF, the Navy, and other superiors to conduct business at
minimum eost to the United States. Yet, I find that in
dealings with this contractor my superiors give him reason to
believe that his requests for additional money and for relief
beyond the terms of his contracts will be given favorable
consideration in contract negotiations. I made it clear that
if my superiors or Congress decide to. give contractors financial
relief outside the terms of their contracts, that decision is a
political matter and not my business. Nor is it my concern to
make any contractor honest. My concern is to do what I can to
insure that our contracts are administered fairly, equitably and
efficiently so that the money appropriated for ships can be used
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for building ships and not for paying unsubstantiated claims,
and so that we can get as many shipys as possible for the money
appropriated. I believe that it is the responsibility of
officials in the Naval Sea Systems Command as well as our
superiors to insure that contractors live up to their con- -
tractual commitments.

1. I cautioned that it is possible that Newport News will
attempt to make a deal on a giant overall settlement for their
claims, tied in to the construction of the DLGN 41 and 42. This
should not be permitted because the claims are a separate matter
and must be substantiated legally and settled on their-own
merits.

m. I noted that there is always the temptation on the part
of high level Government officials to afford ready access to
high level contractor officials. I questioned whether those
who so deal recognized that contractors use this as a means of
playing on their vanity. They often create the illusion that
only the high. level officials on both sides are able to see the
"big picture" and that they, are the ones who should deal with
each other on important matters. I understand that high level
Government officials cannot deny contractor officials access to
bthem, but I recommended that when contractual issues are raised

the contractor officials should be referred to the proper
contracting authorities. We must go back to a formal, official
way of dealing with contractors on contractual issues.

n. I noted that Newport News has frequently raised the
issue of lack of profits, yet they will not give the Navy the
factual supporting information. They also convey the impression
that they have been misled or bullied into accepting improper
contracts; this is not so.. I- pointed out that it is ludicrous
to think that the great brains of industry could be buffaloed
by one lousy Admiral such as myself as they would have you
believe. I noted that shipbuilders are asking for preferential
treatment over other Government contractors because of inflation,
even though Navy shipbuilding contracts are among the few
Government contracts that have escalation provisions which give
considerable protection to the shipbuilders. I noted that just
like everybody else I am personally taking losses due to
inflation. I pointed out that the stock's I own have greatly
decreased in value, yet just like all other citizens I have
no recourse to demand that my stock contract be rewritten to
pay me more money. The average citizen, particularly working
people, is being subjected to financial loss due to inflation.
He does not have the ability to demand that the Government make
up his loss. In this regard it is worth noting that since
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Tenneco bought Newport News in 1968 Newport Ncws has not yet.reported a loss year. despite the inflation, their officials
continue to take home large salaries, and Tenneco is makingthe highest profits it has ever made.

o. Newpoit News would have the Navy believe that we need
them more than :they need our contracts. In this regard they
have tried to use the threat of not submitting a bid for the
SSN 688 Class as leverage to force the Navy to give them extra-contractual relief on the DLGN 41. The Navy should not succumb
to this threat nor should the Navy be bluffed by the contractor's
threat of litigation on the DLGN 41 contract. The Navy has
a good case and should stick to it.

Mr. Leighton and I pointed out that insofar as- the Navy-
has been able to determine, Newport News has not yet proceededwith ordering long lead material for the DLGN 42 even thoughthey were authorized to do so since September 1974. Admiral
Kidd asked whether Newport News' failure to proceed withordering material for the DLGN 42 indicated that Newport Ners
may be serious in their threat of stopping work on the DLGN 41.I expressed my opinion that if the Navy stands firm Newport
News will not stop work on the DLGN 41 not do I believe thatthey will actually go to court. However, I agreed with
Admiral Kidd's recommendation that the Navy take all necessary
legal steps now to be prepared to go to court in the Navy'sbehalf in the event Newport News does stop work. I certainlyam not optimistic that the Navy and Newport News will be able
to resolve their differences in the forthcoming DLGN 41
negotiations. Rather I am concerned that Newport. News may
look upon these negotiations as a means of laying the ground-
work for future claims.

p. I stated that we must get outside counsel at once,just as the contractor does. I have been recommending this for
three years without success. However, I believe the present
circumstances make this a matter of urgency. Certainly it is
clear that we may be faced with a court battle with Newport
News, and we should do everything possible to improve ourposition. Full-time outside legal counsel is a must. Isimply cannot comprehend why this matter continues to be held
up.

3. I cannot overemphasize the importance of the Navy handling
with complete. formality and great care the Newport News
challenge to the validity of the DLGN 41 option. If Newport
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News were excused from this contract obligation, this could
establish a dangerous precedent which could undermine contracts
throughout the Dcpartment of Defense.

A 'G AR I >

Copy to':
Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Installations and Logistics)
Under Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Comaiaand
Deputy Commander for Contracts (NAVSEA)
Project Manager, Anti-Air Warfare Ship
Acquisition Project Office
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASGTON. M.c. 20362

5 MAY 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Proposed revision to Navy claim procedures prescribed
in Navy Procurement Directives (NPD 1-401.55)

Ref: (a) My Memorandum dtd 9 Aug 72 for the Chief of Naval.
Material, subj: Recommendations for improving Navy
claims procedures based on experience gained from
Litton Systems, Inc., Ingalls Nuclear Shipbuilding
Division, claim against the Navy under contract
N00024-68-C-0342 for construction of SSN's 680,
682, and 683

(b) My Memorandum dtd 22 Mar 73 for the Chief of Naval
Material, subj: Recommendations for Improving Navy
Claims Procedures

1. In August 1972, reference (a), I recommended specific action
to improve Navy claims procedures. One recommendation was to
require the senior company official in charge at the plant or
location involved to certify, upon first submittal of a claim,
that he had personally.reviewed the claim and all supporting data,
and that tHe information contained therein was current, complete,
and accurate. The purpose of the certificate is to assure that
all data bearing on the claim, whether or notfavorable to the
company's position, is disclosed and that the data is accurate,
complete and current. This recommendation was ultimately incorpo-
rated in Navy Procurement Directive (NPD) 1-401.55.

2. I understand that your office is in the process of issuing
a revision to NPD 1-401.55*which.would redefine the term "claim"
in a way which would eliminate the requirement for the certificate_
in all but a handful of cases. Such a redefinition might under-
cut other safeguards that have been established in the claims
area.

3. Whether the contractors' requ'ests for additional funds are
labeled Claims, Requests for Equitable Adjustment, Engineering
Change Proposals, Constructive Changes, Correction of Defects
to Government Furnished Property, Suspensions, Requests for Relief
under Public Law 85-804 or whatever, the need for effective safe-
guards is the same. As you know, the Electric Boat Division-of
General Dynamics Corporation recently submitted a $220 million
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claim but labeled it a "Request for Equitable Adjustment."
Under the proposed revision to NPD 1-401.55, this 5220 million
request might no longer qualify as a claim. Thus, the present
NPD requirements for certification of the claim and for other
safeguards might be voided.

4. I have been informed that further changes to the NPD now
being considered at the staff level would take care of this
problem. However, current plans are to issue the first change
now, before the second change is approved for issue.

S. I recommend that NPD 1-401.55 not be issued until suitable
provisions are made to ensure that the safeguards that have been
established for handling claims, including the requirement for
certification of claims, are applicable to all requests for
increases in contract pricing by whatever name they nay be called.

6. Iwould appreciate being informed of what action you take
with rdgard to my recommendations.

MG RlL

Copy to:
NAVSEA 00
NAVSEA 02
NAVSEA OOL
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
IHEADOUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. =36O _ i, w

'K ) MAY 2 7 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR NUCLEAR POWER
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Senior Company Official's Certification Regarding Contract
Claims and Changes

sef (a) Deputy Commander for Nuclear Power, NAVSEASYSCOM
memo of 5 May 1975; Subj: Proposed revision to Navy claim
procedures prescribed in Navy Procurement Directives
(NPD 1-401. 55)

Encl: (1) NPD 1-406. 51

1. As stated in reference (a), Revision 4 to the Navy Procurement
Directive (NPD) will modify and decrease the type and number of contractual
actions that must be treated as formal contract claims. However, this
revised NPD will not modify the requirement for complete documentation
or justification required to support requests for equitable adjustment.

2. I concur with your comments regarding the need for a senior company
official to certify to the completeness and accuracy of a request for
equitable adjustment in cases involving complex fiscal or factual issues,
particularly when extensive fact-finding is required to determine the
extent of Government liability. Accordingly, the language set forth in
enclosure (1), requiring a certificate in complex areas, will be incor-
porated into Revision 4 to the NPD.

ICH.9.L=

Copy to:
NAVSEA 00
NAVSEA 02
NAVSEA OOL
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Add a new paragraph 1-406.51 Negotiating complex change orders
and requests for equitable adjustments pursuant to contract
clauses.

(a) Policy. Circumstances may arise where a
contractor isassertions, in which issues of contractual
liability involving legal entitlement are presented.
involve difficult or complex factual and fiscal issues
requiring extensive factfinding and analysis of government
liability. Examples include late or defective government
furnished property or information, complex delay and
disruption issues under formal change orders, formal
suspensions of work or stop work orders, and other matters
not defined as 'claims' in the context of NPD 1-401.55(b)...
In -suoh -aees a multi- sacipline approach deiivolving procure-
ment, technical/engineering, audit, and legal representatives
is often necessary to protect the Government's interests and
to assure a fair settlement of the Government's contractual
responsibilities.

(b) PCO Responsibility. The procedure set forth in
paragraph (a) may be used regardless of the estimated amount of
the request for equitable adjustment; however, where the request
for equitable adjustment exceeds $2,000,000, the ACO shall notify
the PCO that a major modification to the contract in question may
be required. The PCO shall make a-decision based on the diffi-
culty and complexity of the issues involved and the decree of fact-
finding and analysis that will be required to determine government
liability, as to whether the negotiations will be conducted by the
PCO under the provisions set forth in paragraph (a) above or will
be conducted by ACO. While not required, the documentation outline
set forth in NPD 1-401.55(d) is recommended as the format for these
notifications of the PCO. If the PCO decides that he will
negotiate and definitize these major requests for equitable adjust-
ment, he shall employ the multi-discipline plan approach outlined
in paragraph (a) above, including obtaining legal advice in the
form of legal memoranda addressing the factors set forth in
NPD 1-401.55(e)(3)(b).

* (c) Affidavit. At the time a contractor initially submits a
documented request for a major equitable adjustment as defined in
paragraph (b),above, the cognizant contracting officer shall
require an affidavit, as follows:

I, , the responsible senior company official
authorized to commit the with respect
to its request for equitable adjustment dated _

to contract(s) , being duly sworn, do hereby
depose and say that: (,i) the facts described in the request
for equitable adjustment are current, complete and accurate;
and (ii) the conclusions in the request for equitable adjust-
ment accurately reflect the contractual actions for which
the Navy is allegedly liable.
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2. Add the following sentence to NPD 1-401.55(b)
'Requests for equitable adjustments based on
formal change orders, or other express
contractual actions, involving complex
legal or factual issues shall be handled
in accordance with NPD 1-406.5l.°

i. Revise NPD 1-401.55(c)(2) to read:

*. . . and equitably adjust such changes in
the normal fashion - i.e., in accordance with
ASPR 1-406(c)(ix), or when appropriate

-NPD 1-A OS -L.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20362

~~~~ 6 t ~~~~~~~~~~~~INREPLYREFERTO
2 JXi -75

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Proposed revision to Navy claim procedures prescribed
in Navy Procurement Directives (NPD 1-401.55)

Ref: (a) My memo to you dtd 5 May 75, same subject
(b) Your memo to me dtd 27 May 75, subj: Senior

company officials certification regarding contract
claims and changes

1. In reference (a).I pointed out that your office was in
the process of revising NPD 1-401.55 to redefine the term
"claim" in a way which might undercut certain safeguards that
have been established in the claims area. Specifically, the
change would eliminate, in all but a handful of cases, the
Current requirement that the senior company official in charge
at the plant location involved certify to the accuracy, currency,
and completeness of his claim submissions. I recommended that
the proposed revision to NPD 1-401.55 not be issued until
suitable provisions are made to insure that the safeguards
that have been established for handling claims, including the
requirement for certification of claims, are applicable to all
requests for increases in contract pricing by whatever name
they may be called.

2. In reference (b) you pointed out that while the proposed
revision to NPD 1-401.55 will modify and decrease the type and
number of contractual actions that must be treated as formal
contract claims, it will not modify the requirement for complete
documentation or justification required to support requests
for equitable adjustment. You also acknowledged "the need for
a senior company official- to certify to the completeness and
accuracy of a request for equitable adjustment in cases involving
complex fiscal or factual issues, particularly when extensive
fact-finding is required to determine the extent of government
liability." Attached to reference (b) was the additional
language which you-stated would be incorporated in Revision 4
to the NPD.

3. Upon review of the additional new language, and further
reflection on the changes previously proposed for NPD 1-401.55
in Revision 4, I believe this change to NPD 1-401.55 should not
be made. If implemented, it will weaken the Government's position
in dealing with contractors and make the Navy look foolish before
Congress for the following reasons:
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a. The proposed changes will be interpreted as a public
relations effort by the Navy to redefine itself out of the
claims backlog. Revision 4 redefines the term "claim" so that
claims based on alleged late or defective government-furnished
material or information Would be relabeled "requests for equitable
adjustment." Some of the largest and most difficult claims we
have fall into that category. The $30 million SSN 680, 682, 683
submarine claim submitted by Litton, for example, is based
primarily on late government-furnished steel. The current $200
million claim from Electric Boat is based largely on late or
defective government-furnished information. To contend that
these are not claims would undermine the Navy's credibility.

b. At present, the NPD has extensive requirements for
fact-finding, certificates, and other safeguards applicable to
claims. Revision 4 to the NPD, even with the additional language
proposed in your memorandum, would relax these requirements.

~- (1) The NPD currently requires contractor certification
of all claims. The proposed new language reclassifies certain
categories of claims as "requests for equitable adjustment."
In such cases, the certification requirement is eliminated if
the request is $2 million or less.

(2) The current NPD requirements for a thorough
review of legal entitlement, extensive fact-finding, and analysis
by the Government in the case of claims would not be mandatory
in the case of "requests for equitable adjustments" in the
amount of $2 million or less. Nor would these requirements be
mandatory, even in the case of requests for equitable adjustment
over $2 million, if the Procurement Contracting Officer at
headquarters determines that the "request" can be handled in
the field by the Administrative Contracting Officer.

4. The Navy has many large claims and more are probably
forthcoming. In thisaenvironment, it is inappropriate for the
Navy to be renaming its claims or relaxing its procedures for
handling them. The fact that a contractor's claim involves
government-furnished material or government-furnished information
does not make it legs of a claim: Moreover the safeguards to
be applied in handling the claim should not depend on how it is
labeled or whether the claim is handled by a Procurement Contract-
ing Officer or an Administrative Contracting Officer.

5. I am unaware of any instance wherein the Government's
interest has been compromised by calling a claim a claim.
Nor after further review and reflection on the changes proposed-
to the NPD, do I see how relaxing the procedures presently
applied to claims will benefit the Government. Accordingly, -
I recommend that the change to NPD 1-401.55 proposed in Revision
4 not be issued. I would appreciate being informed of what
action you take in this regard.

.( G iI R r

Copy to:
NAVSEA 00
.NAVSEA 02
NAVSEA 00L
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND a 6rUAI~so

-) WfWASHINGTON, D.C. 2036Z 1 August 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Proposed Revision to Navy Claim Procedures Prescribed
in Navy Procurement Directives (NPD 1-401.55)

Ref : (a) My memo to you dtd 2 Jun 75; same subject
(b) Your memo to me, Ser No 132-75, dtd 24 Jul 75

i. In previous correspondence, including reference (a), I
pointed out that your office was in the process of revising
Navy Procurement Directive (NPD) 1-401.55 to redefine the
term "claim" in a way wnich might undercut safeguards that
had been established in the claims area. I recommended that
the proposed revision not be issued until suitable provisions
were made to insure that the established safeguards for
handling claims, including the requirement for certification
of claims, had been made applicable to all requests for
increases in contract pricing by whatever name they- may be
called. In reference (a), I recommended that the proposed
changes not be issued since they would be interpreted as a
public relations effort on the par-. of the Navy to redefine
itself out of the claims backlog.

2. In reference (b), you stated that you were withholding
publication of the revision to NPD 1-401.55 to permit a
thorough review. You further stated there have been several
more iterations of this revision since my memorandum to you
of 2 June 1975. However, you did not include a copy of the
latest revision; consequently, I have had no opportunity to
review it.

3. You stated in reference (b) that "all REA's greater
than $500,000 will be given the same close scrutiny as
claims, i.e., they must be certified by a 'senior company
official'--no exceDtion--and unless specifically excepted
by the (Systems Ccmmand) Contracting Officer and Counsel,
will be subjected to multi-discipline review and analysis..."

4. 1 noted in reference (a) that your proposed revision
would delete the current NPD requirements for a thorough
review of legal entitlement, extensive fact-finding, and
analysis by the Government in the case of requests for
equitable adjustment below a $2 million floor. Even above
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$2 million, these protections would not be requircd ifthe Procurement Contracting Officer at Headquarters deter-mined that the "request" could be handled in the field bythe Administrative Contracting Officer. Your latest-pro-posed revision lowers the floor to $500,000; this is animprovement. But it also provides that the Systems CommandContracting Officer and Counsel can except the "request"from the full review. Thus, the relaxation in the handlingof claims or "requests" above the floor is still in thecurrent version of the change. This is not in the bestinterest of the Government.

S. Since reference (b) did not mention dropping the pre-viously proposed language which redefined "claims", Iassume that this language is also in the currently proposedversion. I reiterate that the proposed redefinition of"claims" will be interpreted as a public relations gimmickby the Navy to redefine itself out of the claims backlog.It will tend further to undermine the Navy's, credibilitywith Congress and the public.

6. Expanding the requirement for submission of a certifi-cate to include requests for equitable adjustment between$500,000 and $2 million is a step in the right direction.But I see no-reason why the requirement for certificationshould be limited by the same $500,000 floor as the require-ment for multi-discipline review. All taxpayers, includingthose with families, who earn $5,000 or even less per yearare required to certify to the truth of their income taxreturns regardless of amount; all Government emoloycesmust certify to the truth of the facts when submittingtravel vouchers. I see no reason why Government contractorsshould not also be required to furnish accurate, complete,and current data evc-n on claims or requests for equitableadjustment of less than S500,000 and to certify thatfact. How do you think the citizens who have to pay theseclaims or requests for equitable adjustment with their taxdollars would vote on this issue? After all, are not youand I supposed to be representing their interests anddesires?

7. It should be realized by all in the Navy who have theresponsibility for paying and settling claims that themoney must be paid out of ship construction appropriations.Therefore, every dollar spent by the Navy on an unverifiedclaim or request for equitable adjustment reduces the fundsavailable for ships. Those Navy officials who do not

92-782 0 - 82 - 9
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understand this point might act differently if they treated
public money as their own. Moreover, some officials respon-

sible for handling and settling claims apparently consider
it their duty to do what is expedient or to execute their
own ideas. of fairness to contractors regardless of the
contractors' legal entitlement. I believe this attitude,
more than any other factor, is responsible for the large
number and amount of claims we, are now experiencing.

8. In view of the above, I recommend the following:

a. Make no changes to the present definition of
"claims".

b. Change NPD 1-401.55 to include all requests for
equitable adjustment,as you have proposed to do.

c. Require, without exception, the multi-discipline
team approach for requests for equitable adjust-
ment above a certain dollar limit, such as the
$500,000 limit you propose. Provision should
also be made for use of the multi-discioline
team approach by the Systems Commands for
complex cases under the dollar limit.

d. Require submission of certification as set forth
in NPD 1-401.55 for all requests for equitable
adjustment regardless of dollar amount.

9. I would appreciate being informed of what action you
take in regard to the above. I would also appreciate
being furnished, for review, a copy of the revision to
NPD 1-401.55 for comment prior to issuance.

Copy to:
NAVSEA 00
NAVSEA 02
NAVSEA OOL
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADOUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

AUG 11 5.~ ~ ~~ WSIGON .C 06 ., .,

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR NUCLEAR POWER,
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Proposed revision to Navy Procurement Directive
(NPD 1-401.55 July '75)

Ref: (a) Your memorandum of 1 August 1975

1. Subsequent to my last memorandum of 24 July on the sub-
ject, I have reviewed reference (a) and have had a useful
exchange of views on this matter with members of your staff.
I have also considered the views of other Systems Commands.
I have concluded that any major revision to NPD 1-401.55
requires further study to assure that Navy policy on this
matter not only provides adequate procedures for proper
resolution of claims, but also fully addresses the signifi-
cant area of negotiating complex claims for equitable
adjustments pursuant to contract clauses.

2. Accordingly, in the interim, I am preparing to issue
NPD Revision 4 as attached, within the next ten days. This
directive not only will retain the previous definition of
claims, but provides for stronger-controls over claims for
equitable adjustments, an item of strong interest to me.

3. I value your thoughts on this matter.

X CLIS
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1:22 30 April 1974

- 1-401.5 Contractor Claimzs Polides and Pocedure

(a) General. The effective development and production of major weapons systema

within the policies established by DOD Directive 5000.1 of 13 July 1971 require the

teamwork and singleness of purpose that characterizes successful acquisitions. Delay in

resolution of contractor claims can produce a serious impact upon the business relation-

ship between the Navy and certain of its major contractors. The following policies and (as

applicable) procedures shall apply to major weapon systems procurements and also to

contracts for other than major weapon systems

(b) Definition. The term "claim" for the purposes of this paragraph 1-401.55 and

NPD 1-403.51(bX2)a(iii) and (b)(2)b(iv) means a request for adjustment of a single

contract involving to a significant extent a "constructive change" -ie., a change based on

Government conduct, including actions or inactions, which is not a formal written change

order but which has the effect of requiring the contractor to perform work different from

or ini addition to that prescribed by the original terms of the contract-or late or defective

Government-furnished property or information. 'Claim" does not mean a request for

equitable adjustment solely for formal written change orders or price adjustments pursu.

ant to escalation or price redetermination, provisions of Public Law 85-804, or other

contract assertions or adjustments not enumerated in the preceding sentence. When

claims under two or more contracts arise from the same or essentially similar operative

facts and are based on the same theory of recovery, such claims shall be treated as a

"claim" within the definition provided above.
(c) Policies Regarding Submission, Entertainment and Dociumentation OfOi'=

(l) Prompt. Fair and Open Dealings with Claimants
Acquisition programs must be conducted in a manner calculated to minimize

the occurrence of claims. Further, those claims which arise despite appropriate precaua.

lions must be resolved as promptly as prudence permits by those most directly involved.

The causes of claims must be minimized through realistic plannig and contracting.

1-01.55(b) NAVY PROCUREMENT DIRECTIVES
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I5 A pril 1975, Rev. 4 1,23
v.aft'rt1l attention III tht ac.tio r.apiired to meel ihe Navv'v..-,li, d :1,41 lightconitrol iever thie c hangges pnces.s. Occurren..cs which may Ical to clains must lienriitilti,~t as thely haplpen and appr.opriate action initiated procmpik. Elcmeits ofNaval activitirs at all levels arccpeclted to face claim sitations sqluarcly. rclxjrt themn
iIo llw llpitr.,priati levels J il.apcgn,.ilt.kn lake rrllnti acfion t, Wi I hr favls, nflan.- in.'t-jeccive analysis, muli seek primilpi reollutiion. IDealngs vjill Iw fin ail .*.pc. wil, 11,.expectation of equal consideration from contractors.

-̀ I!YF'_rnial rnd ('on.strrjthi'e rhaunies.
a. In thuse cases w here Navy actions (or inactions) alleged by the contractor.afntc appropriate evaliatilo. constitute a change. the C iitracting.DfQiier shoIohpr..imlitly firnillic such ecut-sirielivvc.tlavigti.. il riling. irrre.Ilviv *It I* vethe-r thccontract ucontains the "Notification ol Changes" clause. ASPI 7-104.M,. Negutiatiunand settlement of such changes should be handled in

accordance with ASPR l- 4
06(cXix). or when appropriate NPD 1-0n.51

he procedures outined in subparagraph c. lelow are for useon an exception basis where the contractor has not presented a full disclosure ofpertinent lacts or a timely determination of Navy responsibility is not feasible. .-. Ib. With respect to those formal written changes as to which the contractoralleges a factual or other inter-relationship with a claim. activities should exert everyelTort to equitably adjust such changes coupled with allowance for any disruption ordelay impact determined to be appropriate by the procuring activity.
c. In exceptional cases where disruption. delay or other claimed impacts areknown to exist and cannot be currently resolved, the procuring activity may proceedwitli epuii:lttlh :iilijstnmiims lverihig Itlll inter-rrltalwd t;iariiil vh:aui..-..'..i.ipc-. w iihit,;.ge a.fqualifled rclc.ise. The qualiltiel renIase sh--uilt stsceilic.lly ideciib she int.-r-relationship with the cotieractor's claim such as delay or disruption impacis resersitigmi the contractor the right to pursue and demonstrate support for a separate equitableadjitstntclir therefor under the contract.

l3) aeci.gon ni ... Tval ost a,,nd "Total Trime''' /higsrd C'h
t

iini
a. Contraclors have occasoitialle sihmitted clajitms cased .-i ,Io., '' aw

*tOntal time" approaches. i.e.. they have asserted that the gsernitent ws whollyresponsiblc for all costs incttrred in excess ,if the coiiirnct pice. air tor :1ll delay.wiv ttits proof that sitch excess costs tir delays were caused by gosvernmttent c-tiduct -not by cContractor conduct oar by corteurrent causes. Yet in changes elaitts there i- awell-established requirement to demonstrate causality between the change andrisiiltiig pililatit. Thi% derives front the termns *1 tInhr 'tina s ch:litsi iself:h..:6 0 ... tI ttn.- ils'.. lii ii:v II 't 0-1.-l'St . i, it..' I6.1 .. i, ... IaC.
Iw.rht.rijia.i. ofa:Yiti plirt ilt tie *.rk. ..' I lie ttl.- c.st alilai-lci is silsiwet Icca.1isc itassumes that the contractor's ititial contract price,-was rvasonablc; that the gStuern-ment ahine cattsed his increased costs: and that the contractor's perfoirn:ne clustswere reasoiaile. Only it lcn rare cases has the total cost approsichi becit ackepwvd.ain twnltiitv as : 1 "ist rn-sort' - tihit tle c-lntrarieig datlicrdtid nht makc thelsotiitf esjiliaile aijinictitctl rcuuirteld the b i':i:les :lause and itt Ih, circuml:tallu..alliliti itte contracting ofticer. board, or court to c:rcepit ttie three torgeuingassumptions.

h. A claimant filing a total cost or tot:d time hbasd rl~iiilt hia the htllrell t4rct:ilatidhing tthat there is siti.ilier teaslihl. .ccipllal-it basNi , r etlrlpil inv, Ilhhiiireased cisist.4r dellays. He must prove that there is ni was-v oht'; rrelmiuig jgsern-tiletit atlims- asuit omissions tI liistiritcal cosl ele-teirt I I'-tn to r.n-tlnl,sillsi:lali.atei :ilI estinmate. It Itc coitrl.-!s- tails I, 5Zl.iilt liii, hirdlent. t'tetw Ji aploilic'v nut iwr t hi:. s iaa Iulit rcjcet :inl! ciliotr:aitolr clti:tw priemlii.l ..I: a ''tiial o.m tor t-ol:l tille' :appri.:l..

NAVY PROCUREMENT DIRIECTIVESI- 0 .sc1--401s55c;
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(4) CriteriaforSubmining. Documenting andEntenraining Claims.
a. Some contractors have submitted claims, portions of which, upon review.

are found to be exaggerated. inflated. or unsuppcrtable. Claims sometimes fail to
differentiate between factual and judgmental assertions and to support all assertions
with specifically identified evidence. Such submission can delay and frustrate the

Navys claim review, analysis and ealunion. Accordingly. it is necessary to take steps
to promote more readily reviewable claim submissions by establishing requirements

for the evidentiarv documentation of claims and by requiring responsible contractor
officials to endorse the claims submitted.

b. The general criteria otr ntormation required to support claim settlement
Include the existence of a legal basis for entitlement. facts meeting the elements of
proof required to support the basis of entitlement, and adequate factual support for

the amounts claimed. The Navy should require a proper claim submission on the
basis provided in the changes clause, namely. a basis factually demonstrating

'documented scopes of work correlated to provable instances or categories of
government liability. The Navy should. in all cases. require demonstration of causal

support and documentation of quantum. in as much specificity as the facts will
pemiL

e. Claimants should be advised that all claim assertions must be supported by

specifically identified evidence lincluding applicable historical and planned cost and
production data from the contractors books and records). and that opinions.
conclusions or judgmental assertions not supported by such evidence. or by a sound
and reasonable rationale. which is fully discussed. are without probative value and
unacceptable.

d4 An individual DD Form 633-S shall be submitted for each element of a
contractor's claim at the time of the initial claim submission. for any material revision
d the claim. and prior to the execuion of a settlement agreement on the claim.

a, The Navy should require, at the time of initial submission of a claim an
affidavit, as follows:

L * .the responsible senior company official authorized
tocommit the * with respect to its claim dated

under contracrtsl . being dulv'sworn.

-4 do hereby depose and say that , to the best of my Imowledge and

belief: (i) the facts described in the claim are current,

complete and accurate: and (ii) the conclusions in the claim accurately reflect
the material damages or contract adjustments for which the Navy is allegedly

labia.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(Signature)

* Name and title of company official signing affidavit. In a large company.
signature by the head of a plant or division is acceptable, if such individual is
authorized to commit the corporate entity which is a party to the contract
under which the claim is asserted.

00 Name of corporate or other business entity submitting claim.

Unless otherwise authorized in writing by NAVMAT. claim evaluations should not
commence until an appropriate affidavit has been received.

-401.SScX4)e NAVY PROCUREMENT DIRECTIVES
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1:62 - lSAprill975.Rev.4

(4) Determine whether the contractor's direct and indirect costs are
reasonablt. allocable and othcrwise allowable. that costs represent what perfurmance
.r the contractor should cost, assuming rcaswnuble evonomny and etikciency; take
appropriate corrective action when necessary.

(e) Additional Funetions. The functions listed below are in addition to those
listed in ASPR 1-406(cl and shall be performed when requested by the procuring
C.1n-tracling otltieseu prject manager or prcnuring actis ity.

ll) Conduct pre-solicitation review and evaluation ol the Schedule. General
Pnwvisions. Spccifications and other provisions of proposed contracts to determine the
adequacy ofcontractual requirements for contract administration purpose.

(t P Iarticipatec in ocyotiathimes and in sourer svfcti--ns.
l3) lssue orders umider contracts lor pruvisiomsed and uthcr items, aid order.

under basic ordering agreements.
(4) Participate in cost and other studies Londucted by higher aulhority.

- . 1-406.51 Neaotiatine Comnl sx Requests or Claims for Equitable
Adiustbents Pursuant to Contract Clauses.

Cfrctmstances may arise where a contractor's assertions involve
difficult or complex legal, factual and fiscal issues requiring
extensive fact-finding and analysis of govenraent liability.
EImples include complex delay and disruption issues under formal

change orders, and formal suspensions of work or stop work orders.
In such oircsmstances, the request or claim for equitable adjust-
menat shall be subject to the requirements of NPD 1-401.55 applicable
to claimg.

1--0.51 t-4065t NAVY t'MOCLtREmrLE.nl vinrhCivEs
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, O.C 20382

IN REPLY REFER TO

6 August 1975

Mr. N. W. Freeman
Chairman of the Board and Chief

Policy Officer
Tenneco Incorporated
Tenneco Building
P. 0. Box 2511
Houston, Texas 77001

Dear Mr. Freeman:

This is in response to your letter of April 17, 1975, which forwarded
Mr. Diesel's comments on my testimony before the Seapower Subcommittee
of the House Armed Services Committee on September 23, 1974. I
understand that Mr. Diesel's comnrents have also been forwarded to the
Secretary of the Navy, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, the Secretary
of Defense and perhaps to others.

Your letter states:

.... your testimony on this occasion goes far beyond fair and
constructive criticism. By repeatedly singling out Newport
News and using descriptions of incidents and examples which do
not convey all the facts (or which convey them in a misleading
fashion) you have, it seems, set out to tarnish the record of
Newport News Shipbuilding. A disservice, in my opinion, has been
done to thousands of fine employees who have contributed greatly
to the Navy's nuclear shipbuilding program over the past two
decades ... ."

In the same vein, Mr. Diesel's introductory comments appended to your
letter state that much of my testimony was "inaccurate or seriously
misleading and therefore unfair," and that I have done "a disservice to
the reputation of our Company and particularly to the dedicated workers
who with their fathers and grandfathers have constructed many of the
Navy's finest ships for nearly a century."

The fact of the matter is that my testimony of September 23, 1974, to
the Seapower Subcommittee was given in response to allegations made
earlier in the hearings by witnesses from the shipbuilding industry.
The September 9, 1974, issue of U. S. News and World 2eport in an
article titled Civilian Shiabuilders ,'Mitiny" Aainst W summarized
the shipbuilders' testimny including that of Mr. Diesel by saying:
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"In testimony before Congress, American shipbuilders have
signaled that they are in what amounts to a state of revolt
against the U.S. Navy."

I did not single out Newport News for criticism; my comments concerning
Newport News were an answer to specific charges against the Navy made
by Mr. Diesel in his testimony of August 6, 1974.

I testified concerning loafing and the need for improved productivity
and workmanship at all our shipyards, public and private. I did not
single out productivity or workmanship at Newport News as being worse
than at other places. The thrust of my comments was that increased
costs which result from poor productivity or poor workmanship are a
shipyard responsibility--not the Navy's.

Mr. Diesel himself has recognized the need to improve productivity. A
recent news article which appeared in the Newport News - Hampton,
Virginia, Daily Press stated that Mr. Diesel made a "strong, blunt
speech" to Aprentice School alumni gathered for an annual banquet.
The article says that "he told those holding jobs at the shipyard to,
in effect, 'shape up or ship out."' The article goes on to state:

"The long talk was delivered forcefully by Diesel and at some
points he used expletives to get his message across. The theme
of declining American worker productivity is one he has turned
to with increasing frequency in his speeches.

"He told of a recent visit to some unnamed area of the yard
several days ago 20 minutes after the workday -had started.

"'I want to tell you that I was lucky to find 20 percent working,
even if I gave everyone the benefit of the doubt' Diesel related.

"Despite his recent announcement of yard layoffs and financial
troubles, 'I still don't think people are listening to me,' he
said. 'I've got a lot of heat on me right now because we have
to be more efficient. Everyone agrees and says yes but the
inefficiency never occurs in their bailiwick."'

I agree with the comments attributed to Mr. Diesel in the news article,
and I am glad to see that he is taking steps to get this message across
to the people in his shipyard. I doubt that you would characterize
Mr. Diesel's criticism of the productivity at Newport News as an effort
"to tarnish the record of Newport News Shipbuilding" or accuse him of
doing "a disservice" to the "thousands of fine employees who have
contributed-greatly to the Navy's shipbuilding program over the last
two decades." Likewise, my comments about the need for improved
productivity and workmanship at shipyards should not be so characterized.
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The capability of Newport News to design, build and repair ships was not
questioned in my testimony. Newport News has a proven record of
building good ships. If I did not believe that, I would not have put
so much effort over the past two decades into assisting the yard to
develop its capability in all phases of nuclear submarine and surface
warship design, construction, and repair. As Mr. Diesel himself notes,
I have frequently congratulated Newport News on the quality of the ships
they deliver.

The issue I addressed in my testimony was that it is incorrect and improper
for the company to attribute essentially all its financial problems
to the Navy, and I cited facts supporting this view.

When Tenneco bought Newport News in 1968, it acquired an experienced
shipyard with unique capabilities. It was then and still is, the only
shipyard building nuclear powered surface warships or aircraft carriers>\
The Navy has a considerable stake in the shipyard's capabilities, since,
to a large extent, these were developed and paid for under Navy contracts.

Doing business with Newport News under Tenneco management was not much
different at first than it had been previously. For the most part, Navy
ships were constructed by the same people following the sane procedures
that had been in effect for years. Generally, the Navy was able to work
out its differences with the company amicably based on the merits of the
individual issues. However, as time passed, the traditional relation-
ship changed.

In 1971 and 1972, Newport News projected a manpower buildup from a low
of 18,200 early in 1971 to over 30,000 employees in 1973. The company
considered this buildup to be necessary to meet its commitments on
existing Navy contracts. Company officials also stated they could
increase the work force to a level of over 30,000 if necessary. However,
at that time, 1972, the company forecast a decline in the total Navy work
after mid-1974. In the fall of .1972, Newport News announced plans to
build a new yard for merchant ship construction adjacent to the existing
yard, and announced the signing of a contract for three Liquified Natural
Gas Carriers (ING's) to be constructed in the new commercial yard. At
that time, Newport News had an employment level of about 27,000 people
and was still building up its manpower.

I was concerned over the potential impact of the commercial work on
Navy work and entered into discussions with you and Mr. L. C. Ackerman,
then Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Newport News.
You both told me that Tenneco wanted to get into commercial ship construc-
tion; that the company had chosen the Newport News site to provide
continuing work for the work force, which was to be further expanded to
meet commitments on existing Navy contracts. Newport News considered the
expanded work force would not be fully needed for Navy work after mid-1974.
At that time I told you that in my opinion Tenneco had made an unfortunate
choice in placing the commercial yard at Newport News, because the Tidewater
area already had large Government and industrial commitments for its labor
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market. Also, at meetings with you and Mr. Ackerman, I expressed myconcern that Newport News was underestimating the difficulty of meetingtheir commitments on Navy work and overestimating their ability to buildup the manpower necessary to handle both the projected Navy and commercialwork. You and Mr. Ackerman stated that the manpower required to constructthe ING's and successive conmercial ships could be accommodated by thedecline in required manpower forecast by Newport News for Navy work.
These discussions culminated in your Tenneco policy letter to me ofFebruary 12, 1973, which assured me that:

"Tenneco will not allow performance of work on non-Navy contracts
to interfere with the performance of work necessary to meetNewport News commitments on Navy contracts."

It is of great importance to the Navy that Tenneco and Newport News liveup to this policy commitment.

By the time the Newport News manpower buildup reached a level of about28,000 employees in early 1973, apparently the company found that thedilution of the skill level of their overall work force, together withthe declining ability of the people they were able to hire, caused alarge reduction in productivity and a large increase in the number offabrication errors, as well as a high employee turnover rate. In 1972and 1973, Newport News hired more than 18,000 people. But during thissame period about 17,000 employees left the company. This resulted in anet increase of a little over 1000 in the total employment level over thetwo-year period. In 1973 you and Mr. Ackerman announced that Newport Newshad abandoned its plans to build up to 30,000 employees. Since that timethe employment level has decreased to the present level of about 22,000--close to the level in 1968 when Tenneco bought the shipyard.

The decline in productivity during the work force expansion and theincrease in rework necessary to correct the increased number of mistakesmade during construction caused the number of man-hours required tocomplete present Navy contracts to be greater than Newport News hadexpected when the contracts were signed. Faced with the inability toobtain the labor force level of 30,000 employees necessary to meet theirexisting contracts on Navycships, declining productivity, increasedconstruction deficiencies requiring correction, and other problems,
Newport News stretched out Navy ship construction schedules.

These manpower problems, which under the contract terms are the responsi-bility of the shipyard, increased costs. However, the cost problems werecompounded by Newport News management inability to control overhead costsadequately. Mich of the overhead cost increase was beyond the control ofmanagement; such as the increased costs of fuel oil, changes in sociallegislation, and general inflation. However, many overhead costs weresusceptible to management control. Following the Tenneco acquisition ofNewport News in 1968, indirect labor costs as a percentage of direct
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labor costs increased substantially through 1973. In 1974, Newport News
management substantially reduced indirect labor costs. A Supervisor of
Shipbuilding study shows that had such action been initiated at the
outset, approximately $37 million could have been avoided.

Today, since the yard's trained manpower is still not at a high enough
level to meet existing commitments on Navy contracts and commercial
contracts, Newport News still faces a choice amnong three costly
alternatives:

(1) Attempt again to achieve a significant increase in manpower.

(2) Slip schedules on commercial ships.

(3) Slip schedules on Navy ships further.

Mich of the recent acrimony has resulted from Newport News actions to
resolve this dilen=a by further slipping Navy ship schedules, while
claiming that the, Navy is responsible for the delays and higher costs
which accrue. This is at the heart of the dispute over the options for
construction of the DLGN 41 and DLGN 42 wherein Newport News proposed to
delay the ships 19 and 23 months respectively beyond the contract delivery
dates proposed by Newport News in November 1973 and accepted by the Navy,
and insisted that the Navy pay the increased costs of the delays.

Because Newport News is not making as much profit on Navy new construction
work as had been expected and is in a loss situation on some contracts,
the company has established a group of about 40 people to study ways to
blame the Navy for increases and to prepare claims. This group is augmented
with people from various shipyard departments, with the total sometimes
exceeding 100 people working on claims. Throughout the shipyard, employees
search out and report actions and events that might be used as a basis
for a claim against the Navy. Even minor technical details or problems
never previously so handled are now treated as contractual matters.
Important work is delayed and attention diverted from primary responsibilities
as technical people, both Navy and shipyard employees, become embroiled in
contractual disputes.

Settlement of contract changes has become increasingly difficult. Often
the company either refuses to price the changes in advance, quotes an
excessive and unsupported price, or demands the right to reopen contract
pricing later for other reasons such as the "cumulative impact of contract
changes.."

A matter of even greater concern is the danger that the strong management
emphasis on finding ways to blame the Government for increased costs will
detract from waterfront and engineering management attention to completing
work in accordance with specifications and shipyard schedules, thus
increasing costs further. It is easy to develop an attitude throughout
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the shipyard that failure to perform is sanehow excusable and is the
responsibility of the Government, since this appears to be consonant
with the publicly expressed attitude of top management.

Company representatives have lobbied extensively in Congress and the
Executive Branch urging that existing contracts be altered to pay all
costs, plus a profit; asking that future contracts guarantee profit levels;
complaining that the Government treated Newport News unfairly; complaining
that Government procurement policies are poor; threatening to withdraw
from Navy work--in short, trying to pass to the Navy total responsibility
for financial problems at Newport News regardless of the company's
responsibilities under its Navy contracts. Also, Mr. Diesel mounted a
public attack on the Navy in press releases at Newport News and in
testimony before the Seapower Subcomaittee of the House Armed Services
Caonittee.

My testimony to the Seapower Subcomaittee insofar as it related to
Newport News was a response to some of Mr. Diesel's charges. For example:

a. Mr. Diesel complained of "the stultifying Government bureaucracy
under which we had been forced to labor"; alleged that "unrealistic target
prices are responsible in large part for the dire situation now facing the
Navy's shipbuilding program"; and stated: '"The Navy's 10-year pattern of
coaxing, cajoling, bullying and arm-twisting shipbuilders and suppliers
to take marginal, high-risk and frequently unprofitable business--all with
promises of future rainbows if they acquiesce and economic disaster if they
refuse--is just about over."

I testified that the fixed price incentive fee Navy construction contracts
on which Newport News was predicting losses were either competitively
awarded without price negotiations, or were sole source contracts wherein
Newport News fully expected to make an adequate profit within the negotiated
price of the contract at the time the company accepted the contract. Under
the circumstances, subsequent financial problems the company may have
experienced on these contracts can hardly be blamed on Navy "coaxing,"
"cajoling," "bullying," or "arm-twisting."

b. Mr. Diesel complained about the large number of contract changes
and said that these were a major source of cost overruns. I pointed out
that Government initiated changes were negligible on the contracts,which
represented almost two-thirds of the Newport News projected losses
according to the financial reports and billings Newport News submitted to
the Navy.

c. Mr. Diesel complained about the impact of inflation on shipbuilding.
I pointed out that because of special escalation clauses used in shipbuilding
contracts, shipbuilders are better protected against inflation than most
other defense contractors.

d. Mr. Diesel advocated cost-plus type contracts for new construction.
I pointed out that whenever the Government is committed to reimburse all
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costs, and the amnunt of profit is based on the amount of cost, there is
no incentive to hold costs dawn.

e. Mr. Diesel stated that the NWITZ was originally scheduled for
delivery between June 1972 and September 1973. He canplained that delays
in the NIMITZ design and Gorernment-furnished equipment were directly
responsible for a large portion of the 4500 man reduction in force at
Newport News from July 1968 until February 1971. I pointed out that half
of the 1968-1970 layoff occurred before delay in the NIMITZ delivery
beyond mid-1972 was identified; that the mamning on commercial work
decreased about the same amiunt as the overall yard manning reduction
during this period; that the reduction had no relation with those delays
on the NIfMl. which had not yet taken place; and that it would have been
impossible for the NIMITZ to have absorbed most of the 4S00 men Newport
News laid off in addition to the 3000 man average manning assigned to
the ND4ITZ in 1970. I said that I recognized that Nr. Diesel was
dependent on his staff for his information, since he did not arrive at
Newport News until about May 1972 and had no prior shipbuilding experience.

f. Mr. Diesel alleged that "the Navy has on several occasions attempted
to thwart Newport News.. .in our efforts to secure consercial shipbuilding
contracts." I pointed out 'that the Navy had merely sought assurances that
performance of work on non-Navy contracts would not be allowed to interfere
with the performance of work necessary to meet Newport News commitments on
Navy contracts.

g. Mr. Diesel referred to the "withholding of steel priority
allocations" for three Ultra Large Crude carriers contracted by Newport
News as an "unwarranted interference" by the Navy. I pointed out that the
Navy and the Office of the Secretary of Defense recoamended and the Office
of Preparedness of the General Services Administration decided that very
large tankers do not meet the requirements necessary to qualify for defense
priorities under the Defense Production Act.

h. Mr. Diesel and other shipyard executives complained of low profits.
I pointed out that contractors have great flexibility in how they can
calculate annual profits; that because contractors do not generally make
their profit calculations available for Government review the Navy cannot
verify the validity of the annual profit figures the shipbuilders report.

i. Mr. Diesel said that "substantially increased manpower levels would
not cure, and would not have prevented, current delays." He said that
"the manpower question threatens to become a 'red herring"' and expressed
concern "lest manpower become a facile shibboleth and an all too convenient
explanation of shipyard delays." I noted examples where Navy ships were
being delayed primarily due to lack of adequate skilled manpower.

j. Mr. Diesel complained about there being too many Government
inspectors checking on Newport News work. I pointed out the importance
of insuring that the ships are built and overhauled in conformance with
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Govermant specifications. In many cases the Government representatives
help the yard by identifying problem areas and expediting resolution of
technical problems. I also pointed out that the shipbuilder generally
guarantees the ship for only six months after its delivery, while the
Navy bears responsibility throughout the remainder of ship life, sometimes
30 years or more.

k. Mr. Diesel complained about the 2200 men in the yard assigned to
ships crews. He said that "while the necessity for the presence of some
of these people is indisputable, others are unnecessary and their
presence is counter-productive. In fact, many of these people are in our
yard simply for training purposes." I noted that the Navy's contracts
signed by Newport News specifically provide for the crews to be assigned
to the ships while in the yard. I also noted that Mr. Diesel had not yet
found the time to accmpany me on-an initial sea trial of any one of the
ships built at Newport News. In this way he could have observed for
himself what is required of the Navy crew and why it is important for
them, about half of whom have never had prior sea experience, to partici-
pate in the surveillance of the installation, and performance of the
propulsion systems in these complex warships.

1. Mr. Diesel complained that Government surveillance of the
ccpany's purchasing operation is excessive. I pointed out that the
Government has a direct financial stake in the reasonableness of costs
of subcontracted material, which averages about 40 percent of the
shipbuilding contract cost of a warship. I cited specific examples
indicating the need for Government surveillance to insure that shipyard
procured material is purchased in the most economical way possible.

m. Mr. Diesel testified that "one of the most unconscionable
developments in Navy shipbuilding contracting has been the proliferation
of so-called 'anti-claims' and 'contractor-risk' clauses. These clauses...
were a direct outgrowth of the Navy's attempt to shift responsibility
for its deficient and/or outdated contracting and contract administration
practices to the shipbuilder." I pointed out that after extensive review
by the Armed Services Procurement Regulation Cozmittee and by industry, the
Navy developed clauses in an attempt to preclude large, after-the-fact
claims based an constructive changes. These clauses do not forbid claims.
They require a company to report promptly any situation which it believes
constitutes a constructive change, rather than waiting until the contract
has been completed and then claiming the Government owes money for some
action committed years before.

n. Mr. Diesel coovlained that the Navy would not accept the Newport
News estimate for the NIMITZ "because it resulted in too high a target
cost" and that actual experience has borne out the validity of the company's
original estimate. He said that: "There was no serious effort by the Navy
to demonstrate that our estimate was erroneous or unrealistically high--
just that the resultant cost was regarded as unpalatable to Congress."
Mr. Leighton of my staff pointed out that the Navy spent more effort and
went into more detail on the cost estimate of the NMTZ than on any other
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ship in the Navy's history; that the Navy's estimate which was based on
review of the Newport News proposal as well as Newport News' experience
in construction of previous aircraft carriers, was substantially below
the Newport News estimate; and that as a result of the negotiations a
target price and the sharing agreement was finally agreed to by both the
Navy and the company.

o. Mr. Diesel complained that the Norfolk Naval Shipyard was
advertising job openings by radio which reached the Newport News work
force. I pointed out Newport News' efforts to hire skilled workers
included individual letters with job application blanks sent to a number
of Norfolk Naval Shipyard emoloyees.

In summary, my testimony concerning Newport News was not a criticism of
Newport News workers or their forebears. It was my response to
Mr. Diesel's attack an the Navy in which I attempted to inform the
Seapower Subcommittee of some pertinent facts that Mr. Diesel omitted,
facts which I believe are essential to understanding the shipyard
situation.

Your letter enclosed a 64 page document prepared by Mr. Diesel which gives
his response to some of my testimony. Mr. Diesel says that in this
statement he had "made an effort to 'set the record straight,' to present
relevant information which is factually correct, and technically accurate
concerning some of Admiral Rickover's statements." He says that his purpose
"has been to demonstrate the exaggerated, incomplete and at times inaccurate
and misleading nature" of my commentary as it relates to Newport News. In
your letter you state that Mr. Diesel's statement presents "a balanced
appraisal of the facts relative to some of the allegations and events"
I addressed in my testimony and that you trust that after reviewing it I
"will have a more complete understanding of a number of episodes and
incidents" which I addressed in my testimony.

I have read Mr. Diesel's statement most carefully. It is misleading and
many of the charges are inaccurate. It is apparent that Mr. Diesel's
statement was carefully prepared to reinforce his attempts to attribute
Newport News' financial problems to the Navy far beyond the Navy's
contractual responsibilities. Moreover, I am disturbed by Mr. Diesel's
mis-information and lack of understanding concerning the technical
issues discussed in my testimony and in his response. My comments on
the points he raised in the order in which he raised them are summarized
as follows:

I. SHIPBUILERS PROFITS AND ULSSES

A. Guaranteed Profits. When I testified that one shipbuilder, whom
I did not identify, had suggested that the Navy guarantee a 7 percent
profit an costs for his Navy work, I was referring to the position you
took in a meeting on January 31, 1974, with the Deputy Secretary of Defense--
not solely to Mr. Diesel's testimony as he apparently assumes. In that
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meeting, which Mr. Diesel and your Washington representative,Mr. Thomas
Corcoran also attended, you indicated that the company, in the future,
would require a form of contract which would guarantee 7 percent profit
after interest and other unallowable costs. The company's position in
this regard was confirmed by Mr. Corcoran in a subsequent meeting with
the Secretary of the Navy on February 13, 1974, in which he said that
the. Deputy Secretary of Defense expected the Navy to develop within 30
days a form of contract for future Navy work which would guarantee 7
percent profit after unallowables and interest. Navy records indicate
no such. commitment. Further, Navy and Defense Department counsel advised
that a cost plus percentage of cost contract would-be illegal. I note
that the Seapower Subcommittee in the report in its hearings on Current
Status of Shipyards, 1974, dated December 31, 1974, expressed a similar
view:

"The Problem of Profits

"It is axiomatic that the private business sector must operate on
profits in order to survive. The shipbuilding portion of that
sector is no exception. However, profits are made out of many
actions. Many of the above factors leading to lack of profits
are already under consideration by the Navy and the Department of
Defense in an effort to provide a proper atmosphere for the ship-
building industry. The Navy/Marine Acquisitions Review Council,
just instituted by the Secretary of the Navy, also considered
such matters.

"However, there is another factor which leads to profits which
cannot be legislated, and that factor is sound management. Under
the free enterprise system companies rise or fall on sound
management. The Subcommittee has noticed that it takes special
talents in the shipbuilding industry. Certainly no action should
be expected which will guarantee profits to any shipbuilder
regardless of whether or not he does his job well. One shipbuilder
strongly suggested that the Congress provide cost plus seven percent
of cost for all shipbuilding contracts. The Subcommittee rejects
that proposal. Cost plus percentage of cost contracts for the
Federal Government are banned by law. (Title 41, United States
Code, Sec. 254Cb).) There are also specific bans on cost plus
percentage of cost contracts for defense contractors. (Title 10,
United States Code, Sec. 2906(a); Title SO, United States Code,
Sec. 1432.) There were good reasons for these statutes.

"Hearings between the two World Wars brought out the clear
disadvantages of cost plus contracts--including the lack of
control of. the price and the mischarging of expenses to a contract.
(One such investigation resulted in 20 large volumes of hearings
and Senate Report No. 944, 74th Cong., 1st. Session, on the
Investigation on the Munitions Industry and the Naval Shipbuilding.
The report is dated May 13, 1935.)

92-782 0 - 82 - 10
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"If there were going to be--as indeed is probably inevitable--amixture of firm fixed price merchant marine construction and
naval construction in the same yard, then it is doubly importantto be sure that the naval construction will not bear an undue
portion of the yard expenses. The suggestion of possible fraud
by two large contractors (See Appendix D) emphasizes the need forkeeping contractors costs under careful scrutiny.

"In establishing the first incentive type contract for the Navy,
Secretary Forrestal said: 'Without a firm closed contract price
the incentive contract would be open to abuse.' (Forrestal andthe Navy, Albion and Cnnery, 1962, p. 112).

"Mhe Subcomnittee does not believe the Navy should enter into any
open-ded cost type shipbuilding contracts of any nature. Suc
contracts would, of course, end the criticism of cost overruns
over the contract price but the amounts paid by the taxpayer would
undoubtedly be much greater."

I note that in his testimony to the Seapower Subcommittee Mr. Dieselstated:

"First, new Navy shipbuilding contracts will be undertaken only
at a level and on a basis which gives assurance of a modest
profit--in the area of 7 percent of our total program cost." (p. 915)

* * * * *

"Consistent with our profit proposal to representatives of the Navy
and DOD of 7 percent of total cost--before taxes but after interestand disallowances--which I cited earlier, we would be willing to
accet such a limitation and guarantee the return to the Navy of anyfi contract price settlement amount in excess of this percentage
if such were disclosed by subsequent audit." (p. 935)

B. Escalation. Despite what Mr. Diesel says it is a fact that whilethe Uhiit States as a whole has suffered in recent years from unanticipatedinflation, shipbuilders, by virtue of the escalation clauses included inNavy contracts, have been better protected than have other defense con-tractors without such clauses. As I testified, to the extent anyshipbuilder is behind his contract schedule or overrunning his contract
price, he will not recover his actual escalation. These are, of course,major factors causing Newport News to project losses under the terms of
the options for the DLGN 41 and DLGN 42, since,as I noted earlier, NewportNews proposes to delay delivery of the ships 19 and 23 months respectivelybeyond the contract delivery dates. Although I did not mention NewportNews in my testimony concerning escalation, my testimony would have beenmore complete if I had pointed out that some Newport News contracts, whichwere awarded on a negotiated sole-source basis, give Newport News even
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better protection against inflation than contracts placed with other
shipbuilders during the same period.

C. Progess Pyments. Mr. Diesel's discussion of the Navy's
contract proisions for progress payments is a non s uitur. The fact
cited by Mr. Diesel that Newport News, on ships oter UthFthe NIMITZ
and EISENH[OER, had collected, at the end of 1974, less than 88 percent
of incurred costs, is due in large part to Newport News failing to achieve
a percentage of work progress commensurate with the amount of contract
funds expended. It was not due to progress payments on shipbuilding
contracts being limited to less than 100 percent of costs, as is the case
in most segments of the defense industry. Contrary to the statements made
by Mr. Diesel, my testimony that progress payment provisions on shipbuilding
contracts are more favorable than provided other segments of defense
industry is factual. It is also consistent with the findings of a study
made by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management).

D. Accounting and Financial Reporting Practices. In my testimony
I pointed out that under the so-called percentage of completion method
of accounting for profits and losses on long-term contracts, contractors
have the accounting flexibility to convert sizable losses into respectable
profits or vice-versa on an annual basis, simply by changing management
estimates of progress and contract revenues. Without identifying any
particular contractor, I cited several specific examples of what I was
referring to. Mr. Diesel recognized that two of these examples were
based on financial data reported by Newport News and devoted five pages
to support his contention that "Government actions which have increased
costs without compensating price adjustments" are "the primary cause"
that Newport News contracts "which at commencement appeared at least
marginally profitable are now in a loss, or near loss, position."
Mr. Diesel concluded:

"Admiral Rickover is, of course, entitled to his opinions on cost
accounting and financial reporting even though we, and many in the
accounting and financial professions, do not agree with him.
However, when he implies that the methods used by Newport News
Shipbuilding--although accepted and approved by the accounting
profession and Government agencies--are somehow shoddy and
manipulative, I think he exceeds the bounds of fair criticism.
Uhlike systems on board a ship, accounting systems are not
improper or inappropriate simply because they do not bring about
a particular desired result."

I did not mention Newport News or Tenneco in my statements, nor did I
use the term "shoddy." I merely cited factual examples based on experience
with several contractors, two of which were based on Newport News financial
repbrts. My object was to illustrate why Members of Congress and defense
officials should not place credence in unverified financial data provided
by shipbuilders or other contractors.
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Contrary to Mr. Diesel's contentions, independent public accountants
cannot verify estimates provided by shipbuilders, because they are not
qualified to assess the status of completion of complex warships; nor can
they evaluate the merits of unadjudicated shipbuilder's claims. In
consequence, contractors have ample flexibility under this arrangement to
arrive at widely varying annual profit or loss figures. Contractors who
cite annual profit figures on Navy work in their efforts to influence policy
decisions should be required to make their books and records available so
the Navy can assess the validity of these figures. Newport News and other
shipbuilders have refused to make these records available to the Government.

The first point Mr. Diesel took exception to was my statement that:

"A conglomerate acquired a shipbuilding company 8 months into the
fiscal year. For the first 8 months before the conglomerate took
over, the shipyard reported a $28.9 million loss, although it had
reported respectable profits in prior years. For the remaining 4
months of the year, under the conglomerate management, the shipyard
reported a $4.4 million profit. That shipyard division then showed
record high profits for the 2 following years, and a relatively stable
high profit for the third year, before profits began to decline. The
conglomerate did not really institute many significant changes in the
shipyard. By and large the work was done by the same people, following
roughly the same procedures. However, the profit reports indicated
that conglomerate management had once again turned an unprofitable
operation into a profitable one. The question arises whether the
large writeoff prior to acquisition by the conglomerate was realistic
and whether the profit projections for the next few years were overly
optimistic. If so, they would ultimately have to be corrected by
reported losses as contracts are completed."

My testimony is correct. It is a fact that the only year for the past ten
years that Newport News has reported an overall loss is for the first eight
months of 1968 just preceding the merger with Tenneco, and that this was
followed by two years of a great increase in reported annual profit which
more than compensated for the $28.9 million loss reported during the first
eight months of 1968. The Newport News income from operations over the
past ten years reported in company annual reports was:

Year Newport News Income From Operations
(D.llars in Millions)

1965 $ 17.2
1966 11.1
1967 11.6
1968 (First 8 months) -28.9 (Loss)
1968 (4 months after purchase by

Tenneco) 4.486
1969 21.057
1970 25.657* $ 29.430**
1971 19.201* 23.394**
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Year Newport News Income from Omerations (Cont'd)
(Dollars in Millions)

1972 S 17.890
1973 5.820
1974 10.941

* Source: Tenneco 1974 Annual Report

** Source: Tenneco 1971 Annual Report. Difference between 1970 and 1971
Newport News earnings data represents restatement of income
due to a change in method of allocating office expenses.

The second point Mr. Diesel took exception to was my statement that:

"Another contractor had his profit reduced by $4.2 million a year
simply because his share of the parent corporation's expenses was
retroactively increased by a factor of 20. And flexibility doesn't
stop here. If the corporation had wished, it could have reduced
the defense subsidiary's share of these costs, and consequently
increased the profits for the year."

Mr. Diesel stated that the method used in allocating corporate (home office)
overhead to Newport News is based on a standard promulgated by the Cost
Accounting Standards Board which became mandatory for Newport News on
January 1, 1974. He said that earlier, the company conformed with the
standard in its proposed form. The fact is that, as discussed below, the
company did not apply the standard to 1970, 1971 and 1972 operations until
1973, when the company decided to apply the then proposed standard
retroactively, before it became mandatory for the future. The standard
makes no provision for retroactive application.

My testimony was based on the Tenneco 1972 home office expense allocation
to Newport News which was retroactively increased by a factor of 20 in
1973 before the Cost Accounting Standard on home office expense became
mandatory. The case is a clear example of defense contractor flexibility
in financial reporting. It is further amplified by the differences in
Newport News profit figures for 1970 and 1971, as reported by the 1971
and 1974 Tenneco annual reports cited in the preceding table. In the 1974
report the Newport News profit figures previously reported for 1970 and
1971 were reduced by $3.8 million and $4.2 million, respectively. This
difference is due to a restatement in income due to the change in home
office expense allocations. The Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) has
recommended that the retroactive change in home office expense allocation
should not be allowed as a cost on Navy contracts. This issue remains to
be resolved and currently is under consideration by the Navy.

E. Overhead. I cited three basic reasons for Newport News' financial
problems on new construction contracts and said that, "These are
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contractor-responsible items, not the fault of the Navy." One of the
reasons I cited was that "the overhead increased from about 56 percent
when Tenneco bought Newport News in 1968 to the current overhead of about
86 percent." Mr. Diesel devoted three pages to taking exception to this
sentence and concluded: "Like many of Admiral Rickover's statements,
his inferences with respect to our overhead rate are very misleading.
Mich of the six year increase has been caused by the Government and
relatively little has been fully within our control."

Contrary to Mr. Diesel's opinions in this matter, I find my testimony
regarding overhead to be factual and Mr. Diesel's treatment of this
matter to be misleading. For example, Mr. Diesel pointed out that one
category of overhead expense, indirect labor costs expressed as a percentage
of direct labor costs, had increased 5.6 percentage points from 1968
through 1974. He suggested that most of this increase was due to Govern-
ment actions. However, during the years between 1968 and 1974 the annual
ratios of indirect labor costs to direct labor costs were much higher than
the ratio for 1974. The table below illustrates the increases that were
actually incurred during these years:

Indirect Labor Costs Expressed As Percentage Point Increase
A Percentage of Direct Labor Costs Over 1968

1968 20.4% -
1969 23.2% 2.8
1970 27.5% 7.1
1971 31.3% 10.9
1972 32.6% 12.2
1973 32.2% 11.8
1974 26.0% 5.6

By allowing the ratio of indirect labor costs to direct labor costs to
increase substantially during the period 1968-1973, Newport News incurred
substantial additional costs. The reduction of indirect labor costs as
a percentage of direct labor costs which Newport News management achieved
between 1973 and 1974 amply demonstrates that some of the elements of
overhead at Newport News are controllable by the shipyard's management.
A study by the Supervisor of Shipbuilding shows that had Newport News taken
such action to control indirect labor costs at the outset, approximately
$37 million in indirect labor costs and associated fringe benefit costs
could have been avoided. It should also be noted that if shipbuilding
contracts were of the cost-plus type, the shipyard would have had little
or no incentive to make such reductions in indirect labor costs.

Although the company did not have control over several of the factors that
contributed to the large increase in overhead rates at Newport News, the fact
remains that, as I testified, higher overhead rates did contribute to the
company's financial problems and, under the terms of Navy shipbuilding con-
tracts with Newport News, these items are generally contractor-responsible.
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II. INORDINATE GOVERNMENT INSPECTION, DIRECTION AND CONTROL

Mr. Diesel in his testimony complained that the Government over-specifies
and over-inspects Navy ships. In response to his allegation, I testified:

"Based on long years of experience, I can assure you that the Navy
simply cannot rely on contractors to act always in the Government's
interest in technical matters, sir.

"Let me cite some recent examples at Newport News so that you will
get some idea of what might happen if the Government didn't
have people in the shipyards checking on the work.

"After the shipbuilder completes a ship's compartments he requests
inspection by the Government. In the case of the nuclear-powered
guided-missile frigate SOlUM CAROLINA, the Government inspectors
noted over 10,000 unsatisfactory items in 510 compartments which
were turned over to the Navy for inspection. Subsequently Newport
News agreed to correct almost all of these deficiencies.

"The nuclear attack submarine L. MNDEL RIVERS has its anchor chain
locker located in a main ballast tank. During the final tank inspection
by the Navy, the Navy inspector noted that some nuts were not properly
secured to their bolts. The shipbuilder was notified of this dis-
crepancy, yet he closed the tank without correcting the deficiency.
The issue had to be raised by senior Supervisor of Shipbuilding
representatives with company officials before the company would
correct this deficiency. If the deficiency had not been corrected,
at a later time the anchor and chain might have been lost when the
ship anchored. The ship could have been cast adrift and perhaps
have run aground.

"During the final drydocking of the SOUTH CAROLINA, prior to sea
trials, Navy inspectors determined that Newport News had not
properly removed marine growth from the ship's propellers. After
the shipbuilder had cleaned the propellers properly, numerous cracks
were visible in the weld areas on both propellers. Had not the
Navy inspectors identified these cracks and caused their proper
repair, the propeller welds might have failed.

"Newport News has in many instances neglected to properly paint
and preserve steel structures during the lengthy construction period
of surface ships despite continual urging to do so by the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding. This lack of proper preservation can lead to rusting
and pitting of structural support members thus weakening the ship's
structural strength and reducing its useful life. It has taken
continual pressure and action by the Navy's Supervisor of Shipbuilding
to keep this item under control.

"Steel hull Navy ships usually have aluminum superstructures in order
to reduce ship weight. Because of the differences in the electro-
chemical properties of aluminum and steel, an insulation material
mast be placed in the areas where the aluminum superstructure joins
the steel hull. In the CALIFORNIA and SOUTH CAROLINA initial
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construction the shipbuilder did not properly insulate the hull
and steel attachments to the aluminum superstructure. At sea
this deficiency would have resulted in accelerated deterioration
of the aluminum structures. It was only through continued
pressure by the Navy inspection force that this deficiency was
eventually corrected.

"Another current example involves design in some NIMITZ class
carrier piping systems which open to the sea. The Government
specifications clearly require that Newport News shall design
these piping systems so that no seawater will be pushed through
the pipes to the machinery spaces during a 300 ship roll. The
way Newport News has designed these systems, seawater can fill the
piping due to wave action even with no ship roll. Newport News
contends that they interpret the specification to mean they only
have to design for a "static roll" and that it is not up to
them to design for waves. Newport News reasons that the specifica-
tion did not say the ship had to withstand a 300 roll simultaneously
with waves. Now, I ask you, would you not expect waves to be
present if a ship is rolling 300? How else would a 95,000-ton ship
experience a 300 roll?

"Under these circumstances is it any wonder that contract specifications
have become voluminous and that the Navy has had to tighten
its administration of its technical requirements? Certainly there
will be cases of defective specifications and these can and are
compensated for under the contract. However, to argue that shipbuilders
will provide a satisfactory ship if left alone and subjected to
minimal specifications and supervision is to fail to recognize the
realities of the situation. To fulfill its responsibilities, the
Navy must continue to establish firm technical requirements and see
that they are met.

"It is easy for the shipbuilder to say the Navy should not do so
much checking during ship construction. But it should be thoroughly
understood that the shipbuilder generally guarantees the ship for
only 6 months after its delivery. The Navy, on the other hand, has
responsibility for the ship throughout the remainder of its life,
sometimes 30 years or more."

Mr. Diesel's statement attached to your letter said that he regards these
examples as '"isleading." He said: "Taken together, they are out of focus
and constitute an unfair reflection on the dedication and integrity of our
work force." He then devoted 10 pages to discussion of the examples I cited.
The thrust of his comments is that virtually all of the deficiencies were
inconsequential or invalid; the company would have found and corrected the
deficiencies actually needing correction without Government inspection; or
that the deficiencies were due to inadequate Government specifications or
outside the contract requirements.
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Mr. Diesel's deprecation of quality control deficiencies is of itself
cause for concern. If top shipyard management excuses such deficiencies,
how can the workers be expected to take pride in building a ship that
complies with contract requirements? I consider that Mr. Diesel's discussion
of the examples I cited in my testimony presents a wrong picture of the
actual situation. Therefore, I will discuss each of these items in some
detail.

A. Deficiencies on the SOUTH CAROLINA. Newport News' procedures for
completion and submission of ship's compartments to the Government for
inspection require a series of five inspections by the company: structural
completion inspection; strength and tightness test; inspection prior to
installing insulation or ceilings; yard mechanical inspection; and compartment
final inspection. By Newport News' own work procedures the purpose of final
inspection is to verify that "all work, except excluded items, is complete
and in good condition and that the quality of workmanship is satisfactory."
"Excluded items" refers to such items as pilferable equipment which are not
installed at compartment turnover. These inspections are separate from
tests to determine proper operation of all ship's systems. Therefore, the
compartment final inspection is not intended nor expected to uncover
deficiencies affecting the ability of the ship to perform its intended
mission. Before turning a compartment over to the Government for inspection
following the company's final compartment inspection, all deficiencies are
supposed to have been corrected, including those that Mr. Diesel might
consider are of a "cosmetic nature" since the shipbuilder is required to
present a finished product to the Navy.

Contrary to Mr. Diesel's statement, the Navy compartment inspections on the
SOUTH CAROLINA did not exceed the contract provisions. -The Supervisor of
Shipbuilding did not agree to limit his inspection to a statistical sample.
Additionally, the Navy's initial lists of discrepancies submitted to
Naeport News for correction even cited the contract specification, plan or
other contractual requirements violated. On the average, each of the more
than 500 compartments had about 20 deficiencies when inspected by the Navy.
Since the Navy inspection in which the Navy found these deficiencies came
after the final inspection and notification by Newport News that the
compartments were complete, I fail to see the basis of Mr. Diesel's
assertion that "many of the deficiencies would have been corrected by
Newport News prior to delivery of the ship as a matter of normal routine--
even if they had not been cited by the Navy inspectors."

To give you a better understanding of the deficiencies involved, I have
selected the deficiency list from a compartment of average size and complexity,
an electronic cooling equipment room, which had 22 specific deficiencies cited
by the Navy inspectors. Larger compartments such as machinery rooms, had
deficiencies which were much more serious and far larger in number.. Conversely,
smaller and simpler spaces, such as voids and fan rooms, had fewer deficiencies.
rhe 22 items cited by the Navy inspectors in the electronic cooling equipment
room are listed below:
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(1) rubber painted over in ventilation valves and flapper; (2)
thermometer glass broken and not calibrated in air conditioning system;
(3) no damage control card holder mounted on bulkhead; (4) 14 valves not
labeled; (5) no hand grab provided for closing overhead valves; (6) electrical
outlet does not have proper label plates installed; (7) water stands in
compartment because deck drain not flush with deck; (8) some nuts missing on
void hatch cover; (9) water seeping from under insulation on pump suction
line; (10). no drip pan provided for duplex strainer, water will damage
insulation; (11) underside of loudspeaker brackets not painted; (12) missing
instruments on filter board; (13) lagging on 90° ell on electronic cooling
water supply not vapor sealed; (14) temporary cable tags installed and one
cable tag missing in electrical wireway; (15) pump suction gage board union
leaking; (16) duplex strainer has no operating instructions or label installed;
(17) diagram and operating instruction not posted; (18) inside of heat

exchanger foundation not welded; (19) insulation on leg of heat exchanger
not sealed; (20) rust under pump foundations; (21) deck drain valve closing
slot damaged and not square; (22) bolts cocked--head of bolt not square to
surface. (Items 6 and 12 above were later deleted by the Navy.)

These remaining items violate contract requirements and must be corrected
before a compartment is truly complete. Since Mr. Diesel states that "virtually
all were either inconsequential or invalid," it is clear that if the Navy
had not inspected the compartments and required the company to correct
these deficiencies, the Navy would have received a ship with most of the
deficiencies still outstanding. As a result of the Navy's making such
inspections and insisting that such deficiencies be corrected on the
CALIFORNIA, the follow ship, SOUIH CAROLINA, was more adequately prepared.
The CALIFORNIA had about 13,000 deficiencies listed when her compartments
were inspected. Further, many of those in the CALIFORNIA were of greater
significance such as tile completely missing from the deck of one compart-
ment; some incomplete structural welds; etc.

As Mr. Diesel noted, I did, upon return from the SOUTH CAROLINA first sea
trial, "congratulate Newport News and the SOUiH CAROLINA ship's force for
the excellent preparation of the ship for the trial." I believe that Navy
surveillance during construction of the ship and insistence that deficiencies
be corrected as they were discovered, significantly contributed to the final
result.

B. Anchor Chain Locker. As I stated in my testimony and as Mr. Diesel
also stated, some nuts were not properly secured to their bolts in the anchor
chain locker located in a main ballast tank in the submarine L. MENDEL RIVERS.
Mr. Diesel correctly notes that these nuts and bolts do not secure the anchor
or chain to the ship.

However, Mr. Diesel stated that a "Navy~ Inspector did not discover this
problem.. .During the company's inspection prior to tank closure, it was
noted that about 15 percent of the 354 fasteners did not protrude all the
way through the nylon insert portion as is required. Though the nuts were
otherwise fully engaged, they lacked one or two thread turns of proper
placement."
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lie also said "it was agreed with the Supervisor of Shipbuilding's
representative on the job that the replacement would be deferred..,for
some unknown and as yet unexplained reason, this practical agreement
at the working level was overturned by the Navy at a higher level...
In my judgment this episode typifies the Navy's tendency to exaggerate
the importance of minor items and to demand performance of work
according to schedules which often are neither the most reasonable
nor the most economical."

The Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Newport News disagrees with Mr. Diesel's
assessment of this problem. Since the anchor chain locker is located in
a ballast tank outside the pressure hull and below the waterline, access
to it for inspection requires the ship to be in dry dock. Since it is
near the stern, it is subject to propulsion induced vibrations. The
self locking features on the nuts engage the last several threads; thus
the nuts must be fully engaged on the bolts to stay tight. If this
problem was noted "during the company's inspection prior to tank closure",
the Supervisor of Shipbuilding does not understand why the company made
no such statement when the tank was officially presented to the Navy for
inspection as being complete on April 10, 1974. The Navy inspector who
discovered this problem during that inspection pointed out the deficiency
to a company supervisor and asked that it be corrected. The next day
the company's representative stated the tank would be closed and did so.
The Navy inspector then issued a Quality Deficiency Record (QDR) in which
he mentioned that this deficiency might cause a noise problem in the
ballast tank.

Upon receipt of this QDR, the company submarine construction manager
requested that a senior Supervisor of Shipbuilding representative examine
the discrepancy with him. On 12 April 1974, the Deputy Supervisor, a
naval Captain with 17 years experience in the operation, construction,
and maintenance of submarines, examined the fasteners with the construc-
tion manager. Based on this examination, the Deputy Supervisor advised
the construction manager that he considered the ship could not be
certified as ready for sea with the fasteners improperly engaged. The
Deputy Supervisor noted that if due to vibration, the bolts were to come
loose, or fall out, the anchor chain might become fouled which would
result in a malfunction in releasing or retrieving the anchor. He also
noted that if an access plate came adrift, it could possibly block a
portion of'the ballast tank flood port and reduce the rate at which the
ballast tank could be blown free of seawater in the event of the need for
emergency surfacing of the submarine.

The company construction manager expressed the opinion that correction of
the discrepant fasteners could be safely deferred until the next docking
of the ship. However, the Navy representative did not agree to such a
deferral. The shipyard initiated corrective action about 48 hours after
the deficiency was reported by the Navy. Corrective action was completed
in less than 18 hours, well before the ship was otherwise ready for undocking.
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C. Inspction of ellers. In my testimony I cited an example of
cracks discover in propeller welds as a result of the Navy
insisting on recleaning of the propellers.

Mr. Diesel stated: -The facts are that the propellers were of a Navy design
and that neither the cleaning of the propellers nor the discovery of the
cracks resulted from Navy inspection."

HLe went on to state that "the cracks were attributable to a deficient
Navy design."

It is true that the propellers are of a Navy design. However, their procure-
ment, manufacture, and delivery in satisfactory condition were the responsibility
of Newport News.

Mr. Diesel's contention that the cause of the cracks is primarily the result
of a deficient Navy design is not a correct assessment of the situation.

The weld detail design in question that was used on DLGN 36 Class propellers
is the same as that used for propellers for ships of the DE-1040, DE-1052,
and DE-1078 Classes. Most of these propellers, which have now seen considerable
shipyears of service, have experienced no weld cracking problems. In those
cases where problems were experienced, Navy investigations into the causes
have revealed that cracking was caused by improper fabrication techniques,
specifically lack of a full penetration of the weld or improper fitup before
welding.

Mr. Diesel's contention that the recleaning and discovery of the cracks
were not the result of Navy inspection is not consistent with the records
or reports by the Navy personnel involved.

On 28 June 1974, the SOUIM CAROLINA (DLGN 37) was dry docked for underwater
body work. The following day, a Newport News construction supervisor advised
a Navy Quality Assurance Specialist that the propefrrs had been cleaned and
were ready for inspection. No cracks were reported to the Navy by the
company. The Navy Quality Assurance Specialist inspected the propellers
and reported that they were not adequately cleaned. The Newport News
construction supervisor agreed and stated he would re-clean them. On 5 July
1974, the Newport News supervisor was again reminded by the Navy Quality
Assurance Specialist of the need to clean the propellers properly. On the
morning of 6 July, the Navy Quality Assurance Specialist returned to the
dock and observed water coming from welds on the propellers. lhile it is
probable that company employees also observed this water, which was then
readily visible, if the Navy Quality Assurance Specialist had not insisted
on proper cleaning of the propellers, the weld defect would not have been
found. Meanwhile, seven days of dry dock time had elapsed since Newport
News had presented the propeller for final Navy acceptance in unsatisfactory
condition.
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In all, 31 cracks were discovered. Newport News requested approval to use
a bronze epoxy putty type filler in lieu of rewelding the cracked welds.
The filler was not approved by the Navy. Newport News, however, expressed
concern that rewelding the cracked welds would delay the scheduled undocking,
but proceeded with repair welding.

At 0800 on 12 July, all but 4 cracks had been welded and undocking was set
for 1400 that day. During the morning of 12 July, Newport News' representatives
again requested permission to make repairs on 2 cracks with the bronze putty,
but the Navy disapproved the request since the bronze putty was not considered
satisfactory for service.

That morning, the Navy docking officer noted a workman in the dry dock
carrying a container of the bronze putty. He asked the Newport News
construction manager why this putty was brought to the propeller worksite.
The ship construction manager reaffirmed that he. knew the putty was not
approved and stated that its presence at the worksite was a result of his
prior expectation that its use might be approved. Several hours subsequent
to this, the Navy Quality Assurance Specialist left the worksite for lunch.
The shipyard then put the bronze putty into the remaining crack, and
subsequently' the ship construction manager informed the Navy docking officer
that the ship was ready for undocking without mentioning the bronze putty.
The Navy Quality Assurance Specialist went to the propeller to inspect the
final weld and discovered that bronze putty had been used in lieu of repair
welding. Rather than causing delay in undocking to remove the bronze putty
which had hardened by that time, the Navy agreed to the undocking.

In October 1974 the ship had to be dry docked at Newport News for another
reason and the propeller was reinspected. The bronze putty had fallen out
of the crack thus refuting the repeated prior assurances by Newport News
that the bronze putty was fully satisfactory. During dry docking in a naval
shipyard subsequent to delivery of the ship, many more cracks were found,
appearently the result of the improper original welds failing in operation.
The Navy had to remove the propellers and replace them with spares while
the original SOUM CAROLINA propellers were reworked in the Norfolk Naval
Shipyard shops.

In my testimony I did not raise the issue of the propeller welding deficiencies
as an example to show poor Newport News workmanship and subvendor control.
I can understand how the welds passed the Government inspection at the
vendor's plant, as Mr. Diesel cited, and receipt inspection at Newport News,
since the cracks apparently developed in service. The point I testified to,
which this example clearly shows, is that Navy inspection is necessary to
ensure that deficiencies are identified and corrected by contractor personnel,
who are under great pressure to deliver a ship at minimum cost to the company.
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D. Insulation Between Aluminum and Steel. Mr. Diesel stated that my
reference to improper insulation between the steel hull and aluminum super-
structure "also conveys very misleading impressions." He concluded that
"this insulation problem was, in reality, a specification problem." Mr.
Diesel is not correct. Nor does he indicate the magnitude of this problem,
which was not fully corrected in the CALIFORNIA by Newport News, but was
eventually mostly corrected in the SOUMH CAROLINA as a result of continued
pressure by the Navy.

Specifications require that steel and aluminum be insulated from one another
with three coats of paint. For joints exposed to weather or dampness, they
also require a layer of insulating tape followed by caulking. Specifications
also require that bolts exposed to the weather be made of corrosion resistant
steel. The purpose of these requirements is to avoid galvanic corrosion
between dissimilar metals.

Navy inspection of the CALIFORNIA in June 1973 noted that Newport News was
not meeting these specifications. In many cases throughout the weather-
deck areas: exposed bolts made of non-corrosion resistant steel were being
used; joining surfaces were not properly painted; insulating tape was not
present; caulking was not applied, and in some cases where it was applied,
it was applied over rusted or unpainted areas. If not corrected, the Navy
would have had to make extensive repairs after the warranty period to correct
the resultant corrosion. The seriousness of this situation was indicated by
the following list of deficiencies sent to Newport News by Navy Quality
Deficiency Record, number DLGN 36-909-256 of 22 June 1973:

"1. The insulation tape between the steel coaming and aluminum bulkhead
under the butt weld at 1-74-1 and 1-74-2 has never been installed or
has been burned away by welding done subsequent to the installation.
In many areas the insulation tape is recessed in the joint. Reference
(a) requires the tape to extend beyond the joint.

"2. The fitup between the aluminum structure and the steel coaming is
so poor in many areas that a seal can only be achieved by applying a
bead of epoxy at the top of the joint on the interior side. The entire
area of the lower weather side of the faying surfaces are exposed to
the elements. Rusted areas are already in evidence.

"3. The door installed at 1-157-2 is typical of the majority of doors.
Large areas of the required paint coatings have been removed from the
faying surfaces where weld beads have been ground away and other grinding
has been done for fairing purposes. Exhibit 1

"4. Numbers of rivets in the coaming joints were noted to be installed
in a 'cocked' and unsightly manner, leaving a gap under rivet head that
will be difficult to seal and imposing abnormal stresses on the fasteners.
Exhibit 2

"5. A large number of welds were noted to be of very poor quality,
with a lack of adequate fusion, irregular shape and contour, inadequate
penetration, and areas of undercut, with a profusion of weld spatter
surrounding the bead. Exhibit 3
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"6. Steel door hooks are being attached directly to the aluminum
structure. The specific hook installed at 1-154-2 has heavily encrusted
rust through its entire length. Exhibit 4

"7. The vertical aluminum spray shield installed on the inboard side
of, and adjacent to the shore power connection boxes, has been installed
against the steel coaming without the required primer coatings.

"8. The majority of pipe hangers were noted to be installed without the
required CRS (corrosion resistant steel) bolts, nuts, and washers, and
without paint coatings and tape between the faying surfaces.

"9. There is no visible evidence that required paint coatings have
been applied between the faying surfaces of doors and coamings. There
is evidence that caulking compound has been applied over bare metal,
deteriorated paint, and rusted areas of the coaming.

'10. The entire coaning area at every deckhouse does not appear to
have been coated with anything more than the original primer. Numerous
weld burn scars in the coaming have never been touched up with a resulting
rusted condition.

"11. There is evidence of rust, deteriorated paint, and poor welding
at the bottom flange of the access door to Compartment 1-65-0-M.

"12. The interior side of the door flange at 1-95-0-L has been sealed
with epoxy and paint has been applied over caulking.

"13. The weather side of the ventilation duct coaming joint at 1-112-2
has been sealed with epoxy."

The exhibits referred to were photographs of the conditions described.

Mr. Diesel alleged that the specifications, "with respect to insulation,
if interpreted literally, were simply impossible of practical accomplishment
in all cases." To rectify the poor specifications, he continues, both
contractor personnel and the Supervisor of Shipbuilding personnel "had
agreed to depart from the literal specification requirements." That is not
a correct statement. The Navy did not agree to a specification departure.
There were three Quality Deficiency Records issued on this subject. They
were dated 12 June, 22 June and 5 October 1973. The photographic evidence
for the cited deficiencies shows that although some of the missing insulation
had been burned away by welding, as Mr. Diesel states, this welding was in
virtually all cases repair welding by Newport News to correct prior unsatisfactory
welds made by NewportNes. Thus, Mr. Diesel's comnents that the insulation
was "unavoidably affected by the heat from welds at nearby locations" and
"impossible of practical accomplishment" are not factual. The problem was
avoidable had the initial welds been properly made. Mr. Diesel also neglects
to mention the extensive deficiencies cited that had nothing to do with
welding, such as insulation tape missing on the steel pipe and cable clamps
that attached to the aluminum structure.
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Mr. Diesel stated that, "the Navy accepted the ships and Newport News was not
required to rip out or rework these so-called 'deficiencies' as would have
been required if they had resulted from faulty workmanship." In fact, correction
was required by the Navy and was accomplished in many cases. The three Quality
Deficiency Records noted above were all accepted for correction by the company.
The Supervisor of Shipbuilding in a letter of 4 January 1974 to Mr. Diesel
expressed the Government's grave concern over the matter and the company's
slow response to the Quality Deficiency Records and asked to be advised of
the company's course of action. On 21 March 1974, Mr. Diesel reported by
letter that the rework on two of the Quality Deficiency Records had been
accomplished and that Newport News was proceeding on the third. Mr. Diesel's
letter of 21 March 1974 and his again repeated statement that the Navy
accepted the CALIFORNIA without taking exception to uncorrected joint deficiencies
is in error. The Navy did take delivery of the CALIFORNIA with some unsatisfactory
deficiencies, including improperly caulked joints and non-corrosion resistant
steel bolts on exposed surfaces where corrosion resistant steel was required,
since it was not acceptable to delay the entire ship for correction of these
deficiencies. However, these deficiencies were cited during Preliminary
Acceptance Trials by the Navy Board of Inspection and Survey (Items lK040HB
and 2K062HB), in the ship delivery letter to Newport News (dated 14 February
1974) and in official notification of the Navy's intent to achieve a cost
reduction (contract modification Field Modification Request 856 of 8 April
1974) under the contract for this failure to meet contract requirements. In
the case of the SOUIH CAROLINA, which followed CALIFORNIA, Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company did respond more fully to the Supervisor's
request for corrective action on this issue. The fact that these deficiencies
were mostly corrected in SWTH CAROLINA I attribute to the diligence of Navy
inspectors and the Navy representatives at Newport News.

Finally, in concluding his remarks, Mr. Diesel comments that the problem is
a "specification problem" and that the "Navy in effect conceded" this by
changing the design. Such a conclusion is not correct. The Navy in fact
did change the method of joining steel decks and aluminum deckhouses for the
later DLGN 38 Class ships. But this change was because of an advance in
technology, not a defective specification. The new joint design used an
explosively bonded aluminum to steel joint. The Navy did not change the method
of attaching steel pipe and cable clamps to aluminum structure. The
galvanic corrosion prevention features specified for CALIFORNIA and SOUTH
CAROLINA, which Newport News essentially met in SOUTH CAROLINA, have been
commonly and successfully used in older class destroyers for about 20 years.

The only record of a specification clarification in this area requested
by Newport News was a request for Navy concurrence that insulation tape
should protrude about 1/32 of an inch beyond the joint. The Navy concurred.
The specification required that it protrude, but did not specify a length.
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E. Painting. Mr. Diesel dismissed my comment concerning instances
where Newpo-rtNews neglected to paint and preserve steel structures properly
during the lengthy construction period of surface ships, on the basis that
disagreement between Newport News and the Navy "has essentially been over
the timing and scheduling of the painting." Mr. Diesel further stated:
"Every ship built by Newport News is completely and properly painted in
accordance with contract requirements." He stated that while my "statement
that lack of proper preservation can lead to deterioration of the ship is
obviously correct, Newport News knows of no instance where this has occurred
in its shipyard."

Mr. Diesel apparently has forgotten that the bottom paint on both the SOUIH
CAROLINA and her sister ship the CALIFORNIA was unsatisfactory and that the
old paint had to be completely stripped and the bottoms grit blasted and
completely repainted in a naval shipyard a few months after ship delivery.
Less than two months after delivery of the SOUrH CAROLINA, approximately
20 percent of the bottom paint had peeled off, often in large sheets. Samples
of the peeled paint with rust on the bottom layer, which were made available
to Newport News, showed that the paint had been put on by Newport News over
rusty surfaces, which caused it to peel.

On interior surfaces, paint may be applied over rust and dirt and still look
good for several months, possibly lasting even through the 6-month warranty
period. iut if the initial metal surfaces are not properly painted and
preserved, the Navy will either have to strip the paint down to bare metal
later, as had to be done on the bottom of the CALIFORNIA and SOUIH CAROLINA
and repaint, or put up with rusting structure and peeling paint throughout
the life of the ship. That is why the ship specifications specify how paint
must be applied and surfaces preserved.

On 9 May 1973 the Supervisor of Shipbuilding sent a letter to Newport News
raising the issue of improper painting and cited unresolved Quaality Deficiency
Records dating back to September 1972, which identified lack of surface
preservation, or paint applied over rust, dirt, grease, and other contaminants
in violation of specification requirements. Concern was expressed by the
Navy that there would be inaccessible areas which could not easily and
properly be re-preserved later in ship construction. This concern was
Strengthened by the likelihood that difficult re-preservation work would
not be done since Newport News procedures at that time prohibited any expenditure
of man-hours for re-preservation "unless approved by the Project Manager or
his designated representative."

Newport News responded that the "hull structure preservation met specification
requirements' but acknowledged unsatisfactory conditions on the SOUTH
CAROLINA, stating that these conditions are "atypical" and "have not been
caused by improper care and preservation during early stages of construction."
Finally, the letter indicated that the Shipyard would continue its existing
practice.

92-782 0 - 82 - 11
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The Supervisor of Shipbuilding did not consider that this response was
acceptable and noted that Newport News was not in fact meeting specifications.
He therefore wrote to Mr. Diesel on 30 August 1973, stating in part:

"I can only interpret reference (b) as a rejection of my
contention that a problem exists and as a statement that
the company intends to do nothing further about it.

"I consider this entirely unsatisfactory. The fact remains
that Shipyard personnel have painted over many areas of rust
in SOUIH CAROLINA. The Shipyard in fact did not properly clean
and preserve these areas in the way of welds and in other places
where the initial primer had been burned, scraped or otherwise
destroyed. The Shipyard in fact did complete considerable
outfitting, including installing machinery, equipment, wireways,
etc., in spaces prior to cleaning and preserving adjacent rusting
structural areas. The Shipyard then found it extremely difficult
to properly clean these structural areas after outfitting. In
many areas, the rust is now showing through. I am also concerned
about the areas not properly prepared where the rust may yet show
through after delivery."

Mr. Diesel's reply of September 20, 1973, while stating that Newport News
felt the Navy had in the past expected excessive preservation, stated:

"The company fully recognizes that structural surfaces must
be properly cleaned and preserved and that this must be
accomplished in a timely manner, in accordance with the
specifications. Over the past several months our management
has emphasized this problem with the trade supervision and more
experienced painters have been assigned in this problem area.
In addition, our second shift effort has been specifically
strengthened in this area. Improvements have resulted from our
continuous emphasis on proper cleaning and preserving structural
surfaces and with the realignment of personnel. The actual time
to clean and preserve the structure in the ships under construction
will be in a sequence prior to outfitting the space unless sound
economic practices indicate otherwise.

"Furthermore, you may be assured that, upon delivery of the ships,
paint work will meet contractual requirements."

The Navy's concern over the improper painting practices in the SOUrH CAROLINA
was so great that Mr. Leighton and I personally inspected many of the spaces
involved with the prospective Commanding Officer and a Newport News senior
waterfront manager. The Commanding Officer and the Supervisor of Shipbuilding
continued to press Newport News for corrective action. As a result, Newport
News exerted a major effort to correct the deficiencies in the SOU1 CAROLINA.
It was a difficult job involving crawling in tight spaces, and the commitment
of extra workers to do the rework. If proper attention had been given
initially to preservation, much of the extraordinary rework effort would
have been avoided.
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Many of the deficiencies in Newport News painting practices of the past
few years have now been corrected. However, continuing Navy surveillance
has been necessary to achieve this result; this was the point made in my
testimony.

F. Question. Mr. Diesel stated that the Newport News
design oCt heNTIMI "fuliy satisfies" the requirement that "relief escape
piping overboard be run in such a manner that seawater will not be introduced
into the system during a 30 degree ship roll." But he also stated that
"if the Navy had intended us to consider wave action it would have said so--
and would have specified the size of the waves." It just so happens that
on the initial sea trials of the NIMITZ, moderate wave action caused sea-
water to be introduced into this system with almost no roll of the ship.
Newport News has contractually contended that the design modifications which
must be made to make this system perform satisfactorily in service are the
responsibility of the Government. Mr. Diesel stated: "1ro the extent there
is a contractual problem concerning the overboard escape and relief piping,
it stems directly from the Navy's failure to state in the specifications
what it now says it wanted in addition to the 30 degre roll protection."

Under the circumstances I consider the questions I asked in my testimony to
be perfectly appropriate; namely: 'Now, I ask you, would you not expect
waves to be present if a ship is rolling 30"? Hbw else would a 95,000-ton
ship experience a 300 roll? Under these circumstances is it any wonder that
contract specifications have become voluminous and that the Navy has had
to tiehten its administration of its technical requirements?"
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III. THE NIMITZ/EISENHCWER caWlAcT NEGOTIATION (COSr ESTIMATES)

During Mr. Diesel's testimony before the Seapower Subcomsittee, he stated
that Newport News had originally proposed 41.9 million man-hours for
construction of the NIMITZ. He said that after considerable negotiations
Newport News proposed 36.7 million man-hours, and that at the time of his
testimony 40.8 million man-hours were expected to be expended on the
NIMITZ when completed, with an additional 2 million man-hours attributable
to changes made in the course of construction. He indicated this showed
that the Newport News original construction estimate was accurate. He
testified that: "There was no serious effort by the Navy to demonstrate
that our estimate was erroneous or unrealistically high--just that the
resultant cost was regarded as unpalatable to Congress."

Mr. Leighton stated in his testimony: 'The fact that the final man-hours
charged to the NIMITZ will be close to the original Newport News estimate
is not ... an indication of the validity of the original Newport News
estimate. Rather, it is visible proof of the serious decline in produc-
tivity that has occurred in the last several years at Newport News."

Mr. Diesel took exception to this statement and devoted four pages to a
discussion of the negotiations of the NIMITZ/EISENHOWER contract, which
were conducted two years before he arrived at Newport News, in order to
"demonstrate that the testimony of the Navy's witness on this point is
erroneous." Mr. Diesel further stated that he had discussed the NIMITZ/
EISENHOWER negotiations "to illustrate what I consider to be a very serious
problem in Navy procurement--the practice of presenting misleading
shipbuilding cost estimates to Congress and the public." This is a serious
charge and a wrong one. As I will discuss, Mr. Diesel's presentation is
inaccurate.

Mr. Diesel stated that during NIMITZ contract negotiations the Navy refused
to discuss the NIMITZ estimate on a line item basis even though detailed
discussions with the Navy on a line item basis had been successful in the
past in resolving differences, and such a technique had resulted in a
highly successful contract for the ENTERPRISE. The fact is that during
.detailed discussions between the Navy and Newport News on the ENTERPRISE
contract, disagreements on the overall elements of man-hours, labor rates,
overhead rate, material dollars, shiftwork and overtime premium persisted
even though the ENTERPRISE was approximately 50% complete when negotiations
to definitize the letter contract were conducted. Agreement on a line item
basis was not achieved and agreement was finally reached only on a total
price basis.

In the case of the NIMITZ, the Navy review effort was built on the
ENTERPRISE negotiation experience with certain important differences.
The first difference was that the Navy decided to set aside the standard
Navy Work Breakdown System and to utilize only the Newport News Cost
Class System. The second difference was the decision to document
completely the massive review effort by the Navy. Considering the fact
that a portion of this documentation is held by Newport News, I am
surprised that apparently Mr. Diesel has not been made aware of this.
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Hundreds of questions that were generated by the Government team when it
reviewed the Newport News NIMITZ proposal were submitted officially and
in writing to Newport News. Newport News' answers to those questions were
provided officially to the Government. At the negotiation meeting on May
27, 1970 referred to by Mr. Diesel, Navy representatives stated: "The
Government Team very early during the proposal analysis established a
dialogue with your cost engineers and the technical people by a series
of written questions and letters and personal visits. This dialogue has
been most helpful in providing a better understanding of the details of
your basic estimate." Considering the depth of review and the many
detailed questions and answers, contrary to the description of the negotiations
furnished by Mr. Diesel, the specific areas of Navy concern on the Newport
News NIMITZ proposal were well known to Newport News. At the sawm May 27,
1970 negotiation meting, the Navy reiterated in detail many of the major
problem areas.

Considering the Navy's negotiation experience on ENTERPRISE and considering
the answers provided by Newport News to the many Navy questions on the
NIMITZ proposal, it was obvious to the Navy that if the Navy and Newport
News were ever to agree on the NIMITZ/BISENHMER contract, it would have
to be on a total price basis. However, throughout the lengthy negotiations
neither par4y insisted on any specific negotiation approach. During the
negotiations, there were offers by both parties to "negotiate line for
line," which both sides well knew w-iiu- add months to the negotiations. It
was obvious -to all present that neither side really wanted to enter into a
line by line negotiation, since it was clear that such an approach would
not resolve the basic issues involved in the negotiations.

Mr. Diesel stated that at the May 27, 1970 meting, "Navy representatives
stated that the Navy estimate was based on historical costs--partly from
the aircraft carrier ENTERPRISE and partly from the aircraft carrier

MEDY, with allowances for inflation." Mr. Diesel also stated that
"Newport News disagreed strongly with the basis of the Navy's estimate."
The Navy had no independent estimate for negotiation purposes; rather, the
Navy established a position based on a detailed evaluation of the Newport
News proposal. Historically, Newport News has utilized past performance
on previous ships as a basis for estimating costs for a new ship. The
NIMITZ proposal was done the same way, and Mr. Diesel should be aware of
this fact.

Mr. Leighton's statement, quoted above, concerning-productivity on the
NIMITZ is correct. If there had not been a drop in productivity, the final
man-hour total for the NIMITZ would have been well below the Newport News
original estimate.

The two major elements involved in estimating the amount of labor required
to construct a ship are the scope of work and the labor factor. The scope
pertains to quantity of material used in building the ship (i.e., tons of
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steel, feet of cable, piping, etc.). The labor factor is the number of
man-hours required to work a unit of material (i.e., to put up a ton of
steel, or lay a foot of cable or pipe).

The labor factors proposed by Newport News for the NIMITZ generally were
not a major issue during the NIMWTZ negotiations. The Newport News pro-
posed labor factors were primarily based on their performance on the
KENNEDY and the ENTERPRISE; the Navy accepted them. In its evaluation
of the Newport News proposal for NIMITZ, the Navy took exception to the
scope of many of the 10,000 line items. The Navy analysis of the NIM[TZ
proposal revealed that the expected scope of effort in terms of quantities
of material, such as feet of pipe and cable and tons of steel required to
build the NIMITZ were overstated by Newport News, and therefore the man-hours
to do the work (using KENNEDY and ENTERPRISE factors) were overstated.
Thus the Navy's man-hour position was lower than that of Newport News.

As things turned out (as verified by a comparison with the current Newport
News proposal for construction of the CARL VINSCN), the scope in the NIMITZ
proposal was overstated by Newport News, while the labor factors proposed
by Newport News and accepted by the Navy were low. Newport News productivity
on the NIMITZ did not match the levels achieved on KENNEDY and ENTERPRISE
from which the labor factors were calculated. Had productivity remained at
the level achieved by Newport News on the earlier carriers, the man-hours
expended on the NDIITZ would have been far below the original Newport News
estimate.

This is not my first experience with Newport News presenting a misleading
record of Navy contract negotiations. I Ma sure you will recall that
a similar issue over Newport News preparing inaccurate records of negotia-
tions arose a few years ago in relation to the DLGN 38 Class contract.

Mr. C. L. Willis of the Newport News Contracts Division delivered the DLGN
38 Class contract signed by Newport News to Rear Admiral Woodfin, who was
then Director of Contracts for the Naval Ship Systems Command, together
with a letter dated 22 November 1971 signed by Mr. L. Ackerman, who was
then President of Newport News. In his 22 November letter, Mr. Ackerman
made Newport News' acceptance of the DLGN 38 Class contract contingent
upon an enclosure--a 31 page memorandum also dated 22 November 1971 but
signed by Mr. Willis which was purported to be a record of the negotiations.
The Willis memorandum contained numerous errors and presented a one-sided,
self-serving picture. To accept it would have qualified Newport News'
acceptance of the contract--making the contract itself subject to the
interpretations and comments contained in the Willis memorandum. Recognizing
that such a qualified acceptance would undermine the contract itself, and
that it was an apparent attempt by Newport News to establish from the
outset a basis for subsequent claims, Rear Admiral Woodfin rejected the
executed contract together with the Willis memorandum. The documents were
physically returned to Mr. Willis, on 22 November 1971, the same day they
had been presented to the Navy.
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Mr. Willis thereupon offered an alternate letter, also signed by Mr.
Ackerman, which accepted the contract unconditionally. Apparently Mr.
Willis had brought the second letter along in anticipation that the Navy
might not accept a contract executed subject to other conditions or
"understandings". However, Rear Admiral Woodfin was concerned that simply
returning the Willis memorandum to Newport News, and letting Newport News
substitute an unconditional acceptance of the contract, would not adequately
protect the Government. The Navy was still in the position of having been
put on notice by the Willis memoranduim, with its many errors and misstate-
ments. Rear Admiral Woodfin was concerned that as long as this memorandum
existed, it might later be cited by Newport News as evidence of what
actually happened during the negotiations, long after the Navy personnel
who participated in the negotiations and knew the actual facts had gone
on to other jobs. He was also concerned that Newport News might try to
use the Willis memorandum subsequently as the basis for a claim.

After consultation with counsel-and others, Rear Admiral Woodfin decided
that to clear the record it would be necessary for Newport News management
to provide written assurance that the contract as written reflected the
full intent of the parties and to specifically acknowledge that the Willis
memorandum did not accurately reflect what actually transpired during the
negotiations and was, in fact, inaccurate in virtually all respects. He
drafted letters which would be acceptable to the Navy in this regard.

On 23 Novelber 1971, at Rear Admiral Woodfin's request, I called you about
this matter. This was the first time you and I had any business dealings.
I told you that Newport News had attempted to condition its acceptance of
the DLGN three ship contract upon interpretations contained in a Newport
News document which was purported to be a memorandum of the contract
negotiations; that the Newport News document contained many inaccurate
statements; and that contracts must stand on their own and not be contingent
on some outside document. I told you that in all my experience I had never
before seen a case where a company attempted to make a contract contingent
upon a set of its own minutes of negotiations, much less minutes containing
many inaccuracies and presenting the contractor's view. I said I was sure
you knew nothing of this matter but suggested that you call Mr. Ackerman
to get his side of the story and then call me back.

About an hour later you telephoned me to say you had talked to Mr. Ackerman
and that you agreed that Newport News was wrong in what they had done. I
read to you the draft letters prepared by Rear Admiral Woodfin and they were
subsequently dictated to your secretary while you were on the telephone.
You then told me that you had read the draft letters and that you agreed
with them. You said you would have Mr. Ackerman come to Washington that
night to sign them. You stated that you had no prior knowledge of this
matter and had not been involved in it in any way.

A few hours later Rear Admiral Woodfin received a call fron Mr. Ackerman
who was in Racine, Wisconsin. Mr. Ackerman said he was flying to Washington
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later that day to sign the two letters which I had discussed with you and
asked Rear Admiral Woodfin to tell Mr. Willis, who was in Washington, to
prepare the letters for his signature and he would sign them at the
Washington National Airport that evening. In view of his tight schedule,
arrangements were made for the Navy's contracting officer to meet Mr.
Ackerman at the airport to get the signed letters.

Late in the afternoon of 23 November 1971-, Mr. Willis notified the contracting
officer that Mr. Ackerman would sign the first letter which unconditionally
and unqualifiedly accepted the DLGN contract, but that the second letter
would have to be modified to delete the statement that the Willis memorandun
was "inaccurate in virtually all respects".

Mr. Ackerman spent the evening of 23 November and 24 November 1971
attempting to get agreement to make the deletion he desired. He stated
that the Willis memorandum had been prepared at his direction but that he
had merely glanced at it. After being urged to read the Willis memorandum,
he read it and agreed that it was inaccurate. However, Mr. Ackerman did
not agree that the words "in virtually all respects" were correct. He said
he had asked that the memorandum be prepared, not as a basis for future
claims, but as a Newport News defense against future disallowances by the
auditor.

After considerable discussion, during which errors in the Willis memorandum
were pointed out and discussed, Mr. Ackerman finally agreed that he had
handled this entire matter improperly, and that the letters were correct.
He then signed both letters that you had previously approved.

As a result of this incident, Newport News officials and you (i) acknowledged
that Newport News had not handled this matter properly; (ii) accepted the
DLGN 38, 39, and 40 contract on an unconditional and unqualified basis;
(iii) reaffirmed that the contract as written and executed constituted the
entire understanding and agreement of the parties and that there were no
extra contractual agreements or understandings oral or written which would
be the basis of any Newport News claim against the Government; (iv)
acknowledged that the 22 November 1971 memorandum by Mr. Willis did not in
fact reflect what transpired during negotiations and was inaccurate in
virtually all respects; and (v) certified that all copies of Mr. Willis'
memorandum had been destroyed. It was therefore agreed by you, Mr.
Ackerman and me during a subsequent meeting in my office that the issue
was closed and would not be raised again.

In view of this background I am sure you can understand my surprise when
I learned that in a meeting with the Deputy Secretary of Defense on 3
February 1975 and in a subsequent meeting with senior Navy civilian and
military officials on 4 February 1975, you stated that you had a set of
minutes of the negotiation meetings for the DLGN 38 Class contract which
would prove your allegations that the negotiations had been conducted
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improperly. You said that you were considering sending this memorandum
to the Seapower Subcommittee of the House Armed Services Committee. You
said that Mr. Ackerman had signed a letter concerning these minutes and
that you would not have let him sign it had you seen it. One of those
present at the meeting said it was obvious that you were implying improper
action on the part of the Navy and were attempting to use this correspondence
as leverage to convince senior officials to reopen the DLGN 41 option
pricing agreement, and perhaps to reopen the whole DLGN 38 Class contract
pricing as well.

I do not understand how you could expect to resurrect Mr. Willis' 22
November 1971 memorandum and establish credibility for if when, with your
prior concurrence, Mr. Ackerman had officially notified the Director of
the Navy's Contract Division that:

"After reviewing Mr. Willis' memorandum, I agree with you that
it does not adequately reflect what transpired during the nego-
tiations and is inaccurate in virtually all respects ... , I
want to confirm that all copies of Mr. Willis' memorandum have
been destroyed."

However, because of this experience the Naval Sea Systems Command Negotiating
Team responsible for trying to negotiate resolution of the differences
between the Navy and Newport News on the DLGN 41 option was concerned as
to what sort of a one-sided record Newport News might attempt to make of
the DLN 41 option negotiations. Before starting the negotiations they
tried to get the Newport News Negotiating Team to agree that any contractual
language agreed to would be the official record and that any other record
would be on the following basis:

"In order to have free and full discussion of the many different
matters concerning the negotiation of the DLGN 41 option, the
parties agree riot to maintain any transcripts, records or minutes
of the negotiation other than working notes, except that if the
parties agree to record any such part of discussions it will be in
the form of minutes which will be signed by both parties."

Several attempts were made to arrive at mutually agreeable language, but
Newport News contract officials insisted on retaining the company's "right"
to make any unilateral record of the negotiations the company desired.
Finally, the Navy's Negotiating Team concluded the only way they could
protect the Navy was to have a court reporter make a verbatim transcript
of all sessions. Copies of these transcripts have been furnished to
Newport News.

IV. MANPOWER AND PROIXl=ITY

A. Manpower. In his testimony, Mr. Diesel contends that delays in
Government tarnished components for the NIMITZ were a principal cause of
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the reduction in force of 4500 employees from 1968 through 1970. To support
this, Mr. Diesel, in his conmmnts on my testimony, said that if during 1968
and 1969 the ship was being built to a scheduled mid-1972 delivery date
there would have been 4400 men working on the NIMITZ in January 1969--seven
months after the actual keel laying--rather than the 1750 there actually
were. I assume the manpower figures Mr. Diesel cited do not include indirect
people.

Mr. Diesel states that in 1967, prior to award of the NIMITZ contract, the
company planned to man the ship as follows:

EVENT MAN LOADING

Keel Laying 2000

Keel Laying + 5400
10 months

He stated NINITZ was never manned to met a mid-1972 delivery date.

I have been unable to find in Navy files the manning plan Mr. Diesel
discussed. However, the manning plan dated 16 November 1966, which Newport
News furnished the Navy in support of Newport News' qualifications for
undertaking the NIMITZ contract, showed a much slower planned buildup of
manpower. That plan showed about 835 men at keel laying, about 2350 men
seven months after keel laying, and about 3000 men ten months after keel
laying, excluding indirect people.

The NIMITZ keel was laid on 22 June 1968, 48 months before June 1972.
Since this allowed five months longer than the original span of time to
build the ship, an even slower buildup of manpower could possibly have
been accommodated. The actual manning, excluding indirect people,
was about 875 men at keel laying, about 1750 mon seven months after keel
laying, and about 2000 mon ten months after keel laying.

The manning plan Mr. Diesel discussed would have required a much faster
buildup of manpower on the NIMITZ than Newport News had achieved on prior
carriers. In this regard it is worthy of note that based on data provided
to the Navy by Newport News, at the time of laying the keels of USS ENWERPRISE
in February 1958, USS AMERICA in January 1961, and USS JOHN F. KENNEDY in
October 1964, the manning levels on each of these carriers was in the range
of 400 to 500, nowhere near the 2000 man level Mr. Diesel states was planned
for the NIMITZ. At the time of actual NIMITZ keel laying in June 1968, the
manning level was, as I stated previously, about 875 men per day, essentially
the same manning level included on the Newport News 16 November 1966 manning
plan for keel laying.

Through the end of 1968 when Mr. Diesel says there were 1750 men per day
working on NIMITZ (7 months after keel laying) the manning levels on the
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NBIITZ were greater than the manning levels on the ENTERPRISE for the first
seven months after keel laying in January 1958. Consequently, even though
the NINITZ manning buildup was less in 1969 than the manning buildup for
the ENTERPRISE construction, at the equivalent time in her construction,
manning on the NIMITZ through the end of 1968 could have supported a mid-1972
delivery based on Newport News' actual performance an the ENTERPRISE,
assuming worker productivity was comparable to what it was in 1958.

The thrust of my testimony of this matter was that almost half of the
shipyard's 4500 man reduction in force to which Mr. Diesel had referred
in his testimony, coincides with the reduction in manning on commercial
work during the saw period and that as I said in my September 23, 1974,
testimony to the Seapower Subcommittee:

"It is true that the manning level on the NIMITZ in 1970 would
have been somewhat higher had the NIMITZ remained on its original
schedule; but it would have been impossible for the NINITZ to
have absorbed most of the 4500 people Newport News layed off
from mid-1968 to the end of 1970."

The facts available to me support my testimony on this matter.

Mr. Diesel also took exception to my testimony that due to the late delivery
of nuclear components, construction of the NIMITZ proceeded on the basis of
building in areas other than the reactor compartments. I stated:

"You should understand that the reactor compartments in the
NIMITZ make up less than 10 percent of the length of the ship
so that the other 90 percent of the ship was available for work.".

Mr. Diesel stated:

"Admiral Rickover's comment is somewhat like saying that the foundation
and the first floor of a 10-story building make up only 10 percent of
the height. (ne not familiar with shipbuilding might reasonably infer
that the NINITZ reactor components were not significant and could be
lowered into the ship at virtually any stage of construction. This
is far from the case. Although the reactor compartments make up less
than 10 percent of the length of the ship, it is a relatively
meaningless statement in this context."

Mr. Diesel's comparison of installation of components in the NIM[TZ reactor
compartments to construction of the foundation and first floor of a 10-
story building is "a relatively meaningless statement in this context",
to use his language. The fact is that the ship was built from keel to
flight deck all the way from the bow to the stem with two large accesses
left open for late installation of reactor plant components. These
openings and the compartments affected only about 10 percent of the ship;
the remainder was available for work.
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Mr. Diesel was correct when he stated that each of the openings approximated
6400 square feet. However, the following table shows that these openings
represented only about 10 percent of the work areas on the decks they
penetrated:

Percent Cpening
Deck Penetrated Area of Deck in Deck Area

3rd Deck 110,700 square feet 11.6%

2nd Deck 112,200 square feet 11.4%

Main (Hangar) Deck 133,100 square feet 9.6%

Gallery Deck 186,500 square feet 6.9%

Flight Deck 208,000 square feet 6.2%

Mr. Diesel also stated: "Roughly 200 compartments in the area of the openings
could not be constructed and approximately 50 more adjacent compartments had
to be left incomplete." There are over 2500 conpartments in NIMITZ, thus the
250 compartments affected were less than 10 percent of the total.

The effects of the delays in Government furnished reactor plant components
on construction of the NIMITZ and the EISENHOWER were negotiated, and Newport
News was compensated in the contract as modified by bilateral contract agree-
ment executed in February 1973 after all the late Government furnished
reactor plant components were installed in the NIMITZ.

B. Productivity. Mr. Diesel stated that 'problems associated with
manpower and productivity are not basic causes of our financial problems
but rather symptoms of fundamental shortcomings in the Navy's ship procure-
ment process." He devoted six pages to, in effect, denying that in the
several years before my testimony there was a serious decline in
productivity at Newport News. He even suggested that in some ships the
officers and crew go "out of their way to hinder the contractor in the
performance of his work." However, Mr. Diesel goes on to state: "Notwith-
standing all I have said on the subject of productivity, we are mindful
that this problem--and we know it is a problem--demands constant vigilance."

I agree with this latter statement by Mr. Diesel. As I commented earlier,
the reduction in productivity during the manpower build-up was a major
cause of the decision by Newport News in 1973 to abandon their plan to
increase the employment level to over 30,000. In December 1972, the Defense
Contract Audit Agency issued a report concerning Newport News' labor
productivity in nine selected shops which showed idleness rates averaging
28.7%, with a high of 34.8%. Everyone familiar with shipbuilding knows
that idleness rates aboard ship are generally even higher than in shops.
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The auditors calculated that one extra percentage point of idleness at
Newport News costs about $2.3 million per year.

In discussing Mr. Leighton's testimony that negative learning" has
occurred in submarine overhauls and conversions, Mr. Diesel stated that
"Mr. Leighton was obviously referring to a set of theoretical learning

curves provided to the Navy during a negotiation in 1974 as Company
Confidential Data." Mr. Leighton was not referring to such "theoretical
learning curves", which he has never seen, but to actual return man-hours
for some SSBN overhauls and POSEIDCN conversions.
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V. NEWPORT NEWS COST ONTMRL SYSTEMS

Although Mr. Diesel contends that the Newport News cost control system
is adequate, independent reviews by the Naval Sea Systems Command, the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Financial Management), the General
Accounting Office, and the Defense Contract Audit Agency all concluded
that cost control procedures at Newport News were inadequate. Despite
repeated Newport News statements of good intention, not much progress
has been made in effecting improvements.

VI. PURCHASING PRACTICS

Because of the largely non-competitive nature of shipbuilding, because
the Government bears a substantial share of cost overruns, and because
about 40 percent of the shipbuilder's cost of a warship consist of
subcontracted effort, the Government has a large stake in the cost of
materials procured. It cannot rely solely on shipbuilders to act always
in the Government's interest. My experience has been that shipbuilders
recognize and pursue the potential for substantial savings in purchasing
their own facilities and equipment, but do not put the same care into
purchasing material for Government work. This is one of the major
reasons Government review of major shipyard procurements is essential.

VII. NAVY QlANGE OREERS AND SHIPBUILDING CLAIMS

My testimony included the following colloquy:

"Admiral Rickover. Under present contracts, the Navy can unilaterally
order a change, but to avoid a claims situation, agreement as to the
impact on the shipbuilder's costs and schedule must be bilateral.
Shipbuilders who want to keep their books open for later claims have
sometimes either refused to price the change or have included terms
so unreasonable as to make bilateral agreement impossible. So the
Navy project manager is faced with a problem. He can either go
ahead and order the change to be performed and then sit back and
wait for the claim--and then we are right back into the problem you
mentioned--or he can decide not to do it and have the change made
by a Navy yard after the ship is finished, sir.

"Mr. Mollohan. I would think this would be an unconscionable thing
to do. I was shocked at what you said earlier about a case you
spelled out.

"Admiral Rickover. Do you want some facts on a particular case?
Mr. Leighton has been handling some of these recently.

"Mr. Leighton. I can understand Mr. Mollohan's interest here. Let
me give you an example of the extent to which shipyards have carried
their position on changes and contractual matters in general.
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"A shipyard quoted $500 to develop and print two rolls of 35
millimeter classified photographic film, and then insisted on
reserving the company's rights regarding potential impact on
ship delivery. Obviously, developing two rolls of film could
not possibly impact ship delivery. But the shipbuilder had
instructed his people not to accept any change order without
a price reopener, so that the company could subsequently cite

all changes in a delay and disruption claim at the end of the
contract.

'This kind of action by the shipbuilder obviously complicates
and frustrates prompt settlement of changes. If the Navy sticks
by its policy of prepricing changes, and shipbuilders continue
to frustrate early settlement, then the changes the Navy feels
are necessary to improve the operating and safety characteristics
of ships may not be accomplished at a time when the work could be
done at minimum cost.

"Admiral Rickover. Let me cite another case. The Newport News
Shipbuilding & Dry Dbck Co. is responsible for the design of the
high-speed submarine. They have designed the ship under a separate
design contract.

"They made a mistake in the design. As a result of that mistake, we
have to change some foundations on that ship. The cost of the actual
work was about $20,000. In addition to this cost, the shipyard
claimed the impact of delay on the ship was over $1 million. It
took us months of negotiation to settle that change at $800,000.

"Mr. Mollohan. You mean they made the mistake in design?

"Admiral Rickover. Yes, sir; they made the design mistake.

"Mr. Leighton. We should make it clear. They made the mistake in
the design contract. On that contract the Government is its own
insurance agent. Therefore, on the shipbuilding contract the
Government was responsible contractually for the shipbuilder's
mistake on the design contract. Contrary to much of the testimony
you have received, the Government has not transferred all of the
risks to the shipbuilders. This was a case where the Government
accepted full responsibility for the ship designer's mistake.

"Admiral Rickover. There are two points to make here. First, it
took a long time to settle this change because the Navy refused--
correctly I think--to accept the contractor's proposal for the
cost of delay without adequate supporting data. The shipbuilder
said there would be 6 weeks delay on the ship and that this would
cost over $1 million. We asked to see the rationale for this delay
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and cost. He initially provided only a limited amount of general
rationale and no detailed data. It was only after months that
the shipbuilder provided enough detailed data to enable the Navy
to negotiate a settlement. Second, this is really the only change
of any significance on that ship. The shipbuilder claims to be
*losing money on that ship contract. He implied to you that
Government changes are a major source of his financial problem.
However, there have been almost no changes of significance on
that ship, yet he still says he is losing money."

Both of these examples illustrate the great difficulty the Navy has in
negotiating prompt settlement of changes in shipbuilding contracts at
Newport News. Concerning my point that it was only after months of
negotiations that Newport News provided enough detailed data to enable
the Navy to negotiate a settlement for the cost of correcting a Newport
News mistake under a design contract for the SSN 688 high speed attack
submarine, Mr. Diesel stated:

"We identified this particular problem on November 19, 1973. Our
complete pricing proposal was submitted to the Supervisor of
Shipbuilding on December 5, 1973, at which time we proposed a
ceiling price adjustment of $1,076,198 and a delay of 42 days.
This proposed ceiling adjustment and delay was concurrently
provided to Admiral Rickover in a telephone conversation. At
the request of both Admiral Rickover and Admiral Gooding the
Company agreed to proceed with the work on the basis that a
fully priced modification to the contract would be negotiated
by the parties within the following two weeks.

"On December 7, 1973, the company and the Navy held the first
negotiation meeting. On December 20, the Navy offered us a
ceiling price adjustment of $22,655 for the work caused by this
change with no recognition of any delay; we obviously refused.
On January 9, 1974, after further negotiation meetings held
during the Christmas Holidays, the Navy offered $358,800 and
we obviously refused again.

"After 20 separate meetings with the Navy, a tentative agreement
in the amount of $900,000 and 42 days delay was reached with the
Supervisor of Shipbuilding in May 1974. This agreement was
revoked by NAVSEA. After this revocation, negotiations were
reconvened and on July 2, 1974, agreement was reached on a
ceiling price of $800,000. Finally on July 26, 1974, a
modification to our contract was executed increasing the
ceiling price by $800,000. Of the 42 days delay claimed by
the Company in its very first proposal on December 5, 1973,
all 42 days of the delay were eventually recognized and agreed
to by the Navy.
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"I cannot understand how this example can possibly suggest either
a 'greatly exaggerated' claim or a foot-dragging attitude by
Newport News."

Mr. Diesel's description of this matter has omitted some important
points:

The cost of the work, exclusive of delay costs, required to correct the
mistake was agreed to by Newport News and the Navy to be $22,777. The
difficulty in negotiating the total amount involved was to determine
the length of delay in delivery of the ship that would result and the
cost of that delay. Since the Goverment was contractually responsible
for delays caused by this work, I persuaded Mr. Diesel to get started
on the work at once in order to minimize the actual delay. Admiral
Gooding and I both promised Mr. Diesel that the Navy would pay for the
cost of this work. We arranged to authorize the Supervisor of Ship-
building, on December 6, 1973, to issue immediately a supplemental
agreement to the contract at a maximum price of $1.2 million, including
a maximum delay of 6 weeks to be negotiated downward only. This would
have allowed Newport News to collect money immediately against the job
while the Supervisor of Shipbuilding and Newport News were negotiating
a final price.

Newport News refused to accept the maximum price agreement and instead
elected to proceed with the work at their own risk without any change
order while negotiating the final amount. Both parties expected these
negotiations to be settled quickly. However, negotiations took longer
than expected in order to reconcile the large difference between the
company and Government estimates. On 21 January 1974 Newport News
raised their cost estimate over 20 percent to $1,304,198.

In the 31 January 1974 meeting which you, Mr. Diesel, and Mr. Corcoran
had with the Deputy Secretary of Defense you cited this change order at
length as an example of the difficulty Newport News has with change orders.
You said that Admiral Gooding and I had said that Newport News would get
their money but they hadn't, even though they had done the work and that
the Navy was offering to pay only 60 percent of the Newport News costs.
At that meeting you did not mention that Newport News could have at any
time accepted the $1.2 million maximum priced agreement which would have
made cash immediately available to Newport News while negotiations were
going on. Nor did you mention that 10 days previously, on 21 January,
Newport News had raised their price by more than 20 percent to over $1.3
million. It was only after extensive discussions and analyses of the
information provided, that in July 1974 the Navy reached agreement with
Newport News on an increase in the ceiling price of $800,000, 61.5 percent
of the amount Newport News in January claimed the Navy owed them.

92-782 0 - 82 - 12
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CONCLUSION

In preparing this letter I have confined my comments to what I consider
the principal issues raised by Mr. Diesel. To have addressed each and
every point with which I disagree, would only obscure the basic issues.

It is indeed unfortunate that this exchange of letters has become necessary.
I have taken the considerable time from my work required to respond to
Mr. Diesel's statement. One familiar with the facts would recognize that
it is misleading and that many of the charges are inaccurate. But these
charges against the Navy cannot remain unanswered.

Although my letter is long, I hope that you will personally take time to
read and understand it rather than rely on an "executive summary" prepared
by a member of your staff.

Mr. Diesel has repeatedly attempted to attribute essentially all of Newport
News' financial problems to the Government, and to discredit those who
present information to the contrary. Apparently his efforts are designed
to influence both Government and corporate officials who may not be entirely
knowledgeable of the facts. Apparently Newport News officials believe
they will be paid more on their claims if they can discredit the Navy and
its administration of shipbuilding contracts. Moreover, by attributing
their problems to the Government, shipyard officials cast their own
performance in a better light to their superiors and to Government officials
than is warranted.

Having failed in getting the Navy, the Department of Defense, or the
Congress to agree to convert present contracts into cost-plus type contracts,
Newport News is currently embarked on the submission of massive claims
in the attempt to recover all its cost plus a profit, regardless of the
fact that much of the increased costs is its own contractual responsibility.
It presently appears that the total requested ceiling price adjustment of
these claims and "requests for equitable adjustment" may be on the order
of $800 million or more.

There are many problems in any complex long term contracts, such as those
for Navy shipbuilding. That is why the contracts include specific provisions
for changes and adjustments--but on the basis of facts. I have consistently
supported payment by the Navy of the costs of changes and delays for which
the Navy is contractually responsible. However, I also support Navy
insistence on maintaining the integrity of its contracts and on requiring
that contract requirements be met. The Navy should not assume responsibility
for obligations that are the shipbuilder's contractual responsibility.

As Mr. Diesel's statement has been widely circulated throughout the
Government, including Mebers of Congress, I am providing similar distribution
for my comments herein.

I have no desire to belabor the issues raised by Mr. Diesel or you, nor
do I see any point in doing so. Rather I desire that the Navy be permitted
to devote its efforts to resolving outstanding issues and proceeding to
have its ships built. I intend to direct my efforts to that end. I urge
that Tenneco, on its part, direct the efforts of Newport News personnel at
all levels to the difficult and complex task of designing and building
ships in full accordance with contractual requirements.

Sincerely,

H4.* P~if-.
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# a DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
-NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

IN REPLy REFER TO

6 Aug 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Comments on issues raised by Tenneco and Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company officials concerning
Admiral Rickover's September 23, 1974 testimony before
the Seapower Subcommittee of the House Armed Services
Committee

Encl: (1) My ltr dtd 6 Aug 1975 to Mr. N.W. Freeman,
Chairman of the Board of Tenneco, Inc.

1. On April 17, 1975, Mr. N. W. Freeman, Chairman of the
Board of Tenneco wrote to me commenting on my September 23,
1974 testimony before the Seapower Subcommittee of the House
Armed Services Committee. Attached to his letter was a state-
ment prepared by Mr. J. P. Diesel, President of Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, a division of Tenneco.
Mr. Diesel's statement contains detailed comments on my testimony.
Tenneco has provided copies of Mr. Diesel's statement to the
Secretary of Defense, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, to you,
and to others.

2. Enclosure (1) is my response to Mr. Freeman. As I point
out in enclosure (1), it is unfortunate that this exchange
of letters has become necessary. It has taken considerable
time from my work and the work of others to respond to Mr.
Diesel's statement, which is misleading and in many respects
inaccurate. Since large sums of Government funds are at stake,
his charges against the Navy must not go unanswered.

3. Mr. Diesel has repeatedly attempted to attribute essentially
all of Newport News' financial problems- to the Government and
to discredit those who present information to the contrary.
Apparently these efforts are designed to influence high Govern-
ment officials--who cannot be entirely'knowledgeable of all
the facts--to pay more on Newport News' claims than the company
is legally entitled to under the terms of its shipbuilding
contracts.

4. I am providing you additional copies of my response and
respectfully request that you make them available to the
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Secretary of Defense, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, and
to others as you deem appropriate.

k GR(ov

Copy to:
Under Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Installations and Logistics)

Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
The General Counsel of the Navy
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

18AUG 17

MEMORANDUM TO ADMIRAL MICHAELIS

Subj.: Proposed Revision to Navy Procurement Directive
(NPD 1-401.55, July '75)

1. Thank you for your memorandum of 11 August 1975 which
forwarded the latest draft of the proposed revision to Navy
Procurement Directive (NPD) 1-401.55. I was pleased that you
decided not to change the definition of "claims" nor relax the
safeguards applicable to them. Also, the addition of a new
provision, NPD 1-406.51 which reoquires that even formally
issued change orders shall be subject to the same NPD require-
ments as claims if they involve difficult or complex legal,
factual or fiscal issues, will be beneficial.

2. Concerning the proposed, new language which is to be
inserted as NPD 1-401.55(c)(2)a, some clarification is needed.
This new policy statement directs that '.. .where Navy actions
(or inactions) alleged by the contractor, after appropriate
evaluation, constitute a change, the Contracting Officer
should promptly formalize such constructive change(s) in
writing...

3. The above language would appear to require the Contracting
Officer to concede liability for certain constructive changes
even though the parties are unable to agree on an equitable
adjustment in contract price and delivery for the item in
question. I do not believe it is to the Government's
advantage to acknowledge responsibility except when agreement
can also be reached on price and delivery. If such agreement
cannot be reached, the claim may be referred to the Armed .
Services Board of Contract Appeals where the contractor bears
the burden of proving legal entitlement. He should not be
released from that burden unless the claim can be completely
settled.

4. From conversations between my staff and members of the
Office of the General Counsel, I understand that the proposed
change to NPD 1-401.55(c)(2)a is not meant to authorize or
direct Contracting Officers to issue unpriced contract
modifications. Instead, it is intended to encourage
finalization of fully negotiated, priced modifications. To
clarify this intent and to preclude arguments to the contrary,
additional language should be inserted. I suggest that after
the words "in writing", the following be added: "as soon as
the parties have negotiated an acceptable adjustment to the
contract price and delivery clauses."

5. I would appreciate being informed of what action you
intend to take with regard to my recommendation.

i'GARic gj

Copy to:
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
NAVSEA 02
NAVSEA OOL
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362
z ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IN REPLY REFER T0

I 8 MAR 1976

NBIiuORANfi4UML FOL THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Certification of Newport :Jews Claims

Encl: (1) Ply memo for tige Deputy Commander for Contracts,
Naval Ship Systems Command dtd 30 Jun 72

1. I understand tnat you plan to meet with i'ir. Diesel,
President of Newport News, on iwarcn 19, 1976 to discuss ship-
building claims. I recom.mend you take up the subject of claims
certification as the first item of DuSineSs at that meeting.

2. Navy Procurement Directives (ND) 1-401.55) require tnat,
prior to evaluating contractor claim submittals, Contracting
Officers must obtain an affidavit from the responsible senior
company official certifying that, to the oest of his knowledge
anu belief ... (i) the facts in the claim are current, complete,
and accurate and, (ii) the conclusions in the claim accurately
reflect tie material damages or contract adjustments for wnica
the Navy is allegedly liable." Newport News provided gucni an
affidavit on its initial claim under the SSN 688 Class con-
tracts jut nas refused to provide affidavits on its otner
claims.

3. Tnis requirement was implemented because prior experience
indicated tait contractors often submitted grossly inflated
claims and then revised and resubmitted them whenever tne
Government's evaluation of amounts actually owed did not turn
out to be enouga to satisfy the contractor. Enclosure (1)
presents an example of one specific case and is similar to
wnat the Navy is facing withi Newport News today. A possible
fraud action in this case is still being investigated by a
grand jury.

4. In addition to refusing to provide the required affidavits
on its subsequent claims, now it appears that Newport News is
even trying to nullify tae one affidavit it did provide. Tae
situation is this:

On July 2, 1975, Newport News submitted a $142.5
million claim on its SSN 688 Class suomarine contracts.

On October 3, 1975, Newport News, at Naval Sea Systems
Command (AAVSEA) request, provided the required
affidavit for the above claim; AAVSEA began evaluating
the claim.
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In February 1976, NAVSEA, based on a preliminary
analysis, concluded that a provisional price
increase of about 410 million could be made on
the claim.

On Larch 3, 1976, you met with Newport News
officials and informed them that the company
would shortly be receiving a provisional payment
of about lU million.

On iiarcu 8, 1976, Newport News submitted a
revised claim, now totaling 4270.1 million,
covering these sable slips; tile required affi-
davit was not submitted, and has not yet been
requested.

Although tile revised claim is voluminous, comprising 15 books,a cursory review by NAVSEA personnel indicates that therevisions are not confined to additional items of allegedGovernment responsibility arising after submission of tilefirst claim. ilany of the elements of tile first claim, whichtue company certified as being "current, complete, and accu-rate " have also been revised substantially.

S. I believe it is now essential for the Navy to stand firmon its requirement for tihis affidavit and the other safeguards
it has instituted to protect the public from unwarrantedexpenditures. If the Navy makes a provisional payment on tilerevised and uncertified SSN 688 claim or if it proceeds toevaluate other uncertified Newport News claims in tile face ofpressure from Newport iews, tne Navy will nave set a precedentfor all other contractors to push for higher settlements thanthe legal merits of their claims would justify. The Navy canthen look forward to years of wasted effort evaluatingexaggerated and constantly changing claims.

6. I know you are being urged to "improve relations" withsilipbuilders. However, tile problem is not one of luman
relations; it is strictly a matter of money. Newport Newsappears to want the Navy to ensure the company's profitability.Tais could well require a payment of more than tne amount tineyare entitled to under their contracts. The Navy, however, canonly pay claims on tneir legal merits. Payments on any otnerbasis would require tue Secretary of tile Navy to exercise i1isauthority to grant extra-contractual relief under P.L. 85-804.

7. By applying pressure and tnreatening not to build ships,tile company apparently believes it can get paid more on itsclaims than it could otnerwise get. Until contractors are
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convinced that toe Navy intends to handle claims properly and
in accordance with established safeguards, they will continue
to submit inflated claims and attempt to negotiate settlements
with senior Defense officials for more than they are legally
entitled.

8. In summary, the Navy policy should be to expedite claim
settlements on tee basis of legal entitlement. However, tiiis
cannot ue accomplished until Newport News submits realistic
claims and certifies tihat the claims and supporting data are
current, complete, and accurate. I recommend you relate this
to Air. Diesel. If he refuses to submit such realistic certi-
fied data, I recommend the Navy suspend its evaluation of
Newport News claims and not grant provisional price increases
against their claims until the matter is resolved to the
Navy's satisfaction. In the long run this will expedite
resolution of tne claims problem.

9. I would appreciate being informed of what action you take
in this regard.

1, C. AXic-k 9e

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (IGL)
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

2 4 MMR 176
MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF Till NAVY

(INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS)

Subj: Relations with Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Company

1. I understand that you and other senior Navy officials
are to meet with the Deputy Secretary of Defense this week
to discuss how the Navy might improve relations with Newport
News. In view of our past discussion I thought you might
like to have my views on this subject. Therefore I have
summarized them in this memorandum.

2. The basic question in the Newport News situation is
whether the Navy will take responsibility for financial
problems at Newport News regardless of the company's responsi-
bility and performance under its Navy shipbuilding contracts.

3. Most of the financial problem on Newport News Navy
shipbuilding contracts is the outgrowth of company actions
taken several years ago. In 1971, Newport News projected a
need to build up manpower from 18,200 early in 1971 to over
30,000 employees in 1973 to meet its commitments on existing
Navy contracts. In the fall of 1972, Newport News signed a
contract for three Liquified Natural Gas Carriers (LNG's)
and announced plans to build a new yard for construction of
these and other merchant ships. At that time, Newport News
had an employment level of about 27,000 people and was still
building up its manpower. Newport News and Tenneco officials
stated at the time that they expected to make manpower for
the commercial work available within their expected 30,000
employment level due to a projected decline in Navy work
starting in mid-1974.

4. To assuage Navy concern over the potential impact of the
commercial work on Navy work, the Chairman of the Board of
Tenneco in a letter dated February 12, 1973 assured the Navy
that:
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"Tenneco will not allow performance of work on
non-Navy contracts to interfere with thei perfurumince
of work necessary to moot Newport News comt itmentsUlt
on Navy contracts."

S. In early 1973, shipyard productivity decreased and there
was a large increase in fabrication errors--apparently caused
by the lower skill level of the new hires. In 1973, Newport
News announced that it had abandoned its plans to build up
to the 30,000 employees which it had projected were necessary
to meet commitments on Navy contracts. Since that time the
employment level has decreased to the present level of about
22,000.

6. The decline in productivity and increase in rework during
the work force expansion caused an increase in the number of
manhours required to complete present Navy contracts. To
accommodate this increase in manhours and the shortfall in
manning, Newport News stretched out Navy ship construction
schedules. Under the contract terms these manpower problems
and the costs of escalation on the deferred work are the
responsibility of the shipyard.

7. The shipyard still does not have sufficient trained man-
power to meet existing commitments on Navy contracts, and is
currently faced with having to build up the manpower assigned
to commercial contracts or delay the commercial ships. Newport
News is claiming that the Navy is responsible for all the
delays and higher costs which accrue on Navy work.

8. Newport News assembled a large team to prepare claims
on Navy shipbuilding contracts. To generate bases for these
large omnibus claims, employees have been encouraged to search
out and report actions and events that might be used as a
basis for a claim against the Navy. Even minor technical
details or problems are now treated as contractual matters.

9. Settlement of contract changes has also become increasingly
difficult. Often the company either refuses to price the
changes in advance, quotes an excessive and unsupported price,
or demands the right to reopen contract pricing later for
other reasons such as the "cumulative impact of contract
changes."
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10. Recently Newport News has accclerated its efforts to
have the Navy accept responsibility for financial problems
at Newport News. For example, during the past year:

• Newport News stopped work on the CGN 41, claiming
that the contract option for construction of CGN
41 is invalid. A U.S. District Court directed that
the company continue construction while the parties
attempted to negotiate their differences and while
several issues in dispute were submitted to the
Comptroller General for rulings. When the Comptroller
General ruled in the Navy's favor the company disagreed
and returned the dispute to court.

o Newport News continued to refuse to accept most
contract changes without reserving rights to "cumulative
impact" thus making it impossible to preprice most
changes. This created the large backlog of unpriced
changes about which Newport News repeatedly complains.

o Newport News stated, in a February 20, 1976 letter
to the Chief of Naval Operations, that it was considering
stopping work on the CVN 70 and not entering into
new Navy shipbuilding contracts. The company repeated
that statement in a March 15, 1976 letter to Congress-
man T.N. Downing which has been published in the
Congressional Record.

11. Newport News has now submitted to the Navy the large
omnibus claims it has been assembling for over a year. These
shipbuilding claims now total over $894 million in requested
ceiling price adjustments and cover every active Navy ship-
building contract at the shipyard in addition to several
completed contracts. Newport News has been utilizing these
claims as the basis for getting the Navy to accept responsibility
for the financial problems at the shipyard. However:

a. Newport News refuses to certify these claims as
being current, complete, and accurate as required
by Navy Procurement Directives. From preliminary
Navy review it appears that claims are inflated.

b. Newport News typically does not show a relationship
in these claims between alleged Government actions
and increased costs and delays. It simply lists a
series of alleged Government actions, and then
claims that the Government is responsible for all
increased costs and delays.
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12. While Newport News is owed some money on its claims, the

company, by the nature of its claims submissions, has made

it very difficult and time consuming to sort out the items

for which legal entitlement exists. It is reasonable to

conclude from the manner in which the claims have been

presented that the company believes that actual entitlement

under these claims is considerably less than the amount the

company is seeking.

13. In his March 15, 1976 letter to Congressman Downing,

the President of Newport News stated "I need to bring all

the pressure to bear that I can for a prompt and equitable

resolution of the differences between the company and the

Navy. Time has run out." Yet, over $665 million (three-

fourths of the total) of Newport News' claims were submitted

or revised within the last two months. Moreover, it was

Newport News' decision to store up small changes and other

items for use in large omnibus claims rather than adjudicate

them on their merits at the time they arose.

14. The problem with Newport News is strictly one of money.

Relations between the shipyard and the Navy will continue to

be poor until the company is paid what it wants or until

company officials are convinced that the Navy will pay only

what it legally owes. In this regard, you should recognize

that the Newport News parent, Tenneco, is not in any financial

trouble--the corporation is reporting record profits.

15. Under P.L. 85-804, the Secretary of the Navy has authority

to make payments to contractors regardless of contract terms.

In this regard, various possibilities have been discussed.

For example, it has been suggested that Newport News contracts 
be

reformed to extend contract delivery dates and apply revised

escalation provisions on the basis that escalation provisions

on current contracts are inadequate. Actually current contracts

adequately protect shipbuilders against inflation if the

contractors meet contract schedules or if all delays aye

Government-responsible. Extending contract delivery dates

and providing escalation coverage to current Newport News

schedules, however, would result in the Government financing

contractor-responsible delays.

16. Granting extra-contractual relief .in the current

circumstances would create problems. Even if Congress were.

to approve such relief and appropriate the necessary funds,

the Navy would be left with the problem of fending off requests

from other contractors for similar treatment. It would

become increasingly difficult to enforce Government contracts

or settle claims on their legal merits.
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17. Assuming that the Navy intends to resolve claims on
their legal merits rather than grant extra-contractual relief,
I recommend the following actions be taken:

a. Make it clear to Newport News and Tenneco manage-
ment that the Navy will process their claims and settle them
based only on the legal merit of the claims.

b. Return responsibility for settling these claims to
the Naval Sea Systems Command and discourage company officials
from seeking settlements at higher levels.

c. Enforce the Navy requirement that the senior responsible
company official certify that the claims are current, complete,
and accurate.

d. Provide the Naval Sea Systems Command sufficient
resources to review claims expeditiously. Current Navy legal
support is inadequate and too much of the burden falls upon
technical people, who are becoming increasingly unable to
carry out their primary duties because of the claims workload.
The Navy needs to hire, or have the Department of Justice
hire for the Navy, outside legal counsel and such other
assistance as is necessary to assist in the evaluation of
claims and claims related matters.

.G. Ri r

Copy to:
The Secretary of the Navy
The Under Secretary of the Navy
The Chief of Naval Operations
The Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COM.MAND

WASHINGTON. O.C. 27352

IN AEPLV IIIII!R O

MEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Shipbuilding claims

Encl: (1) Notes for discussion with Secretary Cleaents
dtd 7 Apr 1976

1. This morning I met with the Deputy Secretary of Defense

at his request to discuss the subject of shipbuilding claims.

2. Enclosed is a copy of the memorandum I gave to him.

.Rick ker

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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7 April 1976

Notes for discussion with Secretary Clements

Subj: Shipbuilding claims

1. I understand that you have decided to provide shipbuilders

extra-contractual relief under Public Law 85-804 in an effort

to improve relations with shipbuilders and dispose of the

backlog of shipbuilding claims.

2. I have always advocated strict enforcement of defense

contracts and settlement of claims on their legai merits.

However, I have also testified to Congress that if senior

defense officials decide that claims should be settled on

other than their legal merits, they have the authority to

provide extra-contractual relief under P.L. 85-804.

3. The application of P.L. 85-804 relief in this area will,

of course, create new problems: e.g. how to handle other

defense contractors and subcontractors when they request extra-

contractual relief; how to get Congressional support for extra-

contractual payments to large conglomerates who are reporting

high profits; how to negotiate P.L. 85-804 settlements if one

contractor demands a profit regardless of circumstances or

financial need, and another is willing to absorb-a loss; how

to determine the form and amount of what is to be given to the

contractors in order to get them to drop their claims.
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I presume the Shipbuilding Executive Committee which you have

appointed to guide and monitor such settlements is considering

these problems.

4. I believe that the contemplated, one-time granting of

extra-contractual relief will not eliminate the basic problem.

In fact, it may be more difficult to conduct future Defense

business because contractors may believe the Navy will hence-

forth ensure their future profitability regardless of their

contract performance. Specifically:

a. Shipbuilders may conclude that their present approach

of accumulating large backlogs of unpriced changes and alleged

constructive changes to serve as a basis for claims is highly

effective. Even after they have been given extra-contractual

relief on present contracts, when present or future contracts

turn out to be less profitable than anticipated, new claims

can be expected. One major factor in the Navy's relations

with Newport News,. for example, has been the company's

refusal to pre-price changes or to conduct other day-to-day

business in a normal manner. I am not optimistic that paying

off all present claims will eliminate this problem in the

future. The yards manpower availability problem is still

acute. The financial incentive to divert manpower from Navy

work to the expanding commercial work will increase if the

Navy pays for the delays on Navy work while delays on commercial

work are subject to delivery penalties.

b. Since the Navy is presently dependent upon a few

private shipy~ards and the decision has been made not to enforce

the present contracts, the Navy will continue to be vulnerable
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to shipbuilder assertions that they will not perform Navy

shipbuilding contracts unless claims are settled to their

satisfaction. For example, Newport News has refused to honor

the DLGN 41 contract; announced that it was considering stopping

work on the CVN 70 and not entering into new Navy shipbuilding

contracts. Such actions underline the Navy's vulnerability

to threats of work stoppage, regardless of the legal merits

of the shipbuilder's contentions.

c. Navy personnel will still have to devote considerable

time and manpower to negotiating and administering fixed priced

shipbuilding contracts, trying to pre-price changes, and

contesting unwarranted claims--all the while knowing that if

the contract overruns, the contractor has a good chance of

again getting financial relief by appealing to higher authority.

S. Providing financial relief by reforming escalation clauses

on shipbuilding contracts is only a temporary remedy. Although

the current claims backlog may be eliminated, similar future

problems will not be eliminated. It is not that the escalation

clauses on Navy shipbuilding contracts were inequitable. They

provided better protection during the period of high inflation

than the vast majority of defense contracts which contained

no escalation clauses. The only time the Navy's shipbuilding

contracts did not protect shipbuilders against the effects of

inflation was in cases where delays or increased costs were

the responsibility of the contractor. The fundamental problem

is that some shipbuilders upon whom we must depend apparently

will honor contracts only to the extent they are satisfied

with the financial outcome.

92-782 0 - 82 - 13
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6. For the above reasons ,where extra-contractual relief is

provided to one or more of the major shipbuilders, I recommend

the following:

a. The Government should acquire title to the shipyard

as a condition of the P.L. 85-804 settlement. This would

ensure adequate facilities for Navy shipbuilding requirements

regardless of market demands for commercial ships, and eliminate

contractor threats of diverting these resources to other work.

In the case of Newport News, special arrangements could be

made to complete existing non-defense work. Several ship-

builders have complained that profits are too low on Navy

shipbuilding contracts in relation to their investment. They

may be willing to liquidate this investment in settlement of

their shipbuilding claims. In addition, more members of

Congress might support the Public Law 85-804 approach if the

Government ends up owning the shipyard.

b. Once title vests in the Government, operate these

shipyards as government-owned, contractor-operated plants

along the lines the Atomic Energy Commission and its successor,

the Energy Research and Development Administration have used

successfully for 30 years to operate its facilities and

laboratories. Award long term operating contracts, with

provisions for replacement of the operating contractor at the

Government's discretion. The operating contract should be on

a cost reimbursement basis with a sliding fee scale based on

volume of work. By providing a guaranteed profit for little

or no investment, such an arrangement should make shipbuilding
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work financially attractive to contractors. It would enable

the contractor and government personnel to devote their entire

efforts to the difficult task of building ships, instead of

the situation at present where far too much of the time of

contractor and Government personnel is engaged in contracting

disputes.

6. In the past I have opposed the use of cost-plus contracts

for shipbuilding because they tend to destroy contractor

incentive to control costs. However, much of the contractor's

incentive to control cats under fixed priced contracts is

negated when extra-contractual relief is granted. Moreover,

it appears we are unable or unwilling to enforce fixed priced

contracts with much of the shipbuilding industry. If the

Government owns the shipyards; if they are devoted solely to

Government work; and if the Government exercises close

surveillance I believe that they could be operated at no

greater cost to the Government; probably at a lower cost.

As a minimum we would eliminate the overhead currently expended

in contract disputes between shipbuilders and the Navy. The

comparison will, of course, be made with Navy yards. But it

must be recognized that these yards have functions which are

not performed by private yards. Also, they are bound by Civil

Service rules.

7. I continue to advocate strict enforcement of contract

terms and settlement of claims on their legal merits. However,

on the basis that a decision has been made to grant P.L.

8S-804 relief, I recommend that the contemplated extra-

contractual settlements with shipbuilders provide for future

operation of the shipyards involved on a Government-owned,

contractor-operated basis. Under the circumstances this

approach offers the best possibility of a permanent solution

to the shipbuilding claims problem and has the greatest

likelihood of winning Congressional support.

.~ ~ ~ ~ lF Ze G.-
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* 'N. ODEPARTMENTOFTHENAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362

K)!. FED '-= sA

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL '*A' 1976

Subj: Shipbuilding claims

Encl: (1) Notes for discussion with the Honorable Frank
A. Shrontz,. Assistant Secretary of Defense
(I4L)

1. This morning I met with the Assistant Secretary o-
Defense (Installations and Logistics) at his request to
discuss the subject of shipbuilding claims. He was accompsniei
by the Honorable Richard A. Wiley, Department of Defense
General Counsel.

2. Enclosed is a copy of the memorandum I gave tc th =.

A4 RioAr

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,
Naval Sea Systems Command
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22 April 1976

NUf'M MS R D1SaWSJ)ON Wlijil T8l IIONOIIAHIJi FRANK A. S1RDON1Z, ASSISTANT SlCRL'IA1Y
OF DEFINSE (1AL)

Subj: Shipbuilding Claims

Ref: (a) NAVSEA ltr to Mr. N. W. Freeman, Tenneco, Inc. of 6 August 1975
(b) Memo for Asst SECNAV (I&L) dated 24 March 1976
(c) Notes for discussion with Secretary Clements of 7 April 1976

1. There are currently no outstanding claims against the Navy from Electric
Boat Division of General Dynamics. The recent EBDiv claim against the contract
for the first flight of follow SSN 688 Class submarines was handled by the
Naval Sea Systems Command within the claims handling procedures presently
in effect in the Navy. The President of the Electric Boat Division certified
the claim in accordance with the requirements of Naval Procurement Directives
as being current, accurate, and complete. In the claim release, EBDiv agreed
to use their best efforts to submit by 1 December 1976 any remaining claims
they may have on the first flight and on the second flight of the SSN 688
Class for events occurring up to 1 November 1976. They agreed that such
claims would be certified and would show the cause and effect relationship
for which they consider the Government to be responsible under the contracts.
Based on this settlement and claim release, and the history of experience
in dealing with General Dynamics, there is good reason to believe that the
Navy, if allowed to, could work out with EBDiv a reasonable settlement within
the terms of the contracts using the Navy's normal claims processing procedures.

2. The major claim currently before the Navy from Ingalls Shipbuilding Division
of Litton concerns the MA's and, therefore, does not involve nuclear ships.
The Litton claims concerning nuclear ships have already been reviewed by the
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals and are also under investigation.
by the Justice Department for possible fraud. The latter matter is currently
being investigated before a grand jury in Alexandria, Virginia.

3. The largest unresolved issue concerning shipbuilding claims is how to
handle the current Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company of Tenneco,
Inc. claims. These amount to a requested increase in contract ceiling prices
on six contracts which total $894M. If the requested increase of $894M
in ceiling prices were granted, Newport News would ultimately receive actual
payments of about $443M, if the final costs of the ships are the same as
.the latest Newport News cost estimates submitted to the Navy. On the other
hand, if the $894M increase in ceiling prices were approved, and the final costs
of the ships as delivered turned out to be higher than the current Newport News
estimates, then in accordance with the cost sharing provisions of the contracts
Newport News would receive even more than the $443N. This increase in payments
would occur whether or not the increased runout costs were caused by contractor.
responsible matters, such as slowing down remaining Navy work in order to
enable Newport News to. meet fixed price commitments on commercial work. If
the Newport News claims against the Navy were paid as submitted, Newport News
would receive all of their costs for the work they have done and are doing on
construction of Navy ships, whether or not these costs were the responsibility
of the Government, and would also receive a substantial profit on each contract.
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4. There is no question that Newport News in submitting their claims has
included in each one some items and some amounts for which the Navy owes
them money. For many of these items, the Navy has tried for months, and in
some cases years, to get Newport News to submit specific proposals identifying
the cost that the Government owes them on the items, so that each could be
negotiated on its merits. However, Newport News has reserved these items to
include in their omnibus clains so as to ensure that they include at least
some items for which there can be no question as to some entitlement.

S. The Navy, of course, must pay Newport News the amounts to which they are
entitled by their contracts. The best and quickest way to do this would be
for Newport News to submit claims that are factual and correctly relate
Government responsible actions to the amount of money the Government owes
them. If Newport News would do this, then their claims could be processed
fairly and quickly.

6. However, Newport News has chosen to submit voluminous claims which do not
relate Government cause to effect and which obfuscate the issues by alleging
all sorts of Government actions as being responsible for increased costs, such
as Norfolk Naval Shipyard's hiring practices. Newport News refuses to certify
their claims as being current, complete, and accurate, and generally claims
that the Navy is responsible, and owes them for everything that has happened
at Newport News plus a substantial profit. References (a) and (b) discuss
this matter in more detail. The result is that the Government is now faced
with the basic question of whether the Navy should take responsibility for
financial problems at Newport News regardless of the company's responsibility
and performance under its Navy shipbuilding contracts.

7. The matter has now, as you are aware, been taken out of the Navy's hands;
the Department of Defense has publicly stated that the Navy has handled ship-
building contracts in an unsatisfactory manner, and that the present contract
provisions are inequitable and have resulted in injustices and unfair consequences.
In fact, in a pre-trial court hearing this week concerning the dispute over the
validity of the option for the CGN 41, Newport News lawyers cited Department of
Defense statements that the Navy's contracts are unfair in support of their
contention that the CGN 41 option is invalid.

8. When the Department of Defense proceeds with its presentation to the Congress
of the need for reforming present shipbuilding contracts under Public Law 85-804,
witnesses will, of course, have to substantiate the basis on which the Government
finds the present contracts to be invalid. To the extent the Department of
Defense succeeds in establishing these points, it could undermine
the Navy's position in upholding the validity of the CGN 41 contract option or
any other Government contract.

9. Also, there are indications that other contractors are watching this matter
with great interest. For example, Curtis Wright Corporation which had withdrawn
its request for relief under Public Law 85-804 for nuclear component contracts
has now informed their prime contractor, the General Electric Company, that they
are reevaluating their position in view of the more liberal approach announced
by the Department of Defense concerning the use of Public Law 85-804.
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10. Since the use of Public Law 85-804 in the case of Newport News has been
initiated by the Government and not the contractor, and is apparently to be
applied in order to ensure that the contractor receives profits on present
fixed price incentive fee contracts, it is obvious that the entire defense
industry will desire to evaluate the impact of the precedents set in light
of their own situations. As a minimum, these actions can be expected to
encourage defense contractors to handle their contractual dealings at the
OSD level rather than at the Navy Systems Command level.

11. As I stated in reference (c), I believe that the contemplated, one-time
granting of extra-contractual relief will not eliminate the basic problem.
In fact, it may encourage contractors to believe that the Navy will henceforth
be instructed to ensure their future profitability regardless of their
contract performance. The impact of the use of Public Law 85-804 in this
case could be profound on all existing and future Defense contracts.

4Gk-icc
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

APR 2 8 W6

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Shipbuilding claims

Ref: (a) Navy shipbuilding in the United States; views
of Gordon W. Rule, dtd 4 March 1976; reprinted
in Congressional Record of 18 March 1976

(b) Navy shipbuilding in the United States; additional
views of Gordon W. Rule, dtd 22 Harch 1976

(c) Gordon W. Rule memo dtd 29 March 1976 to Chief
of Naval Material, subj: "The Use of P.L.
85-804 to Remedy the Situation Existing in
Three Shipyards in the United States, Which
Adversely Affects the Defense of the United
States--thoughts concerning"

(d) My memorandum for ASN(I&L) dtd 24 March 1976,
subj: Relations with Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Co.

(e) My memorandum for DEPSECDEF dtd 7 Apr 1976, subj:
Shipbuilding claims

(f) My memorandum for ASD(I&L) dtd 22 Apr 1976; subj:
Shipbuilding claims

(g) My letter to Mr. N.W. Freeman, Chairman of the
Board, Tenneco, Inc., dtd 6 August 1975

1. In references (a), (b), and (c), Mr. Gordon Rule,
Director, Procurement Control and Clearance Division, Naval
Material Command, has set forth his views concerning Navy
shipbuilding in the United States; the shipbuilding claims
backlog; the causes of the backlog, and how the claims should
be resolved. Mr. Rule attributes most of the current ship-
building procurement problems to "unfair" Navy shipbuilding
contracts which he contends are of the wrong type and which
contain delivery dates and target costs that are unrealistic.
Mr. Rule's proposed long-range solution to these problems is
to eliminate the use of competition in awarding shipbuilding
contracts and place these contracts with shipbuilders on a
cost-plus basis, definitizing them only as the ships are well
into the construction process. References (a), (b), and
(c) have been widely circulated to key officials in the
Defense Department. The purpose of this memorandum is to
point out areas of disagreement between Mr. Rule's contentions
and my own views regarding the shipbuilding claims problem.
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2. Mr. Rule's memoranda fail to mention the many items of
shipbuilder responsibility that have greatly contributed to
cost increases; such as, increased overhead, reduced
productivity, inadequate manpower, construction errors
requiring rework, etc. In the case of Newport News I have
cited many such items in references (d) and (g).

3. In regard to Mr. Rule's allegations that the Navy ship-
building contracts are unfairit should be recognized that
shipbuilders have traditionally enjoyed more favorable
contract terms than other defense contractors engaged in
fixed priced work. Escalation provisions in shipbuilding
c6ntracts are more liberal than those employed in other
defense contracts. Progress payment provisions in shipbuilding
contracts also are more liberal than those employed in other
fixed priced defense contracts. Moreover, the Navy assumes
financial responsibility for many of the high risk aspects
of ship construction by providing Government-furnished design
and components.

4. Type of contract, delivery dates, target costs, share-
line provisions, ceiling prices, and other terms and conditions
of shipbuilding contracts are, in all cases, mutually agreed
to at time of contract award. Contrary to Mr. Rule's state-
ments neither I nor anyone on my staff has attempted to or
is able to dictate labor hours or other contract terms to
shipbuilders. Mr. Rule should know this since he reviewed
each of these contracts before it was placed. In fact he
is the only procurement official I know of still in a position
of authority who was involved in all of the contracts
currently being discussed. For example, in the case of the
NIMITZ/EISENHOWER contract which accounts for one-fourth of
the total Newport News claims, Mr. Rule personally attended
many of the negotiating sessions as well as reviewed and
approved the final contract.

S. Mr. Rule cites unfair or wrong escalation provisions
as a possible basis for providing shipbuilders extra-contractual
relief. There has been misunderstanding and unwarranted
criticism of the so-called old escalation provisions used
in shipbuilding contracts. Shipbuilders receive escalation
protection through several means. Under the escalation clause,
they receive escalation payments based on changes in the
Bureau of Labor Statistics shipbuilding industry indices.
In addition, they often include contingencies in their bids
when the anticipate that the impact of inflation will be
greater than the amounts that will he paid under the escalation
clause. Also, the price of contract changes for extra work
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or Government-responsible delay include separate contingencies
for escalation. To the extent shipbuilders actually incur
more escalation than that covered by the escalation clause
or included as a contingency in the contract price, they
can recover most of the excess under cost sharing provisions
up to the ceiling price of the contract,even if the excess
is not due to Government-responsible causes.

6. Under Navy shipbuilding contracts shipbuilders agreed
to accept the risk for cost increases beyond ceiling price,
including the effects of inflation, unless under the terms
of their contracts the responsibility rested with the Govern-
ment. Thus, shipbuilders were well protected, even through
the period of double digit inflation as-long as they performed
within the contract delivery date and ceiling price. In my
view such an arrangement is both fair and equitable. The
fact that the Navy subsequently adopted even more liberal
escalation provisions in new contracts is primarily due to
the shipbuilders superior bargaining position, not to basic
inequity in the old escalation clause.

7. Mr. Rule states that although some of the current ship-
building claims are of dubious value, those that are valid
are not settled as promptly as they should be. But the
evaluation and settlement of large; multi-million dollar
shipbuilding claims is a difficult, time-consuming process,
even when they are accurate and complete. More ften, however,
shipbuilding claims are inflated,and these claims tend to
be far more difficult and time-consuming to evaluate, since
the Government is forced to investigate every allegation
whether founded or unfounded. Moreover, when a shipbuilder
elects to prosecute his claim based upon how much money he
needs to make his corporate profit or cash flow objectives,
rather than what the Government legally owes, negotiations
are arduous, time-consuming, and generally unsuccessful.

8. To discourage inflated claims and help speed claims
processing, Navy Procurement Directives require that contractors
certify at time of claim submission,that their claims are
current, complete, and accurate. To date, Newport News has
refused to provide the required affidavits. This further
delays claim processing.

9. Although Newport News complains about slow handling of-
shipbuilding claims by the Navy, the company has submitted
the bulk of its claims only within the past year. In fact,
S665 million of the S894 million backlog of Newport News
claims were received since the first of this year. Despite
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Navy efforts to negotiate and settle promptly the price of
contract changes, and items of alleged Government responsibility
at the time the event occurs, the company has refused to do
so, electing instead to save these items for use in developing
subsequent, omnibus claims such as those recently submitted.
Thus, delay in evaluating and settling claims often stems
from a shipbuilder's decision to save up individual items
for a large, "get-well" claim; the exaggerated nature of
the claim; the company's refusal to certify its claim; and
its unwillingness to prosecute claims based on their legal
merit. The only way to settle such claims promptly is to
pay the contractor whatever he wants, regardless of legal
entitlement.

10. Mr. Rule points out that there are two sides to every
question and that the causes of shipbuilding claims cannot
be all the fault of the shipbuilder. To my knowledge, no
one in the Navy has suggested that shipbuilding claims are
completely without merit. However, from what I have seen,
the Navy has been willing to pay what it legally owes. The
recent $97 million claim settlement with Electric Boat is a
good example. The contractor submitted a claim, and certified
that it was current, complete, and accurate. The Navy reviewed
the claim and settled it for the amount the Navy determined
it legally owed. In claim settlements to date, the Navy
seems to have been fair in acknowledging its responsibility.

11. Mr. Rule states that the shipyards involved in the
proposed P.L. 85-804 action must realize they have an obligation
to cooperate and not expect to obtain benefits beyond what
is reasonably determined to be Navy responsibility. However,
to determine what the Navy legally owes requires a thorough
legal and technical review of the claims. Such a review
has not yet been performed. Without such a review by competent
legal and technical personnel, neither Mr. Rule nor anyone
else can determine how much of what the shipbuilders request
is beyond Navy responsibility.

12. Mr. Rule has recommended that in the future the Navy
allocate its ship construction contracts to shipyards in
accordance with a pre-determined mobilization plan rather
than attempt to obtain price competition for combatant war-
ships. lie proposes that the Navy then authorize starting
ship construction under a cost-no-fee contract to be definitized
into a fixed price incentive contract later in the construction
period. Mr. Rule's proposed arrangement would eliminate any
pressure of price competition in cases where more than one
yard can build a ship. Moreover, by routinely authorizing
construction before pricing the-contract, the Navy would
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be deliberately placing itself in a poor negotiating position.
Since the amount of profit would presumably be based on the
cost, the profit incentive to reduce costs through improved
efficiency and productivity would be greatly reduced.

13. Reference (d) presented a summary of my views on the
Newport News situation. I made recommendations based on the
assumption that the Navy would insist on enforcing its
contract terms. In references (e) and (f), I pointed out
that the one-time granting of extra-contractual relief is
only a temporary remedy; that some shipbuilders upon whom
we depend apparently will honor contracts only to the extent

they are satisfied with the financial outcome; and that
granting P.L. 85-804 relief would create many problems. I
recommended that if such a shipbuilder is to be excused from
his contracts and given financial relief, the Navy should
acquire title to the shipyard as a condition of a P.L. 85-804
settlement, and operate it under cost-plus contract with
private industry as a Government-owned, Contractor-operated
facility. In that way, the shipbuilder would get his
guaranteed profit; the Navy would be assured of adequate
shipbuilding facilities, regardless of market demands for
commercial ships; and perhaps both contractor and Government
personnel could then concentrate their efforts on the difficult
task of building ships. The Energy Research and Development
Administration and its predecessor, the Atomic Energy
Commission, have operated their laboratories and facilities
in this manner for 30 years. In this regard, it should be
borne in mind that the Government already owns a large
amount of the facilities defense contractors operate in
manufacturing defense equipment. With Government ownership
of the facilities, the operating contractor would still
be responsible for efficient performance of the work, but
would no longer be in a position to divert the facilities to
other work. Further, if the Government were not satisfied
with the performance of the operating contractor, the
Government could replace the contractor.

14. In summary, Mr. Rule urges excusing shipbuilders from
their contract obligations on the basis that alleged poor
Navy procurement practices or unfair Navy contracts led to
the current claims problem. This ignores the problem that
some shipbuilders have been unwilling to settle claims on
the basis of legal entitlement. To the extent that those
contractors who refuse to honor their ccntracts are rewarded

by extra-contractual payments, other defense contractors

maybe encouraged to seek similar relief. Instead of resolving

the claims problem, extra-contractual payments could result

in an increase in claims throughout the defense industry and

development of an attitude among defense procurement
personnel that they are to pay whatever contractors request.

15. I would appreciate it if you would distribute this
memorandum to those officials who were provided official or

unofficial copies of references (a), (b) , and (c) so that
in their deliberations they can consider the information
contained herein.

4G. RIC&OVER

Copy to:
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,
Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINaTON, D.C. 203

IN REPLY REFER TO

'I7 MAY MO8
The Honorable Les Aspin
Room 439
Cannon House Office Building
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Aspin:

This is in reply to your letter of May 3, 1976. In this
letter you stated that you had reviewed my testimony of
September 24, 1974 before the Sea Power Subcommittee of the
House Armed Services Committee concerning shipbuilding con-
tracts and claims. You requested my comments on the "legality,
propriety, wisdom and long-term impact" of the current Defense
Department proposal to use Public Law 85-804 to modify certain
shipbuilding contracts.

As my testimony shows, I have long advocated enforcement
of defense contracts and settlement of claims on their legal
merits. I view the issue this way: Why bother negotiating
and signing contracts if they are not going to be enforced?

My testimony also shows that if defense officials con-
sider the Navy should settle claims for more than contractors
are legally owed, or on any basis which bypasses orderly
procedures for settlement of claims, they can exercise their
authority to provide extra-contractual relief under the
provisions of P.L. 85-804. I have made it clear I fully
understand that any settlement made under P.L. 85.804 is a
matter within the purview of defense officials and the Congress.

Defense officials have notified Congress of their
intention to provide P.L. 85-804 relief to Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, a division of Tenneco; to
Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics; to Ingalls
Snipbuilding Division of Litton Industries; and to National
Steel and Shipbuilding Company. They are doing this to resolve
the backlog of shipbuilding claims quickly.

The terms of the P.L. 85-804 settlements with these
shipbuilders have not yet been negotiated. Some of the claims
have not yet been submitted. The claims in hand have not been
reviewed to determine Government responsibility for the
amounts claimed. For these reasons, I am in no position to
give an opinion on whether the final settlements will
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satisfactorily resolve the shipbuilding claims problem. I
have pointed out to my superiors that the extent to which the
proposed settlements result in the Government paying for items
for which contractors are liable may set precedents which
could undermine the integrity of Government contracts--not
only those in shipbuilding but throughout the defense industry,
and possibly other segments of industry as well.

During the past ten years, it has become increasingly
common for some shipbuilders who overrun their contracts to -

submit large, after-the-fact claims in an effort to get the
Government to pay for the overrun plus a desired profit.
Frequently these claims are exaggerated. Some shipbuilders
from the outset of a contract collect a record of every item
for which they can find any basis to allege Government
responsibility. Years later, when the shipbuilder knows what
his final costs will be, these items are consolidated into a
general allegation of Government responsibility for all delays
and costs experienced, without relating the individual causes
to specific effects. The amount claimed is often inflated
sufficiently to produce the profit desired by the shipbuilder,
even if the claim is settled for only a fraction of the claimed
amount.

When such claims are submitted the Navy must perform a
rigorous analysis to determine the legal basis for payment.
Theoretically the burden of proof rests on the contractor to
demonstrate legal entitlement. In practice, the Navy, to
demonstrate that the contractor is not entitled to the larger
amounts claimed, often ends up having to construct whatever
legitimate case the shipbuilder might have. The Navy analysis
is obviously time consuming. Sometimes it appears that a
shipbuilder saves up these claims to submit to the Navy over
a short period, thus creating a large claims backlog. It is
not then uncommon for some shipbuilders to pressure defense
officials to settle the claims quickly.

Under the terms of Navy shipbuilding contracts, ship-
builders are compensated for changes, disruption, delays and
other cost increases, which arise from causes which are the
Government's responsibility. The Navy policy is to resolve
each item with the shipbuilder as soon as the cause is
identified. However, when it becomes evident that the costs
attributable to Government-responsible causes are not enough
to yield their desired profit, they hold out for higher
amounts. They save up items over a period of years which are
then submitted as an omnibus claim. They exaggerate the
effects of Government actions. They refuse to support the
elements with cause and effect analysis. They revise claims
repeatedly. They threaten to stop work if the claims are not
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paid quickly. They complain publicly and to defense officials
about unfair treatment. By these means some shipbuilders
believe they will be paid more than if their claims were
settled on legal merits.

Some shipbuilders allege in claims that all delays and cost
increases are the Government's fault, even when they know that
much of the delay and increased cost were caused by factors
within the shipbuilder's contractual responsibility. The
Navy's normal claims evaluation procedure is to determine and
pay only for items of Government responsibility. When agree-
ment cannot be reached the contract calls for referral to the
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals.

The proposed P.L. 85-804 approach would by-pass this
process. The decision to apply P.L. 85-804 to shipbuilding
claims introduces questions which must be considered by those
responsible for implementing this decision. For example:

a. How can the Government determine a fair and
equitable settlement without a thorough review and analysis of
each claim?

b. How can the need to by-pass normal settlement proce-
dures be justified when shipbuilders themselves have elected
to submit large, after-the-fact, "get-well" claims rather than
pricing out and settling individual items of Government
responsibility as they occur?

c. How can the need for immediate, extra-contractual
relief be justified in cases where shipbuilders or their
parent conglomerates are reporting record profits?

d. How can P.L. 85-804 relief be granted in the absence
of a formal request and documentation as to the need for such
relief from the contractors concerned?

e. How can P.L. 85-804 relief be applied without
undermining the requirement contained in the Armed Services
Procurement Regulations that all other legal or administrative
remedies must first be exhausted?

f. How can settlements be reached that do not leave
currently pending claims outstanding?

g. How can settlements be reached that do not encourage
future claims?
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h. how can settlements be reached which will not
encourage other Government contractors and subcontractors to
seek extra-contractual relief, or not encourage them to adopt
the practice of trying to improve their financial position by
submitting massive claims?

i. How can the Government have effective business
relationships if contractors can conclude the Government will
not enforce its contracts? -

Statements have beer made to the effect that P.L. 85-804
relief is needed because Navy shipbuilding contracts awarded
during the late 1960's and early 1970's were inequitable,
unfair, or unworkable. The principal reason given is that
they allegedly did not protect the contractor adequately
against the effects of inflation. The "inequity" stems from
the fact that shipbuilding contracts do not protect
shipbuilders against the effects of inflation when ships are
delivered late or at higher cost for reasons that, under the
terms of the contract, are the shipbuilder's responsibility.

When the contracts were negotiated, both the Navy and the
shipbuilders were well aware that the contracts did not provide
such protection. Moreover, I am aware of no shipbuilder claim
which asserts that the escalation clause is inequitable or that
the Government is responsible to provide escalation protection
for contractor-responsible delays. I

The escalation provisions of shipbuilding contracts pro-
vide for payments to shipbuilders based on changes in economic
indices prepared specifically for the shipbuilding industry
by the Department of Labor. Such protection against unanti-
cipated inflation is rarely found in defense contracts outside
the shipbuilding industry. Therefore, shipbuilders are better
protected from the effects of unanticipated inflation than any
other segment of the defense industry. Contractors other than
shipbuilders accept the risk of unanticipated inflation on
contracts which require many years to complete. In shipbuilding
contracts, on the contrary, that risk is taken by the Government
to the extent the shipbuilder performs within the negotiated
target amounts of the contract.

Shipbuilders suffer from inflation only to the extent
their delays or cost overruns are not caused by actions which
are the Navy's responsibility under the contract. When the
Government is responsible for cost increases beyond the
original contract amounts, the contracts provide for
reimbursement, including escalation. When the contractor is
responsible, the extra costs are his to absorb. That is the
identical method used to pay for changes on all other defense
contracts.
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If the Navy's shipbuilding contracts are determined to be
inequitable because they do not protect the shipbuilders from
the effects of inflation on contractor-responsible costs,
it could then be argued that all long term Government contracts
and subcontracts which do not provide such protection are also
inequitable.

Apart from whether Congress accepts the characterization
of Navy shipbuilding contracts as unfair, inequitable, or
unworkable, some shipbuilders may now argue in courts of law
that Navy shipbuilding contracts have been impeached by such
statements of defense officials before the Congress and are
therefore unenforceable. The Navy is already experiencing
problems in this regard. Last month in a court pre-trial i
hearing, Newport News lawyers cited Defense Department state-
ments that Navy contracts are unfair, in support of their
contention that the option for the nuclear cruiser CGN-41 is
invalid. Thus, should the Defense Department be unable to
negotiate a P.L. 85-804 settlement with the shipbuilders,
statements made by officials in support of the P.L. 85-804
action might render the contracts unenforceable.

Consequently, if the requested use of P.L. 85-804 is not
approved, I believe Congress would be well-advised to establish
a formal record as to whether the Navy shipbuilding contracts
are, in fact, unfair, inequitable, or unworkable. In this way
the statements of defense officials in support of the P.L. as-
804 action will not, of themselves, be sufficient to render
Navy shipbuilding and other Government contracts legally
unenforceable.

Complaints have been made that the Navy is handling its
claims slowly. The impression is left that these delays are
causing financial hardship to shipbuilders. In this regard
the following status of claims at the four shipyards
included in the proposed P.L. 85-804 settlement should be
considered:

a. National Steel and Shipbuilding Company. I understand
that this company has announced its intention to submit a
claim, but to date it has not done so.

b. Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics. One
large claim was recently settled for $97 million
following normal Navy procedures. Electric Boat
currently has no other outstanding shipbuilding claims
against the Navy. The company has notified the Navy
that a claim on the SSN 688 Class ships will be

92-782 0 - 82 - 14
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submitted later this year. They have agreed that this
claim will be certified as current, accurate, and com-
plete as of 1 November 1976; also that the claim will
document cause and effect of all Government-responsible
items.

c. Ingalls Shipbuilding Division of Litton Industries.
The $504.8 million LiHA claim is the only Litton claim
currently outstanding in the Navy. Although this
claim was first asserted in general terms some four
years ago, the company did not agree until January,
1976 to submit a documented claim. The Navy is now
receiving portions of the claim for evaluation. One
$107.8 million shipyard-wide "ripple" claim has been
heard by the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals;
the final Board decision is pending. The Board
recently issued its decision in the case of a $31.2
million Litton submarine claim, awarding the company
$16.5 million. This is the claim before a Federal
Grand Jury for investigation of possible fraud.

d.. Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company,
Inc. Of the $894 million increase in ceiling prices
requested in the claims submitted,, all but $69 million
was submitted within the last ten months; $665 million
was submitted in the-past four months. To date,
although so requested by the Navy, company officials
have refused to certify these claims as being current,
complete, and accurate. Navy Procurement Directives
require such certification prior to commencing
evaluation.

These claims are voluminous. A cursory review
indicates- that in many cases these claims do not relate
specific causes to specific effects. Extensive Navy
effort will be required to determine the amount the
Navy actually owes Newport News.

In this regard, if the Navy were to adjust contract
ceiling prices by the full $894 million requested, the
actual additional Navy cash payments to the company
would be about $450 million. This' figure is based on
the assumption that Newport News will complete the ships
within the estimates contained in their latest cost
reports. Such a settlement would result in Newport
News recovering all their costs plus about twice the
aggregate target profits specified in the original
contracts. Even if the claims were settled for but
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40 percent of the $894 million claimed, Newport News
would recover all their costs plus roughly the same
aggregate target profit specified in te original
contracts.

As discussed below, much of the financial problem
on Newport News-Navy shipbuilding contracts is the
outgrowth of company actions taken several years ago.
Thus, it is apparent that the Newport News claims are
highly inflated.

The above status summary shows that, while it does take
considerable time to evaluate complex, multi-million dollar
claims--particularly when they are inflated and do not
reasonably relate cause and effect--the allegation that the
Navy has been slow in processing the current claims backlog is
misleading.

The basic question in the Newport News situation is
whether the Navy will take responsibility for financial prob-
lems at Newport News regardless of the company's responsibility
and performance under its Navy shipbuilding contracts. In my
opinion most of the financial problem on Newport News-Navy
shipbuilding contracts is the outgrowth of company actions.

In 1971, Newport News projected a need to build up man-
power from 18,200 early in 1971 to over 30,000 employees in
1973 to meet its commitments on existing Navy contracts. In
the fall of 1972, Newport News signed a contract for three
Liquified Natural Gas Carriers (LNG's) and announced plans to
build a new yard for construction of-these and other merchant
ships. The decision to take these actions was made by Tenneco
without any prior consultation or agreement by the Navy--as
it was then Newport News' right to do.

At that time, Newport News had an employment level of
about 27,000 people and was still building up its manpower.
Newport News and Tenneco officials stated at the time that
they expected to make manpower for the commercial work
available within their expected 30,000 employment level due
to a projected decline in Navy work starting in mid-1974.-

In early 1973, shipyard productivity decreased and there
was a large increase in fabrication errors--apparently caused
by the lower skill level of the new hires. In 1973, Newport
News announced that it had abandoned its plans to build up to
the 30,000 employees which it had projected were necessary to
meet commitments on Navy contracts. Since that time the
employment level has decreased to the present level of about
22,000.
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The decline in productivity and increase in rework during
the work force expansion caused an increase in the number of
manhours required to complete present Navy contracts. To
accommodate this increase in manhours and the shortfall in
manning, Newport News stretched out Navy ship construction
schedules. Under the contract terms these manpower problems
and the costs of escalation on the deferred work are the
responsibility of the shipyard.

The shipyard still does not have sufficient trained man-
power to meet existing commitments on Navy contracts. As a
result, the company is currently faced with: (1) building up
the manpower assigned to commercial contracts, (2) delaying
the commercial ships, or (3) delaying the Navy ships further.
Newport News in its claims states that the Navy is responsible
for all the delays and higher costs which accrue on Navy work.

While Newport News is owed some money on its claims, the
company, by the nature of its claims submissions, has made it
very difficult and time consuming to sort out the items for
which legal entitlement does exist. It is reasonable to con-
clude from the manner in which the claims have been presented
that the company believes actual entitlement under these claims
to be considerably less than the amount being sought.

Statements have been made to the effect that the ship-
building claims problem stems principally from the fact that
many of these ships are nuclear powered. The type of power
plant used in a ship has nothing to do with the issue of
whether or not there will be claims. In the early 1970's the
large shipbuilding claims involved primarily non-nuclear ships
and non-nuclear shipyards, such as Avondale, Todd, and Lockheed;
Newport News submitted several claims on non-nuclear ships.

The recent claims by Newport News and Electric Boat
involve nuclear ships, since those yards currently build
only nuclear ships for the Navy. The Litton claims are only to
a smaller extent involved with nuclear ships.

Even in the case of nuclear ships, except for the nuclear
propulsion plant--for which I am responsible--the ships are
built to the same standards and with the same methods employed
on non-nuclear ships. Thus, it is not correct to characterize
the shipbuilding claims problem as one predominantly associated
with nuclear power..

A specific example may help illustrate what the Navy is
up against. Much of the impetus for the decision to settle
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shipbuilding claims under P.L. 85-804, in my view, stems from
the efforts of Newport News officials and their superiors in
Tenneco. About two years ago they began airing complaints
about the Navy before Congress and in the press. Company
officials took the position that on all Navy shipbuilding con-
tracts they should be guaranteed a 7 percent profit after
paying interest and other unallowable costs. To the extent
they realize less, they recommended that the Navy adjust its
contracts to yield the desired results and modify Navy
procurement policies to ensure profitability in future
contracts.

Despite Newport News' notification as early as October,
1974 of its intention to submit claims, the company did not
submit these until recently--$825 million of the $894 million
total in the last ten months, $665 million in the last four
months. But the pressure has been intense to settle these
claims immediately. On February 19, 1976, Newport News
submitted its largest claim on a single contract; a $221
million, sixteen volume claim against the carriers CVN 68
and CVN 69. (Newport News cost reports submitted to the Navy
indicate that they have recovered all costs to date on this
contract and that, without the claim, Newport News estimates
they will make a profit of about $30 million on the CVN 68
and CVN 69.) The following day the President of Newport News
sent a letter to the Chief of Naval Operations intimating that
Newport News was considering stopping work on the CVN 70 and
not entering into new Navy shipbuilding contracts until its
claims were resolved.

Six months earlier, Newport News actually stopped work on
CGN 41, claiming that the contract option for construction of
that ship was invalid. Construction was resumed under court
order. However, Newport News still refuses to recognize the
validity of the CGN 41 option because they want a higher price.
Although the Navy lawyers are convinced that Newport News has
no valid legal basis for its contentions, it could take years
of litigation to establish that point. In this regard, it is
worth noting that the Navy is at a disadvantage in the litiga-
tion due to the imbalance in legal resources being applied on
this case. The brunt of the Navy's legal work on this case
is currently being handled by one lawyer, two years out of
law school, who is handling this case as one of several
assignments. Newport News, on the other hand, has thus far
charged to the Navy contract over $155 thousand of outside
counsel fees on the CGN 41 option dispute plus a seven percent
profit to Newport News. It is interesting to me that I have
been unable to get the Navy to hire outside counsel to help
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the Navy prepare its case, but the Navy is paying Nowport News
for its outside counsel.

Newport News officials have made their intentions clear.
On March 15, 1976, the President, Newport News sent a letter
to Congressman Downing (reprinted in the March 18 Congressional
Record) in which he stated: "I need to bring all the pressure
to bear that I can for a prompt and equitable resolution of
the differences between the Company and the Navy. Time has
run out." Newport News has brought pressure to bear on the
Navy through their public statements; by complaints to defense
officials and Members of Congress; by threats of taking no
future Navy business; and in the case of CGN 41, by challenging
the validity of the CGN 41 option and actually stopping work.
In my own case, a well-known Washington attorney under retainer
to Tenneco, last year lobbied extensively in Congress and in
the Executive Branch in an effort to dissuade the Secretary of
the Navy from extending me on active duty when my reappointment
came up for renewal last January.

There seems to be a tendency by some defense officials to
view the shipbuilding claims problem as simply a problem in
human relations. In actuality it is strictly one of money.
If a shipbuilder is going to hold out for more than he is
legally owed, his relations with the Navy will deteriorate
until either he convinces the Navy to pay whatever he wants,
regardless of legal entitlement; or, until the Navy convinces
him he will be paid only what he is legally owed, regardless
of pressures the company may bring to bear.

I believe the Navy would be better off if it would insist
on compliance with its contracts--in federal court if necessary--
to maintain a sound basis for conducting future business. If
contractors believe they will be excused from their contract
obligations by submitting inflated claims, refusing to honor
contracts, complaining to higher authority, and the like, they
and others will be encouraged to follow this approach in the
future.

I recognize that senior defense officials have responsi-
bilities far broader than my own and as a result may have to
view problems differently than I do. Perhaps, because of our
dependence on particular private shipbuilders they may be able
to refuse to honor contracts. If this is the case, and the
Navy is going to have to guarantee profit on shipbuilding
contracts under threat of not being able to get Navy ships, I
would favor the Government acquiring title to such shipyards.
They could then be operated by private industry under long-
term contracts that would guarantee the operating contractor
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a profit. In that way the Navy would have an assured source
of supply; shipbuilding would be financially attractive to
contractors (no investment together with a guaranteed profit);
and perhaps both the Navy and its shipbuilders could concen-
trate on ship construction rather than contract disputes. If
the contractor did not perform satisfactorily the Navy could
seek a different contractor to operate the facility. This
approach would prevent the shipbuilder from again forcing
reformation of his contracts by threats of diverting his manpower
and facilities to other work.

My proposal to acquire certain shipyards and operate them
as Government-owned, contractor-operated plants rather than
just to reform contracts in response to shipbuilder threats
has been criticized as an attempt to nationalize the shipyards,
and as being contrary to the "free enterprise" system and
defense procurement policies. Actually, the procurement of
military hardware from Government-owned, contractor-operated
facilities is not a novel method in defense procurement. In
fact, it appears that Navy ships are among the few major weapon
systems not presently being procured from contractors who use
large amounts of Government-owned facilities. Specifical.ly:

a. As of 1975, Department of Defense investment in terms
of acquisition cost, in its 88 Government-owned, contractor-
operated facilities totaled almost $4 billion. Since most of
these plants were built during World War-II or the 1950's, the
current value of these facilities is undoubtedly significantly
greater than the original acquisition costs.

b. The Air Force has 32 major plants which produce and
assemble airframes, engines, guided missiles, and electronics
for both defense and for commercial customers. The contractors
operating these plants rely extensively on Government-owned
facilities to perform their contracts. Examples of aircraft
weapon systems produced in whole or part at Air Force plants
are the B-1 bomber; the F-4, F-15, and F-16 fighters; the
F-lll fighter bomber; and the C-SA, C-130, C-140, C-141 cargo
planes. Missile systems produced in Air Force plants include
the Titan III, Minuteman II and III, SRAM, Genie, TOW, Phoenix,
Maverick, and Harpoon.

c. The Navy has 23 active plants dependent on Government-
owned facilities to produce and assemble airframes, rocket
engines, guided missiles, gun mounts, and electronics. Air-
craft weapon systems produced at Navy Government-owned,
contractor-operated plants include the F-14 fighter, the A-6E
bomber, the EA-6B electronic warfare plane, the E-2C early
warning aircraft, the A-7 Corsair II bomber, and the T-2
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trainer. Missile systems produced in Navy-owned plants
include the Standard and Redeye missile systems, the Condor
and Sparrow III missiles, and the Polaris, Poseidon, and
Trident .1 missiles.

d. The Army has 24 ammunition plants which are entirely
owned by the Government and operated by contractors. The
acquisition value of these ammunition plants exceeds $2
billion. In addition, the Army has 9 other industrial
facilities with a total acquisition value greater than $200
million. The-Army's M60A1 tanks are built in a Government-
owned, contractor-operated facility. Dragon missiles and
U1i-1 "Uluey" helicopters are assembled in Government-owned,
contractor-operated facilities.

Except for the Army ammunition plants, most of these
facilities are provided under facilities contracts in which
the contractor gets rent-free use of the facility for Government
work. Many of these plants have Government- and contractor-
owned assets intermingled such that the plant cannot be
operated properly without the consent and participation of
both the Government and the contractor. This co-mingling of
assets prevents the Government from changing plant contractors
in the event of unsatisfactory management, even if the
Government has paid for nearly the whole plant.

Large, amounts of the Defense Department's procurement
budget are spent on weapons systems produced primarily in
Government-owned, contractor-operated facilities. In FY
1976 alone, Congress appropriated:

$1,036,100,000 for the F-14A fighter, A-6E bomber,
EA-6B electronic warfare plane, and the E-2C
early warning aircraft--all to be assembled by a
contractor at the Navy's plants at Bethpage and
Calverton, New York.

$1,415,500,000 for the F-15 fighter to be produced
by a contractor at the Air Force's facility in
St. Louis, Missouri.

$451,100,000 for M60A1 tanks to be built by a
contractor in the Army's tank plant in Detroit,
Michigan.

. $265,800,000 for Minuteman III missiles which will
be built in Air Force facilities and $199,900,000
for the Trident missile which is being developed
and is to be produced in a Navy-owned facility.
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Thus, if building ships in Government-ownod, contractor-
operated shipyards is labelled nationalization of an industry
and abandonment of the free-enterprise system, then shipbuildingwould be one of the last segments of defense industry to be sonationalized. The major difference under the concept I wouldpropose and past Defense Department practice, however, would bethat the Government would own the entire shipyard so that theoperating contractor could not render the shipyard useless
simply by denying use of essential, contractor-owned facilities.The Navy should also retain the right to change operating
contractors if they did not perform satisfactorily. Thisdifference would be a major improvement over the manner inwhich many of our defense procurement dollars are presently
spent.

I trust this letter is responsive to your request. Inview of the fact that the general problem of Navy shipbuildingclaims is presently the subject of public hearings by the HouseArmed Services Committee, I have taken the liberty of providinga copy of my response to the Chairman of that Committee.

Respectfully,

9-G.ick Xr
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WA"WINGTON. D.C. SOD3A

2 June 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Letter to you from J. P. Diesel, President, Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company of 21 May 1976

With the subject letter, a copy of which you furnished me on 27 May
1976, Mr. Diesel forwarded to you a 16-;4 ge "Analysis of Memoranda
Signed by Admiral Rickover. " Mr. DLesel's "analysis" lists Newport
News comments on my 24 March 1916 memorandum to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy (Installatious and Logistics) concerning Navy rela-
tions with the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company. It also
lists comments on my 28 April 1976 memorandum to you concerning
statements recently made by Mr. Gordon W. Rule about shipbuilding
claims. I understand that you did not furnish my memoranda to Mr.
Diesel or ask for his comments on them.

I believe you already have sufficient information to recognize that
Mr. Diesel's "analysis" contains many incorrect, misleading, and incom-
plete statements. Therefore, I see no need to prepare a detailed rebuttal
pointing out the many errors and incorrect allegations made therein.
However, there are some points I would like to emphasize.

First, I find nothing in Mr. Diesel's "analysis" that nullifies the
validity of the statements in my memoranda, except that Mr. Diesel is
correct that Newport News has not submitted a claim to "cover every
active Navy shipbuilding contract at the shipyard. " As he points out,
no claim has been submitted on the SSN 688 Class submarine contract
which was placed only 10 months ago.

Second, Mr. Diesel's discussion of the availability of manpower at
Newport News is not in accordance with the facts. His discussion also
appears to be an attempt to blame the Navy incorrectly for impending
delays on commercial new construction. I am attaching herewith a copy
of a 10 October 1972 letter to me from Mr. L. C. Ackerman, who at
that time was Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of
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Newport News. Mr. Ackerman's letter confirmed that as late as
October 1972, Newport News expected to build up their work force to
a level of 30, 000 people to meet their commitments on Navy contracts.
When they were unable to do so, the schedules on Navy ships were
inevitably delayed.

Attached also is a copy of a 19 May 1976 report from the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding, Newport News, indicating that scarce manpower Is being
diverted to commercial construction work at Newport News to the detri-
ment of Navy work. Contrary to the impression conveyed in Mr. Diesel's
"analysis, " these documents show that the current delays on Navy ships
have been caused to a significant extent by the inability of Newport News
to hire and train the skilled manpower Newport News needed to meet its
commitments on Navy contracts, and that Newport News is now in the
process of increasing manpower on commercial work while decreasing
manpower on Navy work.

I recommend that you take action to obtain priorities assistance from
the Department of Commerce to ensure that Newport News does not allow
Navy work to be delayed by commercial work.

Third, Mr. Diesel puts the Navy on notice of a possible future claim
against the Navy for cost overruns on their commercial work.. He states:

"There now exists the strong possibility of the delayed
Navy contracts interfering substantially with other
legitimate commercial obligations of the Company.

"Furthermore, the extra work and delays caused by
the Government greatly compound the Company's
difficulties in performing its own responsibilities."

He also notifies you that Newport News considers the Navy to be in breach
of its contracts, as follows:

"The Company believes the overall actions of the
Navy constitute a substantive breach of all its
contracts with the Company."

I recommend that you request Navy lawyers to study the statements made
by Mr. Diesel concerning the above matters to determine what action
should be taken to protect the Navy in the face of such formal notifications.
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Fourth, Mr. Diesel does not factually describe the actual nature of
Newport News claims when hie states:

"The Company does not allege that the Government is
responsible for all increased costs and delays. To the
contrary, it concedes that substantial problems may be
contractually the responsibility of Newport News."

While the Company may concede that substantial problems may be
the responsibility of Newport News, the Company is asking the Navy to
pick up the tab for all the problems. The fact is that if the Government
accepted the Newport News claims for overall ceiling price adjustments
of $894 million on six shipbuilding contracts, Newport News would thereby
receive payment for all of their presently projected costs, plus an aggre-
gate profit about twice the target profit originally included in the contracts
involved.

Fifth, contrary to the implication in Mr. Diesel's letter, I have never
suggested that the Government acquire a shipyard without paying for it.
I have pointed out that because of the Navy's dependence on particular
private shipbuilders, the latter may be able to refuse to honor contracts.
I explained that if this is the case, and the Navy is to be required to
guarantee profit on shipbuilding contracts under threat of not being able
to get Navy ships, the Navy- should acquire such shipyards to be operated
as Government-owned, contractor -operated plants.

In this regard, it is my understanding from a prior discussion with
Admiral Kidd, your predecessor, that in a meeting with Mr. N. W. Freeman,
then Chairman of the Board of Tenneco, Mr. Diesel, and Mr. Corcoran on
4 February 1975, Mr. Freeman spoke to the effect that Tenneco had con-
cluded that "Newport News was not their cup of tea" and that Tenneco would
"like to find a buyer for the shipyard. " You may desire to review the record
Admiral Kidd made of this meeting.

Sixth, Mr. Diesel's "analysis" includes many incorrect allegations
concerning actions by members of my organization. The intent of these
allegations appears to be an attempt to obfuscate the issue of what amount
the Navy actually owes Newport News on its claims; this is done by alleging
impropriety on the part of individuals and organizations in the Navy. For
at least the past two years, Tenneco and Newport News have increasingly
followed this approach toward resolution of their financial difficulties.
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Seventh, I have continually urged that the Newport News claims
be handled through the claims evaluation process. In that way, the
merits of Mr. Diesel's charges could be evaluated by the appropriate
legal and contractual personnel in accordance with established legal
procedures. In that manner the merits of Mr. Diesel's claims and
charges can be established, and Newport News can be paid what is
legally owed. However, if these claims are to be settled by granting
extra-contractual relief, I continue to believe that the best solution
would be for the Government to obtain title to each shipyard so relieved.

H. G. Ri,&ved
Copy to:
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

W.S.INGTON. D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

0 9 JUL rL-1

MEMORANDUM FOR TIlE SECRETARY OF Tll:H NAVY

Subj: Hiring Outside Legal Counsel

Ref: (a) My May 17, 1976 ltr to Congressman Aspin

(b) Navy General Counsel memo to CNM dtd 27 May 1976

(c) Navy General Counsel ltr to Chief Counsel,

Senate Armed Services Committee dtd 4 June 1976

1. In reference (a), I responded to Congressman Aspin's

request for my comments regarding the shipbuilding claims

problem. In that letter I mentioned the need to hire out-

side legal counsel to assist in the evaluation and pro-

cessing of these claims; something I have recommended

consistently for over five years.

2. In references (b) and (c) the Navy General Counsel,

Mr. E. Grey Lewis, commented on my letter to Congressman

Aspin. He states that he does not favor hiring outside

legal counsel. Mr. Lewis denies that there is an imbalance

in legal resources being applied by the Navy and Newport

News currently in the CGN 41 option litigation. He

challenges my statement that Newport News "has thus far

charged to the Navy contract over $155 thousand of out-

side legal fees on the CGN 41 option dispute..." He also alleges

that my recommendation to hire outside counsel is based on

sinister motives. The purpose of this memorandum is to set

the record straight in regard to Mr. Lewis' comments and to

solicit your continued support in efforts to obtain outside

legal counsel to assist in evaluating shipbuilding claims.

This would facilitate the accelerated processing of ship-

building claims by the Navy which, I believe, would be in

accordance with Secretary Clements' wishes.

3. Mr. Lewis denies that there is. an imbalance of legal

resources being applied in the CGN 41 litigation. However,

I believe the contractor is better staffed for this job

than the Navy, through no fault of the Navy attorneys

actually handling the case. In addition to in-house counsel,

Newport News has at least five private law firms working on

its shipbuilding claims problems. Newport News and its parent,

Tenneco, are represented by nationally prominent attorneys

with years of experience. For example, the former deputy assistant

to President Eisenhower was one of the attorneys representing

4
oAi"
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Newport News in court on the C(;N 41 case. Mr. Thomas G.
Corcorain is another well-known attorney representing the
company. Another firm , headed by a former member of the
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals, two years ago
hired the former Naval Sea Systems Command Deputy Counsel
for Claims. A member of this firm recently stated they
are representing shipbuilders including Litton and Newport
News and the similarity of legal arguments being used by
these two companies would seem to confirm this. While all
five outside law firms may not be directly involved in the
CGN 41 case, they are all involved to some extent in the
Newport News claims problem, of which the CGN 41 case is
a part.

4. As I pointed out in reference (a), one attorney two
years out of law school, was bearing the brunt of the Navy's
legal work for the CGN 41 case at the time I wrote Congress-
man Aspin. Moreover this was not his sole assignment.
The Navy General Counsel is correct in pointing out that
other Navy attorneys have been involved in this case at times.
For example, when the Navy was forced to go to court by
Newport News stopping work on the CGN 41, and when the Navy
had to submit its position regarding availability of funds
to the General Accounting Office, there was a short term
infusion of additional Navy legal effort. To meet such
crises, legal resources have to be siphoned from other
projects to the detriment of those projects. Much of the
work and direction then tends to be taken over by attorneys
who have not been involved in the case on a continuing
basis and who may not be sufficiently familiar with the background
facts and details necessary to prepare the best case for the
Navy. The two senior Navy attorneys who were most familiar with
the CGN 41 matter, Mr. John J. Phelan, Jr., former Deputy
General Counsel for the Navy, and Mr. David W. James, Jr.,
former NAVSEA Counsel, have subsequently left the Navy.

5. As priorities change, legal resources are diverted from
one crisis to another. As a consequence, on individual
cases, Navy technical personnel often must be relied upon to
provide continuity. Frequently they have to take the lead
in developing strategy, organizing and directing the claim
analysis, preparing and answering interrogatories, drafting
correspondence and so on -- actions which properly are the
functions of the legal staff. On several occasions, I have
had the opportunity to observe the performance of private -
law firms in cases where prime contractors are defending the
Government's interest in lawsuits by subcontractors. My
experience has been that private law firms actually take
the initiative and relieve the technical personnel of the
burden of preparing for litigation to a far greater degree
than do Navy lawyers.
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6. The second statement in reference (a) which Mr. Lewis
challenged, reads: "Newport News... has thus far charged
to the Navy contract over $155 thousand of outside counsel
fees on the CGN 41 option dispute plus a seven percent
profit to Ncwport News." Mr. Lewis states: "Newport News
has only attempted to charge these fees; they have not been
allowed by the DCA auditors, and the fees will almost
certainly be disallowed."

7. I do not understand why Mr. Lewis disputes my statement.
The Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) has reported that
Navy payments to Newport News through 13 May 1976 included
$154,272 for account D.3406-0027, and there is also a 7%
profit on that amount. All except $6,275 of this amount,
identified as "Other", was paid by Newport News to three law
firms -- Hamel, Park, McCabe & Saunders; Sullivan, Beauregard
& Clarkson; and Ferguson & Mason. Not until nearly a month
after my letter to Congressman Aspin, were these payments
suspended by DCAA and deducted from other payments due.
Therefore, contrary to the impression left by Mr. Lewis'
letter, my statement was correct.

8. In reference (c), Mr. Lewis states:

"The truth of the matter is that there is no need to hire
outside counsel. I believe what is really involved is the
desire of Admiral Rickover to obtain his own law firm which
he can then use against Newport News or any other corpora-
tion or person he chooses, or even against legal positions
taken by my Office or the General Counsel for the Depart-
ment of Defense"

Mr. Lewis' characterization of my motives for recommending
outside counsel is wrong, as he should well know from the
record of correspondence on this matter over the past 5 years.
The record is clear that I have recommended that the Navy
hire outside counsel to help with claims in order to better
defend the Government's interests and to lighten the load
these claims place on the Navy. Two years ago, Mr. Lewis
himself agreed to adopt this recommendation on a trial basis
for certain claims at Newport News. His lawyers drafted,
and he approved,a proposed contract for outside counsel.
This contract would have placed direction and control of the
work under Mr. Lewis's organization, not mine. I agreed that
outside counsel should work for the Navy lawyers. Never
have I suggested that outside counsel should work for me or
my organization. Accordingly there is no basis for Mr.
Lewis"s allegation that I have been seeking to obtain my own
law firm.

9. As you may recall, the contract for outside counsel was
never awarded. A brief chronology follows:

o In August 1974 Mr. Lewis agreed to the hiring of
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outside counsel to help with the shipbuilding claims
and instructed Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
(NAVSEA) to proceed.

o By memorandum dated 21 October 1974 to the General
Counsel, Department of Defense, Mr. Lewis set forth
his plans to hire outside legal services. He
stated that he had discussed the matter with the
Deputy Assistant Attorney General and concluded

- that hiring outside counsel would be lawful. He
submitted a list of 16 law firms that he considered
qualified for this work.

o On December 4, 1974, Congressman Charles E. Bennett
of the House Armed Services Committee wrote you
supporting the hiring of outside counsel and in-
quiring if and when the Navy intended to do so.

o By letter dated January 10, 1975, you replied to
Congressman Bennett that "The Navy intends to adopt
the proposal on an experimental basis ... subject
to approval of the Department of Justice."

o By letter of January 15, 1975, you again assured
Congressman Bennett the Navy intended to hire outside
coursel on an experimental basis and for a limited
purpose subject to approval of the Department of
Justice.

o On 20 January 1975, the General Counsel of the
Department of Defense wrote the Acting Attorney
General seeking his advice in interpreting certain
statutes and requesting his opinion concerning the
Navy's authority to take the proposed action.

o On 26 March 1975, the Justice Department reversed
its previous position and ruled that the Navy could
not hire outside counsel.

To my knowledge, the Navy made no attempt to reclama the
Department of Justice ruling. Mr. Lewis subsequently
reversed his position and now opposes the hiring of outside
counsel.

10. The final item of Mr. Lewis' memorandum on which I wish
to comment reads:

"Admiral Rickover and his assistant, David Leighton
have told me and former Under Secretary David Potter
the major reason for seeking outside counsel is their
desire to obtain the services of an attorney with a
national reputation (the name William Rogers was

92-782 0 - 82 - 1s
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mentioned) to show Newport News that the Navy meant
business and to lobby in Congress. We assumed that he
wanted a person to counter Tenneco's Thomas G. Corcoran.
Lobbying by the Executive Branch is prohibited by
statute and I will have nothing to do with it."

It is true that both Mr. Leighton and I, on various occasions,
strongly recommended that the Navy retain the services of
a top-flight, well-established law firm, knowledgeable of
the intricacies of Government. Contractors hire such firms
to help them prepare and prosecute their claims. The
Corcoran firm is but one example. My point is that the Navy
should hire firms of comparable qualifications and experience
to defend its interests. I have not -- and Mr. Leighton
assures me that he has not -- ever advocated that the Navy
hire an outside law firm to "lobby in Congress" or engage
in any other activity which is prohibited by statute.
In regard to the CGN 41, we both supported the recommendation
of Rear Admiral S.J. Evans, who was then Deputy Chief of
Naval Material (Procurement & Production) and head of the
Navy's CGN 41 negotiating team, that the Navy hire a firm
that could bring to bear, on a full time basis, talent
comparable to that of the attorneys representing Newport News.
It was specifically pointed out that Newport News was well
represented by Mr. Gerald D. Morgan. I am sure that you will
recall that Mr. Morgan, who died recently, had a long and
distinguished career including that of assistant legislative
counsel -for the House of Representatives and deputy assistant
to President Eisenhower. Admiral Evans cited the firm of
William Rogers as an example of the type of firm the Navy
should consider and Mr. Leighton and I agreed that that firm
should be one of those considered.

11. Mr. Lewis comments that "There is no need to hire outside
counsel." Yet the situation today seems to be worse than
it was when he previously concluded his staff was saturated
and needed assistance from outside counsel. Specifically:

o In September 1974, one month after Mr. Lewis agreed
that he should obtain outside counsel to assist
with shipbuilding claims, NAVSEA reported out-
standing claims totaling $1128.1 million. (This
figure includes Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals cases, as well as claims in NAVSEA.)

o the latest NAVSEA report indicates claims totaling
$2032.5 million as of March 1976. Since then the
Electric Boat Division claim of $200 million was
settled.

o In October 1974, Mr. Lewis made the following state-
ments concerning the workload imposed on the Navy
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legal staff by claims:

"Within the past few years the filing of massive
claims arising out of the Navy's contracts has
strained the ability of the various Command Counsel
not only to provide the normal day-to-day legal
services but also to investigate, analyze, and
marshal-the Navy's defense against these large
claims. This strain was most noticeable in the
late 1960's and early 1970's when the massive
shipbuilding claims began to accumulate. This
strain was substantially relieved by the 1973
augmentation of the NAVSHIPS legal staff with
additional attorneys both in Washington and at
field activities devoted solely to the analysis
of. massive claims. At some point, however, even
the augmented Office of Counsel for the Naval Sea
Systems Command reached a saturation point. That
is, the number and complexity of exstingcims
now exceed the time of the availa to
devote to handling such claims." (underscoring added)

He also wrote:

"Regarding the existing ceiling on the number of
claims attorneys, Counsel has been advised that
although the 39-billet ceiling for NAVSEA Office of
Counsel is not to be diminished in Fiscal Year 1975,
it most prorbaly will be cut in Fiscal Year 1976,
and most certainly will not be augmented further."

o Today the NAVSEA legal staff is 42, an increase of
less than 10%. However, the dollar amount of
the claims backlog is over 50% greater than it was
in the fall of 1974.

o Of perhaps greater significance to the NAVSEA
situation, the "active claims" being handled by its
legal staff (that is, eliminating the ASBCA cases
which are handled primarily by the Contract Appeals
Division lawyers rather than NAVSEA lawyers) has
grown from $421.3 million in September 1974 to about

1500 million at present.

o Newport News has threatened work stoppages and legal
actions against the Navy. Litton has also threatened
to stop work if their shipbuilding claims are not
resolved promptly. In addition, Litton recently filed
suit against the Navy in Federal Court.

o The Navy has been directed to accelerate its claims
settlement efforts for its shipbuilding claims.

12. From the above, it is apparent that the claims load on
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the Navy has grown substantially since the time that Mr.
Lewis, himself, concluded that Office of Counsel, NAVSIEA
had "reached a saturation point."

13. Government lawyers traditionally have opposed hiring
outside law firms on the basis that the Government lawyers
do an adequate job; that they are less expensive than private
law firms; that hiring outside counsel would demoralize
Government lawyers because they may be paid less than their
counterparts in private practice; and that hiring of outside
counsel would imply that Government lawyers are not capable.
These are not valid arguments.

14. A decision to get outside help need not entail the
abolition of an in-house capability. For example, I have
developed a strong in-house technical capability for design
of naval nuclear propulsion plants. However, I would never
have Government engineers try to perform all the design,
engineering and manufacturing work for these plants. The
job is too big. Therefore, most of that work is performed
by contractors under the close technical direction and
surveillance of my staff. The fact that the cost, including
overhead and profit, for a manhour of work by a contractor
engineer exceeds the hourly wage of a Government engineer
is not the determining factor in deciding who should do the
work. I do not believe the people in my organization feel
slighted when the Navy contracts with private firms for
the work which they supervise even in cases where the con-
tractor.employee is better paid. They recognize-that the
contractors can help them get their jobs done. In like
manner, I believe the Navy could benefit greatly if its
Office of General Counsel would take advantage of outside
counsel to assist in the processing of claims.

15. Based on the above, I strongly recommend that you
initiate action through the Department of Justice, or through
other appropriate channels, to arrange for the Navy to
obtain assistance from outside counsel.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Installations and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
General Counsel, Department of the Navy
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

@ S ~~~~~~~~~WA54U470N, D.C. 20$6

24 August 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: CGN 41 Option Negotiations with Newport News

1. As I stated in my telephone call late yesterday afternoon, I have been
hearing persistent rumors since last Friday that Mr. Gordon-W. Rule has
made an agreement with officials of Newport News to settle the CGN 41
option dispute. Prior to my call to you, the Commander, Naval Sea Systems
Command told me that he had also heard rumors of an agreement but knew
nothing more. The terms of the purported "handshake" agreement are so
unfavorable to the Navy that I telephoned you to determine whether an agree-
ment had been made. You assured me that no agreement had been made.
In a subsequent telephone conversation, the Vice Chief of Naval Material
also confirmed that no CGN 41 settlement has been made.

2. According to the rumors I had heard, in a meeting in Naval Material
Command Headquarters on 20 August 1976 with senior Newport News
officials, Mr. Rule agreed to settle the CGN 41 option dispute on the fol-
lowing basis:

a. Reform the escalation article now in the contract for CGN 41 to
eliminate escalation tables and to substitute the escalation language of
the SSN 711-715 contract for the escalation language now in the contract
for the CGN 41. The escalation index would be capped at August 1980,
but payments would continue until completion of the contract. This con-
tract reformation would have the effect of accepting as government respon-
sibility all delays in the CGN 41 from the present contract delivery date of
October 1978 to a date six months beyond the current Newport News
scheduled delivery date of February 1980. In this regard it should be
borne in mind that the record, as documented in the letter dated 13 May
1976 from the Navy's CGN 41 Negotiator to Newport News, clearly shows
that the government is not responsible for the delay of CGN 41 beyond the
present contract delivery date of October 1978.

b. Reform the CGN 41 contract to provide for payment outside of the
basic contract ceiling price for employee fringe benefits. Since payment
for employee fringe benefits is already included in the original contract
ceiling price, this contract reformation would seem to give Newport News
a windfall.
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c. Reform the CGN 41 contract to provide for payment outside the

basic contract ceiling price for increased energy costs. Since payment

for energy costs is already included in the original contract ceiling price,

this contract reformation would also seem to give Newport News a wind-

fall.

d. In return for the contract reformations discussed above, Newport
News would give the Navy a claims release on CGN 41 as of the settlement

date. Since very little work has been done on the CGN 41 by Newport News

to date, the value to the government of such a claims release is negligible.

3. 1 appreciate fully the desirability and difficulty of achieving a negotiated

settlement of the CGN 41 dispute with Newport News within the contract

terms. However, to my knowledge, Newport News has refused to negotiate
on this basis.

4. Prior to the appointment of Mr. Rule as the Navy Negotiator, two

separate Navy negotiating teams, including technical personnel and counsel,

were appointed to negotiate CGN 41 matters with Newport News. These

teams explored in depth the numerous allegations made by Newport News

as the basis for requesting new contract agreements. They found the New-

port News position to be essentially without merit. Navy counsel agreed.

The Comptroller General has also reviewed many of the Newport News

allegations and has issued a decision in the Navy's favor. The records of

these negotiations and reviews are available.

5. In my opinion, the rumored agreement, if implemented, would show

that the Government will not require Newport News to honor its contracts.

This precedent would encourage other defense contractors who want to

reform their contracts to follow the approach taken by Newport News in

this matter. Such a settlement would result in the taxpayers incurring

costs which are not their responsibility. To modify the contract without

adequate consideration, short of a proper court determination, could
compromise the government contract system.

6. In view of the above, I consider that any proposed settlement should be

carefully reviewed to ensure that it is consistent with the terms of the

CGN 41 contract, unless the provisions of P. L. 85-804 are invoked. Ac-

cordingly, I recommend that, prior to approval, any proposed CGN 41
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settlement be referred formally to the Naval Sea Systems Command for
review and comment by knowledgeable personnel directly responsible
for the work in question. In this regard I will be glad to provide assis-
tance based on my own knowledge of the events in question.

4f b vLli4

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations & Logisticb)
Navy General Counsel
Chief of Naval Operations
Vice Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

HEADOUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND
WASHINGTON. D. C 20360 .. .

MAT 00:FW1:p%'
00 Memo 551-76
26 Au'just 197.3

MEMORANDUM FOR ADMIRAL H. G. RICKOVER

Subj: CGN-41 Negotiations with Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Company

Ref: (a) ADM Rickover Memo for CNM of 24 Aug 1976
(b) ASN (I&L) Memo for CNM of 16 Jul 1976, same

subj.
(c) ADM Rickover Memo for CNM of 21 Jul 1976

1. Your memorandum of 24 August 1976 offered several points
for consideration during the current negotiations between
the Navy and Newport News regarding the CGN-41 contract
dispute. These, as well as other contract issues are being
carefully considered.

2. Please be assured that any discussions concerning the
nuclear propulsion plant of CGN-41 will promptly be brought
to the attention of you and your staff. I plan to stay in
close contact with the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
concerning the progress of the CGN-41 negotiations.

3. As you know, reference (b) provided negotiating authority
for the CGN-41 contract to Mr. Gordon Rule. This responsibility
was clearly acknowledged by reference (c). From your many,
years in government service I know you realize that business
sensitive negotiations should not be influenced by sources
outside of the designated negotiating parties, and that a
broadly distributed letter from you, such as reference (a),
cannot help but cause pertubation in the negotiating process,
disrupting the efforts of the assigned negotiator.

4. For reasons such as this, you must stand apart from
these negotiations unlgss the technical areas regarding
naval nuclear reactors become involved.

-~ ~ ~ ~~~F I .Mi haclis

Copy to:
SECNAV

*C CNO

*'. ..I
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SKA SYSTEMS COMMAND . , ,,,,

WAliO Mnd. DC. *036

27 August 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: CGN 41 Negotiations with Newport News

Ref: (a) My memo to you of 24 Aug 76; Subj: CGN 41 Option Negotiations
with Newport News

(b) Your memo to me of 26 Aug 76; SubI: CGN 41 Negotiations
with Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

(c) My memo to you of 28 Apr 76; Subi: Shipbuilding Claims

Encl: (1) Memorandum of 12 Aug 76 telephone call between Mr. D. T.
Leighton of my staff and Mr. G. W. Rule concerning CGN 41

(2) NAVSEA ltr 1820 of 22 Jul 76 to Director, Procurement
Control and Clearance Division

1. In reference (a), I reported rumors to the effect that Mr. Gordon W.
Rule had made an agreement with officials at Newport News to settle the
CGN 41 option dispute. Prior discussions I had with you, the Vice Chief
of Naval Material and the Commander Naval Sea Systems Command Indi-
cated that no agreement had been made. Because the rumored agreement,
if implemented, could undermine the enforceability of Government con-
tracts, I reported these rumors to you. I recommended that prior to ap-
proval, any proposed CGN 41 settlement be referred formally to the Naval
Sea Systems Command for review and comment by knowledgeable personnel
directly responsible for the work in question.

2. In reference (b) you stated that the points I raised, as well as other
contract issues, are being carefully considered; that any discussions
concerning the nuclear propulsion plant of the CGN 41 wIll be promptly
brought to my attention; that you plan to stay In close contact with the
Commander Naval Sea Systems Command concerning the progress of the
CGN 41 negotiations. Reference (b) also stated that Mr. Rule has been
assigned negotiating authority for CGN 41; that business-sensitive nego-
tiations should not be influenced by sources outside the designated nego-
tinting parties; and that a broadly distributed letter from me, such as
reference (a), cannot help but cause perturbation in the negotiating process,
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disrupting the effort of the assigned negotiator. In conclusion, reference
(b) states "For reasons such as this, you must stand apart from these
negotiations unless the technical areas regarding naval nuclear reactors
become involved."

3. I have not been involved in the CGN 41 negotiations subsequent to 14
July 1976 when I received the directive issued by the Assistant Secretary
of the Navy (Installations and Logistics) abolishing the CGN 41 Steering
Group to which I was appointed a member by the Under Secretary of the
Navy. I have had no discussions regarding the CGN 41 negotiations with
Newport News or with the Navy negotiator, Mr. Rule. Nor have I been
consulted by Mr. Rule. At one point he did contact Mr. Leighton of my
staff. Enclosure (1) is a memorandum record of that discussion as
confirmed by Mr. Rule. My staff assisted in the preparation of enclosure
(2) which the Naval Sea Systems Command Director of Contracts submitted
at Mr. Rule's request. Enclosure (2) identifies issues raised by Newport
News and the Navy position that had been taken up to the time of Mr. Rule's
assignment as CGN 41 negotiator. Neither enclosure (1) nor enclosure (2)
are improper efforts to influence the CGN 41 negotiator.

4. As to your concern regarding the distribution of reference (a), I sent
copies to those senior Navy officials who have responsibilities regarding
the CGN 41. Since my telephone discussions cited in reference (a) indi-
cated that the cognizant Navy officials may not have been aware of the
rumored agreement, I felt obliged to inform them of what I had heard. I
am sure you are not implying that it is improper for me to call such matters
to the attention of those responsible, and point out potential problems. To
remain silent would be analogous to not warning my mother that she was
about to fall off a cliff.

5. In reviewing the list of officials to whom I sent reference (a), I do not
recognize any who should not be fully informed and. approve of any agree-
ment before it is made. As to my own involvement, you must recognize
that whatever agreement is finally reached, it may have an impact on my
ability to carry out my responsibilities for this nuclear powered warship.
It was for this very reason that my organization has participated in the
development of the contract for every nuclear warship, starting with the
NAUTILUS. In fact, the present negotiations on the CGN 41 are the first
concerning a nuclear warship in which I have not been consulted. Also,
they are the first shipbuilding negotiations of which I am aware that the
technical personnel responsible for the non-nuclear portions of the ship
and Navy lawyers have not been consulted and represented on the negotiating
team.
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6. As I understand Mr. Rule's charter, he is the CGN 41 Ne tiator
not the final decision maker. In the course of his duties, Iipresum
that he is subject to the applicable procurement laws and regulations
and that his proposed actions are subject to the reviews and approvals
required in the case of other Navy procurements. Therefore, I do not
see how my alerting cognizant Navy officials to potential problems with
the CGN 41 settlement, of which they appeared to be unaware, could
constitute an improper attempt to influence business-sensitive negotia-
tions. Moreover, if in fact an agreement was reached on 20 August,
as Newport News contends in its 25 August press release, my memo-
randum of 24 August could not possibly have perturbed the negotiating
process. Further, the rumored agreement was known at lower echelons
before I wrote my memorandum. I therefore considered that the respon-
sible officials should be informed at once, particularly since they indicated
to me that no settlement had been reached.

7. Reference (b) implies that CGN 41 settlement negotiations do not
involve the nuclear propulsion plant of CGN 41. However, the rumored
settlement, if implemented, would have a definite impact on matters
under my cognizance. In arguing that the CGN 41 contract is invalid,
Newport News denies responsibility for late ordering of contractor-
furnished nuclear propulsion plant material and contends that changes
in Government-furnished plant drawings, including reactor plant drawings,
invalidates the CGN 41 contract. Further, Newport News has made speci-
fic allegations concerning actions by my organization to support their
contention that the CGN 41 option is invalid.

8. Navy analysis and detailed negotiations prior to the assignment of
Mr. Rule as CGN 41 negotiator concluded that these arguments were without
merit and that there was no legal basis under the terms of the contract to
extend the contract delivery date and provide escalation coverage for the
extended deliveries as Newport News has requested. The rumored agree-
ment, however, would extend the contract delivery date for almost two
years beyond the current contract delivery date. Barring information not
previously considered by the Navy, such an extension of the contract delivery
date, with the Government paying escalation costs for the delay, would indi-
cate that the Navy had abandoned its resolve to enforceIhM.CGN 41 contract.

9. Were the rumored settlement implemented, the Navy would accept
responsibility for the delay in construction of the nuclear propulsion plant
in the CGN 41. As you know, Newport News has been trying to get the
Navy to extend contract delivery dates on nearly all its ships, so as to
make manpower available for their commercial work, while at the same
time getting the Navy to pay for the cost of the resultant delays on Navy
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contracts. Moreover, if Newport News or other contractors believe the
Navy will not enforce its contracts, the basis of technical control over
the design and construction of nuclear propulsion plants could be jeopardized,
since I must depend on the enforceability of Government contracts to exert
the necessary technical controls over this work.

10. Thus, the rumored settlement would definitely affect matters under
my technical cognizance, as well as those of other technical managers.
I will continue to inform you, to the best of my ability, of the possible
implications and ramifications of any CGN 41 settlement terms being
considered by the Navy. I am, of course, hampered in this regard when
information concerning the proposed settlement is deliberately withheld
from me.

11. If the rumor reported in my 24 August letter is correct-and the
Newport News press release of 25 August seems to confirm it-I believe
you should be grateful that I gave you important information which apparently
you did not have. In this connection, several additional rumors are being
circulated about the purported CGN 41 settlement which you and other re-
sponsible officials should be aware of. If these rumors are true, they
indicate an apparent abandonment of Navy -procurement procedures, as
well as Government rights in the CGN 41 dispute. Other contract disputes
could also be jeopardized. The damage to the Navy's procurement organi-
zation could be considerable.

The rumors are:

• Mr. Rule and Newport News representatives reached a "handshake"
agreement on 20 August 1976 apparently along the terms I outlined
in reference (a).

* The Newport News General Counsel was present but no Navy lawyers
were present.

* The terms of the agreement were not cleared nor reviewed in advance
with the Navy lawyers or with knowledgeable personnel in the Naval
Sea Systems Command.

* Allegedly the agreement was not documented and the cost to the
Navy of the agreement was not identified before the agreement
was made. Allegedly Newport News has subsequently drafted or
is drafting a contract modification to implement this agreement.
Receipt by the Navy of this Newport News drafted contract modi-
fication will be necessary before the actual cost of the agreement
can be calculated by the Navy.
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v Allegedly the Justice Department attorney handling the CGN 41
litigation in Federal District Court was not consulted about the
agreement. Apparently, the first he heard of an agreement was
on 25 August 1976 when he received a congressional inquiry
about the Newport News press release. He asked Navy lawyers
to send him the settlement terms, but the Navy lawyers themselves
did not yet know the terms of the agreement.

* Naval Sea Systems Command personnel have been asked, after the
fact, to try to calculate the cost to the Government of the agreement.
Apparently a memorandum of legal entitlement or other legal docu-
mentation in support of the agreement has not yet been prepared,
nor can it be until the cost of the agreement Is identified.

* The Newport News press release announcing the CGN 41 agreement
may have caught some Navy officials by surprise. However, it is
rumored that the press release was either initiated by or cleared
with Mr. Rule and retired Vice Admiral Eli Reich before release.

12. Any CGN 41 settlement will no doubt be cited by Newport News as a
precedent for settling the $894 million backlog of their claims. In fact,
their press release suggests this. The other shipbuilders can be expected
to demand concessions along the lines made to Newport News.

13. I consider that cognizant and knowledgeable Navy officials should
carefully consider any proposed settlement offer, "handshake" or formal,
before it is made. In this case, a particularly careful review would seem
warranted in view of Mr. Rule's well-publicized views on the shipbuilding
claims problem. In reference (c) I commented on some of those views.
Further, since the CGN 41 dispute is under litigation, there should be
full consultation and agreement with the Department of Justice. Apparently
this review was not done.

14. Should Navy or Justice officials subsequently disapprove the CGN 41
agreement, Newport News will no doubt then argue in court that the Navy
did not negotiate in good faith. I am concerned that within the Navy it will
be argued that, since the Navy negotiator has made an agreement, Navy
personnel must now work to develop a case in support of that agreement,
no matter what its terms.

15. I recognize the difficulty of negotiations with Newport News. I would
like to see the CGN 41 issue and the claims issues with Newport News
settled through negotiations. The claims and litigation detract; from
ongoing work. On the other hand, the Navy must insist that its contracts
be honored. Otherwise, whenever contractors encounter financial diffi-
culties they will seek to get the Navy to absorb the overrun by contesting
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the validity of their contracts, by submitting large claims, by litigation,
or by stopping work. If the Navy does not enforce its contracts, the
claims problem will Increase, not diminish, we will lose technical con-
trol of our work, and the cost will increase- thus decreasing the number
of ships.

16. In summary, I reiterate my recommendation that, prior to approval,
any proposed CGN 41 settlement be referred formally to the Naval Sea
Systems Command for review and comment by knowledgeable personnel
directly responsible for the work in question.

AFover"

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Installations & Logistics)
Navy General Counsel
Chief of Naval Operations
Vice Chief of Naval Material
Commander Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2038

K ) WA SHIFIOTON, D.CwIN REPLY REFER TO

12 Agust 1976

MDURANIIM FOR MR. CORDON W. RULE

The attached mmreandum to File presents my reYbrances of the gist of
our telephone conversation this nm:ing. I would appreciate it if you
would inform me of any inaccuracies Or Onissions.

D. T L i h

Enclosure

Copy to: C6
COHNAVSEA
SEAI 02
SEA OOL
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12 August 1976
MEMDRANIUM TO FILE:

Subj: Telephone Conversation with Mr. Gordon W. Rule

1. Gordon Rule telephoned me this morning. He said that he assumed I knew
about the difficult assignment he was working on concerning the CQN 41. I
said that I had not seen a charter for his assignment so I didn't konw precisely
what his responsibilities were. He said that Secretary Bswers had signed a
Memorandum to the Chief of Naval Material assigning him as the prime negotiator
for the CGN 41. I said that I had seen a piece of paper that did that, but I
hadn't seen any other documents assigning specific responsibilities. He said
that Fir. Bowers' memorande only document. *
2. He said that he i it anything he negotiates i palatable
to the NAVSEA 08 organization and that he had heard that we were adamantly
opposed to negotiation and wanted the matter litigated under any circumstances.
He wanted to determine whether that was the NAVSEA 08 position.

3. I said that 08 would much prefer to negotiate a satisfactory resolution
of the matter within the terms of the contract rather than to have to go
through litigation to resolve it. I said that 08 had cooperated in all the
Navy's attempts to negotiate and that I had been a member of the negotiating
team. I said that RArM Evans had tried to negotiate our differences in
relation to the open item of the contract. I noted that the transcript of
RADM Evans' negotiations showed that the Navy had been successful in negotiating
the cost of material and the man-hours of direct labor and engineering effort
involved with all changes up through November 1975, but was unable to get
Newport News to negotiate a settlement within the terms of the contract.
I said that all the prior Navy negotiators had been instructed by their
superiors that the Navy was free to negotiate the open. items of the contract,
but that any change in the basic contract would require adequate consideration,
as was true in any contract. I said the problem was that Newport News was not
willing to negotiate within the terms of the contract. Newport News takes the
position that no contract for CGN 41 exists, and terefore we shau; negotiate
a new contract. Mr. Rule agreed that this is so.. /.,4p't
4. I emphasized that I am not a lawyer and not a contracting officer and therefore
I am not in a position to make decisions concerning contractual matters. I noted,
however, that in all the prior attempts to negotiate with Newport News that
Navy officials up through the Under Secretary of the Navy had directed Navy
negotiators to negotiate within the framework of the existing contract and to
obtain adequate consideration if contract provisions were to be changed. I
said that, from my knowledge of the case, those instructions appeared to me to
be sound. I said that since the Navy considers there is a contract for the
CGN 41 and Newport News considers there is not, I did not see how one could
negotiate the issue of whether there is or isn't a contract.

S. Mr. Rule said that if negotiations were confined to the eight open items in
the contract, the contract delivery date and the ceiling price could not be
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changed. I said that if delays in the ship were. the Goverment's responsibility,
then, of course, the contract delivery date could be changed by an appropriate-
amount. I then asked the rhetorical question: "Fron the taxpayers standpoint,
if the delay is not the Government's fault why should the Government agree to
extend the delivery date and increase the price aocordingly?" I said it seems
to me that to the extent the delivery date is extended for reasons that are
the contractor's responsibility, the Government should not pay for it.

6. I said that RAIE Evans, when he was assigned the job of OGN 41 negotiator,
had gone into the matter in great length. I noted that RAEM Evans had had
no prior direct experience with 08 and could not be considered an 08 advocate.
I noted that in order to understand the CGN 41 option, he had studied the
CGN 38 contract and had personally read the nine volumes of the CGN 38 claim.
Mr. Rule said that there was nobody who did his homueark more thoroughly than
RADM Evans. I said that RMll Evans had concluded that it was necessary to
dttormine how much the Navy owes within the contract, and therefore, he had
tried to negotiate with Newport News the outstanding items within the contract.
to see if he could reach agreement on what the Navy actually owes them. I
said that he soon found that Newport News did not want to negotiate within the
contract.

7. Mr. Rule noted thyt once you have determined what you cue Newport News
within the contract/the only basis for increasing the amount would be to
use the "ephem era et" of "litigative risk". I said that it was my
understanding that the Navy lawyers, the contracts people, and the Justice
Department, were very concerned over the precedent which could be established
by this case if a contractor were allowed to simply take a contract he didn't
like, tear it up, and negotiate a new one. I said that it appeared to me
that they were right to have this concern, as it might jeopardize all other
contracts. Therefore, using Mlitigative risk" to justify reopening the contrect
appeared to me to be very dangerous.

8. I said that 08 would certainly prefer not to have to litigate the matter
if a satisfactory solution within the contract could be worked out. I said,
however, that 08 is not afraid of litigation. I noted that Newport News in
their court case is making a personal attack on Adnireal Rickover and on me
based on the legal theory that 08 has an improper influence on contract decisions;
and, therefore, the contract is illegal because the contracting officer is not
free to make independent judgments and decisions. I noted that Newport News
had made some wild charges in this regard, but that we were not in the least
bit concerned about the Navy's ability to rebut them. Mr. Rule wanted to know

'where he would find these charges made by Newport News. I pointed out that some
of them are in their June 18, 1976 letter from Mr. C. E. Dart to Adniral Hopkins.
Mr. Rule said that he had read that letter. I said that additional documentation
of the Newport News allegations in this regard is contained in their recent
affidavits to the Court. I also noted that when the GAD ruled in the Navy's
favor concerning the exercise of the option, the legal briefs filed by Newport
News saying that they were going to litigate the GAD decision cited as one of
their defenses the "improper' influence of 08 in contracting matters. I said that
the facts would clearly not support these Newport News allegations.

9. Mr. Rule said that he was glad to hear that NAVSEA 08 was not unalterably
opposed to negotiations. I reiterated that 08 has cooperated and will cooperate
in all the Navy's attempts to negotiate the OGN 41 within the terms of the
contract, but that Newport News has consistently refused to do so. Mr. Rule
agreed that to go beyond the terss of the contract without adequate consideration
could have far-reachrig ramifications.

D. T. Leight

92-782 0 - 82 - 16
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SEA 0224/GIG
'ic0024-70-C-0252
Ser 1320

^ JU L7
FRCM: Consiander, Naval Sea Systems Command
TO: Director, Procurement Control and Clearance Division

NAVMAT 022

Subj: CGN 41, Request for Information Concerning

Encl: (1) Copy of Modification P00018 to Contract N00024-70-C-0252
(2) Copy of NAVSEA letter 0221/RJW, N00024-70-C-0252, Ser 491

of 2S May 1975
(3) - Copy of NAVMAT Memorandum for Record, MAT 0O:FHM, 00 Memo

9-75 of 20 May 1975
(4) Copy of NAVSEA letter PHS 378/FTM, Ser 2003, of 7 January 1976
(5) Copy of NAVSEA Counsel Memoradum for File OOL/DWJ, Ser 32

of 31 January 1975
(6): Copy of OGC Memorandum for Rear Admiral Evans of 4 December 1975
(7) Copy of MAT 02 Memorandum for the Chief of Naval Material

of 25 Apr 1975, with enclosures.

1. In reference (a) you requested information on the Issues which the
Navy considers require negotiation concerning the CGH 41. Enclosure (l)
hereto is a copy of bilateral contract modification P00018, which enumerates
the eight items remaining to be negotiated under the CGN 41 option.

2. The basic issue between Newport News and the Navy is and has been
.whether or not a contractual requirement exists for Newport News to
construct and deliver CGN 41. As stated by Secretary Middendorf in
his 6 July 1975 letter to the Attorney General:

i . . it has been the Government's belief that
a valid contract exists and that negotiations
should be limited to those areas expressly left
open in this contract. Newport News has taken the
position that no contract exists and that a
settlement equitable to both parties should be
reached without regard to the terms of the contract."

3. Enclosure (2) hereto describes the Navy's position on five of the
eight Issues set forth in enclosure (1). Enclosure (3) hereto is a
record of the meeting at which senior Navy officials, through the
Under Secretary of the Navy, approved the positions taken in enclosure
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SEA 02241G2'iS
N00024-70-C-0252
Ser 1820

Subj: CGN 41, lIequest for Information Concerning

(2). The three issues not discussed in enclosure (2) are
considered easily resolvable once the other issues are settled.
As stated in enclosure (4), the Navy and Newport News negotiated an
agreement as to direct manhours and material costs for all changes
issued subsequent to Modification P00018, through 30 November 1975.
Enclosure (4) further states that the net productive manhour in-
crease required to incorporate the changes in CGN 41:

". . . is only 18,474 productive manhours, a
figure about 0.3w of the direct productive effort
Newport News has estimated will be required to
build the CGN 41. This is, of course, in addition
to the engineering effort of 8,416 manhours and
a material cost of $343,590 in base year dollars
to which we have also mutually agreed. You have,
however, reserved your rights to further adjust-.
ment due to burden rates yet to be determined
and to your allegation of 'impact' which still
must be resolved."

4. In reference (a) you stated that you want to be able to distinguish
between the issues of substance and others. The documents recently
filed by Newport News at U.S. District Court address an issue which
Newport News has created regarding the Navy's alleged failure to
negotiate in good faith as cited in the memorandum of understanding
and the court order. Enclosures (5) and (6) discuss the Intent of
the parties in drafting and executing the memorandum of understand-
ing and Counsel's opinion regarding the proper scope of negotiations
with Newport News.

5. Newport News has also indicated they may try to challenge the
validity of the CGN 38-41 contract based on memoranda the company
prepared at the time of contract negotiation. Enclosure (7) provides
the Navy position in this regard. There are numerous other issues
and purported issues which have been raised in connection with the
controversy. Background information on these and other matters
will be furnished to you by separate memorandum.

6. In recent years, the people most knowledgeable about the CGN 41
contractual problems have been Rear Admiral Renfro, Mr. R. Walsh,
and recently, Rear Admiral Evans. Unfortunately, these people are
no longer available within the Navy for assistance. Therefore,
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SEA 0224/GMC -
100024-70-C-0282
Ser 1820

Subj: CGP 41, Request for Information Concerning

ilr. G. Gehrman, SEA 0224, will be the primary point of contact for
additional Information contained in SEA 02 files, with Mr. M. Ward,
SEA 022, as an alternate.

L. E. HOPKINS
Deputy Commander for Confracds

Copy to:
SEA 02(r) VCNM

022(r) MAT 02
0224(b,p,y) SEA 00
09G55 PMS9h

Drafted by: G. Gehrmnan/0224/27601
Typed by: S. Haines/7-21-76
REtyped by: M. Buckingham 7-22-76
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DEPARTMENT 01 THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

! k '*;~~~~~~W.BHI.070M, D.C. 03

WAIMINOION. ,C. b~fl* 30 August 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

Subj: CGN 41 Negotiations with Newport News

Ref: (a) Deputy SecDef memo to CNO of 26 Aug 76; Subj: Admiral
Rickover's memo of 24 Aug 76 concerning the CGN 41
Negotiations with Newport News

- (b) CNO memo to me of 28 Aug 76; Subj: CGN 41 Negotiations
with'Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

(c) CNM memo to me of 26 Aug 76; Subj: CGN 41 Negotiations
with Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

(d) My memo to CNM of 27 Aug 76; Subj: CGN 41 Negotiations
with Newport News

1. In reference (a) the Deputy Secretary of Defense commented on my
24 August 1976 memorandum to the Chief of Naval Material concerning
the CGN 41 negotiations with Newport News. Reference (a) states, in
part:

it was and is my clear understanding that both you and
Admiral Michaelis, in early July, advised Admiral Rickover
of the nature of the Navy's plan to resolve the many issues at
Newport News and requested his cooperation in support of this
plan. You assured me you received Admiral Rickover's full
support.

"This memo constitutes destructive criticism by an officer of
the Navy of highest rank who has no contractual responsibility
in the matter. The memo is counter productive and implies bad
faith on the part of the Navy and its designated representative
by suggesting that Mr. Rule's performance and knowledge as
the Navy's negotiator on the CGN-41 matter has been highly
suspect and. not in the interest of the Government.
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"I feel sure that Admiral Rickovcr has ready access to you,
and he knows he can contact me any time. In this instance
he has chosen to make formal and wide distribution of his
opinions without giving you or me an opportunity to receive
his advice or counsel which I consider to be a breach of his

agreement with us. Certainly his gratuitous memo violates
the spirit of his commitment to respond only as requested.
Will you please look into this "flap" and let me know what you
find and what action might be indicated."

2. This morning, reference (b) was hand-delivered to my office. It

was signed in your absence by the Vice Chief of Naval Operations and

forwarded reference (a) as an enclosure. Reference (b) states, in part:

"I am in agreement with the views expressed by Secretary
Clements and consider that your action violates the understanding
that you remain apart from all aspects of Newport News negotia-

tions except as specifically required with regard to details of the
nuclear power plant.

"I believe that the spirit and intent of the DEPSECDEF memo
is clear and that this endorsement is likewise clear. I expect
you to refrain from actions both direct and indirect that are not

in compliance with such spirit and intent. Should this memo not

be clear, I expect you to consult personally with the Chief of
Naval Operations and the Chief of Naval Material. "

3. Reference (b) is the third time I have been contacted by senior Navy

officials as a result of my 24 August memorandum. On 25 August Ire-

ceived a telephone call from the Vice Chief of Naval Operations, advising

me to keep a low profile, and to make no comments and to stay out of any

Newport News claims or contractual matters. I also received a memo-

randum from the Chief of Naval Material, reference (c), stating that I must

"stand apart" from the CGN 41 negotiations "unless the technical areas

regarding naval nuclear reactors become involved. "

4. As I explained in reference (d), which you and the Vice Chief of Naval

Operations may not have seen prior to the signing of reference (b), I have

not been involved in the CGN 41 negotiations subsequent to 14 July 1976

when Mr. Rule was assigned as CGN 41 Negotiator. I have had no discus-

sions regarding CGN 41 negotiations with Newport News or Mr. Rule. I

have reported to my superiors information which should be of concern to
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them in carrying out their assigned responsibilities. What use my
superiors make of such information i-; up to them. I trust that
reference (d) should alleviate apparent concern regarding my role
in the CGN 41 dispute.

5. In view of the reaction to my 24 August memorandum, I would like
to set the record straight regarding statements to the effect that in early
July I was "advised of the nature of the Navy's plan to resolve the many
issues at Newport News" and gave my "full support."

6. The agreement growing out of the 29 June meeting you and I had with
the Deputy Secretary of Defense is well documented. A special, 3-man
Navy Claims Board, consisting of technical, procurement, and legal
experts, was established to handle the Newport News claims solely on
their merits. It was agreed that this Board should be insulated from
outside pressures. The Deputy Secretary and the Chief of Naval Material
subsequently issued instructions that all Defense Department personnel
should stand apart from the claims resolution activities of the Board,
except to provide assistance as requested by the Board. I agreed to
cooperate fully with the Board on those terms and I have done so.

7. I do not recall, however, any subsequent discussions with you, the
Chief of Naval Material, or any other Government official, in which I
was informed of the Navy's plans to resolve other issues involving
Newport News. For example, the first I knew of the Navy's change in
plan for handling the CGN 41 dispute was on 14 July 1976 when I received
notice from the Secretary of the Navy that the CGN 41 Steering Group, of
which I was a member, was abolished. I subsequently learned that Mr.
Rule was assigned as CGN 41 Negotiator and that the Navy CGN 41 nego-
tiating team headed by Rear Admiral L. E. Hopkins, the Naval Sea Systems
Command Director of Contracts, had been disestablished.

8. The CGN 41 dispute has not been assigned to the Navy Claims Board.
As explained in reference (d), the work of my organization is directly
affected by the commitments made by the Navy in the CGN 41 dispute.
Mr. Rule's actions would appear to be subject to the same legal, technical,
and procurement reviews and approval as any other Navy procurement.
I consider that Navy officials in these areas should therefore be consulted
in advance and kept fully apprised of developments and potential problems.
I consider that the same should apply to other Newport News problem areas
which are not being addressed by the Claims Board.
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9. In summary. I have not reneged on any prior understandings, nor do
I consider either my correspondence nor my conduct improper. I have
not and will not interfere with the Navy Claims Board. However, I do
have a responsibility, like any other Government employee, to report to
my superiors potential problems of which I become aware. As explained
in reference (d), I intend to do this to the best of my ability. If this is
contrary to the spirit and intent of references (a) and (b), I would be glad
to meet at any time with you and the Chief of Naval Material, as suggested
in reference (b), to clarify the matter.

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WAS3INGTON. O.C. 203R2

IN REPLY REFER TO
6 October 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: CGN 41 Negotiations

Ref: (a) Summary of Meeting with CNM on Navy-Newport NewsMatters at 1515 hours, 10 Sep 76(b) MAT 022 Memo for CNM of 20 Sep 76
(c) MAT 022 Memo for Navy General Counsel of 27 Sep 76(d) NAVSEA 02 Memo for CNM of 7 Feb 75(e) My Memo for CNM of 24 Aug 76
(f) My Memo for CNM of 27 Aug 76

1. On 10 September 1976, Mr. Leighton of my staff met withyou and Captain Thompson of your staff to discuss CGN 41related matters. With my agreement, Mr. Leighton had requestedthis private meeting in response to allegations made about him.Reference (a) summarizes that meeting.

2. In reference (b), distributed to the Deputy Secretary ofDefense, the Secretary of the Navy, and others, Mr. Rulecomplained to you that Mr. Leighton has interfered with hisefforts as the CGN 41 negotiator and that "NAVSEA OS--Mr.Leighton in particular--has actively opposed and interferedwith the implementation" of the CGN 41 agreement Mr. Rule hadnegotiated with Newport News. Mr. Rule asked for, and I under-stand was subsequently given, i copy of reference (a).
3. Using reference (a) as a springboard, Mr. Rule issuedreference (c) which he also distributed to the Deputy Secretaryof Defense, the Secretary of the Navy, as well as other Defenseand Navy officials. Reference (c) contends that the court willvoid the CGN 41 option because of Mr. Leighton's involvementin the DLGN 38 Class contract negotiations, and because the Navyarranged for Tenneco and Newport News officials to withdraw anddisavow a Newport News memorandum dated 22 November 1971. Thatmemorandum was prepared by Mr. C.L. Willis and purports to bean account of negotiations leading to award of the contractfor-construction of the DLGN 38 Class ships (now CGN 38 Class).Mr. Rule cites the Willis memorandum as demonstrating that Mr.Leighton "usurped negotiating authorit" and that he "negotiatedthat contract in a most dictatorial and improper fashion." Mr.
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Rule suggests that NAVSEA 08 was "exercised" about the Willis
memorandum because of what it might reveal about Mr. Leighton's
dominant role in the negotiations.

4. Newport News first raised the 1971 Willis memorandum as
an issue with senior Defense and Navy officials in February
1975. At that time, the circumstances surrounding the company's
agreement to withdraw and disavow the Willis memorandum were
reviewed by RADM E.E. Renfro, the then NAVSEA Director of
Contracts. RADM Renfro reported the results of his review in
reference (d); this review indicated nothing improper with
the Navy's handling of the matter.

5. Reference (d) explains that Newport News in November 1971
attempted to condition acceptance of the DLGN 38 Class contract
on a 31-page Newport News memorandum purporting to be minutes
of the negotiation prepared by Mr. Willis while he was a member
of the Newport News negotiating team; that the memorandum was
self-serving and inaccurate in nearly all respects. As soon as
the Willis memorandum was submitted by Newport News in November
1971, RADM K.L. Woodfin, NAVSEA Director of Contracts at that
time, recognized that some day it might be argued that the
Newport News memorandum, not the signed contract, reflected
the agreement. He immediately rejected the conditioned contract.

6. The Willis memorandum was incomplete as to the people who
participated in the negotiations, what was said, as well as the
context of the negotiations. The Willis memorandum failed to
address adequately the discussions leading to the prior five-
ship proposed contract and how these discussions affected the
negotiations for the three-ship contract referred to in the
memorandum. Many statements in the Willis memorandum attributed
to Mr. Leighton, Mr. Greer, and others were either incorrectly
reported or stated out of context. Further, the memorandum
did not address the status of the shipbuilding program at that
time, an understanding of which is necessary to understand
the context of the negotiations. All of this, as well as
specific incorrect statements in the Willis memorandum, was
pointed out at the time to Mr. L.C. Ackerman, then President
and Chairman of the Board of Newport News. Mr. Ackerman had
attended some of the negotiations himself. He recognized some
statements in the memorandum which incorrectly reported dialogue
in which he had participated. Based on this review, Mr.
Ackerman agreed to sign his letter of 23 November 1971 to RADM
Woodfin which stated in part:
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"After reviewing Mr. Willis' memorandum, I agree with
you that it does not adequately reflect what transpired
during the negotiations and is inaccurate in virtually
all respects.... I want to confirm that all copies of
Mr. Willis' memorandum have been destroyed."

7. I assisted RADM Woodfin in getting Mr. Ackerman to disavow
and destroy the Willis memorandum. We both agreed, as did Mr.
Ackerman at the time, that no point would be served in trying
to correct the memorandum. The three of us agreed, and Mr.
Ackerman so stated in his 23 November 1971 letter, that "the
contract as written and executed constitutes the entire under-
standing and agreement of the parties."

8. At that time Mr. Rule asked about this incident. It should
be noted that he subsequently conditioned his 2 December 1971
approval of the contract post-negotiation business clearance
on the basis:

"That no letters of understanding, aide memoire or
correspondence of the contractor's interpretation of
clauses be accepted or recognized in connection with
this procurement."

9. Upon Mr. Rule's assignment as CGN 41 negotiator in July
1976, the present NAVSEA Director of Contracts, RADM L.E. Hopkins,
forwarded to Mr. Rule a copy of reference (d). He was also
furnished a copy of my letter of 6 August 1975 to Mr. N.W.
Freeman, then Chairman of the Board of Tenneco, which summarized
this entire incident. Apparently someone at Newport Ne..:
furnished Mr. Rule a copy purporting to be the Willis memorandum,
even though Mr. Ackerman had certified in writing that all
copies had been destroyed. Mr. Rule, without checking with
the Government personnel involved to determine all the relevant
facts, now seems to be going out of his way to establish
credibility for a Newport News document which the President of
Newport News agreed at the time, and certified in writing, was
"inaccurate in virtually all respects." Further, even if the
Willis memorandum were accurate--which it is not--it does not
support Mr. Rule's allegations of improper conduct of the
negotiations on the part of anyone in the Navy, including Mr.
Leighton.
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10. Mr. Rule appears to believe that in shipbuilding negotia-
tions NAVSEA 08 representatives should confine themselves to
giving only technical advice. However, the Armed Services
Procurement Regulation specifically provides that:

"The contracting officer shall avail himself of all
appropriate organizational tools such as the advice
of specialists in the fields of contracting, finance,
law, contract audit, packaging, engineering, traffic
management, and price analysis."

11. The contract post-negotiation business clearance Mr.
Rule approved on 2 December 1971 identifies by name all members
of the Navy's negotiating team, all of whom reported to the
contract negotiator, Mr. Irwin Lee. In addition to personnel
representing the NAVSHIPS contracting officer, Ship Acquisition
Program Manager, NAVSHIPS Counsel, NAVSHIPS Comptroller, the
Supervisor of Shipbuilding, and the Defense Contract Audit
Agency, there were four NAVSHIPS 08 representatives on the team
including Mr. Leighton and Mr. M.C. Greer.

12. My rbpresentatives on this team were well-versed in
ship contract matters. In fact, in-such matters they are
among the most experienced and knowledgeable people in Govern-
ment. Mr. Leighton is not only a technical expert, but has
broad administrative experience.- Through more than twenty
years of participation in ship contract negotiations, he has
acquired an understanding of the intricacies and subtleties
of shipbuilding contracts that are not apparent to some
procurement professionals--who may not have been personally
involved in the details of shipbuilding negotiations to the
extent Mr. Leighton has. Mr. Greer is an acknowledged procure-
ment expert. He was awarded the Navy Distinguished Civilian
Service Medal for his outstanding performance in cost control,
accounting, and other procurement-related matters. Mr. Rule
himself has publicly cited Mr. Greer as an example of the type
of highly trained career civil servant whog he thought, the
three military services should be assigning as Assistant
Secretaries for Installations and Logistics. Assistant
Secretary Bowers offered Mr. Greer a position on his staff
as the senior Navy official responsible for Navy procurement
policy. Mr. Greer chose instead to remain at the Energy Research
and Development Administration (ERDA) where he is now the
Controller. NAVSIIIPS would have been negligent not to enlist
their aid during contract negotiations for nuclear ships.

13. Moreover, Mr. Rule should know that it has been normal
practice for members of NAVSEA negotiating teams to participate
fully in all aspects of shipbuilding negotiations. He, himself,
observed some of the negotiation sessions for the NIMITZ Class
carrier contract. His representative, Mr. Burdick, attended
some of the DLGN 38 Class contract negotiations.
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14. NAVSHIPS officials welcomed the participation of experiencedpersonnel such as Mr. Leighton and Mr. Greer in the negotiations.At the time, the contract negotiator, Mr. Irwin Lee; the NAVSHIPSDirector of Contracts, RADM Woodfin, who attended some of thenegotiations; and COMNAVSHIPS, RADM N. Sonenshein, the Contract-ing Officer who signed the contract; all were well aware ofand sanctioned participation of my representatives in the negotia-tions.

15. The recent CGN 41 negotiations which Mr. Rule has beenconducting with Newport News are the only ship contract negotiationsI have heard of where technical and legal experts were notincluded on the negotiating team. Why Mr. Rule has elected toconduct Navy business without such assistance is unknown to me.However, it may account in some measure for the results.

16. In references (b) and (c), Mr. Rule stresses by underliningthat Mr. Leighton "is not even a Navy employee on the Navy
payroll. " That has nothing to do wit0 the issue. Since theinception of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program, it has beenunderstood by all officials concerned that this is a jointNavy-ERDA (formerly AEC) program and that each person in myorganization is paid:by one of the two agencies, but servesboth.

17. In reference (c), Mr. Rule also alleges that NAVSHIPSnegotiated unrealistically low and unfair prices for the DLGN's.However, on 4 October 1971, Mr. Rule reviewed and approved theNAVSHIPS pre-negotiation position for the contract for DLGN's38, 39, and 40 with options for DLGN's 41 and 42. He approvedlower target costs, target profits and ceiling prices for allfive ships than NAVSHIPS was ultimately able to negotiate withNewport News. I cannot understand why Mr. Rule now contendsthat NAVSHIPS negotiated unrealistic and unfair prices when,before the negotiations, he approved lower ones. Further, on2 December 1971 Mr. Rule approved the post-negotiation businessclearance submitted by the contract negotiator, Mr. Lee, whichset forth the negotiated prices and stated "that the pricingarrangements agreed to are fair and reasonable."

18. As a result of Mr. Rule's allegations the Navy GeneralCounsel recently completed an investigation of the matter ofthe Willis memorandum and of Mr. Leighton's involvement innegotiations of the DLGN 38, 39, and 40 contract, the DLGN 41option and its subsequent extensions as a result of Mr. Rule'sallegations. I understand that Counsel found nothing improperin the way Mr. Leighton or the Navy handled these matters andconcluded that the Government's case in the CGN 41 dispute isnot damaged thereby.
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19. In reference (c), Mr. Rule imputes sinister motives on

the part of NAVSEA 08 because an option for DLGN 41 was added
to the contract for DLGN's 38, 39, and 40. He contends "that

NAVSEA 08 knew no such authority existed" since the. Secretary
of Defense directed that the Navy proposed multi-year contract

for five ships be renegotiated to a three-ship contract. How-

ever, the documented record shows that in 1971, Mr. Rule was

well aware that the issue was not whether the DLGN 41 and DLGN

42 would be built, but whether they would be built with the
TARTAR D fire control system or delayed to incoporate the AEGIS

fire control system. In fact, I believe that Mr. Rule was the

first to suggest that if the DLGN's 41 and 42 were to be delayed

for AEGIS, then the multi-year contract should be for the first

three ships only, with the fourth and fifth ships priced as

options. In commenting on the pre-negotiation clearance for

a five-ship multi-year contract for DLGN's 38-42, Mr. Rule
stated in a letter to COMNAVSHIPS of 19 February 1971:

"If CNO wishes to switch from TARTAR D to AEGIS for the
fourth and/or fifth ship, this Office will approve a
properly documented and supported multi-year contract
for three ships, with priced options for one or two
additional ships. If thereafter this major change were
made, the integrity of the three ship contract would be

preserved and only the pricing of the fourth and/or
fifth ship affected."

20. As Mr. Rule states in reference (c), on 27 April 1971 the

Deputy Secretary of Defense directed that the five-ship multi-
year contract be renegotiated to a-three-ship multi-year contract.
However, in May 1971 the Deputy Secretary informed Congress
that the DLGN's 41 and 42 had not been canceled, but that he
had held them up pending further progress on development of

future weapons systems such as AEGIS. Subsequently, COMNAVSHIPS
proposed to revise the Navy procurement plan to incorporate
options for two more ships in the three-ship contract to be
renegotiated--DLGN's 41 and 42. This option plan was formally
approved by the Navy chain of command through the Secretary of

the Navy and cleared informally by the Deputy Secretary of
Defense on 6 August 1971. Meanwhile, on 21 June 1971, the

Deputy Chief of Naval Material (Procurement and Production)
signed a memorandum prepared in Mr. Rule's office which formally
approved the NAVSHIPS request to modify the Advanced Procure-
ment Plan to include options for DLGN's 41 and 42 in the contract

for DLGN's 38, 39, and 40. Mr. Rule reviewed and approved the

NAVSHIPS pre-negotiation position for the three-ship contract
with options for the DLGN's 41 and 42 on 4 October 1971. At

that time he must have considered that proper authority existed

for NAVSHIPS to negotiate the options. Otherwise, why would
he have approved the options in the pre-negotiation position?
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21. On 9 December 1971, subsequent to the negotiation, the
Deputy Secretary of Defense approved a Program Budget Decision
to proceed with the DLGN 38 Class program on the basis of a
three-ship multi-year contract, with options for two more
ships. On 11 December 1971, the Secretary of the Navy requested
approval to proceed with the three-ship contract including
options for two ships. On 21 December, the Secretary of Defense,
after noting that the contract included options for two ships,
approved the three-ship contract. Based on the documented
record, there can be no doubt that all cognizant Defense and
Navy officials were informed of, and approved including options
for the DLGN's 41 and 42 in the contract for the DLGN's 38,
39, and 40.

22. From the outset of the CGN 41 dispute, Navy Counsel and
the Department of Justice attorneys have held that the Navy
has a valid, enforceable contract with Newport News for construction
of the CGN 41 and that the company's legal arguments to the
contrary are without merit. I understand that counsel
still holds this view.

23. Because the Newport News legal position is weak, the
company has undertaken in Mr. Diesel's own words, to- "bring
all the pressure to bear I can for a prompt and equitable
resolution of the differences between the company and the Navy."
Consistent with this approach, Newport News has made public
attacks on the Navy; complained to high level Defense officials;
threatened to stop work on Navy contracts, and to take no more
Navy shipbuilding contracts. As you know, at one time the
company actually stopped work on the CGN 41. Newport News
has also been highly critical of me and my staff and even
lobbied against my most recent reappointment.

24. In this climate Mr. Rule is sponsoring a settlement that
goes beyond the terms of the CGN 41 contract--a contract which
both Navy and Department of Justice lawyers consider to be
valid and enforceable. I find it particularly objectionable
that Mr. Rule is now basing.his justification for reformation
of the CGN 41 contract on unsubstantiated allegations of
misconduct by me, Mr. Leighton, or other members of my staff.
And this without even ascertaining the facts. In so doing, he
has done a gross injustice to Mr. Leighton whose credentials,
accomplishments, and record of performance are well known and
beyond reproach.

25. I have not encountered a more dedicated, competent, hard-
working Government servant than Mr. Leighton, and I am sure
your own experience supports this. He has detailed knowledge
of the design and construction of nuclear powered ships based
on a quarter of a century of first-hand experience. He has been
a valued and much sought-after member of Navy negotiating teams
for nuclear submarinesaand surface ships for two decades.

0,
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26. In references (e) and (f), I informed you of rumors that
Mr. Rule had negotiated a settlement of the CGN 41 dispute.
I explained why I considered that settlement on the terms
rumored would not be in the Government's best interest. The
terms of the proposed settlement have now been disclosed. They
are along the lines I indicated, but even less favorable to the
Government than I had originally heard and reported to you.

27. I am convinced that it would be wrong for the Navy to
settle the CGN 41 dispute along the lines recommended by Mr.
Rule. Mr. Leighton is of the same opinion, as he stated to
you during the 10 September meeting. There is no basis to
conclude that our opposition to Mr. Rule's proposed settle-
ment constitutes improper "interference" in the performance of
Mr. Rule's duties, as he has suggested.

28. Mr. Rule has supplied no facts to support his allegations.
Yet he continues to malign Mr. Leighton. He has circulated
at all levels of the Defense bureaucracy correspondence contain-
ing harshly critical comments regarding Mr. Leighton. The
recipients of such correspondence have a right to assume that
an official in Mr. Rule's position would not make unsupported
charges. Therefore, his correspondence cannot help but be
damaging to Mr. Leighton's reputation.

29. I remained silent following Mr. Rule's adverse comments
about me in his speech of 2 June 1976 before the Shipbuilders
Council of America. However, he has now chosen to launch an
unjustified attack on one of my subordinates, using his
unsupported allegations to justify the unwarranted payment of
tens of millions of dollars of taxpayer funds. Because
of this, the record must be set straight.

30. Thorough investigation of Mr. Rule's al1gations indicates
no evidence of any impropriety or misconduct by Mr. Leighton
or other NAVSEA 08 personnel. Therefore, unless you have
specific evidence to the contrary, I request that you, as Chief
of Naval Material and as Mr. Rule's superior, make it clear
that the views expressed in references (b) and (c) do not
reflect your views.

31. I am sending a copy of this memorandum to the distribution
list indicated in reference (c) so that the recipients of Mr.
Rule's memorandum will be informed of the facts contained
herein. I suggest that you furnish copies toall who have
been furnished copies of references (b) and (c).

0
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32. I request that I be informed of the action you take in
response to this memorandum.

.R icko er

Copy to:
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense General Counsel
Secretary of the Navy
Under Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Installations and Logistics)

Navy General Counsel
Vice Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

92-782 0 - 82 - 17
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/ DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

HEADOUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20350 , AO,, tb

iE:42XJ I, ~~~~~~~~MATOO:FH'M:by
00 MEMO 681-76
14 October 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR ADMIRAL H. G. RICKOVER

Subj: CGN-41 Negotiations

Ref: (a) MAT-022 Memo for CNM of 20 Sep 1976
(b) MAT-022 Memo for Navy General Counsel of 27

Sep 1976
(c) Your Memo for CNM of 6 Oct 1976

1. The allegations in references (a) and (b) concerning Mr.

Leighton, which you state in reference (c) to be inaccurate,
are Mr. Rule's personal assessment of the facts as he sees

them. They are not my statements. The overall conduct of

the CGN-41 negotiations, including the role played by NAVSEA
personnel, has been reviewed by OGC in its assessment of the

proposed settlement. It is now being considered by the

Department of Justice as a part of its responsibilities in

the conduct of this case, and thus it would be inappropriate
for me to comment further at this time.

Hichaelis'

Copy to:
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Department of Defense General Counsel
Secretary of the Navy
Under Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Installations and Logistics)

Navy General Counsel
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20352

IN REPLy REFER TO

1 4 OCT 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR COUNSEL, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Employment of Outside Legal Counsel in Navy Matters

Ref : (a) Vice Chief of Naval Operations Memorandum for the
Chief of Naval Material dtd 9 Oct 76

Encl: (1) List of private attorneys and law firms furnishing
services in connection with the Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Program since 1 July 1974

1. Reference (a) states that concerns have recently been
raised regarding the possible use of appropriated funds for
outside legal counsel in matters that involve or affect the
interests of the Department of the Navy. Reference (a) does
not identify the source of these concerns. Reference (a)
requests that a list of private attorneys and law firms fur-
nishing services either directly to the Navy or to contractors
since 1 July 1974 be submitted to the Chief of Naval Operations.
The stated purpose of this request is "to identify all lawyers
and law firms furnishing services to the Government in any way
in connection with Naval Material Command matters."

2. No private law firms or attorneys have been engaged by
NAVSEA 08.

3. NAVSEA 08 is aware of some of the law firms and attorneys
who have been retained by contractors in connection with
contract disputes, Freedom of Information Act requests, and
other legal matters related to the Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program. In view of the request of reference (a) to identify
all law firms and attorneys providing direct or indirect
legal services to the Government and because of the expressed
concern regarding use of appropriated funds, all law firms and
attorneys known to have furnished legal services to contractors
in matters related to the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program have
been identified. These law firms or attorneys are listed in
enclosure (1). No doubt there are many more.

4. Since the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program is a joint pro-
gram of the Navy and the Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA), enclosure (1) includes law firms and
attorneys performing services related to Naval Nuclear Propulsion
under ERDA procedures.

A Gk. Rr

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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LIST OF PRIVATE ATTORNEYS AND LAW FIRMS FURNISHING SERVICES IN
CONNECTION WITH THE NAVAL NUCLEAR PROPULSION PROGRAM SINCE

1 JULY 1974

In the following list, Babcock and Wilcox Company, Naval Nuclear
Division (B&W NNFD); General Electric Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory (GE-KAPL); General Electric Machinery Apparatus
Operation (GE-MAO); United Nuclear Corporation, Naval Products
Division (UNC NPD); Westinghouse Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory
(Westinghouse Bettis) ; and Westinghouse Plant Apparatus
Division (Westinghouse PAD) are Government prime contractors
in the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program. General Dynamics,
Electric Boat Division (EB); Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Company (NNS&DD); and Ingalls Shipbuilding Division,
Litton Systems, Inc. (Ingalls) are private shipbuilders
performing both nuclear and non-nuclear work.

Private Attorney or Law Firm
and Address

Beveridge, Fairbanks, 6 Diamond
Farragut Square South
Washington, D. C.

Albert G. Busser
744 Broad Street
Newark, New Jersey
107102

Christie, Parker, and Hale
201 South Lake Avenue
Pasadena, California
91101

Cole 6 Groncr
1730 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Matter on Which Advice or
Service was Obtained

Counsel for GE-KAPL in a dis-
pute with a subcontractor,
Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company.

New Jersey representative for
Cole and Groner in connection
with a civil suit brought
against GE-MAO by a subcon-
tractor, Curtiss-Wright
Corporation.

Counsel to Royal Industries
regarding the evaluation of
a potential patent infringement
under Navy prime contract with
Westinghouse Bettis.

1. Counsel to GE-MAO for per-
formancc of independent factual
review of a request by a subcon-
tractor,. Curtiss-Wright
Corporation for relief under
P.L. 85-804.

2. Counsel to GE-MAO concerning
a civil suit brought against GE-
MAO by a subcontractor, Curtiss-
Wright Corporation.

Enclosure (1)
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Private Attorney or Law Firm
and Addreas (Cont'd)

Richard F. Corkey
New London,
Connecticut

Covington 8 Burling
888 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
20006

Crummy, Del Deo, Dolan, H Purcell
Gateway 1
Newark, New Jersey
07102

Dezendorf, Spears, Lubersky
8 Campbell

Portland, Oregon

Dugan, Lyons, Pentak 8 Brown
100 State Street
Albany, New York

Eckert, Seamcns, Cherin 8 Mellot
600 Grant Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Edmunds, Williams, Robertson,
Sackett, Baldwin, 8 Groves

916 Main Street
Lynchburg, Virginia 24504

Matter on Which Advice or
Service was Obtained (Cont'd)

Arbitrator selected by General
Dynamics, Electric Boat Division,
a GE-KAPL subcontractor, in
connection with a termination
for default of a General Dynamics,
Electric Boat Division, subcon-
tractor, Canadian American
Constructors.

1. Counsel to Westinghouse PAD
for defense of a civil suit
brought by Babcock 8 Wilcox
Company, a subcontractor,
alleging defective specifications.

2. Counsel to Westinghouse PAD
on claims by Newport News Ship-
building and Dry Dock Company
for alleged late or defective
Government furnished equipment
and information.

3. Counsel to Westinghouse PAD
on a default termination of an
Acrojet-General subcontract.

Counsel to a GE-MAO subcontractor,
Curtiss-Wright Corporation, in a
civil suit against GE-MAO.

Counsel to NNS&DD regarding a
subcontract dispute.

Counsel to GE-KAPL in personal
injury suit brought by a GE-KAPL
employee.

Counsel to Westinghouse Bettis
on issues such as workmen's
compensation, tort, 8 breach of
employment contract claims.

Counsel to B8W, NNFD in connec-
tion with Naval Nuclear
Propulsion Program work.

Enclosure (1)
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Private Attorney or Law Firm
and Address (Cont'd)

Foley, Hoag, B Eliot
10 Post Office Square
Boston, Massachusetts

Furgeson B Mason
Norfolk, Virginia

Hamel, Park, McCabe , Sanders
1776 F Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Harry R. Hayes
116 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York

Holden, Holden, Kidwell, Hahn,
B Crapo

P.O. Box 129
Idaho Falls, Idaho 82401

Joel M. Howard
75 State Street
Albany, New York

James, Gregg, Creehan B Gerace
Grant Building
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

Lawler, Felix F, Hall
605 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, California
90015

Lowenstein, Newman, B Reis
1100 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D. C.

Matter on Which Advice or
Service was Obtained (Cont'd)

1. Counsel to GE-KAPL in a
default termination against
Process Equipment Corporation.

2. Counsel to EB regarding
labor relations.

Counsel to NNS&DD regarding
CGN 41 option dispute.

Counsel to NNSUDD regarding
CGN 41 option dispute.

Counsel to M-Gard Construction,
in a claim against General
Dynamics, Electric Boat Division,
a GE-KAPL subcontractor.

Counsel to interested firms
in contest of a subcontract
award by Westinghouse Bettis.

Counsel for Canadian American
Constructors in a termination
for default of work subcon-
tracted by General Dynamics,
Electric Boat Division, which
is a GE-KAPL subcontractor.

Counsel to Westinghouse Bettis
regarding workmen's compensa-
tion claims.

1. Counsel to Aerojet-General,
Westinghouse PAD subcontractor,
in Freedom of Information Act
issues.

2. Counsel to Aerojet-General,
a Westinghouse subcontractor,
on a termination for default.

Counsel for P. F. Avery, a
GE-KAPL subcontractor, in a
subcontract dispute.

Enclosure (1)
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Private Attorney or Law Firm
and Address (Cont'd)

L. Martino
Carlton House Hotel
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Maynard, O'Connor 0 Smith
90 State Street
Albany, New York

Morgan, Lewis 0 Bockius
1140 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Pemberton, Buchyn 0 O'Hare
701 Union Street
Schenectady, New York

Penrod, Hlimelstein, Savinar
0 Sims

556 Commercial Street
San Francisco, California

Plowman 0 Spiegel
Grant Building
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15219

A. Plum
314 Long Run Road
McKeesport, Pennsylvania

Pollock, Van Desande 0 Priddy
1200 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Matter on Which Advice or
Service was Obtained (Cont'd)

Counsel to Vector Corporation
regarding subcontract matters
with Westinghouse Bettis.

Counsel to Sweet Associates,
subcontractor to General
Dynamics, Electric Boat
Division, a subcontractor to
GE-KAPL, in death compensation
suit brought by estate of
Sweet employee.

Counsel to BOW NNFD in con-
tract matters, including
claims for additional compen-
sation for nuclear material
safeguards.

Counsel to M. Gold, a GE-KAPL
subcontractor, in personal
injury suit brought by a GE-
KAPL employee.

Counsel to Westinghouse
Bettis regarding a breach of
employment contract claim.

Counsel to construction sub-
contractor to Westinghouse
Bettis in connection with
claim for additional compen-
sation for rerouting of storm
and sanitary sewers.

Counsel to affected subcon-
tractors for review of a
subcontract novation agreement
on office equipment services
order under Navy prime contract
with Westinghouse Bettis.

Counsel to NNS&DD regarding
patent matters.

Enclosure (1)
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Private Attorney or Law Firm
and Address (Cont'd)

Quane, Kennedy, 4 Smith
Boise, Idaho

Rice, Day, Marsh & Calhoun
955 Main Street
Bridgeport, Connecticut

Ruckelshaus, Beveridge, 6
Fairbanks

1 Farragut Square South
Washington, D. C. 20006

Sellers, Conner 4 Cuneo
1625 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Matter on Which Advice or
Service was Obtained (Cont'd)

Counsel to Westinghouse
Bettis regarding workmen's
compensation claim.

Counsel for a GE-KAPL subcon-
tractor, General Dynamics,
Electric Boat Division in an
arbitration hearing involving
a termination for default of
a General Dynamics, Electric
Boat Division subcontract with
Canadian American Constructors.

Counsel to Westinghouse PAD
for defense of a civil suit
brought by Babcock & Wilcox
Company alleging wrongful
withholding of subcontract
payments.

1. Counsel to UNC NPD in
contract matters, including
issues such as claims for
additional compensation for
nuclear material safeguards &
defective pricing alleged on
Government contracts.

2. Counsel to Babcock & Wilcox
Company., a subcontractor under
Navy prime contracts, in Freedom
of Information Act issues.

3. Counsel to Babcock & Wilcox
Company, a subcontractor to
Westinghouse PAD, for issues
such as alleged defective pricing
on Navy subcontracts, wrongful
withholding of payment, & defec-
tive specifications.

4. Counsel to Ingalls regarding
claims against the Government.

S. Counsel to EB regarding
claims against the Government.

Enclosure (1)
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Private Attorney or Law Firm
and Address (Cont'd)

Seyforth, Shaw, Fairweather
B Geraldson

Chicago, Illinois

Slater, Goldman, Gillerman
B Shack

89 State Street
Boston, Massachusetts

Sullivan, Beauregard, Myers
B Clarkson

804 Ring Building
1200 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Swerdlow, Glikbarg, B Shimer
544 United California Bank Bldg.
9601 Wilshire Boulevard
Beverly Hills, California 90210

Schnader, Harrison, Segal B
Lewis

Suisman, Shapiro, Woll, Brennan
B Gray

New London, Connecticut

Nixon, Hargrove, Devon B Doyle
900 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Pullman, Connley, Bradley B
Reeves

Bridgeport, Connecticut

Jenner B Block
Chicago, Illinois

Edwards B Angell
Providence, Rhode Island

Petit, Evers B Martin
San Francisco, California

Matter on Which Advice or
Service was Obtained (Cont'd)

Counsel to NNSBDD regarding a
subcontract dispute.

Counsel to Process Equipment
Corporation in a default
termination under GE-KAPL
subcontract.

1. Counsel for Newport News
Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Company in a subcontract
dispute with GE-KAPL. .

2. Counsel for NNSBDD regarding
claims under Government contracts.

Counsel to Westinghouse PAD on
a termination for default of
an Aerojet-General subcontract.

Counsel to
matters.

Counsel to
estate.

Counsel to
relations.

Counsel to
relations.

EB regarding various

EB regarding real

EB regarding labor

EB regarding labor

Counsel to EB regarding real
estate. .

Counsel to EB regarding
subcontract dispute.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
claims against the Government.

Enclosure (1)
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Private Attorney or Law Firm
and Address (Cont'd)

Williams, Connally, 8 Califano
839 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

Clark, Steinhilber Hasheimer

Dymond 8 Krull

Freedman, Freedman e Swersky
417 N. Washington Street
Alexandria, Virginia

Butler, Snow, O'Mara, Stevens
& Cannada

Jackson, Mississippi

Brunini, Granthan 8 Grower
Jackson, Mississippi

Karl Wiesenburg
Pascagoula, Mississippi

Ray W. Pike
Pascagoula, Mississippi

E. L. Zobazie

Steptoe 8 Johnson
1250 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

White 8 Morse
Gulfport, Mississippi

Parsman, Jones 8 Andrews

Kirlin, Campbell 8 Keating
New York, New York

Blank, Rome, Claus 8 Co.

Matter on Which Advice or
Service was Obtained CCont'd)

Counsel to. Ingalls regarding
Government fraud investigation.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
Government fraud investigation.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
Government fraud investigation.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
Government fraud investigation.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
subcontract dispute.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
litigation on shipbuilding
contracts.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
labor relations.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
labor relations.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
labor relations.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
labor relations.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
labor relations.

Counsel to Ingalls regarding
subcontract dispute.

Counsel to NNS8DDCo. regarding
a subcontract dispute.

Counsel to NNS8DDCo. regarding
a subcontract dispute.

Enclosure (1)
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Private Attorney or Law Firm
and Address (Cont'd)

Christian, Barter, Epps, Brent
& Chaprell

Richmond, Virginia

Marsh, Day & Calhoun
Bridgeport, Connecticut

Henniger & Henniger

Eckert, Seamens, Cherin &
Mellot

600 Grant Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15219

Corcoran, Youngman 6 Rowe
1511 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Reed, Smith, Shaw, 6 McClay
Union Trust Building
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Matter on Which Advice or
Service was Obtained. (Cont'd)

Counsel to NNS6DDCo. regarding
utility rates.

Counsel to EB regarding labor
relations.

Counsel to EB regarding labor
relations.

Counsel to Westinghouse Electro-
Mechanical Division, subcon-
tractor to GE-MAO, in a
lawsuit involving allowability
of costs.

Counsel to Tenneco/Newport News
to represent corporate inter-
ests.

Counsel to Duquesne Light, a
Government prime contractor, on
Equal Employment Opportunity
litigation.

Enclosure (1)
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DEPARTMENT ol: THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

5 November 1976

Mr. John P. Diesel, President
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
4101 Washington Avenue
Newport News, Virginia 23607

Dear Mr. Diesel:

I have before me a copy of an article from the Newport News (Virginia)
Times Herald of November 2nd, 1976, which states, in part:

During a meeting with 850 members of shipyard management,
John P. Diesel outlined yet another dispute between the shipyard
and the Navy that could threaten future Navy shipbuilding...

Diesel also reportedly said Adm. H. G. Rickover, head of the
Navy's nuclear propulsion program, wants the shipyard to "play
ball" with the Navy in resolving several contract disputes with
hundreds of millions of dollars at stake.

Rickover has "threatened" to take the shipyard out of nuclear
shipbuilding unless the shipyard softens its position, according to
Diesel.

Diesel said the shipyard is completely at odds with Rickover, who
Diesel alleged would is (sic) use his "political power" to block the
signing of ship contracts with the shipyard, according to the sources.

I have not discussed Newport News claims with you or anyone else from
Newport News or Tenneco since you and I met last February at the request
of Sec retary Clements. I have not made threats to take the shipyard out of
nuclear shipbuilding, nor is there any valid basis for you to state that I would
use "political power" to block the signing of ship contracts. The only state-
nients of which I am aware which threaten to get Newport News out of nuclear
shipbuilding are the ones made by you and other Newport News officials in
recent letters to Defense officials.
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Please let me know if the quotations above are an accurate report of your
statements. If so, I would like to know the specific basis for your allegations
concerning me.

Sincerely,

A.Gjicko e ;

Copy to:
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY

NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA 23607

1. P. DIESEL
PRESIDENT

November 19, 1976

Admiral H. G. Rickover
Commander
NAVSEA 08
Naval Sea Systems Command
Department of the Navy
Washington, D. C. 20362

Dear Admiral Rickover:

The quotations from the press which you
have included in your letter of 5 November 1976
were obtained by the press through other sources
and, hence, are not literally correct. However,
those quotations cover the thrust of my comments.

It is rather astounding that you, of all
people, should make inquiry as to the basis of
my remarks. You are well aware of your con-
versations, actions, testimony and memoranda
relative to Newport News.

Copy to:
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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- DEPARTMENTOF THE NAVY
-/.sA't e NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

- WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362
< . IN ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~REALS -EFER TO

24 Nov. 1976
Mr. John P. Diesel
President and Chief Executive Officer

..Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
Newport News, Virginia 23607

Dear Mr. Diesel: -

In my 5 November 1976 lettei I asked you to identify thebasis for statements the press has attributed to you to .theeffect that I had threatened to take Newport News out ofnuclear shipbuilding and would use "political power" to blocksigning of ship contracts._ I pointed out that the onlystatements which I am aware of that threaten to get NewportNews out of nuclear shipbuilding are the ones made by youand other Newport News officials in recent letters to Defenseofficials.

Your 19 November response states thaf the quotations attributedto you are not literally correct but that they cover thethrust of your comments. You also expressed surprise that Iwould inquire as to the basis of your remarks, and stated:"You are well aware of your conversations, actions, testimony,and memoranda relative to Newport News."

Because I am well aware of my "conversations, actions, testimony,and memoranda relative to Newport News," I know of no factualbasis for the statements attributed to you, whether they areliterally correct or if they convey only the thrust of yourcomments as you contend. This was the reason for my request.

In sum, your 19 November response confirms the point I wantedto make.

Sincerely,

Ht P- e
Copy to:
The Deputy Secretary of Defense
The Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

(h.8
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Nzwwo Nzwe UnsuXnamO,
Newtor" Ne, ,o Doeeber17, 1976.

Adm. H}ISN 0. Riczoni,
Depoatment o1 the Naee, Navy se Bsyetem# Commsad.
Washington, D.C.

Dam AnumuL lItzYovu: I had boped when I wrote my letter of November 19
1976, responding to your Inquiry about some statements attributed to me by the

ress that further communication on this subject would be unnecessary. Seeking
to avoid a meaningless dialogue with you, I had deliberately refrained from reelt-

bg In my November 19, letter the factual bases for my earlier comments.
The statements I have made concerning you and your relationship with this

company have always been accurate. By way of example. you know very well
that In a telephone eonveration with me on October 20, 1975, you stated that we
were not capable of performing as a design agent because of our contracting pos-

tare and threatened to take all design work away from us. Nevertheless, I do
sot think that further correspondence between us is a satisfactonr method of
ddresing the subjeet

I hope that an opportunity will arlse In the future for your relationship with
this eompany to be thoroughly detailed. I strongly bellere that the most appro-
priate way to have this relationship accurately and fully disclosed is in a pro-
ceeding where a verbatim transcript Is made under oath. However, your recent
refusal to comply with the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals order
directing you to appear to have your deposition taken, leads me to conclude that
you would not willingly submit to much a procedure In this regard, I am enclos
Ing a Copy of my letter to Secretary Middendorf.

Very truly yous,
J. P. DzzPeuet.
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11.u\, DEPARTMENT O0 THE NAVY
i. ,,x, in k NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

i!/ ¾Y WASHINGTON, D.C. 20302

N NOL~ CFER la

19 Jan 1977
MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Rasponse to Allegations by Mr. J. P. Diesel, President,
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co:mpany

Encl: (1) My letter to Mr. W. E. Scott, Chairman of the Board,
Tenneco, dated 19 Jan 1977

1. As you know, in his campaign for rapid settlement of Newport
Jews' claims against the Navy, Mr. J. P. Diesel, President of
Newport News, has directed a personal attack on nc--contendins
that I am a major cause of their problems and that I hav.- actud
unfairly. Apparently he hopes thereby to help invalidate Navy
contracts or obtain claim settlements in excess of amounts legally
owed by the Navy.

2. Hr. Diesel's letter to you of 17 December 1976 and his
letter to me dated the same day are examples of one effort
in this regard. In this case, as in the past, the facts do
not support Mr. Diesel's allegations. However, in his 17 December
letter to me, Mr. Diesel states:

"I do not think that further correspondence between us
is a satisfactory.method of addressing the subject."

3. It occurred to me that the inaccurate and misleading infor-
mation Mr. Diesel submits to senior Defense officials and to
the press may be representative of the information he gives to,
the Chairman of the Board of Tenneco, Mr. W. E. Scott. If so,
such misinformation might result in Tenneco decisions which
would be inimical to the interests of both Tenneco and the
Navy. The record also needs to be set straight so that
misinformation conveyed by Mr. Diesel is recognized for what
it is.

4. Therefore, I have sent the attached letter to the Chairman
of the Board of Tenneco to alert him of the potential problem
and to offer him the opportunity to determine the facts if he
so desires.

Copy to:
.8-f .Secretary of Defense

Deputy Secretary of Defense
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

92-782 0 - 82 - 18
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.MIjb'Yx DEPARTMENTOF 'HE NAVYA NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WAS-IGTON D. 20362 AC'.ATS;,

19 Jan 1977

Mr. Wilton E. Scott
Chairman of the Board
Tenneco Incorporated
Tenneco Building
P.O. Box 2511
Houston, Texas 77001

Dear Mr. Scott:

You may recall our conversation some time ago at a Newport
News ceremony when I expressed my concern that y'ou might notbe getting an accurate picture of events affecting NewportNews Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company. I suggested that youmight gain a better insight into problems affecting NewportNews by reading my August 6, 1975 letter to Mr. N.W. Freeman,then Chairman of the Board of Tenneco.

I am concerned by the fact that my involvement in mattersaffecting Newport News continues to be misrepresented by Mr.Diesel both in the press and in correspondence with my superiors.
The enclosed correspondence between Mr. Diesel and me illustratesthe problem. That correspondence was prompted by pressaccounts quoting Mr. Diesel as saying that I "' threatened' totake the shipyard out of nuclear shipbuilding" and woUld use"'political power' to block the signing of ship contracts withthe shipyard..."

The only statements of which I am aware that threaten to getNewport News out of naval shipbuilding have been made by NewportNews officials. Therefore, I asked Mr. Diesel to identify thespecific basis for the public statements about mC attributedto him.

In his most recent letter to me of December 17, 1976, Mr.Diesel states:

"The statements I have made concerning you and your
relationship with this company have always been
accurate. By way of example, you know very well
that in a telephone conversation with me on October
20, 1975, you stated that we were not capable ofperforming as a design agent because of our contract-
ing posture and threatened to take all design work
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away from us. Nevertheless, I do not think that
further correspondence between us is a satisfactory
method of addressing the subject."

The October 20th telephone conversation mentioned by Mr.
Diesel involved a specific case where his subordinates weretrying to help solve financial problems on a Navy shipbuilding
contract by taking unfair advantage of mistakes made by NewportNews under a design contract. What I conveyed to Mr. Diasel
in telephone conversations on October 20 and 23, 1

9
75--and

in a November 10, 1975 meeting which he requested-was that Icould not condone such actions. I told Mr. Diesel that insofar
as I was concerned as long as Newport News displayed such anapproach, no new work under my cognizance should be put intoNewport News unless there were no other alternative. At our
November 10, 1975 meeting, Mr. Diesel agreed that his representa-
tives had handled the matter incorrectly and apologized fortheir actions. Our meeting was a pleasant one and I left itthinking we had put that specific matter behind us. Apparently,Mr. Diesel now wants to reraise it.

The specific incident is well documented, and if you areinterested in hearing the facts, I would be glad to set then
forth in detail. The facts do not support Mr. Diesel's recentcharacterization of the situation.

With his letter of December 17, 1976 to me, Mr. Diesel
enclosed a letter he had written to the Secretary of the Navy
on the same date. In that letter, and in a subsequent letter
of January 4, 1977, also to the Secretary of the Navy, Mr.
Diesel accuses me of subverting the contracts disputes process
because I submitted an affidavit in lieu of appearing for adeposition in relation to two Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals cases. The two cases in question involve the interpreta-
tion of technical specifications concerning some componceitsinstalled in the NIMITZ and EISENHOWER; Newport News claims the
Navy owes them about a quarter of a million dollars.

Counsel for Newport News,.however, has tried to broaden the
issues beyond the facts in dispute. According to rumors
circulating in the shipbuilding industry, representatives ofNewport News have stated the yard is deliberately using these
two relatively minor cases to harass me and my organization.
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My personal involvement in these two cases was minimal. It
seemed to me it Would not be to the advantage of senior Newport
News, Tenneco, or Government officials to have their time
wasted in depositions on matters extraneous to the issues in
dispute. Therefore, upon advice of Navy Counsel, I submitted
an affidavit to the Board detailing the extent of my involve-
ment. Counsel for Newport News demanded my deposition, and
even went so far as to accuse the Government of attempting to
suppress evidence by withdrawing one of its defenses.

The Board, after considering arguments by counsel for both
sides, ruled that a deposition by me was not required and that
the views expressed by Newport News "with regard to its claim
that the Government's action seeks to suppress or exclude evidence
are without merit." The Board stated, "The matters to be
resolved are relatively straightforward and lacking of any
significant legal or factual complications." It directed both
parties "to limit any further action taken by then to those
matters which are manifestly essential to the conduct of a
hearing and early resolution of these appeals."

The information Mr. Diesel reports to you may be no more
accurate than the information he disseminates publicly and to
my'superiors. Therefore, I am concerned that you may have an
incomplete or inaccurate understanding of the problems at
Newport News as they affect Navy work and my involvement in
them. If so, such misunderstandings might result in you making
business decisions which would not be in the best interests of
either Tenneco or the Navy. Thus, my reason for writins this
letter is to be sure that you know there are disparities betweon
the facts and the information Mr. Diesel has been publicizing.

The next time you are in Washington, I would be pleased to
meet with you if you care to discuss these or other matters of
mutual interest.

Best regards,

H. G. Ricikover

Encl:
As stated
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
-${ - ;!NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

{s~~~~t^, WA~~~. SHINGT0N, D.C. 20362 0 IN REPLY REFER TO

2 DEC 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (MANPOWER,
RESERVE AFFAIRS AND LOGISTICS)

Subj' Withdrawal of Electric Boat Claims from the Jurisdiction
of the Navy Claims Settlement Board

Ref: (a) Chief of Naval Material memorandum, 00/588-77 dtd
1 Dec.1977

1. On 28 November 1977, we met at your request and discussed
several issues involving the Navy shipbuilding program. During
this discussion you mentioned- that you had negotiated an
arrangement with Litton to suspend litigation on the LHA claim
until the end of April, 1978 and that you intended to use the
intervening time to seek a Litton settlement. We agreed that,
contrary to the allegations of the shipbuilders, many of the
cost overruns on current contracts are not the responsibility
of the Government. I cited some examples of problems at the
Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics'which are clearly
the contractor's responsibility. You indicated that you
recognize that the magnitude of the financial problem at
Electric Boat is severe. You also noted that to evaluate the
Electric Boat claim you have available the substantial work
already done by the Navy Claims Settlement Board on this claim.
You stated that you are not interested in any settlement
beyond contract terms with either Litton or General Dynamics.
if it does not result in a substantial financial loss for
each company and if it does not provide a clear solution for
the future.

2. I just received a copy of reference (a) in which the Chief
of Naval Material directed the Chairman of the Navy Claims
Settlement Board to terminate his efforts on the Electric Boat
claims and to furnish all data developed to date to the
Chairman of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower,
Reserve Affairs and Logistics) Special Steering Group. Also,
word is circulating in the Navy that this action was discussed
with me during our 28 November meeting.

3. I would like to make clear for the record that, prior to
receipt of reference (a), I was not informed of
any plans to terminate the Navy STims Settlement Board
efforts on the Electric Boat claims. Nor was I aware of the
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existence of an "ASN(MRA&L) Special Steering Group." I have
no knowledge of its composition, its functions nor why this
group is being given responsibilities previously assigned to
the Navy Claims Settlement Board.

4. In my opinion, the Navy Claims Settlement Board should be
permitted to complete its analysis of the Electric Boat claims.
Personnel from the Navy Claims Settlement Board, the Supervisor
of Shipbuilding, and Naval Sea Systems Command have spent many
months evaluating these claims. It is my understanding that
the job is not yet complete and the Navy Claims Settlement
Board has not made a determination of what the claims are worth.

5. During the meeting, Mr. Leighton and I mentioned the
reports I have submitted concerning the possibility of fraud
in the Newport News claims. We also noted examples of why the
Electric Boat claim may be fraudulent. I noted that, to date,
I have documented and reported to appropriate authorities in
accordance with Navy directives, four specific instances of
apparent fraud in connection with the Newport News claims. I
understand these are currently under review by the Navy
General Counsel. I am preparing reports of other similar
instances, including a report on apparent fraud in the
Electric Boat claims.

6. The Navy must try to protect itself against inflated and
exaggerated claims. These claims create an unwarranted burden
on the Naval establishment; divert technical people from their
primary tasks; and can result in claims being settled for far
more than they are worth. rf Government contractors believe
that they can make out financially by submitting grossly
inflated claims and then use them as the basis for lump sum
settlement negotiations with the Government, we will continue
to be plagued with inflated and unwarranted claims in the
future.

7. It should also be recognized that Newport News will inter-
pret the Navy's action in assigning the Electric Boat claims
to another group as evidence that the Navy is pursuing a
settlement with Electric Boat independent of the merits of
their claims. No doubt the company will harden its position
in dealing with the Board thus making it increasingly unlikely
that the Board can settle the Newport News claims on their
merits.

8. As you know, I advocate the strict enforcement of
Government contracts. If contracts are not going to be
enforced there is no sense negotiating them. However, I
recognize that you and other senior Defense officials have
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responsibilities far broader than my own and that you may
determine that, in order to facilitate national defense,
the Navy must grant extrarcontractual relief in accordance
with Public Law 85-804. But even in that event, the Navy
should establish the value of the shipbuilding claims. The
Navy, the Congress, and the public should be able to find
out jupt how much of the $544 million claimed by Electric
Boat is valid.

10. In view of the above, I strongly recommend that you
reassign the Electric Boat claims to the Navy Claims
Settlement Board and allow that Board to finish evaluating
them on their legal merits.

4! GAICtEk>
Copy to:
Under Secretary of the Navy
General Counsel of the Navy
Chicf of Naval Matcrial
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Chairman of the Navy Claims Settlement Board
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DEPARTMENT 01: 11li NAVY

NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

. \ .WAS-SINGTON. D.C. 20302

* 
IN REPLY REFER TO

. 6 Dec 1977

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

- (MANPOWER, RESERVE AFFAIRS & LOGISTICS)

Subj: Navy Claims Settlement Board

Ref: (a) My memo to you dtd 2 Dec 1977

(b) Your memo to me dtd 5 Dec 1977

1. In reference (a) I recommended that you allow the Navy

Claims Settlement Board to finish evaluating 
the Electric

Boat claims on their legal merits. I pointed out that to

protect itself against inflated and exaggerated claims in the

future the Navy should establish the value of the 
Electric

Boat claims regardless of what other action the Navy may be

considering, including the granting of extra-contractual

relief in accordance with Public Law 85-804.

2. In reference (b) you stated that a decision has been

made to undertake "separate discussions with Litton and

Electric Boat toward the possible resolution of complex, long-

standing problems" and that "It was the consensus of those

directly interested in the foregoing decision, that sound

organizational reasons dictated that Electric Boat 
claims

should be withdrawn from the NCSB during the pendency of such

discussions and awaiting their eventual outcome."

3. In view of the financial problems at Electric Boat and

Litton it is unlikely they will accept a claim settlement 
on

the merits of their claims because they would then have to

report large losses to their stockholders. It would be to

their advantage to contest the claims for many years through

the courts and in Congress. In that way they can defer the

reporting of losses and perhaps avoid them if they can convince

someone in Government, as has happened in the past, to agree

to a settlement for more than the claims are worth.

4. Because settlement in accordance with the terms of the

contract is probably impossible at Electric Boat or at Litton,

I can understand why Navy officials might wish to avoid a

situation where both the Navy Claims Settlement Board and the

Navy Secretariat are conducting settlement negotiations

simultaneously with Electric Boat, but on different bases.
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However, the Board should be allowed to complete its analysis
of the Electric Boat claims to determine the amount legally
owed by the Navy.

5. I do not question your decision to undertake discussions
with Litton and Electric Boat in an effort to arrive at a
permanent solution which would be in the Government's long-
term interest. If may be possible to arrive at a settlement
that would be in the Government's interest and still not
undermine the basis of future Government contracts, either
in the shipbuilding business or elsewhere in the defense
industry. The following are some important considerations
which I believe should be taken into account in an effort of
this sort:

a. Attempts to reach an overall settlement of the
shipbuilding claims should be done in such a manner as not
to prejudice the Government's ability to enforce the terms
and conditions of existing Government contracts. For example,
in the previous effort to settle shipbuilder claims under
PL 85-804, Navy and Defense officials tried to justify the
granting of extra-contractual relief by making public
statements to the effect that the escalation provisions of
Navy shipbuilding contracts were unfair or inequitable.
Although untrue, these statements have subsequently been used
against the Navy in various judicial forums.

b. The settlement should constitute a one-time,
permanent solution. Unless precautions are taken, simply
'paying off" shipbuilders today will leave the Navy with
similar problems tomorrow.

c. The settlement should not establish a precedent
which the Navy could not, in principle, apply to other claims-
troubled contractors who are essential to national defense
and whose projected losses are sufficiently large that their
continued ability to perform is in question.

d. The Government should try to get back, to the
greatest extent possible, as much in value as it gives up.

* e. The settlement should guarantee the future availability
of facilities to the Navy well into the future--say 25-50
years, together with the contractual right to change contractors.
In this way the Navy will not continue to be vulnerable to.
threats of work stoppage whenever a shipbuilder encounters
financial problems. In this regard a Government-owned,
Contractor-operated plant could offer considerable advantages.
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6. It appears to me that it is a mistake to terminate the

Navy Claims Settlement Board efforts to complete its analysis

of the Electric Boat claims.. This Board was established at

the request of the Deputy Secretary of Defense specifically

for the purpose of analyzing and, if possible, settling ship-

building claims on their legal merits. It is my understanding

that the Board was within a few weeks of completing their

analysis and establishing how much the Board considered the

Government legally owed on the $544 million Electric Boat

claim. I understand also that the only outside information

the Board needs to complete its analysis of the Electric Boat

claim is the technical evaluations for thirteen claim items

under my cognizance. The results of my technical evaluation

have not yet been formalized in reports to the Board. However,

nearly all of the analysis has already been performed, and

I will be able to report my conclusions on these thirteen

items shortly. With this information the Board should be

able to arrive quickly at a final figure for the worth of

the Electric Boat claim.

7. I am concerned that by now withdrawing the Electric Boat

claim from the Board, the Navy may be subjecting itself to

criticism in Congress and elsewhere. Regardless of the

"organizational reasons" for the decision, termination of the

claim evaluation effort at this late date will inevitably be

viewed as a Navy effort to keep the Congress and the public

from finding out what the Electric Boat claim is actually
worth.

8. Even if the Navy proposed to grant extra-contractual
relief to Electric Boat under Public Law 85-804, it will no

doubt be asked by Congress to reconcile any final settlement

with the true value of the Electric Boat claim, so that Congress

will know the actual extent of the extra-contractual relief

being proposed. In addition, terminating the Navy Claims

Settlement Board evaluation effort of the Electric Boat claim

would have the following undesirable effects:

a. It would discourage those who have been working

hard to analyze the Electric Boat claim during the past year.

They can only conclude that their efforts have been wasted.

It will also set an undesirable precedent for others involved

in claims matters.

b. If extra-contractual relief were recommended for

Electric Boat without determining contractual responsibility

for the half-billion dollar overruns the company has reported

under its SSN 688 Class shipbuilding contracts, Congress and

the public might be left with the impression that "Navy mis-

management" caused all of this problem as Electric Boat

contends. .
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c. The lack of a firm Navy Claims Settlement Board
figure as to the worth of the Electric Boat claim would tend
to weaken the Government's hand during the independent discussions
you plan to undertake with Electric Boat.

d. As I pointed out in reference (a), Newport News
may well harden its position before the Navy Claims Settle-
ment Board, thus making it increasingly unlikely that the
Board can settle the Newport News claims on their merits.

9. For the above reasons, I again recommend that you allow
the Navy Claims Settlement Board to complete its evaluation
of the Electric Boat claims.

Ax GARi Pk vi'e t a

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Under Secretary of the Navy
General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Chairman of the Navy Claims Settlement Board
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.-lLAll IMLNi .,, IIIC NAVY

NAVAL SEA SYS I LMS COMMAND

.%(i S:?; ~~~~~~~WASt4tNGTC,', U}CW~,

10 Apr 1978

MEMORANDUM FORP TILE SE:CRETARY OF TILE NAVY

Subj: . Shipbuilding claims

Today, at Mr. Jayne's request, members of my staff and I met

with Messrs. Cutter, Jayne, Sitrin, and Stubbing of the

Office of Mianagement and Budget to discuss shipbuilding

claims. Attached are the notes I discussed and left With them.

kfG. 4RioLver

Attachment:
As stated

Copy to:
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Chief of Naval Operations

Chief of Naval Material

Commander, Naval Sea Systems Coimmand

Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement Board
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NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING CLAIMS NGAINST THE NAVY

1. To understand the unlikelihood of quickly negotiating a
settlement of the remaining Newport News =laims that is fair
to the Government, it is important to keeo the following facts
in mind:

a. The remaining Newport News claims request an increase
in contract ceiling prices of $742 millioa. If they were
accepted at face value, Newport News woull receive about $346
million. The Conpany has reported about $186 million as income
from the claims through 1977. However, datailed Navy analysis
of the claims reveals that they are actually worth far less
than $186 million.

b. By booking a large income against the claims, Newport
News has been ab:e to report the highest profits in Newport
News' history at the same time they are wciting off major losses
on commercial sh:pbuilding contracts.

(1) Newport News has never reported an overall loss
in any year since it was acquired by Tenneco in 1968.
In 1975 the Company reported a record high of $30 million
profit before taxes; in 1976, $40.5 million; in 1977,
$50 million.

(2) Even so, Newport News absorbed a loss through 1976
of over $35 million on three Liquefiesd Natural Gas carriers,
the first ships being built in their new commercial yard.
For 1977 the reported loss on these ships is expected to
increase to $85 million or more.

(3) There is a marked differen:e in the way Newport
News treats their commercial customers and the way they
treat the Navy. They are absorbing major losses on
commercial shipbuilding without submitting claims against
their commercial customers and witho-at complaining about
the much less favorable escalation a:id cost-sharing
provisions of their commercial contracts as compared to
their Navy contracts. At the same time, they publicly
complain about the "unfairness" of tic Navy contracts
and submit highly inflated claims against the Navy.

(4) Newport News could have booked a much lower
incone from the claims in 1976 and 1977 and still have
shown a proEit for Navy work. Howev.sr, the Navy profit

.then might riot have offset the commezcial losses in those
years, and might have required Newport News to report an
overall loss; in 1976 and/or 1977 because of the commercial
loss. They chose instead to book a high value for the

E V Mi 0 aS U (I
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claims and report record profits. Tp do otherwise would
have focused more attention on the commercial shipbuilding
losses. Obviously, Mr. Diesel would like to avoid that.

c. If Newport News were to accept -the Navy's value for
the claims and settle them in 1978, they would have to report
as a loss in that year the difference between the income from
claims previously booked and the settlement amount. This would
almost certainly require them to report an overall loss for
1978, a step Mr. Diesel would be very reluctant to take.

d. Newport News has already been paid about $45 million
-in provisional payments against pending claims. These payments
significantly reduce the additional cash they would receive
by settling the claims at the Navy's estimate of their worth.
On the other hand, by refusing to settle they can keep a high
booked value for the claims for many years while they resort to
the litigative p::ocess. Further, they can continue to press
Navy and Defense officials, or the Armed Services Board of
Contract Appeals (ASECA), or the Court of Claims to settle the
claims for a higher amount. As this dispute goes on over the
years, if Newport News lowers its estimate of what they will
ultimately recover, they can do so a little each year so as to
offset the difference with other profits. Meanwhile they can
quietly put thei': commercial shipbuilding losses behind them by
using the booked income for the Navy claims to keep the reported
overall profits high.-

e. Mr. Diesel's letter of 22 December 1977 to the Navy
Claims Settlemen: Board,in which he rejected the Navy's offer-
to settle the $90.4 million claim on the SSN 686/687 contract
makes it clear that Newport News has no intention of settling
the claims at the ir value as determined by the Navy. He
officially asked for a Contracting Officer's decision on the
SSN 686/687 cont::act and asked the Navy to give Newport News
its offers for the other claims. The Contracting Officer
decision issued on the SSN 686/687 claim was for $2.9 million.
While the Navy's offer to settle was highsr,it included amounts
for litigative r..sk beyond the $2.9 million in actual entitlement,

f. Newport News has employed dubious techniques to
inflate the claims. Specific examples of claims items which
may constitute violations of fraud or false claims statutes
have been reported by others as well as myself. These items
have common features of misleading statements; omission of facts;
statements that are demonstrably untrue; and so forth. Taken
together, these :.tems appear to have been carefully coordinated,
thus raising the question of whether techniques were deliberately
devised and used to distort the truth in such a way that fraudulent
or false intent would be difficult to prove. This raises the
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further question whether such coordination of the claims, if
it were found to exist, would not itself violate applicable
statutes. Whether or not Newport News claims violate fraud
or false claims statutes cannot be determined until they are
investigated by the Justice Department. Even then, it would
take great effor- and several years to carry through a successful
prosecution of the case.

2. In his testimony to the Joint Economic Committee on 29
December 1977, the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower,
Reserve Affairs, and Logistics) indicated that he intended to
become personally involved in negotiation of the Newport News
Shipbuilding claims which have been assigned to the Navy Claims
Settlement Board, rather than let the Board carry out its charter.
This testimony has been widely interpreted as a signal that if
the Board cannot reach settlements with Newport News on the
claims within the amounts .the Board considers justifiable under
the terms of the contracts, then the Navy Secretariat will take
over the negotiations. The Secretariat appears to be following
this course rather than allowing the Board to issue Contracting
Officer decision; and letting the matter be resolved by the
normal process before the ASBCA. -

3. The only way the Secretariat can exrect to settle the
Newport News claims quickly is to offer them much more money
than the Board considers justified, based on its review of the
claims. Yet, it is unlikely that the Secretariat has achieved
greater insight as to the merits of the claims than the Board.
The invalid and inflated portions of the Newport News claims
have increased the cost of the Navy's claims analysis by millions
of dollars and have diverted scarce talent from important
technical work. Further, the Navy's public reputation has been
damaged by the adroit manipulation of the press by Company
officials. If, under these circumstances the Secretariat
increases claim settlement offers without resorting to P.L.
85-804, it would ratify the whole omnibus claims strategy
Newport News has been following and encourage others to adopt
the same strategy. There would then be no incentive for any
Defense Department contractor henceforth to accept resolution
of contract disputes by contracting authorities if he could
bypass the litigative process and obtain a higher price at the
Secretariat level.

4. Many profesnional Navy people, officers and civilians,
have had to devote a great deal of their time away from their
normal work to evaluate these claims. They are quite aware of
the highly inflated nature of these claims. I have yet to meet
anyone who has worked on the analysis of these claims who is
not disturbed by their content. These people are deeply interested
in how the Secretariat would determine and justify the additional
amounts to be pai.d for these claims.
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5. It is one thing for the Secretariat to review the quality

of the work performed by Navy procurement officials,.including

the Navy Claims Settlement Board, and to take action to correct

deficiencies found. It is entirely another matter, however,

for the Secretariat to bypass the contractual process and 
under-

mine their subordinates. In this regard, the very purpose for

establishing the ASBCA was to adjudicate contract disputes for

the Secretary. It should be allowed to perform this function.

6. It is possible that the ASBCA would find that Newport News

is contractually entitled to more than the Navy Claims Settle-

ment Board considers the claims merit. However, to reach that

conclusion the ASBCA would have to hear the arguments on both

sides of each issue and render a formal decision which would

then form a basis for evaluation of contract disputes in the

future. This would at least provide a resolution of the issues

raised in the claims. That course is far preferable to settling

the claims oi% the basis of the amount the contractor has decided

he wants to hold out for.
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ELECTRIC BOAT SHIPBUILDING CLAIMS AGAINST THE NAVY

1. The Navy now has pending a $544 million claim by Electric
Boat covering its two SSN 688 Class submarine ship construction
contracts. The cost estimates used by General Dynamics for
its 1977 annual report indicate that without any claim recovery,
Electric Boat will lose $840 million on the two SSN 688 contracts.

2. The Navy's evaluation of Electric Boat's $544 million
claim indicates that it is grossly inflated and far exceeds
the amount the Navy legitimately owes. I have identified
numerous items in the claim which should be investigated for
possible violation of federal fraud and false claim statutes.

3. There is no reason to believe that General Dynamics will
agree to settle their claim on its merits. By keeping large
claims outstanding and threatening to submit even more claims,
the company retains the flexibility to defer the reporting of
losses; to hope for a settlement independent of the mierits of
the claims; or to write off losses gradually over future years
as the dispute wends its way through the courts.

4. The Navy Secretariat has announced that it is exploring
the possibility of a "total settlement" with General Dynamics
that would dispose of the Electric Boat claim, presumably by
granting extra-contractual relief under PL 85-804.. I have also
attached the criteria I believe should be met if shipbuilding
claims are to be settled by providing extra-contractual relief.
In addition, at Electric Boat the following is germane:

a. The Navy awarded both SSN 688 Class contracts to
Electric Boat ba:;ed on competitive bids; the first without
negotiation of prices. If the Electric Boat contracts were
now to be reformed under PL 85-804 to provide a higher price
or more favorable terms, Newport News--tha unsuccessful bidder
in these competitions--would no-doubt raise objections. Further,
Newport News would probably demand extra-zontractual relief
on its SSN 688 ship construction contracts.

b. Electr:Lc Boat is spending $50 million more per submarine
than its competitor, Newport News, to build identical SSN 688
Class ships to identical plans in essentially the same time
frame. This indicates that, contrary to the allegations in
the Electric Boat claim, the contractor's own inefficiency
and poor productivity contributed substantially to the
financial problems at Electric Boat.

EV;CLUMUP-~)

92-782 0 - 82 - 19
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c. There is a very real possibility that General
Dynamics officials "bought in" on the SSN 688 contracts, and
that this contributed to the large cost overruns. I believe
that Electric Boat records will show that the proposed bid
estimates prepared by Electric Boat shipyard personnel were
substantially reduced by corporate officials in St. Louis prior
to submission to the Navy.

d. Although corporate officials were aware of problems
at Electric Boat for many years, they did little to correct
them. For one and one-half years, the top management job at
Electric Boat was held by a financial executive who had no
prior shipbuilding experience.

e. The Electric Boat claim on its second SSN 688
submarine constrmction contract is based primarily on the
alleged impact of late or defective Government-furnished
drawings and allegations that the Government-furnished design
was different than the company expected when it bid on the
contracts. Yet, by the time that contract was awarded, Electric
Boat had in hand nearly all Government-furnished drawings and
had performed sumstantial construction work on the first
contract.

5. For several years, General .Dynamics officials seem to
have gone to great lengths to avoid reporting projected losses
on the SSN 688 contracts to their stockholders. Initially,
they compensated for large overruns on the first SSN 688 Class
ships by reducing their estimates to complete the follow ships.
Eventually the overruns on the early ships became so large that
this technique wis no longer possible. Then the company
started booking income against the large claims they submitted.
In that way the company was able to continue to avoid reporting
any losses on this program.

6. General Dynamics management has consistently miscalculated
the extent of their own financial problems at Electric Boat
such that if in prior years the Navy had paid everything the
company asked, the company would still be facing potential
losses of hundreds of millions of dollars on these two contracts.
Specifically:

a. In March 1976, the Navy settled, for $97 million,
a $230 million Electric Boat claim covering all items of
Government responsibility through May 1975 on the first
SSN 688 Class shipbuilding contract. At that time the Navy
had to turn down a General Dynamics' offer for a claims release
covering the second contract for an additional $53 million
because General Dynamics had not yet submitted a claim on
the second contract.
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b. In May 1.976, Deputy Secretary Clements offered to
reform these two contracts under PL 85-801 to provide more-
liberal escalation payments in return for a complete claims
release.' Under this arrangement the company would have received
about $170 million in addition to the $97 million settlement
of the first SSN 688 claim. General Dynamics accepted the
Clements' offer. However, Mr. Clements abandoned this scheme
when Newport News and Litton refused to d::op their claims on a
similar basis. This tentative agreement with Electric Boat
was never executed because Litton and Newport News rejected
the Clements' offer. As late as November 1976, General Dynamics
officials were still imploring the Navy to implement the
Clements' 85-804 settlement. Had the Navy done so, the company
would still face projected losses in the hundreds of millions
of dollars.

c. In February 1977--only a few months after pursuing
the $170 million Clements' settlement--El!ctric Boat raised
its cost estimates on the SSN 688 Class contracts; the company
reported a projected cost overrun of approximately $386
million. By November 1977, the company's projected overrun
had grown to $54!. million. Currently, the projected overrun
is up to $840 million.

.7. To my knowledge, General Dynamics ha:; not submitted a
formal request for extra-contractual reliof. Further, I
understand that financial audits by the Navy indicate that
General Dynamics can absorb the losses be~ing projected on the
SSN 688 Class cortracts. In these circurm;tances it would seem
appropriate to let those in the Navy who have previously been
charged with responsibility for evaluating and trying to settle
these claims to continue to do so rather than having the Navy
Secretariat take over these functions.
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ELECTRIC: BOAT's "35,000 CHANGES" ALLEGATION

There have been numerous accounts in the press recently
regarding Electric Boat's allegation that cost overruns
on their SSN 688: construction program are due largely to
the Navy's having issued 35,000 "changes" to the submarines.
This allegation is inaccurate and totally misleading. Here
are the facts:

* About 6,000 drawings are required to build a SSN
688 Cla!;s submarine. To date, an average drawing
has had five to six revisions issued to it. This
amounts to over 30,000 drawing revisions, and is
the apparent basis of the Electric Boat allegation.

* The average of 5 to 6 revisions per drawing on
SSN 688's is in line with both military and
commerc:Lal shipbuilding practice. For example,
on the SSN 637 Class submarines designed by
Electric Boat, the average-drawing had about 5
revisions; the FFG, 7 revisions per drawing; the
LHA and DD 963, an average range of 4 to 7 revisions
per drawing; and two classes of tankers designed
by a private builder for commercial customers had
averages of 5.7 and 6.7 revisions per drawing.

* The vas- majority of drawing revisions do not
involve "changes" to the scope of work agreed to
by the )arties and defined in the contracts.

For example, many thousands of drawing revisions
merely correct editorial errors. Many other
revisions are made at the request of the shipbuilder
for his own convenience. Also, a large number of
revisions are issued before worl begins and do
not increase costs of construction. In fact, many
revisions are issued which decrease the shipbuilder's
costs.

* Of course, some revisions requite ripout or
refabri:ation of previously completed work, or
require work beyond that definee. by the contract.
In these cases, a contract chang;e is necessary,
and the shipbuilder is contractually required to
promptly notify the Government of such changes so
that they can be quickly negotiated and the
contract amended to pay the shipbuilder for his
increased effort.

EUSLUN (3)
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v To date, the Navy has isslued 3,350 changes to thL
18 SSN 588 submarines under contract at Electric
Boat. Of these, 2,795--over 80%--have been fully
adjudicated by mutual agreement between the Navy
and Ele:tric Boat for a total increase in contract
price of about $37 million. This is less than 3%
of the contract price.

* The remaining 20% of changes have not been adjudicated.
However, based on actual return costs for the work
required by these changes, the Navy expects that the
total for all 3,350 changes--both those negotiated
and those as yet unadjudicated--will be less than
5% of the contract price. This is consistent with
past practice because, historically, the cost of
all changes on Navy combatant ships during the life
of the contract has been about 5% of the contract
price.

a There is a simple way of showing the Electric Boat
allegat.on is totally erroneous. Newport News and
Electric Boat are building SSN 688 Class submarines
to the s;ame design, with the same drawing revisions,
and with the same changes. Yet the SSN 688 Class
submarines being built at Electric Boat are costing
about $!;O million more per submarine, than at
Newport News. The only possible explanation is
that El:ctric Boat is less efficient than Newport
News.
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RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING USE OF PUBLIC LAW 85-804

The following considerations should be taken into account in
the event that senior Defense officials determine that a
negotiated settlement of shipbuilding claims independent of the
merits of the claims is necessary:

* Attempts to reach an overall settlement of the ship-
building claims should be done in such a manner as
not to impair the Government's ability to enforce
the terms and conditions of existing Government
contracts. In the previous effort to settle ship-
builder claims under P.L. 85-804, Navy and Defense
officials tried to justify the granting of extra-
contractual relief by making public statements to the
effect that the escalation provisions of Navy ship-
building contract were unfair or inequitable.
Although untrue, these statements have repeatedly
surfaced and have even been used against the Navy
in various judicial forums.

* The settlement should constitute a one-time
permanent solution. Unless precautions are taken,
simply "paying off" shipbuilders today will leave
the Navy with similar problems tomorrow.

* The settlement should not establish a precedent
which the Navy could not, in principle, apply to
other claims-troubled contractors who are essential
to national defense and whose projected losses are
sufficiently large that their continued ability to
perform is in jeopardy. In the previous attempt to
settle claims under P.L. 85-804 with four specific
shipbuilders, other defense contractors expressed
an interest in receiving the same deal.

* The settlement should not permit shipbuilders to
bail out their subcontractors at Government expense.

* The settlement should be a two-way street. The
Government should make a concerted effort to get back
as much in value as it gives up. This will help
protect the taxpayer's interests and tend to discourage
other contractors from seeking extra-contractual
relief.

ENCLOS U E.(q)
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* The settlement should guarantee the future
- availability of facilities to the Navy 25 to 50
years into the future together with the contractual
right to change contractors. This would protect the
Navy from threats of work stoppage whenever a ship-
builde:: encounters financial problems. In this
regard, a Government-owned, contractor-operated
plant could offer considerable advantages.

* The granting of extra-contractual relief should not
excuse a contractor from any legal liability he might
have uider federal fraud or false claims statutes.
Similarly, the granting of extra-contractual relief
should not be done in a way which prejudices the
Government's ability to enforce such statutes. These
statutes should be strictly enforced.

* The true financial condition of the corporation
should be ascertained by Government audit. Corporate
officials sometimes tend to exaggerate their financial
problems, especially in dealing with Government
officials. In this regard, it is worth noting that
the conglomerate parents of the Navy's three largest
shipbu:lders are still reporting profits in spite
of the financial problems at their shipyards.

* The wo:-th of the claims should be determined. The
Navy, the Congress, and the public have a right to
know just how much of the amount claimed is valid
and also the value of the extra-contractual relief
which is granted.
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GOVERNMENT-OWNED, CONTRACTOR-OPERATED PLANTS

* If the Navy, under threat of not being able to get Navy
ships, is unable to enforce its contracts with private
shipbuilders and has to reprice thenir regardless of legal
merits, the Government should face up to this fact and
take steps to protect itself.

* The Government can assure its future access to a ship-
yard's production facilities by buying the shipyard and
operating it as a Government-owned, contractor-operated
(GOCO) facility. Under this arrangement:

The Government owns all land ard facilities.

The private contractor is paid a small fee to operate
the facility under a cost reirm*ursement contract
with tCe Government.

The contractor is responsible for managing the work,
providing personnel, organizing the plant, etc.--
subject to review and approval by the Government.

If the contractor does not perform well, the
Government would have the right, to replace him with
anotherc contractor to operate the facility.

* While a GOCO shipyard is not a panacea for current
shipbuilding contract problems, it uould guarantee the
Navy access to the facilities and put an end to the
claims business--allowing both Navy and shipbuilder
personnel to concentrate on the difficult task of
building ships.

* The Government-owned, contractor-operated plant approach
should only be used in cases where the Government decides
it must give extra-contractual relief to an essenti`il
shipbuilder. Moreover, the Government should pay fair
value for anly shipyard it would acquire under these
circumstances as part of the overall settlement, so that
the Government would not in any sense be confiscating
private property.

* Alternatively, the Navy might leave the shipyard under
private owniership, but build ships under a cost-reimburse-
ment operating contract which would guarantee the shipbuilder.
a modest fee. In such an arrangement, however, the Govern-
ment should obtain the unilateral right to cause the
company to lease the shipyard to a third party of the
Government's choosing so that the Navy would have protection
against companies who refuse to honor contracts or who
would deny facilities essential for Navy work.
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DEPAJrTMENT OF 1 FIE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSi EMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. U.C. 2O362

\ - ' IN Rl 1'1.t Ilrl tl1 l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

26 Api 1978

MEIORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF TIHE NAVY

Subj: Proposed $31 million payment to Ingalls Shipbuilding I
Division of Litton Industries on "Project X" decision|
(Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals decision
Number 17579)

-l. On February 17, 1978, the Armed Services Board of Contra t
Appeals (ASUCA) awarded Litton Systems, Incorporated $50.4
million on the $131.5 million "Project X" claim submitted unddr
three submarine construction contracts. The claim covered
increased costs allegedly incurred in construction of 14
commercial and five Navy surface ships built during the 1960's.
I understand that the Navy has requested, the ASBCA to reconsider
portions of the decision; but in the interim is planning to
pay $31 million to Litton for those portions of the decision
not covered by the Navy's motion for reconsideration.

2. The ASBCA decision includes items which could have far
reaching implications. Among these are the following:

a. The Board has ordered the Navy to pay costs incurred
on commercial ships because of contract changes issued under
Government contracts.-

b. The Board allowed claims on items for which the
company had previously granted the Navy a claims release.

c. The Board evaded the Court of Claims prohibition
against the payment of interest by awarding Litton $9.8 million
as 'profit for use of capital." i

3. I understand that the Navy has asked the Board to reconsi Ier
its decision. But in so doing, the Navy did notbhallenge I
at least two important items: the invalidation of the claims
release language, and the concept of charging the Navy for
costs incurred on commercial work. These are precedents which
could cost the Government hundreds of millions of dollars in
future claims.
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4. I realize that asking-the-ASBCA to reconsider a decision
is largely ceremonial. To my knowledge the Board has never
reversed itself on a-major finding. This problem is compounded
by the Defense Department's historical unwillingness to
exercise its rights to appeal ASBCA decisions. The Defense
Department contends that the Board is the Secretary's representa-
tive and thus the Secretary should not be in the position of
appealing his representative's decisions. The Defense Depart-
ment has held this position despite the Department of Justice
view that Government agencies have the right to appeal from
decisions rendered by their own Boards of Contract Appeals.

S. One of the great weaknesses of our present system of
contract administration and dispute resolution is that the
Board has become the final word as to the Government's rights
under Government contracts. Moreover, the Board appears to
be exercising power and authority far above that which has
been accorded to the Secretary of Defense. I doubt that the
Secretary of Defense could have authorized a $50 million payment
to Litton under these circumstances without use of PL 85-804.
Yet, the Board apparently does not consider itself so constrained.
Under these circumstances, if poor decisions are not subject
to review and reversal the Board effectively assumes in contra t
matters the power of the Supreme Court.

6. Hecause of the importance of the Litton decision and its
potential impact on all Government contracts, I recommend that
the Navy request the ASBCA to reconsider the other important
elements of the Litton decision. Moreover, if the Board holds
to its original decision, the Navy should then request the
Department of Justice-to appeal the Board's decision to the
Court of Claims where precedent-setting decisions are subject
to review by appellate-courts. Until the legal principles
established in the "Project X" decision are tested in court,
I recommend that the Navy make no payments against the ASBCA's
decision. -

7. I would appreciate being informed of what action you
decide to take in this matter.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs 4 Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

W.S.r6CTO.. D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

8 MAY 157s

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Subj: Government's Right of Appeal from Adverse Board of
Contract Appeals Decisions

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to request that you
endorse on behalf of the Defense Department proposed legisla-
tion which spells out the Government's right to appeal adverse
decisions by agency boards of contract appeals, including the
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA). The
paragraphs which follow explain the pertinent background and
why I believe you should support this important Government
right.

2. For many years defense contractors, their lobbyists, and
others have argued that the Government does not have the right
to appeal adverse rulings by the ASBCA. The Department of
Justice has taken the position the Government in fact has this
right of appeal but, to date, the matter has not been tested
in court.

3. In the Fiscal Year 1977 Authorization Bill (H.R. 12438),
The House Armed Services Committee incorporated specific
language providing that the Department of Defense has the
same rights of appeal that contractors have. However, the
Office of Management and Budget, speaking for the Administration
and for the Department of Defense, opposed this legislation;
the Senate deleted the language from the bill.

4. Subsequently, members of Congress such as Senators Chiles
and Packwood, Congressman Harris, Kindness, Rodino, and
Fisher have each introduced a bill involving the Government's
right of appeal from agency boards of contract appeals,
including the ASBCA. Currently two bills, S. 2787 sponsored
by Senator Chiles and H.R. 11002 co-sponsored by Congressmen
Harris and Kindness, are receiving the most attention. Both
bills would give the Government the right of appeal.

5. The Department of Defense has been asked to comment on
some of these bills. The Navy and the other services, I am
told, endorse the right of Government to appeal decisions of
a board of contract appeals. The Commission on Government.
Procurement, the Comptroller General, the ASBCA Chairman, and
the Department of Justice have all endorsed this right. But
within the Department of Defense I understand that the Office
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) procurement staff opposes the
right of Government appeal and has relented only for cases:
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K. .when the head of the agency determines, and
the Attorney General concurs, that the decision
of the agency board is egregiously erroneous as
a matter of law." (underscoring added)

6. One of the great weaknesses of our present system of con-
tract administration and disputes resolution is that without
the Government having the right to appeal, the ASBCA, an
administrative board, effectively has the final word as to
the Government's rights under defense contracts, at least when
the decision is against the Government. This is unheard of
elsewhere in the system of jurisprudence in this country where
decisions by Federal judges are subject to review by appellate
courts which in turn are subject to review by the Supreme
Court. But when it comes to a dispute under a defense
contract, the ASBCA can try the facts, decide the law, and
avoid further review by ruling against the Government. Since
no judicial officer likes to be overruled, this creates an
incentive to rule against the Government. To be consistent
with our Governmental system of checks and balances, such
unlimited authority should not be vested in an administrative
board within an Executive Branch Department.

7. The Board appears to be exercising power and authority far
beyond that vested in the Secretary of Defense himself. The
Board's 1975 decision in the Lockheed case stands out as a
vivid example. The contractor submitted a $159.8 million
claim which the Navy, upon review, determined it owed $6.8
million. Without considering the merits of the claim, the
Board awarded Lockheed $62.0 million. The Board did this on
the strength of statements to the company's bankers by. the
Deputy Secretary of Defense to the effect that the Government
would pay Lockheed that amount.

8. The Deputy Secretary would have been legally barred from
making such a settlement on his own without exercising his.
powers to grant extra-contractual relief under P.L. 85-804,
subject to the safeguards and Congressional reviews required
thereby. However, the ASBCA, an administrative board which
derives its authority from the Defense Secretariat, was able
to achieve what a Secretary of Defense could not. Where else
in the Government can a subordinate board arrogate to itself
more authority than Congress gave its superiors? -

9. The Board's recent decision in the Litton "Proect X" case
has even more far-reaching implications than the oc eed
decision. In this case the Board awarded Litton $50.4Tmillion
of $131.5 million claimed and in the process ,set new legal
precedents. For example, the Board:
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* Ordered the Navy to pay costs incurred on commercial
ships because of contract changes issued under
Government contracts.

* Allowed claims on items for which the company had
previously granted the Navy claims releases.

o Evaded the Court of Claims prohibition against the
payment of interest by awarding Litton $9.8 million
as "profit for use of capital."

The Navy has requested the Board to reconsider portions of its
decision; but this is largely a ceremonial function. To my
knowledge, the Board has never reversed itself on an issue of
substance.

10. Contractors, citing the Board's decision in the "Project
X' case as precedent, will no doubt.submit new claims for cots
Tncurred on commercial contracts, for items previously covered
by claims releases, and for interest. In evaluating these
claims, defense personnel will then be expected to allow
amounts for these items on the basis of the "Project X'
precedent.

11. The Department of Justice has taken the position that the
Defense Department already has the right to appeal from ASBCA
decisions. On this basis, I have recommended to the Secretary
of the Navy that he appeal the "Project X" decision and with-
hold payments on the Board's decision until the legal principles
established therein have been tested in court. The Navy should
also appeal the Loc2khe decision unless by its inaction it is
now barred by the statute of limitations.

12. Defense contractors like the present situation because
they enjoy the upper hand. An unfavorable Board decision is
not binding on them, but a favorable decision from the Board is
as binding on the Government as if it came from the Supreme
Court. To protect this advantage, defense contractors contend
that since the ASBCA is the Secretary's representative,
appealing an ASBCA decision is tantamount to the Secretary
appealing his own decision. The Commission on Government -
Procurement effectively answered this argument in its report.
The Commission pointed out that the boards of contract appeals
actually function as quasi-judicial bodies and not as
representatives of their agencies, since the agencies are
contesting the contractors' entitlement to relief. The
Commission said:

"In this context, the Government should have an
equal right of judicial review, since it would be
an anomaly in the American judicial system for such
formalized trial tribunals to have the final authority
on decisions that set important precedents in
procurement law."
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13. I have heard that the OSD staff might be resisting the
right of Government appeal so as to protect the Secretariat
from having to decide what cases should be appealed. I
believe this is the wrong way to look at this issue.
Government appeal of adverse decisions will greatly enhance
the ability of Defense and other Government officials to
protect the public interest.

14. In view of the above, I recommend that you:

a. Endorse in the name of the Defense Department
legislation giving the Government the right to appeal adverse
board of contract appeals decisions.

b. Test the Department of Justice theory that the Defense
Department already has this right by asking the Justice
Department to appeal the Litton "Project X" and the Lockheed
cases to the Court of Claims.

15. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take
in this matter.

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)
Chief of Naval Operations
General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

.WASHINGTON., D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

9 May 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR
-ACQUISITION POLICY

Subj: Government-owned, contractor-operated shipyards

Encl: (1) Recommendations concerning use of PL 85-804

1. On 9 March 1978,. during our discussion of the shipbuilding
contract claims problem, you suggested that I elaborate on the
concept of converting some of our private shipyards to Government-
owned, contractor-operated (GOCO) plants if the Navy ends up
having to pay off shipbuilders under PL 85-804 in order to
get the ships it needs. This memorandum responds to your
request.

2. I have repeatedly testified to Congress and told my
superiors in the Executive Branch that in my opinion the Navy
should take whatever steps are necessary to enforce its contracts.
I am still of this opinion today. However, I have also pointed
out that my superiors have the authority to settle the ship-
building claims under PL 85-804 independent of their merits if
they determine it is in the national interest to do so. In such
cases, I have recommended that any settlement of the shipbuilding
claims independent of their merits take certain factors into
account to avoid establishing precedents which could destroy
the methods by which the Defense Department acquires necessary
supplies. Enclosure (1) lists these considerations.

3. If the Navy must resort to granting extra-contractual
relief under Public Law 85-804 under threat of work stoppage
or future exclusion from the shipyard, it should at the same
time ensure the availability of the shipbuilder's facilities
to the Navy well into the future. In addition, if the Navy is
forced to pay a shipbuilder's costs regardless of contractual
responsibility under fixed-price type contracts, it should
have some say in how the money is spent. One way to accomplish
this would be for the Navy to buy the shipyard as part of an
overall claim settlement and have a contractor operate the
shipyard on a cost reimbursement basis as a Government-owned,
contractor-operated (GOCO) shipyard.
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4. The GOCO shipyard arrangement, as I envision it, would
contain the following key features:

a. The Government would own or otherwise control all
land and facilities.

b. Instead of negotiating and awarding individual
contracts for each job, there would be a basic long-term
operating contract to operate the facility on a cost reimburse-
ment basis and perform whatever work the Government assigns.
The contractor would be paid a fee for operating the facility.
While the fee should be low as a percentage of sales, the
return on investment would be high as the Government would own
the facilities.

c. All financing costs would be borne by the Government
under a letter of credit arrangement with the Treasury Depart-
ment. This would eliminate any financing costs on the part of
the operating contractor while at the same time eliminating
any possibility of the contractor getting interest-free use of
Government funds.

d. A reduced allocation of home-office general and
administrative expenses would be negotiated with the contractor
to reflect the reduced contribution of these services to a
Government-owned, contractor-operated plant.

e. The contractor would not be allowed to take on
commercial work, except in cases where specifically authorized
by the Government.

f. The contractor would be responsible for managing
the work, providing personnel, organizing the plant, etc.,
subject to review and approval by the Government.

g. The Government would retain the right to replace the
operating contractor in the event of unsatisfactory performance.

Under this concept, the shipbuilders could get the guaranteed
profits they want; the Navy would be assured of a continued
source of supply for its warships; and the claims business
would end--allowing both Navy and shipbuilder personnel to
concentrate on the difficult task of building ships.

S. The concept of a GOCO facility is neither novel nor
untried. The Department of Energy and its preceding agencies
(Energy Research and Development Administration and Atomic
Energy Commission) have successfully operated for over 30 years
numerous large facilities in a manner similar to what I out-
lined above. In addition, the Department of Defense currently
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has 80 facilities owned in whole or in part by the Government
and operated by contractors. While the Defense Department
calls these facilities GOCO plants, they differ from what I
recommend for shipyards.

6. Many of the Defense Department plants have Government and
contractor-owned assets intermingled such that the plant cannot
be operated properly without the consent and participation of
both the Government and the contractor. This commingling of
assets prevents the Government from changing plant contractors
in the event of unsatisfactory management, even if the contractor's
investment is small. This enables the contractor to use the
.plant for as long as he wishes and to deny use of the plant
to any competitor. For example, the plant where the F-4 and
F-15 fighters are produced is a commingled facility with the
contractor having a lease on the Government's assets until
1999. In addition, there is an Air Force plant producing jet
engines where the contractor owns the boiler house and power
distribution system.

7. The existing Department of Defense GOCO facilities
contribute substantially to defense needs. In BY 1978 alone,
over $3 billion was appropriated for programs conducted primarily
in Department of Defense GOCO facilities. Among these programs
in FY 1978 and recent years were major aircraft (F-14, F-15
and F-16 fighters; and A-6 and A-7 attack aircraft), major
missiles (Minuteman, Poseidon, and Trident), tanks (M-60 and
XM-1) and many types of munitions.

8. The concept of Government-owned, contractor-operated
shipyards is not a panacea for the present shipbuilding contract
problems--but neither is a resolution which would leave the
Defense Department vulnerable to future demands for extra-
contractual relief. There is little financial incentive for
efficiency in fixed priced shipbuildinig contricts that the
Government is either unwilling or unable to enforce. Further,
the Navy would not be upholding the taxpayer's interests if it
granted extra-contractual relief and then continued-to contract
as before.

9. If, in fact, the Navy is-considering some overall settle-
ment with certain shipbuilders, but for political considerations
wishes to avoid conversion of privately owned shipyards to
Government-owned, contractor-operated plants, alternative
means are available to achieve the same ends. For example,
the Navy might leave the shipyard under private ownership but
obtain the unilateral right to cause the company to lease the
shipyard to any third party of the Government's choosing. In.

92-782 0 - 82 - 20i
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that way the Navy would have much needed protection against
companies which provide unsatisfactory management, refuse to
honor contracts, or attempt to deny facilities essential for
Navy shipbuilding work. Under this arrangement, the facilities
would not be Government-owned. The responsibility for acquiring
facilities, managing labor problems, and the like would remain
with the contractor subject, of course, to the supervision that
the Government must maintain under a cost reimbursement
operating contract. Alternatively, the Government could tease
the shipyard facilities on a long-term basis, and sublet the
facility to an operating contractor.

10. I believe the Government should enforce its contractual
rights. On the other hand, I recognize that practical problems
exist in enforcing the shipbuilding contracts today. I also
understand the desirability of settling the shipbuilding contract
problems once and for all. However, any settlement should be
done in a way that will not undermine other defense contracts
and which would leave us with a satisfactory basis for conducting
business in the future. In this regard I believe that if the
Navy is unwilling or-unable to enforce its fixed priced ship-
building contracts with key shipyards, then operating them as
Government-owned or leased,_contractor-operated plants is the
onlyviiable lonfgirange solut'ionfto the problem. _

11. I would appreciate being informed of what action you take
in this matter.

Copy to:
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower,
Reserve Affairs and Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material -
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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. , DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
. NAVAL SEA SYST EMS COMMAND

-Sr. .CTNO. D.C. 20367

'~~~i'¼...... ~~~~~~~~~~~~I ~IN EALPL ACrER TO

~~~ .~~~~~~~' ~~~~12 May 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Government's right of appeal from adverse Board of
Contract Appeals decisions

Ref: (a) My memorandum for you, subj: Proposed $31
million payment to Ingalls Shipbuilding Division
of Litton Industries on "Project X' decision
(Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
decision No. 17579) dtd 26 Apr 1978

(b) My memorandum for the Deputy Secretary of Defense,
subj: Government's-right of appeal from adverse
Board of Contract Appeals decisions dtd 3 May 1978

(c) Your memorandum for Deputy Secretary of Defense
dtd 4 May 1978

1. By reference (a) I recommended to you that if the Armed
Services Board df Contract Appeals (ASBCA) affirmed its opinion
in the Litton "Project X" dispute (ASBCA No. 17579), the Navy
should request the Department of Justice to appeal the Board's
decision to the-Court of Claims, and should make no payments
until the legal principles had been tested in court. In
reference (b) I recommended to the Deputy Secretary of Defense
that both the Litton decision and the Lockheed decision (ASBCA
No. 18560), shoulTdFe appealed.

2. At our meeting on 8 May, I pointed out that, in my opinion,
the courts would not uphold the Board's decisions in these
cases. You gave zne an unsigned copy of reference (c) which
your legal staff apparently prepared for your signature.

3. Reference (c) concludes that the Litton decision and the
Lockheed decision should not be appealaed.To support this
conclusTon, reference (c) states:

a. "The standard Navy contract disputes clause dating
from January 1960 (and earlier) provides that . . .

'the decision of the Secretary or his duly authorized
representative shall be final and conclusive to the
extent permitted by United States law.' Decisions
by the Secretary on questions of law are not binding
on the contractor. "
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b. . . . the plain language of ASPR Section 1-314(h),
.. together with the rationale of the Suprume

Court's opinion in the S&E Contractors case,
makes it very dubious whether the Secretary himself
can either disregard or seek court review of an
ASBCA decision."

From ASPR 1-314(h), reference (c) quotes and under-
scores the following:

"'(h). Decisions of the Armed Services Board of
Contract Appeals constitute decisions of the Head
of the Department as referenced in the Disputes
clause standard in all Government contracts. It
is expected that decisions favorable to the appellant
in whole or in pat iell be promptly implemente
by payment at the contracting officer level.' (emphasis
added)

c. "In any event, I think it would be unwise as well
as unfair to the contractor and arbitrary in the
extreme for the Secretary to attempt to do so
[seek court review of an adverse ASBCA decisionj
in the absence of fraud or the equivalent. The
Government is under an obligation to deal fairly
and in good faith with its contractors if it is to
expect such treatment in return, and I intend to
the best of my ability to act accordingly."

4. You have now signed reference (c) and payment to Litton
has been released. However, the issue of the right of Govern-
ment appeal from ASBCA decisions still is under consideration
by the Deputy Secretary of Defense in connection with recent
legislative proposals. In reference (b), I urged him to
support the right of Government appeal. Since your recommenda-
tion to him takes a contrary position, I believe it is important
that I inform both of you of my thoughts on reference (c).
These are:

a. Reference (c) quotes language attributed to the
standard Navy contract Disputes clause (see paragraph 3.a
above). The language quoted is prescribed solely for use in
procurements to be performed outside the United States and
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its possessions. The equivalent language actually used in
Defense contracts for work performed in this country is as
follows:

"The decision of the Secretary or his duly authorized
representative for the determination of such appeals
shall be final and conclusive unless determined by a
court of competent jurisdiction to have been fraudulent,
or capricious, or arbitrary, or so grossly erroneous
as necessarily to imply bad faith, or not supported by
substantial evidence."

The important point is that the standard Disputes clause does
not set a different standard between the Government and a
contractor with respect to finality of Secretarial or ASBCA
decisions in contract disputes. Nowhere in the clause does
it say or imply that an ASBCA decision is more binding on the
Government than on the contractor; or, that the Government has
a lesser right of appeal. Yet senior Defense officials and
Navy attorneys have been operating as if contractors have a
right of appeal, and the Government does not.

b. The standard contract Disputes clause actually used
in Navy shipbuilding contracts contains an important provision
which reference (c) does not mention. Specifically, paragraph
(h) of that clause states:

"(b) This 'Disputes' clause does not preclude
consideration of law questions in connection with
decisions provided for in paragraph (a) above; provided,
that nothing in this contract shall be construed as
making final the decision o I any a(rinzialtrative official,
representative, or board-on a question of law." (emphasis

c. Reference (c) states:"Decisions by the Secretary on
questions of law are not binding on the contractor." It fails
to mention that such decisions are not binding on the Govern-
ment either. In fact, it would be illegal for the Government
to give away that right. The Wunderlich Act specifically
states:

"No Government contract shall contain a provision making
final on a question of law the decision of any administra-
tive official, representative, or board."
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In its Litton and Lockheed decisions the Board effectively
made new law. For example, the Litton decision ignores the
statutory bar to payment of interest by re-labeling interest
as "profit for use of capital." These decisions should be
appealable on the simple basis that questions of law are
involved.

d. Even if the Litton and Lockheed decisions were not
appealable on the basils t1Ta they involve questions of law, I
believe that they could be appealed if the head of the agency
disavowed the Board decisions. Reference (c) suggests that
the Supreme Court's decision in the S&E Contractors case
precludes Navy appeal of ASBCA decisions. Reference (c) notes,
however, that the Justice Department, which tried this case,
firmly believes the SfE decision constitutes no such bar. On
the contrary, the Justice Department considers that the SfiE
decision only precludes outside agencies such as the Gene-ral
Accounting Office and the Justice Department from appealing
the finding of an agency board but does not prevent an appeal
by the head of the agency involved. The SfiE dispute arose on
one of my Atomic Energy Commission contracts. Based on my
knowledge of the case, I agree with the Justice Department
opinion and believe that the Department should be asked to
appeal the Litton and Lockheed cases as a test.

e. Reference (c) states that ASPR 1-314(h) (see paragraph
3(c) above) makes it very dubious whether the Secretary
himself can either disregard or seek court review of an
ASBCA decision. However, this provision of ASPR only says
that ASBCA decisions constitute "decisions of the Head of
the Department as referenced in the Disputes clause standard
in all Government contracts" and that contracting officers
are expected to implement such decisions by paying promptly.
I see nothing in this ASPR provision that would in any way
limit the Government's appeal rights under the Disputes
clause or the Wunderlich Act. As I noted above, the standard
Disputes clause does not say or imply that an ASBCA decision
is more binding on the Government than on the contractor or
that the Government has a lesser right of appeal. The
Wunderlich Act protects the Government's right of appeal on
questions of law.
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The parties to a dispute frequently make payments subject
to reservation of rights. Therefore, while ASPR 1-314(h)
clearly encourages contracting officers to make prompt pay-
ments after ASBCA decisions favorable to contractors,, it does
not require it. Moreover, even if the Government makes payments
against an ASBCA decision, it does not necessarily have to
relinquish its rights of appeal.

f. Reference (c) implies that by appealing the Litton
and Lockheed decisions, the Government would be dealing
unfailyrw-ifth the contractors. I disagree. These are not
small businesses disputing questions of fact. The contractors
are giant conglomerates expounding innovative new theories
of law. If sustained, the Board's findings in these cases
could have a major impact on Naval shipbuilding. To permit
an administrative Board to have the final word as to the
Government's rights in these new areas of law is unfair to the
taxpayers.

g. Reference (c) suggests that an appeal by the Govern-
ment of the Litton decision "could reopen all or a part of the
original $131 milfion controversy as well as initiate a whole
new and extended litigation of what is already a considerably
aged controversy." I am advised that by law contractors have
six years after the date of an ASBCA decision in which to
appeal to the Court of Claims. Thus, they could reopen the
controversy whether or not the Government appeals.

S. There is precedent for withholding payment when the ASBCA
appears to have exceeded its authority. A short time after
he assumed office, I met Assistant Secretary of the Navy
Hidalgo. He said that, as General Counsel of the U.S. Informa-
tion Agency (USIA), he joined with the Office of the Navy
General Counsel in trying the Fischbach & Moore case (ASBCA
No. 18146).

6. As I understand it, Mr. Hidalgo disagreed with the Board's
decision with respect to interest costs. Mr. Hidalgo apparently
recommended that USIA refuse to make payment on the ASBCA
decision. In this way, the contractor, if he wanted to pursue
the matter further would have to take his case to the Court of
Claims where the Government would be able to test the legality
of the Board's ruling. I understand that to date the USIA has
not released payment on the ASBCA decision nor has the company
appealed to the Court of Claims. 0
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7. With respect to the release of payments to Lockheed,
reference (c) states:

$131 million was withheld because of the pendency
before the Department of Justice of a possible civil
fraud action claim. We have now been informed by the
Justice Department by letter, that it has completed its
review and closed the matter with a determination that
no civil fraud litigation is warranted. Thus, this is
no longer a valid reason for withholding payment."
(emphasis added)

My understanding is that, from the outset, the Department of
Justice has been conducting a criminal fraud investigation of
the Lockheed claim and that this investigation is still under-
way. It seems illogical to me that the Navy, after withholding
payment to Lockheed for several years because of potential
civil fraud, would now release payment with the criminal fraud
investigation outstanding.

8. It is also interesting to note the parallel between the
actions of Lockheed and Fischbach F Moore when the Government
has withheld payment. In both cases, the contractors could
have asked the Court of Claims to order the Government to release
the funds. I understand that to date neither company has
elected to do so. If they did they would lay open for
judicial review the favorable decision they received from the
ASBCA. Apparently Lockheed concluded it was better to suffer
the $13 million withholding than to risk a Court of Claims
reversal of the entire $62 million ASBCA decision--particularly
when the Navy assessed the true value of the claim at only
$7 million.

9. I recommend that in the Litton and Lockheed cases the
Navy try to assert its right to appeal, while af the same time
withholding payment on the items in question, as the USIA has
done in the Fischbach & Moore case. In addition, I reiterate
.my recommendation that the Eavy and the Defense Department
support current legislative efforts to reaffirm the right of
the Government appeal of ASBCA decisions.

C6py to:
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)

Chief of Naval Operations
General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement Board
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Commaan.d
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
- NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASH.NGTO., D.C. 20362

IN NEPLY AtEER TO

16 JUN 1978

Mb4JRANWiJM FOR fHE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

Subj: Conments on Proposed PL85-804 Settlement of General Dynamics
Claims at Electric Boat

Encl: (1) My notes for discussion with Secretary Claytor dated
6/15/78

1. On June 15, 1978, I accompanied Secretary of the Navy Claytor
on a tour of the Naval Reactors Facility in Idaho Falls, Idaho.

2. I gave him a copy of enclosure (1).

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Cormand
Chainman, Navy Claims Settlement Board
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On June 15, 1978, I delivered the
notes to Secretary of the Navy Cl
during his tour of the Naval Reac
Facility in-Idaho Falls, Idaho.

//p :k over

June 15, 1978 o

Notes for Discussion With Secretary Claytor

Subject: COMMENTS ON PROPOSED PL85-804 SETTLEMENT OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CLAIMS AT
ELECTRIC BOAT

1I have read the Aide Memoire reflecting the agreement between the Navy and General
Dynamics for a PL85-804 settlement of the Electric Boat claim. I understand that
some of the details as to how the agreement will be implemented are still being
worked out.

2. As I understand the general financial aspects of the proposed arrangement, the
Government will end up paying:

-a) The maximum value the Navy claim settlement board assigned to the $544 mill
dollar Electric Boat claim ($125 million including litigative risk and litigati
cost);

b) An additional $359 million as a 50/50 sharing of presently estimated cost
overruns beyond what the Navy contractually owes;

c) All escalation costs in excess of 7% for labor and 6% for material througho
the remaining life of the contract. In this regard, I note that, until shortly
before the settlement was announced, Electric Boat cost reports reflected a
much higher projected escalation rate which, if accurate, would result in the
Government absorbing an extra $140 million or.so above the amount spelled out
in the agreement.

General Dynamics has agreed to absorb $359 million of otherwise allowable costs.

3, What concerns me most is where the proposed agreement, regardless of amount, leaves
the Navy with respect to conducting future business. As you know, Electric Boat wil
not deliver the last ship under this contract for at least six years. The Trident
program extends far beyond that. Unless special precautions are taken, the company
might very well attempt, several years from now, to recover all or a portion of the
$359 million they are presently agreeing to absorb by claiming that events subsequen
to the June 9, 1978 claims release caused increased cost at the shipyard. If such
claims materialize in a similar form to those we have encountered to date, the Navy
will have gained little from the proposed settlement.

4. In the early 1970's the -Navy started inserting in its contracts the so called "anti-
claims" changes clauses. General Dynamics signed these contracts acknowledging the
requirement to identify promptly any cases of alleged constructive changes so that
they could be settled as they arose. The contracts- specifically bar claims for

- constructive changes which are not promptly identified. The Navy imple-
mented these clauses to preclude large, after the fact claims of the type General
Dynamics has submitted. With respect to the Electric Boat claim, Navy personnel
have had to review records extending back for five or six years, reconstruct the
circumstances existing at that time, and waste countless hours evaluating and
documenting erroneous and inflated claim items.
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5. The Navy for many years took technical action on contracts or submittals in
reliance on written assurances that the action would not involve a contract change.
Yet, the company later submitted claims covering the same item.

6. The company has refused to abide with the terms of the so called "Overhead
Agreement" it signed with the Navy. Just as in the proposed claim settlement, the
company agreed to absorb otherwise allowable costs if these costs exceeded a certain
level. Under this agreement, I understand the Government is entitled to a refund
of about $30 million. That dispute is unresolved.

7. Productivity at the shipyard has not improved. I suspect there will be further
slippage on later ships because Electric Boat is giving priority to the earlier ones.
Costs at Electric Boat are still running $50 million more per ship than at Newport
News for a comparable ship built in the same time frame.

8. Electric Boat delivery schedules have typically been overly optimistic. While
the Navy needs ships at the earliest date, there is little assurance that Electric
Boat will be able to deliver all these ships in accordance with its latest schedules.
If the company's latest delivery projections are accepted as contract delivery dates,
the company might later contend in claims that Government action subsequent to
June 9, 1978, are responsible for the delay.

9. In my opinion, the above issues should be addressed in working out the details of
the proposed settlement. There is no sense paying out large sums of Government funds
in excess of amounts contractually owed without obtaining proper safeguards against
future unfounded claims of the type to which we have been subjected.

Ilt.Rtckover
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20382

IN REPLY REFER TO

28 June 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Shipbuilding claims

Ref: (a) Chapters 1-S of a draft report entitled The Naval
Ship Procurement Process Study updated 15 June
1978

(b) Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower, Reserve
Affairs and Logistics) Interim Report entitled
Naval Ship Procurement Process Study dtd 18 Aug
1Y17

(c) Comments on Proposed PL 85-804 Settlement of
General Dynamics Claims at Electric Boat dtd
15 June 1978

1. Reference (a) is a draft report of a study tbam commissioned
by the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower, Reserve

Affairs and Logistics) to look into the naval ship procurement
process. The introduction states that the report presents the

conclusions of the Naval Ship Procurement Process Study-Team
regarding changes to the ship acquisition process that will

minimize the probability of contractor claims in the future.

2. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide my comments

and recommendations concerning both the study team's draft

report and the shipbuilding claims problem facing the Navy.

3. My overall impression of the study team's draft report

is that it presents a narrow and unrealistic view of the problems

which face the Navy in the ship acquisition process. On some

issues the study team's assessment of problems is incomplete.
Further, the study team failed to address some major problem
areas at all.

4. Examples of issues for which the study team's draft report

presents an unrealistic or incomplete picture include the
following:

a. The draft report mentions the problems shipyards
such as Electric Boat, Newport News and Litton experienced in

expanding their work force to handle the contracts they signed.

Under the terms of shipbuilding contracts, these problems are

the contractor's financial responsibility. But, from reading
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the draft report, one would not understand that, for the mostpart, the large inflated claims these companies have submitted
represent efforts to attribute to the Navy full responsibility
for the delays and extra costs which were caused by their work
force expansions.

b. The draft report discusses the Navy's "anti-claims"
clauses which were designed to obtain prompt notification andsettlement of "constructive" changes. However, the study teamfails to point out that shipyard officials have ignored these
clauses in their claim submissions. The study team's
recommendations that the Navy continue to use "anti-claims"
clauses, with some changes, can only be fruitful if the Navy
enforces the clauses.

c. The draft report implies that the reason shipbuilders
resist pricing changes fully, in advance, is that shipbuilders
have trouble pricing the effects of delay and disruption. Thedraft report does not discuss the real reason shipbuilders
refuse to fully pre-price changes, or to price the effects ofdelay and disruption. Simply, the reason is that they desireto have a basis for submitting subsequent claims in the event
they face cost overruns.

5. Major problems that face the Navy in the ship acquisition
process which were not addressed in the study team's draft
report include:

a. The tendency of some shipbuilders to let financial
reporting considerations (profit or loss reports) rather thanthe actual merits of a contract dispute dictate the timing
and size of claims. Contractors can avoid reporting losses
to stockholders by reporting, as income, their own estimates
of the amounts expected to be recovered against claims.

b. The changes in the business environment which have
occurred since the major shipbuilding companies were acquiredby conglomerate corporations. The problems faced by the Navyin administering shipbuilding contracts with these companies
have included: refusals to honor contracts; the use of grossly
inflated claims as a means for obtaining extra-contractual
settlements; the use of claims as a device to recover cost
overruns on fixed priced contracts, regardless of the contractor's
own performance, or the legal merits of his claims; and threatsof work stoppages.

c. The numerous instances of possible violations offederal fraud and false claim statutes which have been reported
to appropriate authorities in connection with existing claims
and which are now being investigated by the Department of
Justice.
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6. In addition to the preceding deficiencies in the study
team's draft report, I find it difficult to rely on the study
team's recommendations for minimizing shipbuilding claims in
the future. There is no indication in either the draft report
or the previous interim report, reference (b), that the study
team has read any of. the shipbuilding claims which'have been
submitted to the Navy. Nor is there any indication that the
study team reviewed any of the analyses of the claims which
were prepared by the Navy Claims Settlement Board.

7. In the next few weeks, Congress will be holding hearings.
on Navy shipbuilding claims. In the past, Navy officials, in
their testimony to Congress, have tended to blame shipbuilding
claims problems on prior policies and procedures and reassure
Congress that corrective action-for the future has been taken.
Yet, we continue to face the very same problems..

8. I am concerned that the Navy, in its eagerness to show
that corrective action is being taken, will proclaim that the
recommendations contained in. the study team's report'represent
a solution to the claims problem and order them adopted. I am
also concerned that the proposed PL 85-804 settlements of the
Electric Boat and Litton claims will be represented as putting
the claims problem behind us. In my opinion, they will not.

9. While the proposed settlements may pay off the present
claims to the satisfaction of the shipbuilders involved, there
is not, to my knowledge, agreement regarding how future business
will be conducted. For example, the Electric Boat SSN 688
Class claims made an issue of drawing revisions which are an
inherent part of ship construction. While past SSN 688 Class
drawing revisions are now covered by the proposed contract
settlement, hundreds of drawing revisions on the TRIDENT
contract which Electric Boat has accumulated are not being
settled because of the company's policy of not fully pricing
changes. Instead, the company insists on reserving rights to
later submit claims for delay and disruption.

10. Implementation of the recommendations contained in the
study team's report and the granting of extra-contractual relief
as proposed for the Electric Boat and Litton claims will not
solve the Navy's shipbuilding claims problem. As long as the
Navy tolerates inflated claims, shipbuilders will submit them.
The result will be increasing numbers of Navy technical,
contractual, legal and financial personnel tied up evaluating
grossly inflated claims. The Navy cannot do its job if it
continues to be subjected to this sort of harassment.
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11. To my knowledge no senior Navy official in recent yearshas taken action to indicate to shipbuilders that the Navy isunwilling to accept inflated claims. Similarly, I am notaware of senior Navy officials taking a firm stand with ship-builders by insisting on strict compliance with contract termsand conditions, especially the "anti-claims" clauses whichwere designed to protect against large, after-the-fact claims.While the Navy should stand ready to pay promptly amountsit legally owes, it should be adamant in requiring contractorsto honor their agreements.

12. During your visit to the Naval Reactors Facility in IdahoOn 15 June 1978, 1 gave you reference (c) which contained mycomments on the Aide Memoire reflecting the agreement betweenthe Navy and General Dynamics on the Electric Boat claim. Isummarized issues which I consider should be addressed in theproposed settlement. For the reasons discussed above, I alsorecommend the following: I

a. Do not issue the study team's report in its presentform. The study team should be required to address the problemsactually faced by the Navy in administering Navy shipbuildingcontracts. To increase the team's understanding of the claimsproblem, I specifically recommend that the team read some ofthe actual claims and the Navy Claims Settlement Board'sdetailed analyses of them.

b. Make clear to the shipbuilders and other Navycontractors that the Navy stands behind and will enforcevigorously its present regulations and contract provisions,including the "anti-claims" clauses.

c. Instruct Navy activities to reject forthwith claimswhich have not been certified as being current, complete andaccurate or which are not properly substantiated.

d. Develop and issue standards for evaluating whetherclaims are properly prepared and documented.

d. Require that Navy claim analysts certify uponcompletion of their review of a claim item whether or notthere were any indications of possible violations of federalfraud or false claim statutes. Instruct Navy personnel toreport any cases of possible fraud or false claims toappropriate authorities as presently required by Navy directives.
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13. I would appreciate being intormed of what action 
you take

in this matter.

.G. Rickover

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement Board
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* /.eKtt/, ~ODEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

W.S..NGTON, O.C. 20362

- d IN REPLY REFER TO

28 July 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Proposed P.L. 85-804 Settlement of General Dynamics
Claims at Electric Boat

-Ref: (a) My 15 June 1978 Notes for Discussion with you
(b) My 28 June 1978 Memo to you
(c) General Manager, EB ltr of 28 June 78 to COMNAVSEA
(d) pMS 393 Memorandum of 19 July 1978 to COMNAVSEA

Icopy attached)

1. In references (a) and (b), I stated that my greatest concern
about the proposed P.L. 85-804 settlement of the General Dynamics
claims at Electric Boat is where this agreement leaves the Navy
with respect to conducting future business. In my conversation
with Secretary Hidalgo on the plane last Saturday enroute to the
launching of the BREMERTON, I told him I would submit a memorandum
to you this week amplifying my views. This is the memorandum.

2. As I noted in reference (a), unless special precautions are
taken now, General Dynamics may well attempt, several years hence,
to recover a major portion of the loss they are presently agreeing
to absorb. They would do this by claiming that events subsequent
to the 9 June 1978 claims release resulted in increased costs at
the shipyard, and that they are eligible for a reduction in the
loss because they would have otherwise finished the ships for less.
The Naval Sea Systems Command was unsuccessful in negotiating the
contract modification which implements the Aide Memoire so as to
preclude the Company from using the inflated omnibus claims
approach to recover these losses at a future date. The Company's
negotiators refused to agree to the language proposed by the
Naval Sea Systems Command. The contract language subsequently
agreed to by Secretary Hidalgo does not take care of the problem.
I predict that you or your successors will, several years from
now, be faced with inflated omnibus claims on the TRIDENT and
SSN 688 contracts, either to recover further cost overruns or to
recoup some of the losses that General Dynamics is presently
agreeing to absorb.

3. As long as shipbuilders believe that to avoid litigation
or work stoppage the Navy will pay more than a claim is worth,
they will continue to harass the Navy with inflated, omnibus
claims. Their incentive to do so is enhanced when, as in the
case of Electric Boat and Litton, the Navy settles claims on the
basis of paying everything the Navy concludes it contractually
owes; plus additional sums for the Navy's estimate of litigative

92-782 0 - 82 - 21
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risk and litigative costs; plus a 50-SO share of cost overruns
resulting from matters which are the shipbuilder's contractual
responsibility. In its present form, the proposedP.L.85-804
settlement is essentially a one-time payment which leaves the
Navy vulnerable in the future to unfounded and grossly inflated
claims of the same sort that have plagued us in recent years.

4. Subsequent to the announcement of the P.L.8S-804 settlement,
Electric Boat has continued to lay the groundwork for future
claims. Reference (c), for example, was submitted three weeks
after agreement was reached on the proposed P.L. 85-804 settle-
ment. In reference (c), Electric Boat officials complained to the
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command about the terms and conditions
upon which the company is being asked to bid for the
FY 1978/1979 SSN 688 Class procurement. Although the terms and
conditions proposed by the Navy were the same as used on
recent Navy procurements, Electric Boat stated the following:

"A primary concern, which we believe would be shared
by the Navy, is to have a contract document which
will make it possible to deal with all aspects of
equitable adjustments on a current and continuing basis,
rather than have them accumulate to unmanageable proportions.
In several important respects the pro-forma contract does
not do that. We consider that what is needed is a total
data baseline which reflects the work which is being
fixed priced, including all the data which is available,
at the outset of the contract, so that departures can
be dealt with as they arise. The contract should be clear
that departures from that baseline will be the basis
for equitable adjustment, and also that where any data
is being developed concurrently with the construction
wmrk, subsequent revisions to initial issues will be the
basis for adjustment. Furthermore, where there are
technical areas that are incapable of being reduced
to a meaningful pricing baseline at the outset clear
provision should be made for deferring the fixing of the
price in such area. In order to implement these
objectives, substantial revision is required in the
article entitled "Working Drawings and Other Data" and the
Changes article of the present RFP."

From a cursory reading the above appears to be reasonable
but when read carefully, it can be seen that this approach
would result in every drawing revision or other item of technical
data submitted to the shipbuilder after contract award becoming
the basis for a claim. Secretary Hidalgo and VADM Bryan, Commander,
Naval Sea Systems Command, have testified at length to Congress
explaining that drawing revisions are an inherent part of the
ship Construction process and are not contract changes as
company officials frequently represent. If Electric Boat were
able to get the Navy to contract on the basis proposed in
reference (c), the resulting contract would be fixed priced
in name only-through routine drawing revisions alone the company
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would have literally thousands of items upon which to build a
large, omnibus claim for whatever amount they desired. Navy and
contractor personnel would once more be hopelessly tied up in
claims.

5. The 19 June 1978 Memorandum of Decision and its attached
Detailed Analysis, which you submitted to Congress explaining
the proposed settlement, do not, in my opinion, present a fair
appraisal of the design drawing issue. The Memorandum implies
that the detailed design drawings should be available before
ship cost can be properly estimated. The fact of the matter is
that Navy ship prices are based on Navy specifications,
contract drawings, and contract terms. They are not based on
availability of detailed design drawings. The detailed design °
drawings are themselves prepared as required by the ship's
specifications and contract drawings, and generally are not
available at the time ships of a new class are procured.

6. In the case of the SSN 688 Class, all three bidders were
furnished complete sets of the specifications and contract
drawings and all had access to full scale mockups of significant
portions of the ship, including the propulsion plant. On
18 April 1974, the General Manager of Electric Boat, who had been
in the position for 7 years, and who had been a submarine
design engineer for more than 20 years, put this
matter into perspective when he told Messrs. Don L. Lynch
and George H. Foster, Jr., of the staff of the Senate Armed
Services Committee the following:

"...Electric Boat Division does not have problems
that the rest of the industry expresses in working
with the Navy because Electric Boat Division and
the Navy work hand-in-glove from conceptual design
through the construction phase. This assures that
we are a party to the establishment of requirements
to which the ships are built.

"...The cheapest way to conduct a submarine program
is to build the ships in the shortest possible time.
This necessitates construction starting as soon as
possible. Our experience is that construction should
start when less than 5% of the plans are available,
with 20% available at keel laying and 80% available
at launch. Over a period of years, we have worked
in this fashion without excessive contract changes
and it has proven to be the most cost effective
program.

"We have had no major problems working with Newport
News' design. While certain of their details are
different than we are used to, we have been able to
accommodate them."
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This statement was made two weeks after launch of the SSN 688
at Newport News and six months prior to the launch of the
SSN 690 at Electric Boat. By that time more than 80% of the
detailed design drawings had been issued.

7. As in the case of any other ship construction program, the
Navy did, in fact, issue some bona fide contract changes, and
some of the Government-furnished drawings were late or
defective. However, through adjudication of changes and through
analyses of the first and second Electric Boat claims, the
Naval Sea Systems Command and the Navy Claims Settlement
Board have recognized and paid for all effects of late or
defective Government-furnished information which have been
identified, including amounts for delay and disruption, and
assessments of litigative risk. Therefore, the Decision
Memorandum appears to be incorrect in creating the impression
that the Navy owes Electric Boat for delay and disruption
caused by late Government-furnished information beyond that
included in the $97 million settlement of the first claim
and the $125 million evaluation of the second claim by the
Navy Claims Settlement Board.

8. In its efforts to implement the Aide Memoire, the NAVSEA
proposed contract modification contained language which would
have explicitly defined the basis for determining when drawing
revisions constitute a change. Electric Boat, however,
refused to accept this language. NAVSEA was then directed
by the Secretariat to sign the contract modification without
such provisions.

9. Recent actions by Electric Boat on the TRIDENT and SSN 688
programs indicate that Electric Boat intends to press the issue
that every drawing revision constitutes a valid basis for
future claims. For example, Electric Boat last month requested
a $7,000 change to the TRIDENT contract because of a drawing
revision that would require the yard to drill one hole-1½
inches in diameter by 1¼ inches deep-into a steel shield box
in each of seven TRIDENT submarines. The revision was approved
by NAVSEA and issued to correct an Electric Boat design error
before the yard started work on any of the affected shield
boxes; therefore, no ripout, rework, delay, disruption, or
material change was required. The entire section of the ship in
which this shield box is installed was priced out by Electric
Boat for the original contract on a man-hours per pound basis
based on historical experience on prior ships. The actual
estimate for this entire ship section was 88,500 man-hours--calculated
at the rate of .096 man-hour per pound times 921,792 pounds
estimated weight. Obviously, the company's bid price for the
ship would not have been any different whether or not Electric
Boat had prepared the original detailed drawings correctly to
show the 1½ inch hole.
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10. Acceptance of the Electric Boat theory concerning drawing
revisions, which all shipbuilders would welcome, would make it
virtually impossible for the Navy from now on to administer fixed
price type shipbuilding contracts. Moreover, it has been
suggested by some that follow ships should not be procured until
the detailed design is complete. This would not significantly
improve ship cost estimates, but would lead to increased
production cost of follow ships and unnecessarily increase
greatly the time required to introduce new technology to the
Fleet.

11. The Detailed Analysis of the Memorandum of Decision also
implies that if Electric Boat had designed the SSN 688 Class, as
they did the SSN 637 Class, the design problem would have
been alleviated. In regard to the relative performance of
Electric Boat and Newport News as design agents, it is worth
remembering that in designing the SSN 637 Class submarines
Electric Boat was so late in getting some detailed design
drawings to Newport News that the Navy had to give Newport News a
separate design contract for portions of the ship design, so
that their work on their first follow ship, the SSN 651, could
proceed. Newport News delivered the SSN 651 about two months
after the original contract delivery date, but three months
ahead of the lead ship, being built at Electric Boat The
SSN 637 was delivered by Electric Boat 15 months after the
original contract delivery date. Reference (d), a copy of which
is attached, identifies other aspects of the Memorandum of
Decision and its Detailed Analysis which the NAVSEA officer in
charge of the SSN 688 submarine program has reported as inaccurate
or misrepresented.

12. The Memorandum of Decision correctly states:

"The second flight (11 ships) bidding posture by EB
is a key to an understanding of the critical situation
which later developed."

However, information which also relates to the Electric
Boat overruns on the second flight is not presented in the
Memorandum of Decision and its attachment.

a) At the time of negotiations for the second flight,
Newport News alleged that Electric Boat was already in
financial trouble on the first flight, and that Electric Boat people
knew they could not build the second flight submarines at their
low prices. Electric Boat, however, represented that it could
build the ships for the bid amount. Because the Electric Boat.
offer was much lower, the Navy negotiators could not justify
award to Newport News.

b) In the intervening years rumors have emanated from
Electric Boat personnel that, in addition to the
losses resulting from poor management at Electric Boat, a large
part of the loss occurred because General Dynamics management
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ordered Electric' Boat management to make significant cuts in
their bid estimates for both the first and second flight
submarines.

c) Four years after award of the second flight contract
and during Mr. Gordon MacDonald's tenure as General Manager of
Electric Boat, I asked him why it had taken General Dynamics
so long to recognize that there was a problem at Electric Boat.
He said that, in his opinion, General Dynamics did recognize
there was a problem at Electric Boat as far back as 1972,
a year before the second flight contract was placed, and
had sent a man to Electric Boat to investigate. Mr. MacDonald also
said that in 1973, he had been sent to conduct a two-month
investigation at the yard; he said he had concluded at that
time that the yard was not being run adequately and that the
yard needed help.

13. Despite all of the reasons that have been cited for the
Electric Boat overruns, review of the costs of the first five
SSN 688 Class submarines at Newport News and at Electric Boat-all 10
of which are either delivered or over 85 percent complete-shows
that the expended cost for the submarines at Electric Boat is
averaging about $50 million more per submarine than those at
Newport News. Since the 'submarines at both yards are being built
in the same time frame, to the same design, and essentially the
same contract terms, it is not reasonable to assume that this
cost difference results from late or defective design information,
selection of Newport News as the ship designer, contractual terms,
double digit inflation, material shortages, unwarranted optimism,
differences in design between SSN 637 Class and SSN 688 Class,
or strict claim analysis.

Logically, this cost difference can only result from the
difference in efficiency at the two yards-which is not the
Government's responsibility.

14. The manner in which the Navy justifies the proposed
P.L. 85-804 settlement will have a profound impact on the
Navy organization at the working level. The impression is
being created that if lower levels do not find ways to
justify what the contractor wants, they are not doing their
jobs properly and will be subject to criticism or ridicule.
This is a reversal of traditional roles. Traditionally, the
burden on lower level procurement personnel has been to
convince their superiors that the payment of public funds
to contractors was fully justified. If the lower level per-
sonnel become convinced that the actions which will please their
superiors are those which will satisfy the contractors,
who will then guard the public purse?
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15. In recent years, Navy officials have testified repeatedly
and optimistically about steps being taken to preclude large
shipbuilding claims in the future. Much emphasis has been
placed on new contract clauses under which the Government
absorbs a larger portion of the cost risk. In this regard
I note that the Senate Armed Services Committee Report on the
FY 1979 Department of Defense Appropriations sounded an
appropriate note of caution concerning Navy proposed "solutions"
to the claims problem. It said:

"...Changes are being made in contracts with the
purpose of preventing a recurrence of the claims
problem. However, proposed contracting changes
may serve only to unnecessarily transfer risk and
cost from the shipbuilder to the government.
Should this happen, claims may be for the most
part eliminated,however, cost growth and
escalation could not only remain but possibly
increase-cosmetic changes are not satisfactory.
Contract clauses are not an adequate substitute
for prudent and proper management...."

16. With regard to the proposed P.L. 85-804 settlement, I
fully share the sentiments expressed in the Detailed Analysis
of the Memorandum of Decision:

"It is paramount that Electric Boat get on with the
business of building ships and that Navy officials
get on with the business of administering contracts
to acquire ships, free from acrimonious controversy.
An inordinate amount of Navy and contractor resources
has been diverted from these central tasks. The
TRIDENT is certainly important to the Nation's
strategic posture and the SSN 688 is an essential
component of our naval forces. The Nation needs these
ships. We repeat again that not granting the relief
to General Dynamics defined in attachment 2 would
inevitably have led to litigation lasting prolonged
years with all the waste of staggering financial
and human resources which this would entail. Neither
side can sanely afford these consequences if, as we
believe, a reasonable settlement, consonant with the
national interest, has been achieved."

However, if the settlement is not truly permanent, but merely
provides a short term hiatus in claims from the contractor
involved, then it could become simply a precedent for the
Government accepting responsibility for alleviating contractors'
problems. It is one thing for the Government to show mercy
to a contractor that has gotten into deep financial difficulty
and has taken effective steps to mend his ways, but it is
entirely another matter for the Government to bend to unsupported
allegations and accept blame where it is not justified.
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17. As you are aware, I advocate enforcement of Government
contractslas the best means of maintaining a viable basis for
conducting business over the long run. It has been my
experience over a period of forty years in government procure-
ment, that animosity and contract disputes are minimized when
contractors have a clear understanding of the rules. If they
know they will be held to the terms of the contracts they will
bid accordingly. If they know they will be dealt with firmly
when they submit unfounded, inflated or false claims, they will
be much less likely to do so.

18. In my opinion, many of the problems we face today stem
from the reluctance of senior Navy and defense officials in
recent years to insist on contract compliance. Typically, the
Navy has responded to shipbuilder criticisms of the Navy in
an apologetic and conciliatory fashion even in cases where the
charges were unfounded. The standard response by the Navy has
been to grant more lenient terms and conditions or to offer
higher settlements, as well as directing subordinates to be
conciliatory, and not "rock the boat". Under these circum-
stances, it is not surprising that shipbuilders have responded
by stepping up their attacks on the Navy-since they knew they
had the support of top officials.

19. Since the facilities used to build our warships are
controlled by just a few shipbuilders and since through legal
maneuvering it is possible for these shipbuilders to frustrate
the resolution of contract disputes for years on end, the
companies have the upper hand in dealing with the Navy.

20. If we are to achieve some overall improvement in the
administration of the Navy's shipbuilding program, it is not
enough to simply arrive at a financial settlement which the
shipbuilders will accept. We need also to settle some important
issues:

a) Will the Navy stand behind its own "anti-claims"
clauses and obtain shipbuilder compliance with them? If these
are considered to be unenforceable, will the Navy establish new
and more effective procedures?

In the early 1970's the Navy established the so-called anti-claims
clauses to protect itself against large, after-the-fact
claims for constructive changes-precisely the type of claims
with which the Navy has been flooded in recent years. These
clauses provided strict sanctions in cases where a contractor
did not promptly identify an alleged constructive change or
where he proceeded to perform additional work not authorized
in writing by the contracting officer. In submitting their
claims, Electric Boat and other shipbuilders have ignored these
clauses. Moreover, Navy officials, in their efforts to settle
the claims, have not enforced the clauses. Thus, unless senior
Navy officials reaffirm the requirements of the existing anti-
claims clauses or institute improved safeguards, and obtain
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shipbuilder agreement to comply with them, the Navy will be
even more vulnerable to omnibus, after-the-fact claims
following this P.L. 85-804 settlement, than before.

b) Will the Navy take steps to discourage the submission
of false and inflated claims by scrutinizing future claims for
ossible violation of federal statutes regarding fraud and
false claims?

Vast Navy and contractor resources have been wasted as a result
of exaggerated and unfounded claims by shipbuilders. I am
not aware that Senior Navy officials have done anything to
address this problem other than forward to the Justice Department
specific examples reported by me and by others. In fact, for
many years there has been an attitude on the part of many defense
officials that unfounded and exaggerated claims are to be
expected, and that they do not constitute criminal conduct.
Until this attitude is discarded, and contractors know that the
Navy will deal firmly with those who submit false claims, we will
continue to be confronted with them.

The Deputy Attorney General has announced a Justice Department
special prosecution task force on naval procurement fraud as
part of his efforts to curb white collar crime. But it is
incumbent on senior Navy officials to demonstrate their
determination to halt the submission of false and inflated claims.

c) Will the Navy establish standards for claim submissions
and reject those claims which do not meet these standards?

Admiral Manganaro., Chairman of the Navy Claims Settlement Board,
has complained about the lack of documentation and support
provided in shipbuilding claims. He has advocated the
establishment of standards for claim submittals. I agree.
Unless such standards are established and enforced, the Navy
will continue to be burdened with the vast task of researching
files and recreating history to document and prove conclusively
that a casual allegat on contained in a shipbuilding claim is
incorrect.

d) Will the Navy enforce its requirement that senior
responsible contractor officials certify their claims as being
current, complete, and accurate?

Many shipbuilding claims have been prepared based on a selective
use of facts. Often facts unfavorable to the contractor's
case are not disclosed in the claims. Some shipbuilders
contend it is not up to them to "make the Government's case."
Although the Navy has published requirements for such
certification, not all shipyards provide the certification.
Moreover, to my knowledge, Navy officials have not taken
management action with shipbuilders in cases where their
officials have certified claims that are found upon
examination not to be current, complete, or accurate.
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e) Will the Navy take steps to preclude shipbuilders
from being able to book income against inflated claims in

reporting profits and losses to stockholders?

Often shipbuilding claims are used as the means whereby
conglomerates are able to manipulate the profit and loss
figures reported to their stockholders. If a contractor
cannot settle-a claim for the amount he desires, it is to his

advantage to keep the outstanding claim on his books, regardless

of its merits, because he is then able to book income against
it. The more favorable profit reports that result from this

practice serve to enhance the performance record of the company
officials in the eyes of their superiors, their stockholders
and the public.

In my opinion, the ability of companies to book income
against inflated claims has been a major factor contributing
to large claims and protracted.contract disputes. I understand,
for example, that Newport News officials have refused to accept
any claim settlement that will require Tenneco to change the
profit and loss figures previously reported to stockholders.
In such cases, Navy claim settlement efforts are effectively
limited to trying to justify paying the contractor the amount
he has booked for the claim. Unless this situation is corrected,
contractors confronted with potential losses will continue to

have an overwhelming financial and personal incentive to submit
and prosecute claims, regardless of their merits.

f) Will the Navy take steps to guarantee availability
of essential shipbuilding facilities well into the future so

that it will not continue to be confronted with the prospect
of work stoppage or refusals to take new work on important
military projects every time the Navy refuses to meet a
contractor's demands?

The case has been made for the proposed P.L. 85-804 settle-
ment that it is better to excuse a vital contractor from his

contractual obligations than to be subjected to years of
litigation, work stoppage, and perhaps the shipbuilder leaving
the business. While the proposed settlement appears to
alleviate these problems at Electric Boat for the moment, what

reason is there to believe that the company will not, at some

future date, again threaten the Navy in this manner?

If the Navy does not desire to buy the shipyard as part of the

proposed P.L. 85-804 settlement and operate it as a Government-
owned, contractor-operated plant-as I have previously
recommended-then I recommend that, as a minimum, the Navy

obtain a long-term, say 50 year, legally binding agreement
that if the company's performance is unsatisfactory the
Government will have the unilateral right to require the
contractor to lease the facility to the Government or to a third

party chosen by the Government at any time, so that never again
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could warships be held hostage by that shipyard in a contract
dispute.

21. I am well aware of the importance of solving the claim
problem. I do not look forward to the prospect of years of
litigation- I myself have had to waste many days of being
subjected to depositions by Newport News attorneys, largely
on questions that seemed to me designed more to harass
obfuscate and discourage than to illuminate. If I thought
the proposed P.L. 85-804 agreement would settle the problem
and let the Navy get back to the real problem of building
ships-which is difficult and time consuming-I would endorse
it whole-heartedly. But for the reasons explained above, I
believe that, at best, the problems are merely being postponed;
and that without resolution of the issues I have described,
the Navy is getting little, if anything, in return for the
sums it proposes to pay as extra-contractual relief.

22. Often in the past, the Naval Sea Systems Command has been
blamed for the fact that the claims have arisen but were
not settled. This was the impression created when the last
Administration attempted to settle the claims by the use of
P.L. 85-804, and in subsequent testimony by senior defense
officials. But even the settlement under P.L. 85-804, proposed
two years ago by Deputy Secretary of Defense Clements himself,
was rejected by two of the four shipbuilders. Moreover,
in the present case, the disparity between the amount claimed by
Electric Boat and the extent of Navy responsibility as determined
by the Navy Claims Settlement Board after thorough analysis,
disproves that the Navy is primarily to blame.

23. Historically, senior defense officials. have explained
shipbuilding problems as being the result of the actions
of their predecessors, and have pointed to new studies, new
policies, new procedures, as the solution for the future.
By the time it becomes evident that the problems were not
solved, other officials are in charge. Now, the proposed
P.L. 85-804 settlement and the Navy's recently released
Naval Ship Procurement Study are being heralded as providing
new insights into the shipbuilding-claims problems and guidance
for the future. I cannot help wondering: Who will be pointed
at the next time overruns resulting from contractor
mismanagement occur? The Naval Sea Systems Command?

9kc '6V -

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy, (Manpower

Reserve Affairs, and Logistics)
General Counsel of the Navy
CNO
CNM
Chairman, Navy Claim Settlement Board
COMNAVSEA
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

%' JJy WASHINGTON, D.C. 2032B
A s - WA5HING70N, D.C. 20352 IN REPLV REFER TO

14 Aug 1978

MEMOR)ANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Problems that need to be resolved in connection with
the proposed PL 85-804 settlements

Ref: (a) My 15 June 1978 Notes for Discussion with you
(b) My 28 June 1978 memo to you
(c) My 28 July 1978 memo to you
Cd) My 25 March 1978 memo to the Under Secretary of

the Navy

Encl: (1) Ltr from D.S. Lewis, Chairman of the Board,
General Dynamics, to G.E. MacDonald and J.D.
Pierce (former General Managers, Electric Boat),
dtd 12 Oct 1972

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to point out the immediate
need for additional actions to minimize future shipbuilding
claims. In references (a), (b), and (c), I explained why I
believe that the proposed PL 85-804 settlement with General
Dynamics leaves the Navy vulnerable in future to unfounded and
inflated claims of the same sort you are now proposing to
settle. I pointed out that shipbuilders will continue to
harass the Navy with unsubstantiated claims as long as they
believe the Navy would rather pay off claims.than face litiga-
tion or threats of work stoppage.

2. I reported that even after announcement of the PL 85-804
settlement, Electric Boat is actively laying the groundwork
for future claims on TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class submarine
contracts; that unless special precautions are taken now,
General Dynamics may well attempt in future to recover through
new claims a major portion of the $359 million loss they are
presently agreeing to absorb. For these reasons, I concluded
that simply paying off existing claims will not solve the
problem; we need to spell out--and enforce--procedures for
conducting future business.

3. Civilian Navy- officials are creating an impression that
the proposed PL 85-804 settlements have put the claims problem
behind us; and that the settlements, together with the
recommendations contained in the Navy's recently released
Naval Ship Procurement Process Study, will solve the claims
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-problem. They will not. In fact, the problems are getting
worse. Unless the Navy takes prompt action, the proposed PL
85-804 settlements will be the harbinger of a new, more costly
claims era. General Dynamics is already taking advantage of
the situation to establish new precedents and new methods of
doing business which will guarantee the company the basis for
claims well into the future.

4. The following examples, which have arisen subsequent to
announcement of the proposed PL 85-804 settlement, show that
in its future dealings with the Navy, General Dynamics will
continue to exploit the claims process--and in a more sophisticated
manner.

a. The company's recent proposal for the FY 1978/79
SSN 688 Class submarine procurement is based on a "technical
baseline" defined by Electric Boat. The "technical baseline"
consists primarily of specific drawing revisions and other
detailed technical data on hand at Electric Boat as of certain
dates. The company contends that any subsequent drawing
revisions or other departures from the "technical baseline"
will be changes entitling the company to an equitable adjust-
ment. On this basis, Electric Boat's proposal is "fixed priced"
in name only; the company would be able later to reprice the
contract through the thousands of changes that will inevitably
and unavoidably arise under such an arrangement.

b. On current contracts Electric Boat has already
started to treat minor drawing revisions as claim items.
However, the contracts were neither priced, negotiated, nor
intended to be administered that way. For example, in pricing
the TRIDENT contract, the company estimated that 88,500 man-
hours would be required to fabricate reactor shielding. This
estimate was derived by applying the average manhours-per-pound
(.096) which was expended for shielding work on a prior contract,
times the estimated shielding weight (921,792) pounds. Electric
Boat included the 88,500 manhours so derived in its proposed
target cost. The TRIDENT contract then provides a 45 percent
margin between target cost and ceiling price, to prTovide for
uncertainties in the details of the design, errors in estimating,
and other uncertainties.

Recently the detailed Government-furnished shielding
drawings had to be revised to correct an error made by Electric
Boat in its capacity as the Government's design agent under the
TRIDENT design contracts. This revision added a requirement
to drill a single 1-1/2 inch hole in a steel shield box in
each of seven ships. Fabrication of the affected part had not
yet begun, so no ripout, rework or disruption was involved.
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Nonetheless, the company contends that the drawing revision
*constitutes a change to the contract and has quoted a price of
$1,000 per ship to drill the hole. The Navy has rejected this
request. Soon, I expect we will get a letter announcing that
the company is proceeding with the work subject to submitting
a claim.

c. Although the company, in connection with the PL
85-804 settlement, has agreed to price changes fully and
promptly, it is now inflating the price of changes by adding
a 50 percent factor for "acceleration of unchanged contract
work" and a 25 percent factor for labor "ineffectiveness."
Specifically, the company is now alleging that performance of
work on changes requires an acceleration of unchanged work to
minimize the "delaying effect" of the change. In order to
recover from the effects of the change, Electric Boat claims
it will be forced to extend its workdays and expend an amount
of overtime manhours equivalent to the manhours added by the
change.

In addition, EB states that overtime will decrease
productivity, and that the resultant loss of labor effective-
ness will constitute 25 percent of each overtime hour worked.
The company has now begun to quote changes for the TRIDENT and
*SSN 688 Class contracts on this basis.

The Navy does owe its contractors the legitimate costs of
contract changes, including any associated delay, disruption,
or acceleration costs. But the price of changes should not
be padded by inclusion of arbitrary and unsubstantiated factors.

d. In addition to inflating the price of contract changes,
the company insists that fully priced contract modifications
will be contingent upon implementation of the PL 85-804 settle-
ment. That way, if the settlement is not implemented, the
modification would be transformed into a unilateral unpriced
change order, and subject to a claim. Since Congressional
action on the proposed settlement obviously does not affect the
actual impact a change will have on ship construction, schedules,
and costs, the company is demonstrating once again it is willing
to settle issues on their contractual merits, only so long
as its demands on other fronts are first met.

e. Electric Boat continues to dispute, before the Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeals, the so-called Electric
Boat Overhead Ceiling Agreement. As partial consideration for
receiving the TRIDENT design contract, the company agreed to
absorb all overhead costs in excess of a predetermined ceiling.
This ceiling was subject to adjustment to accommodate changes
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in workload. Under this agreement the company now owes the
Government in the neighborhood of $30 million. Rather than
pay that amount, however, the company reneged on the agreement,
and the dispute must now be litigated.

As in the case of the Electric Boat Overhead Agreement,
the proposed PL 85-804 settlement calls for General Dynamics
to absorb certain contract costs that would otherwise be allow-
able. W1hat reason then is there to believe the company will
honor its contractual commitment to absorb the $359 million
loss described in the proposed PL 85-804. settlement?

5. Given where we are today, the first priority for the Navy
should be to obtain from General Dynamics officials a legally
binding commitment to handle contract changes solely on their
merits, and in accordance with the practices followed for many
years previously. This will require the company to abandon
forthwith the notion that the Navy will award or administer
contracts on the basis that revisions to drawings or other
technical data automatically become contract changes.

6. In drafting the contract modification to implement the
proposed PL 85-804 settlement, the Naval Sea Systems Command
tried to put to rest once and for all, the much-publicized
controversy over drawing revisions. This was to be accomplished
by reiterating in the contract what has been the practice for
many years. The Command included the following provision in
the contract modification:

"The parties agree that revisions to Government-furnished
working drawings and other data are an inherent feature
of ship construction contracts and that revisions to such
drawings or design data, provided they are furnished in
a timely manner to support construction, do not entitle
the Contractor to an equitable adjustment except to the
extent that such revisions: (i) result in changes
to the requirements of the 'Specifications for Building
Submarines SSN 688 Class' or conflict with contract
guidance drawings or (ii) require rip out or rework, or
changes to contractor-furnished material already on
order; provided, that no such equitable adjustment shall
be made wit7 respect to any revisions to drawings or
design data unless the Contractor has complied with all
requirements of paragraphs (b) through (h) of the 'Changes'
Clause."

Electric Boat returned the proposed contract modification with
the above words deleted. Shortly thereafter Assistant Secretary
Hidalgo took over the negotiations and agreed to a contract
modification which ignored the drawing revision issue. The
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command, pointed out the
need to resolve this issue. Resolution of the drawing revision
issue is doubly important because it has been widely distorted
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and misunderstood in Congress and in the press.

7. Recently, the Naval Sea Systems Command received a copy

of a 28 July 1978 letter from Secretary Hidalgo to Mr. Veliotis,

General Manager of Electric Boat. The letter apparently was

an attempt to address this concern, but it missed the point

entirely. The letter states:

"With a view to underscoring the firm and enduring
character (underlining added) of our settlement agree-

ment, 1 wish merely to add one thought which I believe

is implicit in your letter. The finality which we seek

by fully pricing changes under the TRIDENT and SSN 688

contracts, without reservation of rights with respect to

delay and disruption, would apply equally to those drawing

revisions, essential to ship construction, which you
accept on a 'no cost' basis."

8. Secretary Hidalgo's letter in actuality weakens the Naval

Sea Systems Command position. The letter can be construed as

implying that all drawing revisions are contract changes--

exactly the precedent Electric Boat is trying to establish.

Secretary Hidalgo's letter asks only that in cases where

Electric Boat accepts a drawing revision on a no-cost basis,

the company will not later file a claim for delay and disruption.

Nothing in Mr. Ilidalgo's letter requires Electric Boat to

acknowledge that nearly all routine drawing revisions are not

changes nor does his letter spell out criteria for determining

when drawing revisions are contract changes. This was the

objective of the contract provision proposed by NAVSEA. For

these reasons Mr. Hidalgo's letter is totally ineffective in

preventing Electric Boat from treating every drawing revision

as a contract change, and, therefore, subject to a claim.

9. To avoid another large backlog of unsettled claims following

on the heels of the PL 85-804 settlements, I recommend that

the Navy obtain General Dynamics agreement to the substance

of the language concerning drawing revisions quoted in

paragraph 6 above. I further recommend you request Mr. Lewis,

the Chairman of the Board of General Dynamics, to reiterate to

the present management of Electric Boat the corporate policy

statement he previously expressed in enclosure (1). Enclosure

(1), which was transmitted to Electric Boat employees, instructs

them to handle Navy funds as they would corporate funds; to

ensure that all charges assigned to a contract are reasonable

and proper; and to cooperate fully with the spirit and the

letter of agreements regarding Government access to company

books and-records. With respect to the administration of Navy

shipbuilding contracts, enclosure (1) states:
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"All financial, contractual and technical matters must
be handled on a straightforward basis with the Govern-
ment. ....It is the responsibility of the Corporation
and Electric Boat Division to establish the propriety
of practices questioned by Navy or Government representa-
tives without resorting to technicalities or loopholes.
If we cannot demonstrate that our practices are clear,
fully legal and proper, we must change them to the
satisfaction of the Government."

Recent experience indicates that reiteration of these principles
at Electric Boat and at other shipyards is warranted.

10. In addition to the foregoing, the Navy should make it
clear to General Dynamics that it will not contract for future
ships on the approach for defining the "technical baseline"
proposed by the company. Otherwise, the advantages and discipline
of competitive bidding and fixed priced contracting would be
lost. A shipbuilder could then bid low with the expectation
of later repricing the contract through the thousands of minor
drawing revisions which would then become contract changes
under the Electric Boat approach.

11. No doubt General Dynamics officials attach great importance
to winning the FY 1978/79 SSN 688 Class submarine contract.
What better way to restore stockholder and public confidence
than by winning, at this critical time, a major contract from
the Navy in competition with Newport News? To the public it
would signify that the problems at Electric Boat are over, the
company has been rehabilitated, and now has the blessing of
the Navy. The problems at Electric Boat are not over. As I
have said repeatedly, it would be a serious mTsFake to award
additional ship contracts to Electric Boat until the company
demonstrates, by actual performance, that it has control over
its work force and can perform work efficiently.

12. I have reflected on the claims problems the Navy has
experienced with Electric Boat and with other shipbuilders
during the 1970's. Several points stand out:

a. The major shipbuilders and their attorneys have
proved they can generate interminable delay in contract
disputes to the point that issues are not settled on their
merits,

b. Whereas there is permanence among those in the ship-
yards who work on claims and contract disputes, the Navy
suffers from a rapid turnover of personnel and is always at a
disadvantage. There is also a huge disparity between the Navy
and the shipbuilder in the manpower they are able to apply to
contract disputes.

92-782 0 - 82 - 22
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c. The more militant a contractor is in dealing with
the Navy, the better he makes out. By trying to be conciliatory,
without understanding the background or the facts--or without
consulting, with their subordinates who have this information--
senior Navy officials often make the business relations worse.

d. By trying to avoid litigation, even in cases where
the parties are apart on important issues of principle, the
Navy rarely follows its own stated procedures for settling
contract disputes. Some of the cases before the Armed Services
Board of Contract Appeals have been interrupted repeatedly to
give subsequent negotiating teams an opportunity to reach a
settlement. The result has been a period of years in which
there has been no visible progress in settling basic issues.
During this period, Congressional and public sympathy was
aroused for the shipbuilders who were not able to get their
claims resolved. All of this has made the Navy look stupid,
and not capable of doing its job. The histories of the CGN 41
case with Newport News and the Litton LHA claim illustrate
the problem to which I refer.

e. Civilian Navy officials not familiar with the intricacies
of shipbuilding contracts, but who wanted to show that the Navy
was "reasonable," have accepted for the Navy far more blame
than the facts warranted.. Moreover, over the years they have
been too willing to attribute the problems to contract clauses
and procurement procedures--and have proposed solutions in this
light--rather than address the problems of false and inflated
claims and expose the financial manipulations behind them. This
is the fundamental flaw in the Navy's recently released Naval
Ship Procurement Process Study

13. To conduct business on a pay-as-you-go basis and to
protect adequately against large after-the-fact claims, the
Navy Secretariat needs to reaffirm its support for our so-called
"anti-claims" clauses and strictly enforce them--or devise
a better method. Reference (d) explains in detail the basis
of the anti-claims changes clause; the extent to which the
Office of Navy General Counsel is rendering the clause inoperative
through interpretation; and my inability to get the Navy General
Counsel to address the issues I have raised. Since the Office
of Navy General Counsel had been unresponsive I requested, in
reference (d), assistance from the Under Secretary. Four
months later, reference (d) still remains unanswered.

14. To me it appears senseless for the Navy to develop contract
clauses and procedures to protect the Government against large,
after-the-fact claims based on alleged constructive changes,
and then make no effort to enforce these safeguards. Similarly,
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it is beyond my comprehension why some Navy attorneys are now
so eager to conclude, without benefit of an actual court test,
that the requirements and sanctions of the anti-claims changes
clause cannot be enforced.

15. In my opinion, the Navy's present Changes clause, if
enforced, would be an effective deterrent against large, after-
the-fact claims. I have regretfully come to the conclusion
that the reluctance of the Office of Navy General Counsel to
enforce the clause stems more from efforts to help justify
Navy settlement proposals than from any inherent legal deficiency
in the clause. In any event, if the Secretariat truly believes
the requirements and sanctions of the Navy's anti-claims changes
clause to be unenforceable, the clause should be immediately
revised to achieve the basic objectives originally sought.

16. The Navy Secretariat needs to make it completely clear to
shipbuilders that false and inflated claims will hereafter not
be tolerated, and that the Navy will make every effort to see
that violators are prosecuted. The practice of submitting
grossly inflated claims is now well established. Although
false and inflated claims waste thousands of hours of effort
by Navy people involved in shipbuilding, senior civilian Navy
officials have tended to ignore or play down the problem.
To my knowledge, the Navy .Secretariat has never evidenced any
outrage over the practice, nor taken steps to stop it.

In this regard, I recommend that you take the following
action and notify the shipbuilders accordingly:

a. Establish standards for claims submissions, and
instruct contracting officers to forthwith reject claims which
do not meet these standards.

b. Require that every claim item for which the Government
concludes there is no entitlement be scrutinized for possible
violation of federal fraud or false claims statutes.

c. Require Navy claims analysts to certify that any
evidence of possible fraud or false claims has beeh identified
and reported as required by existing Navy directives.

d. Forward promptly to the Justice Department any
suspected violations of federal fraud or false claims statutes,
urge prosecution, and cooperate fully with that Department in
any ensuing investigation or prosecution.
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e. Insist, without exception, that all shipbuilders
comply with the Navy's requirement for certification of claims
and supporting data at the time of claim submission.

17. The Navy must discourage contractors from generating
claims and contract disputes simply as a means to conceal
large losses in their financial reports to stockholders. This
has been a persistent problem. For example:

a. By booking income against shipbuilding claims,
General Dynamics was able to report to stockholders record
high after-tax earnings of $103 million for 1977. But, in
fact, the company was facing an $843 million potential loss
on its SSN 688 contracts alone.

b. By booking income against the LHA and DD 963 claims,
Litton has been able to report profits to its stockholders
for many years, without including the potential $647 million
loss on these two contracts.

c. By booking income against claims, Newport News has
been able to report record profits year after year even though
the company has complained about potential losses on its Navy
shipbuilding contracts and is currently experiencing large -
losses on its commercial work. I understand that the company's
position is that, regardless of the value the Navy assigns to
their claims, any claim settlement must cover the amount of
income anticipated from claims which Newport News has already
booked for profit reporting purposes.

18. The ability to book income against inflated claims is
a major impediment to the prompt resolution, on their legal
merits, of claims and contract disputes. As long as the
Government permits contractors to book income against inflated
claims, contractors facing a potential loss will have a strong
financial incentive to precipitate and perpetuate contract
disputes for financial reporting purposes. I recommend, there-
fore, that the Navy work with the Securities and Exchange
Commission to establish standards which would permit the booking
of income against unadjudicated claims or change oiders only
to the extent they have been authorized in writing by the
contracting officer and at a ceiling price.

If the Government agrees that a :contractor is due extra
sums in a certain amount he should be permitted to take credit
for that in his accounting. However, he should not-be permitted
to book income predicated on the favorable outcome of litigation
or payments on claims based on alleged "constructive changes."
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The possible implications of favorable settlements could be
.explained in the company's annual report, but the profit and
loss figures published'in the financial statements should not
presume favorable settlements. Such standards would provide
contractors a stronger incentive to submit only valid 6laims and
prosecute them to a swift resolution.

19. The Navy needs effective methods of dealing with 'a company
which, to further its financial interests, refuses to honor its
contracts and threatens work stoppage and lengthy litigation
on important military contracts. A contract is supposed to
reflect a meeting of minds. But it becomes' waste-paper if
one of the parties, rather than live up to the spirit of the
agreement, tries to twist it into something unenforceable.
Contractors, clever attorneys, and claims specialists can
always devise new theories and strategies to create a dispute
which can then lead to more threats of work stoppage and
litigation. Since the Navy is proposing to settle both the
Litton and Electric Boat claims for substantially more than
their merits in order to avoid litigation, it is only reason-
able to expect more threats of litigation and work stoppage
in the future.

20. I have previously recommended that if a shipbuilder
refuses to honor his contracts and the Navy must resort to
extra-contractual relief under Public Law 85-804 to avoid
work stoppage,lengthy litigation, or boycotting of future
Navy business, the Navy should at the same time take steps to
ensure that no longer will Navy warships be held hostage to
the financial demands of that contractor. In addition, if the
Navy must end up paying a shipbuilder's costs, regardless of
contractual responsibility--because he controls access to
production facilities needed for defense work--steps should be
taken now to establish viable alternatives.

21. One alternative would be for the Navy to buy the shipyard
as part of an overall claim settlement and have a contractor
operate it on a cost reimbursement basis as a Government-owned,
contractor-operated (GOCO) shipyard. Alternatively, the Navy
could leave the shipyard under private ownership bVt obtain the
unilateral right to cause the company to lease the shipyard
to any third party of the Government's choosing. A third
possibility is to reestablish a new construction capability
in Naval Shipyards. Under any of these alternatives, we would
have protection against companies who provide. unsatisfactory
management, refuse to honor contracts, or attempt to deny
facilities essential for Navy shipbuilding work.
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22. I fully understand that not all of the alternatives I
have suggested can be implemented immediately, and that under
existing circumstances you are committed to the proposed PL
85-804 settlement. I recognize that this settlement was not
intended to be a comprehensive solution of all shipbuilding
problems. However, I believe there are immediate steps you
can and should take prior to implementing the PL 85-804 settle-
ment to help preclude Electric Boat from flooding the Navy
with claims in the future, as well as to establish a proper
base for future business.

23. Therefore, I recommend that before the proposed PL 85-804
settlement takes effect, you:

a. Obtain General Dynamics' agreement to the substance
of the language concerning drawing revisions quoted in paragraph
6 above;

b. Obtain General Dynamics'..written commitment to price
changed work only on the basis of costs that can be substantiated.
The company should be compensated for delay, disruption,
acceleration, and so forth, when these are the verifiable
result of Navy directed changes. However, no pricing policies-
should be permitted which absolve Electric Boat of its
responsibility to accommodate a normal amount of changed work
within the anticipated period of contract performance.

c. Obtain the agreement of the Chairman of the Board of,
General Dynamics to reissue enclosure (1) reaffirming corporate
policy that: "All financial, contractual and technical matters
must be handled on a straightforward basis with the Government."

d. Make it clear to General Dynamics that the Navy will
not contract for ships on the basis of the approach for defining
the. "technical baseline" proposed by the company.

24. The actions cited above will not solve the claims problem.
Past experience has shown that shipbuilders are unlikely to
honor their commitments as long as they know the Navyis unable
or unwilling to enforce its rights. Therefore, to-establish
the Navy's credibility with respect to enforcing its contracts
and protecting the public against unsubstantiated claims, I
also recommend that you:

a. Make it clear that the Navy affirms its anti-claims
clauses and will strictly enforce them in future.
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b. Establish standards for claims submissions and
instruct contracting officers to reject claims which do not
meet these standards.

c. Require that any claim item for which the Government
concludes there is no entitlement be scrutinized for possible
violation of federal fraud or false claims statutes.

d. Require Navy claims analysts to certify that any
evidence of possible fraud or false claims has been identified
and reported as required by Navy directives.

e. Forward promptly to the Justice Department any
suspected violations of federal fraud or false claims statutes,
cooperate fully with the Department in any ensuing investigation
or prosecution, and urge that Department to prosecute quickly.

f. Insist that all shipbuilders comply with the Navy's
requirement for certification of claims and supporting data
at time of submissions.

g. Work with the Securities and Exchange Commission to
establish standards for booking income 'against unsettled claims.

h. Devise a permanent arrangement which will protect
the Navy from future work stoppages or threats of work stoppage.
In this connection you should consider the three alternatives
cited in paragraph 21 above.

25. As I have stated to you and to others, I do not object
to the decision to settle the outstanding claims under PL 85-804.
You have identified the amount of the settlement that is over
and above what you consider the Navy owes under the contracts;
by law the authority to grant extra-contractual settlements is
vested in you, subject to Congressional review.'

26. I strongly recommend, however, that before the settlements
take'effect the outstanding issues with 'respect to the' conduct
of future business be fully resolved as I have'described above.
Unless you do this, we will end up with the worst df two
worlds--all the problems of bidding, negotiating, and administer-
ing fixed priced contracts, but because of price reopeners and
claims, none of the financial discipline that is required to
make fixed priced type contracts superior to cost type contracts.

27. An influx of new claims and contract disputes on the heels
of a PL 85-804 settlement, or shortly thereafter, would further
damage the Navy's already sagging credibility. As you are aware,
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this lack of faith by Congress and our people has resulted in
a lowered shipbuilding program. It is essential that the
actions we take today solve the problems,not exacerbate them.

28. I look forward to discussing these matters with you later
this week.

Copy to:
Under Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement Board
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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C o P.

12 October 1972

To: G.E. MacDonald, J.D. Pierc'e

CC: o. Golden, E.E. Lynn, T.L. McPherson, J.W. Rannenberg,
W. Wells

From: D.S. Lewis

Subject: Necessary Improvement of Electric Boat's Financial
and Operating Procedures

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT THE FOLLOWING CORPORATE POLICY STATEMENT

BE TRANSMITTED TO GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATE OFFICE AND ELECTRIC

BOAT DIVISION PERSONNEL CONCERNED IN THE FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL

ADMINISTRATION OF NAVY CONTRACTS.

1. In recent weeks questions have been raised concerning
certain practices at Electric Boat, particularly with regard
to proper cost charging and the proper administration of our
submarine contracts with the Navy.

2. 1 want you to avoid any impropriety whatsoever, and any
action which could appear to be improper, in our dealings with
the Navy. Therefore, it is most important that everyone
understand exactly what our company's policies are in this
important area:

(a) It is to the best long term interests of the United
States Government and General Dynamics that the
administration of all of our contracts be on a
completely open and above board basis. All financial,
contractual and technical matters must be handled on
a straightforward basis with the Government. It
is our responsibility to develop and follow practices
and procedures-which can be well understood by
Electric Boat and the Government to insure that no
impropriety can arise. The very fact that nearly
100% of Electric Boat's business is with the Navy
should male it quite easy to develop straightforward
operating procedures. It is the responsibility of
the Corporation and Electric Boat Division to establish
the propriety of practices questioned by Navy or
Government representatives without resorting to
technicalities or loopholes. If we cannot demonstrate
that our practices are clear, fully legal and proper,
we must change them to the satisfaction of the Govern-
..ment.
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LD) ne must ve carcuil to insure that all charges
assigned to a contract are reasonable and proper.
Where the appropriateness of a'charge or a method of

accounting is in doubt, we must take the initiative
to bring the item in question to the attention of
the Government for early resolution.

(c) Our people must take positive action to insure that

proper practices are followed by all of our suppliers
and subcontractors. Our dealings with our sub-
contractors must be completely open, completely at
arm's length and completely businesslike.

(d) As a result of recent discussions, we have agreed

to give the Government access to certain of our
financial books, records, and other data when such
access is desired to determine the appropriateness
of costs charged to Navy contracts. Electric Boat
and Corporate Office personnel should cooperate
fully with the spirit and the letter of these agree-

ments to be sure the Navy receives the information
on a timely basis.

3. I am firmly convinced that an open and candid relationship

between the Electric Boat and Navy people will, in the long run,

work equally to the financial well-being of our people, our

company and our customer. I7e can expect Electric Boat's sales

and earnings to remain healthy only if we meet our obligation

to see that all funds are well markaged and that the Navy gets

full value for each dollar spent. Navy-funds must be handled

as we would handle corporate funds, or for that matter, our
own personal funds.

4. It is mandatory that early actioii be taken to review all
of the Electric Boat practices and procedures to insure that

they meet the criteria outlined above; where they do not, early

corrective action must be taken. To expedite this entire
activity, Gordon E. MacDonald, Executive Vice President-Finance,
is directed to spend at least 50% of his time at Electric Boat
working on this project, effective immediately. He has full

authority to make any decisions concerning changes in our

practices and procedures and has full authority to settle any

items requiring negotiation with the Navy. I want to be kept
advised of progress on an oral basis at least weekly and Mr.
MacDonald and Mr. Pierce are directed to send to me, no less

frequently than once a month, a written report outlining the
progress made to date and including a definitive list of problem

areas uncovered and corrective actions taken.

/signed/ David S. Lewis
Chairman
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DIVISION NOTICE
No. 203

November 14, 1972

Subject: Necessary Improvement of Electric Boat's Financial
and Operating Procedures

This supersedes Division Notice No. 201.

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TiHAT THE FOLLOWIN11G CORPORATE POLICY STATEMENT

BE TRANSMITTED TO GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATE OFFICE AND ELECTRIC

BOAT DIVISION PERSONNEL CONCERNED IN THE FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL

ADMINISTRATION OF NAVY CONTRACTS.

1. In recent weeks questions have been raised concerning certain
practices at Electric Boat, particularly with regard to proper
cost charging and the proper administration Of our submarine
contracts with the Navy.

2. I want you to avoid any impropriety whatsoever, and any action
which could appear to be improper, in our dealings with the
Navy. Therefore,.it is most important that every one under-
stand exactly what our company s policies are in this important
area:

(a) It is-to the best long term interests Ot the United States
Government and General Dynamics that the administration
of all Of our contracts be on a completely open and above
board basis. All financial, contractual and technical
matters must be.handled on a straightforward basis with
the Government. It is our responsibility to develop and
follow practices and procedures which can be well under-
stood by Electric Boat and the Government to insure
that no impropriety can arise. The very fact that
nearly lOM of Electric Boat's buSiness is with the Navy
should make it quite easy to develop straightforward
operating procedures. It is the responsibility of the
Corporation and Electric Boat Division to establish the
propriety of practices questioned by Navy or Government
representatives without resorting to technicalities or
loopholes. If we cannot demonstrate that our practices
are clear, fully legal and proper, we must change them
to the satistaction of the Government.
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(b), We must be careful to insure that all charges assigned
to a contract are reasonable and proper. Where the
appropriateness or a charge or.a method of accounting
.Js in doubt, we must take ther initiative to bring the
Item in question to the attention of the Government for
early resolution.

(c) Our people must take positive action to'insure that proper
practices are followed by all of our suppliers and sub-
contractors. Our dealings with our subcontractors must be
completely open, completely at arm's length and completely
businesslike.

(d) As a result of recent discussions, we have agreed to give
*the Government access to certain of our financial books,
records, and other data when such access is desired to
determine the appropriateness of costs charged to Navy
contracts. Electric Boat and Corporate Office personnel
should cooperate fully with the spirit and the letter of
these agreements to be sure the Navy receives the informa-
tion on a timely basis.

3. I am firmly convinced that an open and candid relationship
between the Electric Boat and Navy people Swill, in the long run,
work equally to the financial well-being of our people, our
company and our customer. We can expect Electric Boat's sales
and earnings to remain healthy only if we meet our obligation
to see that all funds are well managed and that the Navy gets
full value for each dollar spent. Navy funds must be handled
as we would handle corporate funds, or for that matter, our
own personal funds.

4. It is mandatory that early action be taken to review all of the
Electric Boat practices and procedures to insure that they meet
the criteria outlined above; where theyA& not, early corrective
action must be taken.

./ D. Pierce -

-General Manager

.Distribution

'Management Manual Holders
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DEPARTMENTOFTHENAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

I' REPLy REFER TO

24 Aug 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Shipbuilding claims

Encl: (1) NAVSEA ltr Ser 081-383 dtd 23 Aug 1978, subj:
S6G Project - Proposed Modification of Monitor
Tube 4 Installation of Steam Shroud on Reactor
Vessel Test Head in the SSN 698 (Contract
N00024-71-C-0268) - Disapproval of

(2) Electric Boat ltr from J.D. Pierce to ADM Rickover,
dtd April 20, 1974, subj: Significant points
raised during visit of Messrs. Lynch & Foster to
Electric Boat on 18 April, 1974

1. During our meeting last Friday I left with you several
documents which show that, notwithstanding the proposed PL
85-804 settlement, General Dynamics is already laying the basis
for future claims on Navy shipbuilding contracts at Electric
Boat. Since you expressed interest in seeing specific examples,
together with supporting documentation, I am sending you
enclosures (1) and (2).

2. Enclosure (1) is my formal response to one of the Electric
Boat contract change proposals I left with you last Friday.
The change proposal addresses problems discovered with a
Government-furnished reactor vessel test head during testing
of-SSN 698. Although the work included in the contract change
proposed by Electric Boat was technically desirable, I decided
not to authorize it for two reasons: First, the price of the
proposed change included arbitrary and unsubstantiated factors.
Second, according to the terms being proposed by Electric Boat,
the company would recant all prior agreements on the price and
delivery impact of the change, if the PL 85-804 settlement is
not implemented.

3. Enclosure (1) notified the Supervisor of Shipbuilding
that NAVSEA will not authorize the contract change on the terms
requested by Electric Boat. It also requests the Supervisor
.to bring this issue to the attention of the General Manager,
Electric Boat and:
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a. Advise the General Manager that quotations such as

this and several other recent EB quotations are unacceptable
to the Navy and prevent the-Navy from having desirable work

accomplished.

b. Request the 'General Manager to take action to provide

fully priced and substantiated proposals in the future, and

c. Request the General Manager to advise the Supervisor

of his intentions in this regard.

4. Enclosure (2) is another document germane to the drawing

revision issue we discussed last week. According to enclosure

(2), on April 18, 1974, the then General Manager of Electric

Boat told staff members of the Senate Armed Services Committee:

"j. Electric -Boat Division does not have problems that

the rest of the industry expresses in working with
the Navy because Electric Boat Division and the Navy

work hand-in-glove from conceptual design through
the construction phase. This assures that we are a

party to the establishment of requirements to which
the ships are built."

"1. The cheapest way to conduct a submarine program is
to build the ships in the shortest possible time.
This necessitates construction starting as soon as
possible. Our experience is that construction should

start when less than 5% of the plans are available,
with 20% available at keel laying and 80% available
at launch. Over a period of years, we have worked
in this fashion without excessive contract changes
and it has proven to be the most cost effective
program."

"m. We have had no major problems working with Newport --

News' design.. While certain of their details are
different than we are used to, we have been able to
accommodate them."-'

Although I previously referred to enclosure (2) in my 28 July
1978 memorandum to you, I wanted you to have the actual document.
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5. The specific examples cited during our meeting, together
with the enclosures to this letter, show that General Dynamics
is embarked again on the "claims route"--even before the PL
65-804 settlement is consummated. The company is apparently
trying to establish a new method of conducting business--one
which will lead to many claims and contract disputes.

6. In this-regard, I just received a copy of the Navy's
response to questions asked by Senator Proxmire. Considering
what is currently going on at Electric Boat with respect to
claims, the Navy's answers to questions 24 and 28 could prove
to be embarrassing--particularly the following statements:

In regard to drawing revisions:

"EB has-agreed to abide by the so-called anticlaims
clauses! The notification and negotiation procedures in
these clauses have been modified to allow for an orderly
administration process to identify and price out changes.
as they occur. EB has also agreed to fully price out
changes on both the 688 and TRIDENT contracts. Both of
these actions, which are part of the approved contract
modification, should alleviate the potential for claims.."
(emphasis added)-

In regard to Electric Boat's future intentions:

"It is difficult to comprehend why EB would consider
claims as a means to recover losses. Rather it is the
view of the Navy that EB will focus attention on building
SSN 688 and TRIDENT submarines in an efficient manner."

7. I am concerned that by proceeding with the PL 85-804
settlement and making euphoric statements about the future, in
the face of Electric Boat's clear expression of intent to
continue on the claims route, the Navy may be constructively
ratifying the contractor's new practices. Further unless these
practices are stopped now, the Navy will find itself devoting
ncreasingly large amounts of technical and other personnel

resources to contractual issues and litigation--and not accomplish-
ing the purpose of the .PL 85-804 settlement.

S. As you stated during our meeting, no contract language
nor statute can be worded so tightly that companies and their
attorneys cannot, in the absence of a proper business relation-
ship, generate a legal dispute. We need to restore some
semblance of the traditional customer relationship in our.
shipbuilding business.
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9. In view of the current claims attitude by Electric Boat

I reiterate my recommendation that, in granting extra-
contractual relief,- you obtain from the senior corporate
officials involved a written policy statement in which he sets

forth the principles under which future business is to be

conducted with the Navy; that this policy statement should be

distributed throughout the company and address in a manner
satisfactory to the Navy three major issues: drawing revisions,

enforcement of the so-called anti-claims clauses, and false
and inflated claims.

10. I also recommend adoption of the other recommendations
contained in my August 14, 197.8 memorandum to you.

iGa iri

Copy to:
Under Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations

.Chief of Naval Material
Chairman, Navy Claims Settlement Board
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINOTON., O.C. 20382

Ser 081-383
- 23 August 1978

From: Cosunander, Naval Sea Systems Command
To: Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair, USN, Groton, CT

Subj: 56G I'roject - Proposed Modification of Monitor Tube and Installation
of Steam Shroud on Reactor Vessel Test Head in the SSN 698 (Contract
N00024-71-C-0268) - Disapproval of

Ref: (a) KRIOI-GTN TWX 56G-77710-MAO dated 11 July 1978
(b) MAO TWX A-0026 dated 14 July 1978
(c) SUPSHIP letter 410B-7110..dated 27 July 1978
(d) Electic Boat Contract Change Proposal R-34631 dated 10 August 1978

1. Background: During initial primary system testing, a hydrostatic test
head is installed on the reactor vessel. The test head has an inner and an
outer 0-ring to form a seal between the test head and reactor vessel. Normally,
the inner 0-ring adequately seals the primary pressure. Any leakage flows out a
monitor tube furnished by the shipyard and installed between the 0-rings.

2. During primary system testing beginning the week of July 10, 1978, the
test head in the SSN 698 leaked 5 gallons per minute kgpm) past the inner 0-ring
at a loop pressure of 1250.psig. Reference (a) forwarded an Electric Boat (EB)
recommendation that because of the excessive leakage, the test head be re-
placed with the one successfully used in the SSN 697. LB also noted that there
was a slight amount of leakage past the outer 0-ring and considered that this
could be hazardous to personnel as the plant pressure and temperature increased.

3. In reference (b), MAO did not concur with the EB recommendation. MAO
noted that the inner 0-ring had not been subject to sufficient pressure dif-
ferential to seat it. To increase the differential pressure across the inner
0-ring, MAO concurred with the KRMO recommendation that the shipyard replace
the present 1/4 inch monitor tube piping and valves with 1/2 inch piping and
valves. MIAO calculated that the larger monitor tube would result in a differ-
ential pressure across the inner 0-ring.of 2270 psid in lieu of 1050 psid
at a loop pressure of 2750 psig and should cause the inner 0-ring to seat.
This work was completed on 17 July 1978. I

4. If the leakage past the inner 0-ring is still excessive, then the monitor
tube isolation valve can be closed and the outer 0-ring pressurized. Because
of this possibility, MAO recommended that a steam shroud be installed around
the test head as was done in previous submarines to contain any leakage past
the outer 0-ring.

92-782 0 - 82 - 23
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S. In reference (c), 1I'11I111 Proton requIested that IIB provide an estillnite
of tie cost to replace the monitor tube piping and install the steam shroud.

6. EB Proposal: In reference (d), ERt proposed a target price of $8,S92
to replace the present monitor tube piping and valves with larger piping
and valves and to install the steam shroud. However, the pricing in the referencc
(d) proposal is based on "acceleration" of unchanged work to minimize the
"delaying effect" of the change. In order to recover from the "delaying
effect", EB claims it will be forced to extend its workdays and expend
overtime equivalent to the manhours added by the change.

Reference (d) further states that overtime will decrease productivity,
and that the resultant "loss of labor effectiveness" will constitute 25
percent of each overtime hour worked. This "loss of labor effectiveness"
factor is also priced into the EB proposal.

In addition, reference (d) contains the following contractual statement:

"This adjudication is on a fully priced and final basis predicated on
Modifications P00024 (Contract N00024-71-C-0268) and P00014 (Contract N00024-
74-C-0206) becoming effective. If the aforementioned modifications do not
become effective this FRR shall be deemed to be a unilateral unpriced change
order effective as of the date of execution of this SF-30."

7. NAVSEA Discussion:

a. Previous experience has shown that the leakage past the 0-rings has
decreased as the plant temperature and pressure were increased. If the
leakage rate past the inner O-ring does not decrease sufficiently and the
monitor tube is closed so that the outer O-ring is pressurized, the leakage
past the outer O-ring will be small based on past experience. Therefore,
while the steam shroud may be desirable, it is not technically required.

b. Although the work of the proposed change is technically desirable,
NAVSEA will not authorize this work on the terms of the reference (d)
proposal discussed above. NAVSEA considers that its contractors are owed the
legitimate costs of contract changes, including any associated delay,
disruption, or acceleration costs. However, the price of changes should i
not be increased by inclusion of arbitrary and unsubstantiated factors.

c. In addition, NAVSEA does not accept the contractual condition included
in reference (d) as cited in paragraph 6. of this letter. This condition would
transform a fully priced contract modification into a unilateral unpriced change
order, subject to a claim, if the proposed PL 85-804 settlement is not implementedl
NAVSEA considers that Congressional action on the proposed settlement does not
affect the actual impact a change will have on ship construction, schedules, or
costs. Further, the effect, if any, on the fair price for the change is insignif-
icant and EB is able, if it wishes, to estimate it. It surely does not require
or warrant subsequent conversion of a fully priced contract modification to a
unilateral, unpriced change.
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8. NAVS[A Action' Mised on the discussion in paragraph 7 above, NAVSIil
does not authorize the proposed contract change.

9. It is requested that you bring this letter to the personal attention of
the General Manager, EB Division and: 1) Advise him that quotations such
as this and several other recent EB quotations are unacceptable to the
Navy and prevent the NMvy from having desirable work accomplished, 2) Request
he take action to provide fully priced and substantiated proposals in the
future, and 3) Request he advise you of his intentions in this regard.

10. The action taken by this letter is considered by NAVSEA to be within
the scope of existing contracts and except for the cost of preparing the
proposal requested by reference (c), no change in contract delivery or
completion dates or in the current negotiated price or amount of any
Government contract is authorized.

Deputy Commander For
Nuclear Propulsion

CC:
SUPSHIP, Groton
MNZO, Groton
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April 20, 1974

Admiral H. G. Rickover, USN
NAVSHIPS 08
Naval Ship Systems Command Headquarters
Department of the Navy
Washington, D. C. 20360

Dear Admiral Rickover

This is to provide you with what we consider the significant points raised
during the visit of Don L. Lynch and George H. Foster, Jr. of the staff of the Ser.':_.
Armed Services Committee during their visit to Electric Boat Division on April Is,
1974.

II The Staff Members arrived in Groton in the company of Cdr. Lardis and
were met by J. D. Pierce and Captain O'Keefe and the party proceeded to Pierce's
office for the meeting, where they were joined by Mr. Curtis. Mr. Foster inimedi-
ately advised Captain O'Keefe to leave as he wanted to talk privately with the
contractor. Captain O'l0eefe offered any service to the 'Staff they mlght desire
and departed with Cdr. Lairdis.

The following points summarize the major convictions and/or questions
presented by the Staff:.

a. Resources are not available for construction of additional SSN6SS ships.

b. Shipyard manpower is not available to meet expanding shipbuilding
requirements.' .

c. They had no knowledge that Electric Boat Division was to lease
the Quonset Point property, therefore had no understanding of the
flexibility and expansion capabilities this afforded.

d. Funding of additional SSN688s could be delayed a year and long lead
material authorized without any interruption of the program.

e. Construction'authorization, for new programs should be delayed
until the detailed design is complete.

f. Questions were raised relative to the excessive alnoun: 'f
required by the Navy. i
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Ad1.iiral II. G.4Ri kover, USN i: 2 - April 20, 1974

g. What major problem did we experience working to Newport'News'
design.

h. There was extensive questioning of the construction lead time for
SSN688 plans and material.

Throughout the visit of the Staff, we made the following points:

a. The major manpower'buildup for the projected Electric Boat Division
growth at Groton has already been accomplished and we have made
substantial advances in improving the effectiveness of our training
of new personnel.

b. Electric Boat Division is not having any trouble hiring additional
people as required.

C. Future growth at Quonset Point will be effective because of the 6, 000
manufacturing personnel in the Rhode Island area currently unemployed.
Electri Boat Division has 181 people working and 159 in training
currently at Quonset Point with 2, 000 applications having been made
with no advertising.

d, Quonset Point provides more space available to Electric Boat Division
than the size of our current shipbuilding activity in Groton. This will
provide greatly increased flexibility and expansion capability beyond
that required for the projected programs.

e. Electric Boat Division planning is based on 141 TRIDENTS and 3
SSN688s per year even though our land level construction facility
could accommodate 2 TRIDENTS per year.

f. Electric Boat Division planning is based on followv-on SSN688s as a
continuation of the three ship per year program underway. This
program is strictly internal planning by Electric Boat Division and
does not reflect total capacity.

g. Electric Boat Divisior has no information as to the required con-
struction dates for the Fiscal 1975 submarines. However, we do
feel that once the program is underway we could acconmmodate earlier
construction for follow-on SSN688s utilizing the land level construction,
or shortening SSN688 construction times as we have dIne with thli
SSN637 Class.
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h. Electric Boat Division cannot provide information as to the long
lead time material requirements for Fiscal 1975 subniarines.
This must come from the Navy.

i. Steel must be ordered at least two years prior to keel laying for
submarines at Electric Boat Division. In addition, the lead times
for submarine components has doubled in the past two years. We
anticipate additional lengthening of lead times. Therefore, it is
essential to the program that authorization for future ships be
provided early enough to keep the material pipeline for future
SSN688s flowing without interruption.

j. Electric Boat Division does not have problems that the rest of the
industry expresses in working with the Navy because Electric Boat
Division and the Navy work hand-in-glove from conceptual design
through the construction phase. This assures that we are a party
to the establishment of requirements to which the ships are built.

k. The required documentation to assure meeting the nuclear and
submarine safety requirements requires a great deal of paperwork.
We have no recommendations relative to the elimination of Navy
paperwork.

1. The cheapest way to conduct a submarine program is to build the
ships in the shortest possible time. This necessitates construction
starting as soon as possible. Our experience is that construction
should start when less than 5% of the plans are available, with 20%
available at keel.laying and 80% available at launch. Over a period
of years, we have worked in this fashion without excessive contract
changes and it has proven to be the most cost effective program.

m. We have had no major problems working with Newport News' design.
While certain of their details are different than we are used to, we
have been able to accommodate them.

Since the Staff members seem to be convinced that their position was
correct, we do not feel that we changed their mind. However, we do believe
that we injected some doubts into their thinking.

" -C- C -, - , ,,
M. C. Curtis W
Deputy General Manager

i

R�cspeS$S;jlly,

W�"' '�"' ' O'c-
. 1). Z! r': eZ

General Manager
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

W.S.IPGTO.. D.C. 20362

N- RE-LI REFER TO

15 November 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Decision by the Court of Claims in the General Dynamics
Corporation case (No. 267-70) as a basis for Government
appeal of the decision by the Armed Services Board of
Contract Appeals in the Litton "Project X" case (ASBCA
No. 17579).

Ref: (a) My memo to you dtd 26 Apr 1978; Subj: Proposed
$31 million payment to Ingalls Shipbuilding
Division of Litton Industries on "Project X"
decision (ASBCA decision No. 17579)

(b) My memo to the Deputy Secretary of Defense dtd
3 May 1978; Subj: Government's right of appeal
from adverse Board of Contract Appeals decisions

(c) My memo to the Secretary of the Navy dtd 12 May
1978; Subj: Government's right of appeal from
adverse Board of Contract Appeals decisions

(d) Your memorandum dtd 4 May 1978 for the Deputy
Secretary of Defense

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to call your attention
to a recent Court of Claims case, General Dynamics Corporation
v. U.S., No. 267-70 decided October 18, 1978, and to recommend,
on _E~ebasis of the Court's ruling, that you request the
Justice Department to appeal the decision of the Armed Services
Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA) in the "Project X" case
(Appeal of Ingalls Shipbuilding Division, Litton Systems
Inc., ASBCA No. 17579).

2. In large part, Litton's Project X claim is based on the
'impact" or "ripple" theory of entitlement. Litton claimed
that Navy responsible actions under three submarine contracts
increased costs by $131.5 million on various other contracts
to build five Navy surface ships and 14 commercial vessels.
Litton requested that the price of the submarine contracts
be increased to pay for the costs claimed. Historically the
Government has taken the position that a contractor cannot
charge the Government under one contract for alleged impact
and resultant costs incurred on another contract. .-However,
on February 17, 1978, the ASBCA ruled in favor of Litton on
this issue and, for the first time, recognized Government
liability for ripple or impact costs. Accordingly, Litton
was awarded $50.4 million.
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3. In references (a), (b) and (c) I recommended to you and

to the Deputy Secretary of Defense that the Government should

appeal the Litton decision. You disagreed. In reference (d),

you explained to the Deputy Secretary of Defense why you

decided not to appeal the Litton decision. You questioned

"whether the Secretary himself can either disregard or seek

court review of an ASBCA decision". You also expressed your

view that it would be unwise, unfair and arbitrary for the

Secretary to attempt to appeal an adverse ASBCA decision in

the absence of fraud or the equivalent. The Deputy Secretary

accepted your recommendation. On May 9, 1978, the Board

reaffirmed its original decision, and the Navy, at your

direction, paid Litton the full $50.4 million.

4. Several weeks ago, in a case involving General Dynamics,

the Court of Claims reached a legal conclusion regarding the

impact theory which appears to abrogate the ASBCA's reasoning

in Litton. In General Dynamics the Court reaffirmed the legal

pricii-ipe upon which the Navy had traditionally denied impact

claims, including the Litton Project X claim. Specifically,

the Court found:

'...there is no general right to equitable adjustment

computed by following the cost of change orders in

one contract, into another.'

The Court further stated that:

"...only in exceptional circumstances can an
equitable adjustment be made for extra cost in performing

one contract, caused by the Government doing things

it has a right to do, respecting other contracts."

The Court decided that the facts in General Dynamics did not

constitute such exceptional circumstances.

5. The General Dynamics case carries added weight because

all the members of the Court participated in the decision--a

practice followed in cases of particular legal importance--and

because the Court ruled unanimously in favor of the Government.

Moreover, the Court went out of its way to express its

disagreement with the shipbuilder's impact theory. They

wrote:

' "We agree with the conclusion reached by the trial
judge, but modify and expand his analysis in order

to show we have considered and do not agree with the

contentions made by plaintiff concerning the liability
of the government to absorb the costs at issue.'
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Had the Court not wanted to refute broad application of the
impact theory, it could have simply affirmed the trial judge's
opinion which already found for the Government on different
grounds. Instead, the Court focused on the impact theory
as the deciding question of law.

6. There are striking similarities in the General Dynamics
and Litton cases.

o Both cases involved Navy submarine construction
contracts performed in roughly the same time frame
with the same pertinent contract provisions.

o Both cases involved delays growing out of the
Submarine Safety Program ("Subsafe") which
followed the loss of THRESHER in 1963.

o In both cases the Navy issued, adjudicated and
paid the contractor for Subsafe change orders on
the contracts under which the change orders were
issued. However, both shipbuilders later claimed
additional money for the impact of those adjudicated
change orders on other contracts.

o In both cases there was a judicial finding of fact
that the Government-issued change orders had, to
some extent, impacted work on other contracts;
the legal issue is whether the Government is liable.

7. Navy attorneys, in trying to minimize the applicability
of the Litton decision to future claims, contend that the
Board's decision in that case hinged on a Suspension of Work
clause no longer included in new shipbuilding contracts.
In the General Dynamics case, the same clause applies. The
Court took note of the Suspension of Work argument as follows:

Plaintiff suggests that it would also be possible to
characterize the facts as giving rise to a partial
suspension and then acceleration under the Suspension
of Work and Changes clause.'

Apparently, the Court was not persuaded by this rationale,
which is central to the ASBCA decision in Litton. I
presume the argument was made with equal eloquence in both
forums, since the lead attorney on the Litton case also
helped represent General Dynamics before-th~eCourt of Claims.
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8. If the Litton decision is not overturned, the Government
will no doubt be plagued by it for years to come. No matter
how narrowly Government lawyers try to construe the ASBCA
decision, contractors will contend that their situation is
similar to that existing in Litton. Of course, contractors
can also be expected to argue that the Court of Claims
decision in General Dynamics recognizes 'rare cases" of
Government liability for impact costs and that their
situation falls into that category. The Court indicated
that the few exceptions should, in fact, be rare, citing only:

"...those of concealment from the plaintiff, when it
bids, of already formulated plans and intentions
respecting other contracts, which plans and intentions
the plaintiff needs to know to estimate its costs,
possibly some instances of intentionally and knowingly
hindering the plaintiff in doing the contract work,
and perhaps other instances where some degree of
government culpability and 'proximate cause' exist.'

9. Based on General Dynamics, Litton would not seem to qualify
under the "rare cases' and iexceptional circumstances" laid
down by the Court of Claims. The Navy has a right to find
out. The only way to do so is to appeal the Litton decision.

10. In my judgement, no stimga will attach to Government
appeal of the Litton decision even though the Board's
judgement has been paid by the Navy. As you know, the
Wunderlich Act provides that no decision of an administrative
official or a board may be final on a question of law.
Also the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 affirms the principle
of Government appeal of adverse decisions by administrative
boards. The Justice Department recognizes the right of an
agency to renounce a decision of its own board of contract
appeals. Presently at least two such cases are pending in
Federal court--Fishback & Moore v. U.S. (petition filed
8/16/78) in which the United States Information Agency (USIA)
has renounced a decision of the ASBCA; and Pierce Associates
v. U.S. (petition filed 8/24/78) in which the General Services
Tdm-iiitration (GSA) has renounced a decision of its board
of contract appeals.

11. In the Litton case the Board has apparently erred in a
question of law. Moreover, the Board's decision will eventually
encourage other contractors to pursue impact claims against the
Government. Unless reversed, the Board will be prone to pass
on these claims based on its own legal reasoning in Litton.
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12. Based on the above, I strongly recommend that the
Government appeal the Litton decision to the Court of Claims.
The statute of limitations has not expired for appealing
Litton. Therefore, timely action by the Navy may well save
the Government an immediate $50.4 million and probably much
more over the long run. By correcting the ASBCA errors of
law now, the Government will discourage future impact claims
and associated litigation. Such action will also be in
line with Presidential directives (1) to eliminate unnecessary
spending, (2) to see that Government agencies do not pay
more than is warranted for their needs, and (3) to do
everything possible to limit inflation. Unnecessary
Government expenditures are, as you surely recognize,
inflationary.

13. I would appreciate being informed of the action you
take in this matter.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Operations
General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND
( kSHINGTON. D C. 20362

\ ".;t",d, IN OEPLY REFER TO

15 November 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Subj: Decision by the Court of Claims in the General
Dynamics Corporation case (No. 267-70) as a basis
for Government appeal of the decision by the
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals in the
Litton "Project X" case (ASBCA No. 17579).

Ref: (a) My memo to you dtd 3 May 1978; Subj:
Government's right of appeal from adverse
Board of Contract Appeals decisions

(b) Secretary of the Navy memo to you dtd
4 May 1978

(c) Your memo to me dtd May 20, 1978

Encl: (1) My memo for the Secretary of the Navy dtd
15 Nov 1978; Subj: Same as above

1. In reference (a) I recommended appeal of the Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeals decision in the Litton
"Project X" case to the Court of Claims. The Secretary of
the Navy in reference (b) disagreed. By reference (c)
you informed me you had accepted his position.

2. Last month the Court of Claims issued a decision in
a similar case involving General Dynamics. That decision
indicates that the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
made a serious and costly mistake on a question of law in
the Litton case. If so, the company would not be entitled
to tIe 35.4 million judgement awarded by the Board.

3. Enclosure (1) explains in greater detail the signifi-
cance of the Court of Claims decision in relation to the
Litton case. Based on the Court's action, I again urge
that the Government appeal the Litton decision to the
Court of Claims.

H. G. Rickover

Memo to the Deputy Secretary of Defense

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Undex Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics)
Chief of Naval Operations
General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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.A .DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2032 -

IN REPLY REFER TO

19 May 1979
MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Proposed meeting between Navy officials and senior
shipbuilding executives concerning the Naval Ship
Procurement Process Study

Ref: (a) My memo to you dtd 28 June 1978

1. I understand that on 21 May 1979 Assistant Secretary
Hidalgo and others will meet with senior shipbuilding executives
to discuss progress to date in implementing recommendations of
the Naval Ship Procurement Process Study (NSPPS). The purpose
of this memorandum is to point out possible pitfalls of the
proposed meeting, and to recommend additional subjects which
should be covered with those who attend.

2. In reference (a), I pointed out that the Naval Ship Procure-
ment Process Study does not present a realistic v i robiens
which facesthe Navy in acquiring ships--especially the claims
problem. The Study seems to assume that past claims were
largely valid and resulted mainly from shortcomings in Navy
procurement policies and practices. To my knowledge, none of
the Study group evaluated actual claims or compared them with
the facts as determined by Navy analysts. Had the Study group
done so, they might have discovered they were operating from an
unsound premise.

3. In its Report on the Department of Defense Appropriation
Authorization Act, 1979, the House Armed Services Committee
alluded to many of the fundamental problems the Navy must
address in conducting future business with shipbuilders. The
Committee stated:

"In conducting future business the committee considers
that the Navy should follow its own policies for the prompt
identification and settlement of claims. It should insure
that contracts are., in fact, administered on a pay-as-
you-go basis and that appropriate safeguards are in effect
to preclude anyone except an authorized contracting officer
from issuing a contract change to a Government contract.
The Navy should also enforce its requirements for the
certification of claims and reject claims that are not
properly substantiated."
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4. There is a widespread public perception that deficient
Navy procurement practices caused the claims problem of the
past decade. I am concerned that the Navy Secretariat may be
furthering that misconception by placing so much emphasis on
Navy efforts to implement the Study without at the same time
emphasizing the shipbuilders'responsibility to change their
practices. It will make matters worse if shipbuilders leave
Mr. Hidalgo's meeting next week with the impression that the
Navy assumes primary responsibility for past claims and that
the shipbuilders themselves are free to submit more claims of
the sort recently settled. Moreover, Members of Congress and
the public will no doubt infer that through implementation of
the Study recommendations the Navy has taken effective steps to
preclude such claims. When they recur, the Navy will again
be accused of mismanaging its shipbuilding program.

S. As you know, the Navy cannot unilaterally eliminate claims.
To imply otherwise defeats what we are all trying to achieve--
namely, the elimination of omnibus, inflated, after-the-fact
claims. That is why I believe that at the upcoming meeting
Navy officials should also emphasize the responsibilities of
shipbuilders in this matter.

6. To my knowledge, shipbuilders have made no commitment to
honor future contracts; to confine their claims to legitimate
items; or to cooperate with the-Navy in ensur-ing that contracts
are administered on a pay-as-you-go basis. I recommend therefore
that at the upcoming meeting Navy officials give equal time and
attention to what is expected of shipbuilders, rather than
focusing strictly on Navy initiatives. pecifically, Navy
officials should make clear that:

a. The Navy intends to administer contracts on a pay-
as-you-go basis. To accomplish this, shipbuilders must fully
price and resolve changes as they arise, and comply with the
claim notification provisions of-their contracts.

b. Shipbuilders must confine their proposals for changed
work to the merits of the change. The Navy will pay the
legitimate cost of changes, but not arbitrary and unsubstantiated
factors layered on these costs. Some shipbuilders are trying
to "game" the Government.

c. False and inflated claims waste thousands of hours of
effort by Navy personnel. To discourage such waste, the Navy
will carry out its responsibilities by seeking enforcement of
the applicable United States statutes governing such matters.
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d. -Shipbuilders must stop using inflated claims to book
more favorable profit and loss figures for stockholders. In
the past, financial reporting considerations have been an
impediment to settlement of claims on their merits. If this
problem persists, the Navy will seek enforcement of remedies
through the Securities and Exchange Commission.

e. The Navy will invoke the Defense Production Act or
other statutes to preclude disruption of urgent defense projects.
by contractors who stop work in order to gain leverage in
contract disputes.

7. In its Report on FY 1979 Department of Defense Appropriations,
the Senate Armed Services Committee expressed concern that the
Navy might be tempted to deal with the claims problem by
shifting more financial risk to the Government. The Committee
stated:

... Changes are being made in contracts with the
purpose of preventing a recurrence of the claims
problem. However, proposed contracting changes
may serve only to unnecessarily transfer risk and
cost from the shipbuilder to the government. Should
this happen, claims may be for the most part eliminated,

- however, cost growth and escalation could not only remain
but possibly increase--cosmetic changes are not satisfactory.
Contract clauses are not an adequate substitute for
prudent and proper management...."

8. The Naval Ship Procurement Process Study appears to be
headed in a direction opposite the Senate Armed Services Committee
report. The Study seems to advocate writing contracts so that
more and more situations that arise during performance of the
contract entitle the contractor to contract price increases.
With respect to clauses to be used in future shipbuilding
contracts the Study states:

"The clauses should reflect a balance of risk which
places most, if not all, of the risks outside of the
control of the shipbuilder on the Navy, thereby
permitting the shipbuilder to focus attention on
managing those aspects of the work over which it has
control."

In this regard the Study suggests consideration of a clause
which would entitle shipbuilders to price reopeners for costs
"arising from causes beyond the-control and without any fault
or negligence of the contractor...."
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9.'- Navy shipbuilding contracts are already more liberal 
than

other defense and commercial contracts in protecting shipbuilders

from the financial consequences of events beyond their control.

To go further in this direction would create an 
even more fertile

field for claims lawyers. Obviously, determining what a ship-

builder can or cannot control is highly subjective; e.g., a

strike, manpower and productivity problems such 
as those

involved in the recent claims, etc. Contractors faced with

cost overruns would be able to exploit'these price reopeners to

effectively convert fixed priced contracts into cost-plus.

Moreover, when the terms and conditions of Navy 
shipbuilding

contracts are more liberal than in commercial contracts, ship-

builders have an inherent financial incentive to 
give priority

to the commercial work. If additional cos~ts then ensue, they

are incurred under Navy contracts, where they can be more easily

recovered. For example, during the recent strike at Newport

News, the company transferred much of the manpower available

for the CVN 70 to meeting commitments on a commercial 
contract.

This will increase the cost of the CVN 70 to the Navy.

10. Navy officials should make it clear at the meeting that

the Navy does not intend to assume more risks or provide more

price reopeners in fixed priced shipbuilding'contracts.

11. In testifying on the recent PL 85-804 settlements, you

pointed out that no contract clause or procurement 
procedure

can substitute for the good faith determination 
of the parties

to avoid claims. I agree. The proposed meeting on 21 May 1979

affords shipbuilders an opportunity to demonstrate that 
they

match the Navy's determination in this regard.

12. I would appreciate being informed of the results 
of the

21. May meeting particularly with respect to the 
items I have

discussed in this memorandum; also whether my suggestions are

of use to you.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower Reserve Affairs and Logistics)

The General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362REL REFER TO

MEMORANDUM FOR THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE NAVY

Subj: Certification of CGN 41 Cost and Pricing Data

Encl: (1) Newport News ltr dtd 24 Aug 1979

1. I have just had the opportunity to review a certificate
proposed by Newport News concerning CGN 41 data it submitted.
The data was submitted to support the CGN 41 negotiations
conducted between the Navy and Newport News which led to the
Justice Department accepting a settlement of the litigation
with Newport News. Personnel from your office are now attempting
to incorporate the settlement into a modification to the Navy's
contract with Newport News for construction of nuclear powered
cruisers.

2. The Newport News proposal would only certify that a few
documents, specifically identified, were'provided to the
Contracting Officer or his representative and that the documents
are "true copies" of current reports, forecasts or estimates.
This proposed certificate does not appear to extend to the
contents of the documents.

3. The settlement agreement between the Justice Department and
Newport News contains a price for construction of the CGN 41.
The price was based on the estimated cost at completion for the
CGN 41 to which the parties agreed several months ago. In
arriving at the estimated cost at completion the parties made
extensive use of cost and pricing data provided by Newport News.
Since the Government relied on the data provided by Newport News
in agreeing to the price to be included in the CGN 41 contract
modification, Newport News should be required to certify the
accuracy of the data.

4. It has been argued that the Government is not required to
obtain a Truth-in-Negotiations Act certificate for contract
modifications implementing settlements of litigation by the
Justice Department. Regardless of the legal argument, the
Government is not precluded from obtaining such a certification.
There does not appear to be any reason for the Government to
establish a lower standard of cost and pricing data certification
for a contract modification resulting from a litigation settle-

92-782 0 - 82 - 24
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ment than is required for any other contract modification.
Moreover, the draft contract modification, as currently written,

reserves the Government's rights against the contractor under
the Truth-in-Negotiations Act only "to the extent that the

Certificates of Current Cost and Pricing Data have been provided

in connection with this modification." Failure to obtain a

proper certification of cost and pricing data could render this.

provision meaningless.

S. I recommend that you require Newport News to certify the

cost and pricing data submitted in conjunction with the CGN 41

settlement negotiations. In addition to firming up the basis

of this settlement, you would facilitate the Government's
handling of other certification problems with Newport News.

Enclosure (1) represents Newport News'new interpretations
of the certificates required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act,

the Contract Disputes Act, the 1979 Authorization Act and other

requirements. Newport News appears to have taken great liberty

in redefining the intent of Congress, the words of the statutes
and the words contained in the certifications in such a manner as

to greatly reduce their effectiveness.

6. I would appreciate being advised of your actions concerning
this matter. -

H.Ghikov er

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command a
Counsel, NAVSEA
Deputy Commander for Contracts, NAVSEA
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Ne\ewport ;Nievws Shipbui1dig. 4 ,01 Washington AMen .
Alenneco Comnany Ncwopo N.-, Virginia 23607

(804) 380-2000

Contracts/GEN

August 24, 1979

Supervisor of Shipbuilding
Conversion and Repair, U.S. Navy
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry

Dock Company
Newport News, Virginia 23607

Attention: Contracting Officer

'Subject: Certification of Claims

Reference: SUPSHIP-NN letter GEN/4330, Serial 410-123
Dated April 5, 1979

Dear Sir:

The referenced letter transmitted a summary of various
certifications which you consider this Company is required to submit
by contract and/or regulation. -Our interpretation of these require-
ments is as follows:

1. CERTIFICATES OF CURRENT COST AND PRICING DATA

Certification of cost and pricing data described by
Public Law 87-653 is to be submitted as provided by Defense Acquisition
Regulation (DAR) 3-807.6. DAR 3-807.6 -states, "The Contractor shall
be required to submit only one certificate which shall be submitted
as soon as practicable after agreement is reached on the contract or
modification price." (Emphasis added.) Certificates will be submitted
when required by this regulation.

2. CERTIFICATION-OF REQUESTS FOR EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENT

Certification described by the contract clause incor-
porated in certain contracts titled "Documentation of Requests for
Equitable -Adjustment" states in part:

"I, * , the responsible senior

company official authorized to commit the
** with respect to its claim.

(Emphasis added.)
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if such individual is authorized
-to commit the corporate entity which is
a party to the contract which the claim
is asserted. (Emphasis added.)

.Name of corporate or other business
entity submitting claim. (Emphasis added.)

WEach proposal submitted in support of a
claim for equitable adjustment . . . shall
contain a duly executed DD Form 633.5 with
respect to each individual claim item..
(Emphasis added.)

Thus, the language of the certification as set forth in the contract
clauses is restricted to claims. A claim is defined by Section 7-

103.12 of the Defense Acquisition Regulation (implementing the Contract
Disputes Act of 1978) as follows:

"Claim' means
1l) a written request submitted to the
Contracting Officer;
(2) for payment of money, adjustment
of contract terms, or other relief;
(3) which is in dispute or remains un-
resolved after a reasonable time for its
review and disposition by the Government;
and-
(4) for which a Contracting Officer's
decision is demanded."

If in the past there has been any confusion as to the definition of
a claim, this has been clearly resolved by the statutory and regula-
tory imposed definition. A claim does not come into existance, and
consequently no claim has been submitted, until such time as a final
decision has been demanded. On a case basis, we will elect to either

submit certifications for such claims as required by contract clauses
or by the Contract Disputes Act of 1978. Section 16 of this Act per-
mits contractors to elect to proceed under the Act for contracts :
awarded prior to March 31, 1979, notwithstanding any contract provision
which might be to the contrary.

3. CERTIFICATES UNDER WAGE AND PRICE STANDARDS

Certification under the Wage and Price Standards will
be submitted as required by current regulation.
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4. CERTIFICATES UNDER THE CONTRACT DISPUTES ACT OF 1978

Certifications under the' Contract Disputes Act of
1978 will be submitted at the time a request is submitted as a claim
as the term "claim" is defined by the regulations implementing the
Act. (See paragraph 2 above.)

5. CERTIFICATES UNDER THE DOD APPROPRIATION AUTHORIZATION
ACT, 1979

We believe the certification requirement in the 1979
DOD Appropriation Authorization Act (Authorization Act), applicable
only to funds authorized by that Act or any other Act authorizing
1979 funds, was only an interim and temporary measure taken by Congress
pending implementation of the Contract Disputes Act. To apply the
Authorization Act to "all funds" would create constitutional problems
with previously existing contracts, and the Contract Disputes Act
(and its legislative history) clearly indicate it was intended to be
all encompassing and the "last word" of Congress on matters relating
to the resolution of disputes in future contracts. -In any event,
Congress was.addressing the same concern in both Acts, and we see,,no
inconsistency in the Acts so long as the Authorization Act is not
given retroactive application and the regulatory definition of a
claim, cited above, is utilized.

When a Contract Disputes Act certification is required, a
duplicate Defense Authorization Act certification need not be provided
(see DAR 7-104.102). In the unlikely event we have a claim submitted
under a contract funded with 1979 authorizations and executed prior
to the effective date of the Contract Disputes Act, we will certify
such claim pursuant to the Defense Authorization Act at the time of
submission as a claim as defined above.

-6. SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS

Prior to the submission of a proposal as a "claim",
.requests for equitable adjustment" (or a demand for a final decision,
payment, or contract adjustment), we propose to continue submitting
our proposals for your consideration, evaluation, and negotiation.
As in the past, these proposals can serve as a sufficient basis for
resolving matters by mutual agreement and negotiation without the
-necessity of submitting a claim.

7. INTERPRETATION OF CERTIFICATES

When a-claim is submitted and certification is required,
we feel it is important that the meaning of the required certification
be. fully understood by the parties. Our primary concern is that we
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know what is required and expected. In general, we do not feel that

the certification requirement, reasonably interpreted as defined below,

should result in any requirement different than normally expected of

a party in litigation. We would not consider such an interpretation

a "change" in our contractual requirements. This interpretation

assumes that the certificate will be interpreted under a rule of

reason which considers the pmagnitude and difficulties of the task in

preparing major claims under shipbuilding or overhaul contracts.

With respect to specific terms of the certificate, the Company's

interpretation is as follows:

(a) "Good Faith" - "Good faith," as used in this certifi-

cate, means that the official executing the certificate has no

knowledge of any intent on the part of the contractor to mislead or

deceive the Government.

(b) "Supporting Data" - Our claims are generally comprised

of (l) a proposal narrative, (2) cost estimate, and (3) factual data,

explanatory material, estimates and opinions submitted in support of

the proposal narrative and cost estimates. The term "supporting

data" as used in the certificate refers only to factual data and'does

not encompass estimates, opinions, or matters of judgment.

(c) "Accurate - The term "accurate" as used in the certi-

ficate does not mean that the claim will be entirely free of errors

of fact. It is an implicit condition of the certificate that it is

reasonable to expect inaccuracies or mistakes in any large claims

preparation effort. We do represent that we have made a reasonable

effort to avoid error, and if any significant mistakes are discovered

they will be corrected in a routine manner.

(d) "Complete" - The term "complete" as used in the certi-

ficate must be interpreted within the framework of advocacy. It means

that we have attempted to the best of bur information and belief to

completely set forth all those significant facts which, in our opinion,

are relevant to our theory of entitlement, but no attempt has been

made to support or rebut. Navy defenses not yet formally presented.

Likewise, no attempt has been made to include information or data with

which we disagree or in our judgment is inaccurate and therefore ir-

relevant.

(e) "The contractor believes the Government is liable"

means that while we believe the Government should be held liable for

the full amount claimed, we do not represent that we believe we will

ultimately recover the full amount claimed. Amounts claimed may not

*be based on the current weight of legal authority, and untested legal

theories may be utilized. Specifically, we believe any litigant

should have the opportunity to try to convince a court to change bad

law or create new law as appropriate.
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Without limiting the conditions and interpretations
outlined above, the certificate is not intended to mean that

the Company will be forever estopped from modifying any sub-
mitted claim. It is understood that such modification may be

necessary to meet and overcome Government defenses as they may

be developed or asserted, as well as to correct errors, omissions,

or mistakes to ensure that the Company receives adjustment of its
contracts to the fullest extent to which it may be entitled.

If you agree with the above, we would appreciate
acknowledgement of that understanding. If you do not agree,

or if there is something you do not understand which needs
clarification, we would like to be advised of the specific area

* of disagreement or concern and discuss that matter with you or
representatives.

Sincerely yours,

se P dent
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MiEM'ORANDUi FOR TIHE DEPUTY S1hCRETARY OF DEFENSE

Subi: Proposed Office of Federal Procurement Policy Regulation
to implement the Contract Disputes Act of 1978; reco)numenda-
tion concerning

Ref: (a) Office of the Under Secretary of Defense m:1':o dtd
15 October ].979

Encl: (1) Excerpts from a letter to the members of the American
Bar Association's Public Contract Law Scction as it
appears in the January, 1979 issue of the Public
Contract Necsletter

1; -Reference (a). transmitted to the military services and-
other defense agencies the latest in a series of proposed
regulations prepared by the Office of Federal Procureient Policy
(OPPP) to implement the Contract Disputes Act of 1976. Reference
(a) notes that various Department of Defense offices have, been
at odds with the OFPP position; that the Deputy Under S3cretary
of Defense (Acquisition Policy) met with a representative of the
OrPP to discuss the issues and resolve the differences; and
that any negative comiments to the proposed. OFPP regulattons
"should be accompanied by constructive altcrnatives. "

2. The proposed regulation forwarded.byreference. (a) weuld,
substantially weaken the Government's hand in its efforts to
preclude or defend against large, grossly inflated claims ofof
the type that.plagued the Navy through the 1970's. Instead of
discouraging such claims,.the proposed regulation v ould pave
the way for claims lawyers to seek for their clients claim
settlements in excess of amounts the Government legally owes.

3. The proposed regulation would turn the Contract Disputes
Act on its head. It resurrects concepts that were specifically.
rejected in Congress and eliminated from previous versions of
the bill. Conversely, provisions included in the Act as safe-
guards (such as the requirement for claims certification) would
effectively be nullified by the proposed regulation.

4. If the proposed regulation is issued in its present form,
the DOD and other Government agencies will become more vulnerable
than ever to grossly inflated claims, threats of contractor
work stoppage, and contractor attempts to settle their claims
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independent of their merits by horsetrading with Gove1;r;!nent
officials wIho arc not fa;mi 1 i.ir with the details of the d'ispute.
These: are the very probcl:,s that have consumed so much of your
time and Navy resources in connection with the recentl) settled
shipbuilding claims.

5. 1.hile the language and history of the Contract Disputes
Act reflects a clear intent to put a stop to such practices,
the preposod OFPP regulations instead encourage them., It appears
that claims lawyers themselves played an important role in
drafting the proposed rcgulations. The three major problem
areas are discussed below:

a. Claims certification. To discourage unsubstantiated
and grosslT iiiTla-teclma-rs, Congress inserted a provision
in the Contract Disputes Act requiring contractor certifica-
tion of claims. However, by inventing a new definition
for the word "claim," the proposed regulation largely
nullifies this requirement. Under the OFPP definition,
a claim means a written submission by a contractor, made
after the parties have had "...a reasonable tine to reach
agreement."

This OFPP definition would enable the contractor to
control the time when his claim becomes a "claim" for
purposes of the Contract Disputes Act. Prior to that
time, the Government would apparently be expected to try
to evaluate and settle a non-claim. Such an arranuement -
would impose on the Government the burden of evaliP tine
exaggerated or frivolous claims which contractor of ficials
are unwilling to certify. This is contrary to the plain
intent of the claim certification provision in the
Contract Disputes Act. By the proposed OFPP definition,
it appears that the Navy has never had a "claims".
problem; the Newport News claims that totaled $894 million
would not be defined as "claims"--neither would the $544
million in claims submitted by Electric Boat. Yet these
shipbuilding claims were the heart of the highly publicized
Navy claims problem that attracted so much attention in
the press and in Congress. The Contract Disputes Act
certificate must be submitted at the outset if it is to
have any effect in deterring submission of exaggerated
or frivolous claims;

These shipbuilding claims tied the Navy in knots
for many years, as the companies threatened to stop work
on urgent defense projects in their attempts to force
claim settlements on their terms. As Secretary of the
Navy, you referred many of these claims to the Justice
Department for investigation of possible violation of
Federal fraud and, false claim statutes. As a result
many of thenI are currently being investigated by lcdqial
Grand Juries.
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The proposed OPPP defiflition of claims; may al so

cause the Governracnt problolns beyond the Contract Disputes

Act. AlrCady, there have been efforts to use .a prior

OFlP claim definition in En attempt to postpone similar

cert ification requirements of the 1979 Defense Authoriza-

tion Act, dcspite tlhc fact that the Act states explicitly

that the certification is required at time of submission

of "any contract claim.. request for equitable adjustment

to contract terms, request for relief under Public Law
85-804, or other similar request."

tW ecormendati on: The DOD should insist that the claim

cert iiEatTon requirements of the Contract Disputes Act

are to be applied upon initial submission of the

contractor's request--before the Government has to under-

take the task of evaluating the claim.

b ERgXht tto stop work on defense contracts. As

you weil knot iron yoilr xprecwihspu in

claims, contractors were unwilling to settle claims 
on

their merits whenever doing so would require them to

report a loss. To do so would reveal to their stockholders

and the public (prospective purchasers of their stock)

that previously published profit projections had been

overly optimistic in anticipation of receiving more from

their claims than what they actually were entitled to..

By dragging out contract disputes and demanding more

than the Navy actually owed, contractors were able to

perpetuate these overly optimistic profit reports.

Some shipbuilders, in spite of optimistic profit

projections, ran into financing problems as their costs

were exceeding payments being made by the Navy in

accordance with contract terms. In an attempt to relieve

their financial problems, they stopped or threatened 
to

stop work. The threat of work stoppage--and in one case,

actual work stoppage--forced the Navy to take action,

including going to court, to require continued performance.

The Navy contended that contractors do not have the legal

right to stop work on defense contracts. Although by

court order or agreement the Navy ended up financing
contractors beyond.the terms of the applicable contract,

in order to obtain.continued performance, it did not

accept the principle that the Government has an obligation

to provide such extra-contractual financing. -
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The proposud OFPP rcgulation, however, opens the
door. for Dny Gove;r-:1nant contractor to obtain Government
financing above and beyond the terms of his contract
simply by asserting that his claim is beyond tho torms
of the contract. In such cases, the contractor would be
required to continue performannce of his contract only if
the Governmenit deterri.nes that continued performancb of
work pending final resolution of the claim is essential
to national defense, public health or safety; and if
the Goveria".ent provides "reasonable financing."

This provision of the propoe d OFPP regulation would
largely eliminate any financial incentive contractors
have to seek a prompt resolution of their claims. Thus,
the proposed regulation malres it possible for contractors
to perpetuate contract disputes, regardless of their
merit. The proposed regulation is a far cry from the
Contract Disputes Act provision that:

"Nothing in the Act shall prohibit executive -

agencies from including a clause in government
contracts requiring that pending final decision
of an appeal, action, or final settlement, a
contractor shall proceed diligently with
performance of the contract in accordance with
the contracting officer's decision."

MZ recommendation: The proposed regulation should be
revis-eWTo ianInate any requirement that a contractor's
obligation to continue performance of a Government c-"tract
is in any way contingent on determinations of essentiality
or provision of financing other than that called for in
the contract itself.

C. Settlement of claims independent of their.
merits. The bill whcich ultimately became .the present .
tContract Disputes Act included a carefully worded and
subtle loophole which would have opened the door to extra-
contractual settlements without recourse to the require-
ments and safeguards of the present Public Law 85-804.
Government agencies presently do not have this authority
except as specifically provided for by Public Law 85-804.
That statute permits extra-contractual settlements by
the Department of Defense, but only in cases where a
Secretary of one of the military services determines that.
extra-contractual relief is necessary to facilitate
national defense. Even then, the law requires prior
Congressional review of any such settlements over $25
million.
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Alnotheor provision of the bill as proposed would have
given contractors the rigiht to an infornal hearing of
their disputes at a levul above the contracting officer.
It would also have encouraged settlement at that level
prior to being considered by -the agency's Board of Contract
Appeals--the established forum for hearing contract
disputes that cannot be resolved at the contracting
officer lcvcl.

The combination of these proposed provisions would
have guaranteed contractors a basis to insist that Congress
had intended senior Government officials to negotiate
compromise settlements independent of the mprits of the
dispute.

Concerned that such an arrangement would tend to
put undue pressure on Government contracting officers,
Congress struck both provisions from the bill. The
proposed OFPP regulation, however, attempts to reinstate
these very same concepts. Specifically, it states:

"(b) Government Policy. It is the Government's
policy, censistent ;it; the Act, to try to resolve
all claims by mutual agreement at the Contracting
Officer's level, without litigation. In appropriate
circumstances, before issuance of a Contractiug
Officer's decision on a claim, informal discussions
between the oarties> to the extent ieasIble Ev
individuals aho have nti staniall
Tin the atter in 03spute 1 can ala in she re. olution

FT-6Mfle.rences by utua b ment an hu -
considered. (emphasis actuecd)

"Cc) Contracting Officer Authority. Except as
providFed erein the Contracting Officer is
authorized (within any specific limitations in his
warrant) to decide or settle all claims relating to
a contract subject to the Act."

It would be wrong to establish an informal settlement
forum above the contracting officer. The Boards of
Contract Appeals were established for the very purpose of
gathering facts and. rendering-judgments on disputes that
cannot be resolved at the contracting officer level.

- Establishing an informal forum for claim settlements
would encourage settlement of contract disputes by horsd-
trading. There would be no procedure for determining
the facts and the principal qualification for Government
participation would be the lack of prior involvement
in the matter under dispute.. This would require the
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Covernrl!nnt to be represented by individuals withor:
knowleodg. of the issue. Cen one inagine thz!t a ce'itractorwonld agree to h1ave his in Lcresta represented by p1rsonsignorant of the facts?.

)y recormendeatien: Rcvisc the propoued regulation to rakeat c contracting officers must beable to substantjiate entitjoment in any proposed settle-ment amount. If cntitlc:nzent in the amount den nd'd bythe contractor cannot be sho.n, and if a formal decisionis not made to grant extra-contractual relief, liit.-gationmust be the next step. The proposed regulation should
be further revised so that it does not encouragecontractors to take their disputes to higher level
Government officials or to others "who have not participated
substantially in the matter in dispute." By their right
to appeal contracting officer decisions to Boards ofContract Appeals or to the courts, contractors are
protected against arbitrary or capricious actions on thepart of contracting officials.

6. The history of the Contract Disputes Act illustrates howspecial interest groups are able to establish effective controlover Government policy in areas that affect them. In fact, zhelegislative proposals upon which the Contract Disputes Actwas based were written and promoted by the American Fai-Association (ABA). Within the ABA, the issue was handled by
the Public Contract Law Section; and within that Section, bythe very claims lawyers who have been prosecuting large claimsagainst the Government. They sought to strengthen their handiin disputes with the Government through one-sided contract
disputes legislation.

7. The January 1979 newsletter published by the ABA's PublicContract Law Section included a letter from the then Chairmanof the Section reporting on its activities in connection withthe recently enacted Contract Disputes Act. His letter reflectsthe displeasure of the claims lawyers when Congress eliminated
loopholes from the ABA-sponsored bill, added strict provisionsrequiring claim certification, and prescribed heavy penaltiesfor deliberate submission of false claims. In this letter tohis members, the Chairman made it clear that the Public ContractLaw Section would endeavor to influence the implementingf 'regulations so as to overcome or lessen "what many in our
Section perceive to be serious shortcomings." The proposedOFPP regulation is essentially what the claims section of the
ABA wants.

8. The Navy shipbuilding claims experience has highlighted
the need for improved safeguards against grossly exaggeratedclaims. Congress recognized this and through the Contract
Disputes Act provided'some added protection for the Government.
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hit if thc Tropos(d or1'.PP re-gulration is j 1eanedt ic Covcrn-
nent will be cven moIre iVliiarblC to protriactcd contract

di4-putcs and unfoundud claims.

9. For the above reasons, I strongly recommend that you
take the following action:

a. Make it clear to the Office of P dor-l Procurcment
Policy (OFPP1) that the DOD does not concur "ith the latest

version of the proposed OFIP regulation, notwithstanding any

informal discussions or agreicrmcts reached hecetofore.

b. Request the OFPP to redraft the proposed regulations

as recommended in paragraph 5 above. The regulation should:

(1) require the Contract Disputes Act certification prior to

submission of any contract claim, request for equitable adjust-

ment to contract terms, request for relief under Public 
Law

85-804, or other similar request. The Government-should not

be required to evaluate claims which contractor management

will not stand behind; (2) eliminate the requirement that the

Government provide financing irrespective of contract require-

ments, as a condition of obtaining continued performance of

contracts, pending resolution of disputes; (3) eliminate those

parts of the proposed regulation which suggest that contract

disputes can or should be settled on a basis other than the

actual merits of the dispute or by persons other than those

who know, the facts and have direct rosponsibility for the
contracts.

C. I further recommend that you raise these issues

formally with the-Director, Office of Management and Budpet

to ensure that the OFPP does not issue the proposed regulations

until they are revised as stated above.

10. I would appreciate being informed of developments in

this matter.

. -

O.; bC Rickover -

Copy to:
Under Secretary of Defense'
(Research and Engineering)

Department of Defense General Counsel
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics) -

Office of Navy General Counsel
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Naval Sea Systems Command Counsel
Naval Sea Systems Conai.and De'puty Cormoander for Contracts
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Excerpts from a letter to the acmler-s of Lit :r:,TrAssociation's Public Contract Latw Scction as it appears inthe Janmuary, 1979 issue of the ilublic Contract N.!ew:;setlvr

"In other respects, however, the Contract Disputes Actof 1978 falls short of Association or Section objectives.The explicit authorization of contractilg 'agencies 'tosettle, compromise, pay, or otherwisc adjust any claim by oragainst, or dispute i ith a contractor' was deleted out ofconcern of potential overlap with the discretionary authorityto grant relief solely authorized by Public Law 85-804."* * *

"Many of us are distressed by the addition to the statuteof provisions relating to the certification of claims and tofraudulent claims. t * * We are working to assure that theimplementing regulations will minimize the opportunities these.provisions afford to protract or frustrate the negotiation,compromise and settlement of legitimate claims."

"We were disappointed by the elimination of the provisionsfor an informal administrative conference for coimpromise orsettlement of claimas at a level above the office to which thecontracting officer is attached out of concern of abuse bycontractors to undermine the negotiation position of thecontracting officer. Again we are hopeful that the implementingregulations will restore the substance of this provision."

"Potentially troublesome is the addition of the statutorylanguage (in 6 (b)) that 'Nothing in this Act shall prohibitExecutive agencies from including a clause in governmentcontracts requiring that pending final decision of an appeal,action, or final settlement, a contractor shall proceeddiligently with performance of the contract in accordance withthe contracting officer's decision.' We are concerned thatthe implementing regulations recognize that in those circumstancesin which a contractor is legally entitled to rescind or terminatethe contract (e.g., for mutual mistake or material breach) hecannot be required to 'proceed diligently with performance ofthe contract in accordance with the contracting officer'sdecision.' We also question the need for this requirement ofcontinued performance in accordance with the contracting officer'sdecision as a matter of course; and we are searching for .guidelines by which to decide which contracts or which kindsof disputes appropriately may be exempted from this requirement;
* . . * - * * ,A * *

"On balance, I believe the gains achieved by this legislationoutweigh what many in our Section perceive to be serious short-comings. That this legislation has become law is primarily dueto the perception and' perseverance of Senator Chiles andCongressmen Harris and Kindness. To them we owe and acknowledgelasting appreciation.' Mary of tho shbrtce:minxts can be overcomeor lessened by thc itcplea.czvJin ragulaticn , a.id in that largetask our concerned committees are busily engaged."

FEnclosure (1)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20312

a RwY rM"n TO

4 March 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Potential for Navy Shipbuilding Claims

Ref: (a) SECNAV ltr dtd 7 February 1980 to the Comptroller

General of the United States

(b) NAVSEA's proposed Navy comments on GAO Report

B-196771 dated 10 January 1980

(c) My memorandum dtd 28 June 1978 to SECNAV; Subj:

Shipbuilding Claims
(d) NAVSEA ltr dtd 10 April 1979 to SECNAV: Subj: Award

of a contract for the construction of two FY 78/79

SSN 688 Class submarines
(e) EB ltr dtd 29 January 1980 to Supervisor of Ship-

building, Groton
(f) My memorandum dtd 25 January 1980 to SECNAV; Subj:

Quality Control Problems at the Electric Boat Division

of the General Dynamics Corporation

(g) My memorandum dated 25 February 1980 to SECNAV; Subj:

Quality Control Problems at the Electric Boat Division

of the General Dynamics Corporation

1. Throughout the past decade Navy officials, in dealing with

Congress, frequently blamed claims problems on prior Navy procure-

ment policies and practices, while fostering the impression that

the corrective action taken will preclude similar 
problems in

future. When the claims backlog continued to grow -- often

through no fault of the Navy -- the Navy lost credibility with

Congress and the public.

2. There are indications that the Navy might again be falling

into the same trap. For example, in reference (a) you responded

to the 10 January 1980 General Accounting Office (GAO) report

entitled "Better Navy Management of Shipbuilding Contracts 
Could

Save Millions of Dollars". The GAO report referred to the

possibility of future claims at Electric Boat, to which you

responded as follows:

"Beyond that, I believe you will understand, given my

role in the settlement of the shipbuilding claims in

1977-78 as well as my participation in the Naval Ship

Procurement Process Study of July 1978, that I consider

it imperative that every conceivable precaution be taken

against the generation of future claims. We are doing
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this in the Navy today and will continue to do so. I
therefore consider that no useful purpose can be served
by even a passing reference to the expectation of future
claims."

Reference (b), the proposed Navy response to this GAO report,
creates the impression that-the large omnibus claims are a thing
of the past:

"In recent years, the Navy has implemented an extensive
program for minimization of shipbuilding claims. It
should be noted that with one exception the $2.7 billion
claims, settled in 1978, were filed against contracts
signed in or before 1971."

3. In reference (c) I explained in detail why the P.L. 85-804
claims settlements, together with implementation of the recommenda-
tions of the Naval Ship Procurement Process Study, would not
preclude large, inflated claims in future. The purpose of this
memorandum is to warn you of mounting problems, particularly at
Electric Boat, which strongly suggest the likelihood of such
claims; to recommend that Navy officials avoid downplaying the
prospect of future claims; and to urge that the Navy reinforce its
efforts to ensure that shipbuilding contracts are administered on
a pay-as-you-go basis.

4. Subsequent to the P.L. 85-804 settlement the Naval Sea Systems
Command, NAVSEA, has, in fact, made some progress in reducing the
Government exposure to some types of claims. At Electric Boat,
for example, an improved procedure for authorizing and promptly
pricing repairs to government furnished equipment has been
implemented. In addition, NAVSEA has obtained from Electric Boat
a claims release covering all drawing revisions, issued prior to
December 31, 1978, on the TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class contracts.
Further, the General Manager, Electric Boat, has indicated
agreement with the NAVSEA criteria for determining which drawing
revisions, if implemented, would constitute a contract change. If
the company honors its agreement to incorporate these criteria in
future contracts, NAVSEA will have taken a significant step toward
eliminating drawing revisions as a source of future Electric Boat
contract disputes.

5. Despite these efforts, it appears that some shipbuilders are
already laying the groundwork for future claims. I believe it is
only a matter of time until the Navy will again be confronted with
omnibus claims such as those the Navy settled only a year and a
half ago under P.L. 85-804.

6. Litton is currently phasing out its submarine overhaul work;
the last two ships are scheduled for delivery this year. For many

92-782 0 - 82 - 25
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years, submarine overhauls at Litton have taken longer than equiv-
alent overhauls at any other shipyard, public or private,and have
generally cost more. The company is overrunning even its own
high cost estimates and has frustrated Government efforts to keep
these contracts current. The Supervisor of Shipbuilding,
Pascagoula, has already rejected claims totalling $13.3 million
on these two ships. The proposals allege Government responsibil-
ity for contractor responsible delays; reserve Ingalls' rights to
claim further delay; and fail to address a major cause for the
ship delays, which was Ingalls' responsibility. The Supervisor
has requested the company to properly document its claims and
submit one complete proposal per ship covering all delay, without
any reservations.

7. At Newport News, I have seen no immediate signs of claims
since the settlement. However, company officials, in connection
with the CVN 71 negotiations, have been trying to get the Navy to
interpret the statutory requirements for claims certifications in
such a way as to make them meaningless. The importance Newport
News officials have apparently assigned to this matter raises
concern about their future intentions regarding claims.

8. At Electric Boat the risk of large, omnibus claims seems high.
Electric Boat appears already to be facing substantial cost
overruns.

a. The adjusted price of the SSN 688 Class submarines included
in the P.L. 85-804 settlement was based on an estimated cost-at-
completion figure $100 million less than NAVSEA considered the
company would ultimately incur. Under the sharing provisions of
the restructured contract, the Navy and the company each absorb
half of this $100 million overrun; further, the Navy pays certain
cost increases due to inflation. Cost overruns beyond the $100
million, however, are to be at Electric Boat's account. As
explained later, the company is now experiencing problems which
they did not foresee at the time of the previous estimates, and
which therefore would seem to put the company in a potential loss
situation.

b. As you are aware, the two FY 78/79 SSN 688 Class submarines
awarded to Electric Boat subsequent to the P.L. 8S-804 settlement
are, by NAVSEA predictions, under-priced. This was explained in
reference (d). The Comptroller General, in his recent report,
suggested this might be a potential claims situation. Despite
NAVSEA's conclusion that the company could not build these two
ships for the proposed target costs, Electric Boat officials dis-
agreed, contending that they would realize substantial improvements
in productivity. Since award of the FY 78/79 ships, however,
Electric Boat has not been demonstrating their projected produc-
tivity improvements and have been falling behind in production.
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9. Electric Boat has, in recent months, experienced two major
problems which have caused additional work and delay on the SSN
688 Class contracts and to some extent have impacted TRIDENT
work. These will tend to exacerbate the cost overrun problems
mentioned above. The first-involved the wide-spread installation
of contractor-furnished steel which did not conform with
specification requirements. The second involves large numbers
of defective welds which have been discovered in ships built and
being built by Electric Boat.

10. Following an extensive technical review the Navy has been able
to accept the non-conforming steel in most applications. By all
conventional standards, the problem appears to be a strictly
contractor responsible item under Electric Boat's shipbuilding
contracts. Nonetheless, Electric Boat has stated its intention
to request compensation for the impact of the non-conforming
steel problem under the Government insurance provisions of their
contracts.

11. In the case of the defective welds, repairs are being made
to ships under construction. Ships already delivered by Electric
Boat are being inspected to determine'the extent of the-problem.
Inspections of structural welds made by Newport News and Navy
shipyards have not revealed problems of the magnitude of those
found at Electric Boat.

12. Electric Boat has-taken the position that the Government, by
having- on-site inspectors at Electric Boat, shares responsibility
for the defective welding problem. Specifically, in reference (e)
the Electric Boat General Manager formally informed the Navy as
follows: "... To sum up, we are deeply concerned that ... the
Navy seems to be ignoring its role in the quality assurance
process and its share of responsibility for the overall problem."
The language of the contract, however, makes it clear that
Government inspections do not relieve a contractor from any
responsibility regarding defects or other failures to meet con-
tract requirements. It appears, however, that the company is
laying the groundwork for a claim some time in the future in
which the Government, rather than Electric Boat, will be blamed
for the company's cost overruns.

13. It has become increasingly difficult to deal with Electric Boat
on a day-to-day basis at the working level. For example, the
General Manager, Electric Boat refused to discuss the findings
of an evaluation of nuclear propulsion work conducted by NAVSEA
personnel at the conclusion of their evaluation. While Electric
Boat later responded formally to the written report of the
evaluation, the response criticized the report as containing:
" .. a sizeable number of items which are subjective, minor or
erroneous and which tend to obscure and divert attention from
those few items which are both valid and significant." In
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references (f) and (g) I sent you copies of correspondence between
myself and the Chairman of the Board of General Dynamics concerning
Electric Boat's unsatisfactory response to the evaluation of naval
nuclear propulsion work at Electric Boat. I am concerned that
the company, in its efforts to downplay the very real problems at
the shipyard, may be fostering in their work force a casual attitude
toward the details of submarine construction.

14. Electric Boat has been promoting new pricing policies for
contract changes -- apparently with the objective of exploiting
these concepts in future claims. In quoting on contract changes,
Electric Boat has been adding to the normal costs additional sums
to reflect "Mitigation of Delay." Under this concept, the
company has only enough people to perform basic contract work;
changes, therefore, create an overload which can be overcome only
by expending overtime elsewhere in the yard. The company has
proposed to add to the normal costs of a change, additional
factors to compensate for this alleged, but unsubstantiated
expenditure of overtime and the alleged resultant inefficiencies.
Since the factors proposed for so-called "Mitigation of Delay"
costs are unsubstantiated, the company could later exploit this
concept to almost any amount in future claims.

15. There are, of course, legitimate items of Government respon-
sibility at Electric Boat. In the TRIDENT program, for example,
and to a lesser extent on the SSN 688 submarines, there have been
problems with government-furnished equipment. I understand that
NAVSEA will be trying to settle these promptly. Whether the
company will price these out promptly, on their merits, or attempt
to delay and combine these effects with the other problems I have
mentioned remains to be seen. Their actions in this regard will
augur their future intentions.

16. It would, in my opinion, be premature for the Navy Secretariat
to get involved at this time with Electric Boat officials in the
above problems. NAVSEA is aware of, and working on all of them.
It is essential, however, that you not be deluded into believing,
or encouraging others, especially Congress, to believe that the
P.L. 85-804 claims settlements and the proposals of the Naval
Ship Procurement Process Study have insulated the Navy from omnibus
claims of the type that have tied the Navy in knots over the past
decade.

17. Under the circumstances, the Navy's best defense is to make
every effort to administer contracts on.a pay-as-you-go basis; to
face up to contract issues promptly and individually as they arise
and on their merits; and to refrain from raising unrealistic
expectations in Congress to the effect that the Navy has "solved"
the claims problem. I recommend that you so notify all Navy
officials involved in testifying on the procurement process.
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18. Because of potential claims problems, I also recommend that
you require anyone in the Secretariat or at the NAVMAT level who
is contacted by General Dynamics officials in connection with
contractual matters to make a written record of what was
discussed, and refer the contractor officials to the cognizant
personnel in NAVSEA.

19. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take in
this matter.

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command

92-782 0 - 82 - 26
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, '~-'. DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

IW RPLY REFER TO

13 September 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Shipbuilding Claims at Electric Boat

Ref: (a) My memorandum to SECNAV dtd 4 March 1980, Subj: Potential
for Navy Shipbuilding Claims

(b) Electric Boat Ltr to NAVSEA dtd 21 August 1980

Encl: (1) My memorandum to COMNAVSEA dtd 6 Sept 1980

1. In reference (a) I pointed to indications that three major
shipyards were setting up the Navy for future claims of the type
settled in 1978 under Public Law 85-804. Electric Boat, in
particular, was facing increased costs and large ship delays as a
result of a high incidence of defective structural welds and wide-
spread installation of steel which did not meet specifications.
Moreover, it was evident from the company's approach in conducting
day-to-day business and in its negotiations, that it was maneuvering
to shift financial responsibility for these problems to the Navy.
I recommended that, in testifying to the Congress, you and other
Navy officials not create the impression that the PL 85-804 claims
settlement and the Navy Ship Procurement Process Study would
prevent recurrence of the same type of claims problems as encountered
in the past.

2. In reference (a), I also invited attention to Electric Boat
statements which indicated that the company might in future attempt
to make claims on the Government for the cost of the company's
problems with non-conforming steel and welding. The Naval Sea
Systems Command pursued the matter, requesting, in writing, that
the company identify and submit any claims it had in this area. In
response, and only after several follow-up requests, Electric Boat
informed the Naval Sea Systems Command by reference (b) that it
does, in fact, intend to submit insurance claims for the non-
conforming steel and welding problems sometime in the future.

3. Under the Navy's fixed-price incentive shipbuilding contracts,
the cost of repairing defective shipbuilding work is treated like
any other allowable cost, and shared by the shipbuilder and the
Navy. The Navy's total financial liability is limited to the
ceiling price of the contract. By claiming coverage under the
insurance provisions of its contracts, however, Electric Boat seeks
to have the Navy pay all costs allegedly stemming from these
problems, plus profit for the company and with no regard to the
contract ceiling price. Payment of such insurance claims by the
Government would set a far-reaching and unacceptable precedent.
It would effectively convert fixed-price contracts to cost-plus.
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4. Continued Electric Boat statements in day-to-day correspondence,
recent actions taken by the company in its administration of ship-
building contracts, and the loopholes on which it is insisting in
negotiations for future contracts, make it clear the company is
looking to the Navy to pay for all problems encountered by the Yard,
including those for which Electric Boat itself is responsible.
Enclosure (1), for example, describes the refusal by Mr. Veliotis,
General Manager of Electric Boat, to honor his formal agreement
with the Navy on the handling of repairs to Government furnished -
equipment. His reneging on that agreement clears the way for
Electric Boat to establish repairs to Government furnished
equipment as one more area for future claims. Enclosure (1) also
summarizes additional areas where Electric Boat is laying the
groundwork for future claims.

5. Judging by past experience, I believe Electric Boat will delay
submitting insurance or other claims until their technical problems
have been solved, and the ships are further along in construction.
In that manner, the company can have greater assurance that the
amounts claimed will take care of their financial problems. The
large problems Electric Boat has experienced by their faulty methods
have no doubt pushed the cost of these ships well above the company's
estimates. In the case of the SSN 688 Class submarines these
estimates had been considered by the Navy to be overly optimistic
from the very beginning. The Naval Sea Systems Command is making
every effort to have Electric Boat submit promptly whatever claims
it may have and provide all information required so that these
claims can be evaluated individually and on their merits.

6. As you are aware, Congress has expressed specific interest in
the problems of shipbuilding claims, and the resultant delays in
ship deliveries. In its report on the FY 1981 Appropriation Bill,
the House Appropriations Committee states:

"Congress went along with the Navy's proposal to settle the
claims under P.L. 85-804 in order to wipe the slate clean
and avoid the likelihood of years of litigation. However,
the decision to do so was with the understanding that it was
a one-time settlement and that the Navy and its shipbuilders
would take the necessary steps to ensure that future contracts
would be kept current so that a situation would not again
develop where the Navy was faced with large claims years
after the fact. The Committee is aware of Navy efforts to
see that problems are identified and settled promptly on their
merits and to include in its contracts a notification of
changes clause to require that shipbuilders notify the Navy
of circumstances perceived to create a constructive change
in time for the Navy to take timely management action. The
Committee strongly endorses these steps."
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7. I believe Electric Boat officials may try to mask their claims
efforts by portraying their impending insurance claims as not
being actual claims. In this connection, the September 12, 1980
edition of The Hartford Courant quotes an Electric Boat spokesman
as saying taiit no claims-have-been filed for higher payments on
submarine contracts; that he knew of none; and that he knew of
none that are anticipated.

8. As I explained in reference (a), it would be improvident of the
Navy to play down the claims problems it is actually facing.
Consistent with your commitment to Congress to keep contracts
current, we must continue to insist on prompt identification and
resolution of claims. The Naval Sea Systems Command is taking a
firm position in this regard; however, resistance is being met from
Electric Boat and Newport News. Therefore, I want to be sure you
are aware of what is occurring and recognize that your strong
support of the Naval Sea Systems Command will be needed. Such
support is essential for you to meet the commitment you made to
the Congress.

9. Experience has amply shown that in situations such as this
contractors often play off one part of the Navy against another. I
therefore recommend that you issue a directive requiring Navy officials
to keep accurate records of all contacts or discussions with shipyard
officials or representatives, which could bear on future claims.
This is particularly important in dealings with Electric Boat and
Newport News. The cognizant contracting officer must be promptly
and fully informed of any such discussions.

10. Experience has shown that without such complete records the
passage of time and the frequent turnover of Government personnel
makes it almost impossible for the current officials, who must
evaluate claims, to recreate the events as they actually were in
order to protect the Navy. The contractors, to the contrary, have
complete records and an ample battery of claims lawyers to prosecute
their endeavors.

11. I would appreciate being informed of the action you take in
this regard.

4A;o.ic

Copy to:
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts,

Naval Sea Systems Command
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July 8, 1980

Current Status - Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company

1. There are no known loss contracts for Navy work at Newport
News. Last year the company made a $36 million profit on Navy
contracts.

2. For the period 1975 through 1979 Newport News averaged a
$49 million a year profit on Navy work and a $20 million a year
loss on commercial ship work. Thus Navy work has been far more
profitable than commercial work, notwithstanding the impression
Newport News created during the claims era.

3. Newport News has expanded its submarine overhaul capability
with the construction of a new dry dock. This is very profitable,
low risk work for the shipyard.

4. With regard to new construction, Newport News continues to
out perform Electric Boat on SSN 688 Class submarines -- the only
class of ships being constructed by both shipyards. Newport News
has been losing out to Electric Boat, however, in competition
for additional SSN 688's in circumstances that strongly suggest
deliberate underbidding by Electric Boat.

5. Although Newport News is probably our best yard for waterfront
work, day-to-day relations with Newport News are becoming
increasingly strained because of positions taken by the company
in its business dealings with the Navy. Apparently the company
expects the high profits that are normally associated with fixed-
price type contracts but little or no risk. The Newport News
pursuit of essentially guaranteed profits is reflected in the
form of special terms and conditions demanded during the CVN 71
negotiations; the company's refusal to consider any limitations
on the company's ability to submit large, after-the-fact claims -- a
problem which is now stalemating the Fiscal Year 80 and 81 SSN
procurement; and in the company's attempts to exploit contract
changes on one contract as a means of repricing others.

6. The following indicates what the Navy has been up against in
dealing with Newport News in recent months:

a. CVN 71 Negotiations -- Last fall the Navy proposed to
settle terms and conditions quickly on CVN 71 by accepting those
that had previously been negotiated with the company a year earlier
in definitizing the CVN 70 contract. Ordering of long lead time
material for CVN 71 was delayed about six months after funds
became available as the company pursued special teims and conditions
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which would give them price adjustments for changes in law,
energy shortages and so on. While the Navy made many concessions
to Newport News, it could not award a long lead time material
contract to Newport News because of company insistence that the
Navy define claim certification requirements prescribed by
federal statutes,in a manner that would render them meaningless.
The Secretary of the Navy eventually prevailed upon Tenneco
management to drop these demands. Although the long lead time
contract was finally signed in May, the Navy still does not yet
have a proposal from the company for actual construction of the
CVN 71.

b. SSN 688 Negotiations -- In trying to comply with the
Congressional mandate to administer contracts on a pay-as-you-go
basis, the Navy included in the FY 80/81 SSN solicitation terms
and conditions which would establish criteria for determining
when a drawing revision would involve a contract change and to
require prompt notification by the shipbuilder of any Government
action or inaction considered to involve a contract change.
Electric Boat has agreed to this approach but is holding out for
a loophole which would enable Electric Boat to submit cross-
contract impact claims without regard to time limit. Newport News,
on the other hand, will not agree to negotiate criteria defining
which drawing revisions constitute a contract change nor will the
company agree to any meaningful limit on its ability to assert
large, after-the-fact claims. In this regard, the clause now
proposed by the Navy provides the shipbuilder a minimum of nine
months in which to notify the Navy that he intended to submit a
claim. Newport News has taken a "take it or leave it" position
with the Navy, refusing the Navy's proposed provisions or any
changes in this area from past contracts. Newport News is now
trying to enlist the support of other shipbuilders through the
ShipbuildersCouncil of America in resisting the Navy's attempts
to eliminate the loopholes that permit large, after-the-fact
claims.

c. The change:to Government Furnished Equipment in the
ARKANSAS -- A reactor noise problem was recently discovered at
Newport News in the ARKANSAS (CGN 41). While we have determined
that the reactor will operate safely and reliably in its present
condition, it would be better from a technical standpoint to
install an improved design now, before the core becomes radioactive.
Consistent with the objective of pricing out work in advance on a
pay-as-you-go basis, the Navy asked Newport News for a maximum
price for doing this work. The company proposed a $32 million
maximum price but insisted that if the Government authorizes this
job it will adversely impact other Navy contracts at the shipyard.
The company, however, provides no substantiation. It appears that
Newport News is trying to take advantage of this technical problem
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in order to gain Government acceptance of the claim theory of
cross-contract impact under which contractors could exploit a
change on one contract to reprice others. Since the company will
neither drop its demand for "impact" nor substantiate it, the work
will not be authorized at Newport News.

7. In dealing with the Navy Newport News is taking a hard line.
The company's position is essentially that Newport News is free to
make proposals which the Government can either accept or reject,
but that the company is under no obligation to accept the
Government's terms and conditions -- particularly those that would
inhibit the company's ability to submit claims at any time or
that would close loopholes in terms and conditions which would
provide for price reopeners.

8. There has been a tendency on the part of Navy officials to
play down the problems with Electric Boat and Newport News. The
Navy does not want to be accused as in the past of having bad
relations with the shipbuilders. However, unless the Navy
faces this problem squarely we will again be confronted several
years hence with large claims of the type that recently had to be
settled under P.L. 85-804. The problem at Electric Boat assumes
particular significance because in all likelihood the company
faces substantial cost overruns on its SSN 688 ship construction
contracts.

9. Since Newport News has been unable to gain acceptance of their
position within the Navy, the company may try to elicit support
in Congress. If we are to avoid a repeat of past claims problems,
it is imperative that future contracts provide adequate protection
against large, after-the-fact claims.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20362

IN REPLY REFER TO

10 December 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Subj: Proposed meeting between Navy officials and senior
shipbuilding executives on December 17, 1980 concerning
Navy procurement policy

Ref: (a) Assistant Secretary Doyle letter dtd 12 November 1980
(b) My Memorandum to SECNAV dtd 28 June 1978
(c) My Memorandum to SECNAV dtd 19 May 1979
(d) Notes for discussion with Secretary Hidalgo dtd

14 April 1980
(e) My Memorandum to SECNAV dtd 4 March 1980

1. Reference (a) announced that, on December 17, 1980 you and
other senior Navy officials would be meeting with senior shipbuilding
executives as a follow-up to a meeting you held on April 16, 1980
regarding progress the Navy was making in implementing the
recommendations of the Naval Ship Procurement Process Study
(NSPPS). In preparation for the December 17th meeting, copies
of the recommendations of the Navy's Ship Acquisition Policy
Advisory Committee (SAPAC) were forwarded to the shipbuilders
by reference (a) with the explanation that the Navy positions
are not immutable and that: EWe are always receptive to recommenda-
tions from members of the shipbuilding community and strongly
encourage you to continue to offer your thoughts." The purpose
of this memorandum is to explain why it is important that during
the December 17th meeting with the shipbuilders, you take a firm
stand against the submission of large after-the-fact claims and
in support of Navy efforts to administer contracts on a pay-as-
you-go basis.

2. As you know, the large backlog of claims during the 1970's
tied the Navy in kzots and generated unfavorable publicity for
the Navy. The backlog at one time totaled $2.7 billion in
unsettled claims from Litton, General Dynamics, and Tenneco.
Although the details of these claims varied, they were all large -
many in excess of one hundred million dollars per contract. They
were so-called omnibus claims in which the contractor alleged,
years after the fact, that the Navy required large amounts of work
over and above the contract requirements and therefore owed the
contractor price adjustments to cover all his overruns plus his
desired profit. Many of these claims, and those preceding them
from shipyards such as Avondale, Todd and Lockheed, were greatly
exaggerated. The Navy referred the claims from Lockheed, Litton,
Newport News, and Electric Boat to the Department of Justice to
investigate for possible fraud.
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3. In 1978, you and Secretary of the Navy Claytor, in order to
settle the shipbuilding claims, had to grant extra contractual relief

totaling approximately $566 million under P.L. 85-804. However,
not all problems were resolved by these claim settlements. It
appears that at least some contractors came away from the
experience convinced that the submission of inflated, after-the-
fact claims is an effective means to recover from the Government
the costs of their own mistakes and inefficiencies.

4. As I pointed out in references (b) and (c), and again during
our discussions on April 14, 1980 (reference (d)), the Naval Ship
Procurement Process Study, issued at the time of the P.L. 85-804
settlements, further complicated matters by addressing complaints
some shipbuilders had leveled against the Navy, while ignoring
the problems some of these very same shipbuilders had made for
the Navy; e.g., submission of false or frivolous claims; refusing
to provide prompt notification of claims; thwarting Navy efforts
to ensure pay-as-you-go contracting; threatening to stop work or
actually stopping work on urgent defense programs, to force
settlement without regard to contract terms; frustrating
settlement of contract disputes before the Armed Services Board
of Contract Appeals or in Federal courts; and using inflated
claims as a means to enhance the price of stock and consequently
the compensation of corporate executives. However, notwithstanding
its shortcomings, I understand that the Naval Ship Procurement
Process Study will again be the focal point of the December 17th
meeting with the shipbuilders.

5. Subsequent to the P.L. 85-804 settlement there has been no
indication that the problems described in paragraph 4 above have
been laid to rest or that we will in any way be better able to
defend against these practices in future. While the Contract
Disputes Act of 1978 provides added safeguards, such as additional
requirements for contractor certification of claims and strict
sanctions in the case of contractors who submit fraudulent claims,
the claims lawyers who control the Public Contract Law Section of
the American Bar Association have been working arduously to
eliminate or at least greatly water down the safeguards intended
by that Act. The fruits of their work are already evident
in the implementing regulations issued by the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy, and in their avowed efforts to promote
legislation to eliminate the fraud sanctions from the Contract
Disputes Act.

6. Within the Navy, you have approved the use, in future ship-
building contracts, of a new Notification of Changes clause, the
purpose of which is to ensure that contractors identify and submit
claims promptly, rather than saving them to serve later as the
basis of a large omnibus claim. In some respects, the new clause
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is a relaxation from previous clauses of this type. Under this
clause, the contractor is not to proceed with work that he
considers constitutes a change to the contract requirements,
without obtaining the prior written authorization of the
contracting officer. In addition, this clause gives the
contractors nine months in which to review contract performance
during the previous six month period, to determine if-there are
any other bases for claims. Upon completion of the review period
the contractor must grant the Government a claims release for any
items not specifically identified as a claim. This gives the
shipbuilder ample time to identify claim items, while at the
same time giving the Navy protection against claims based on
incidents allegedly occurring years earlier.

7. The Navy's P.L. 85-804 claim settlements and the Naval Ship
Procurement Process Study have apparently whetted the appetite
of some shipbuilders. They are maneuvering to ensure that, in
future, they will be-able to employ to their advantage large,
after-the-fact claims. Although Navy work at Newport News, for
example, seems to be quite profitable, company officials have
taken the position that they will not accept ship construction
contracts that would in any way bar them from submitting claims
at any time because,-they say, they might not find all valid
claim items within the 9-15 month review period provided for in
the Navy's Notification of Changes Clause. I understand that
Newport News, through the Shipbuilding Council of America, is
trying to enlist the support of other shipbuilders in opposing
the Navy clause.

8. Litton's Navy contracts are primarily cost reimbursement
type contracts - even for new construction of non-nuclear ships.
However, as I pointed out previously in reference (e), Litton
has substantially overrun even its own high cost estimates for
performing the last two submarine overhauls at that yard.
Although the Government is obliged by the terms of the contract to
reimburse all costs the company incurs, Litton has submitted a
claim for one overhaul contract and is putting together a claim on
the other contract. These claims would have the Government pay
additional profit on Litton cost overruns.

9. As you know, the Electric Boat situation is largely out of
hand. Serious productivity and quality control problems
(defective welding, installation of non-conforming steel, use
of wrong paint) at the yard have resulted in large delays to the
TRIDENT and SSN -688 Class ship construction programs. The Navy
has been unable to get from Electric Boat any detailed submarine
construction schedules. Electric Boat has informed the Navy that
it intends to recover, from the Government, all costs associated
with the correction of these problems under the Government insurance
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provisions of their contracts. Historically, the Government has
insured shipbuilders and other contractors only against damage
resulting from accidents; not for the contractors' own defects
in workmanship and materials. The Electric. Boat interpretation
of the Government insurance clause would free shipbuilders from
all risks - including the results of their own poor performance.
The Navy has informed Electric Boat that it does not agree that
the items mentioned are compensable under the Government insurance
clause. The company has been stalling the submission of its
claim.

10. As a supplement to the insurance claim, which the company
has not yet submitted, Electric Boat seems to be trying to
set up the Navy for an omnibus claim, in the event they cannot
shift the financial responsibility for their problems to the
Government under their theory of Government self-insurance.
As a result it has become impossible to carry out day-to-day
business with Electric Boat in a businesslike manner.

11. To establish a basis for subsequent claims, Electric Boat
has, in recent months, been alleging that even the most minor
of work items which the Government needs to get accomplished
between now and completion of the lead TRIDENT (OHIO) will delay
delivery of that ship, with subsequent effect on follow ships.
Because Electric Boat has refused to back off from this position,
the Navy has been forced to issue unilateral changes for minor
work items which the Navy knows will not delay construction.
This generates the backlog of unadjudicated changes that Electric
Boat so desires to accumulate in its attempt to make the Navy the
scapegoat for dealys and increased costs arising from the company's
own mismanagement. Meanwhile, the company actively continues
to seek additional Navy contracts as part of its previously
announced efforts to establish a monopoly in nuclear submarine
construction.

12. As in the past,shipbuilders will no doubt use the December
17th meeting with you and other senior Navy officials to try to
badger the Navy into further relaxing terms and conditions and
adopting procurement policies which will shift to the Navy even
greater financial responsibility for problems the shipbuilders
incur. In the past Navy officials have taken a defensive posture -
sympathizing with shipbuilder complaints and creating the
impression that the Navy will continue to revise its procurement
policies in an effort to make them more acceptable to the shipbuilder.

13. In reference (d) I recommended.thatin meeting with shipbuilder
representatives to discuss implementation of the Naval Ship
Procurement Process Study,you make it clear to them
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that:

-- The Navy intends to administer contracts on a pay-as-
you-go basis.

-- Shipbuilders must confine their proposals for changes
to the merits of the change.

-- The Navy will enforce statutory requirements concerning
claims.

-- Shipbuilders must stop using claims as a tool in financial
reporting to stockholders.

I understand that you did not address any of these points in
your April 16, 1980 meeting with the shipbuilders,except your
displeasure at a Comptroller General report that suggested
that future claims from Electric Boat were likely.

14. I realize that you devoted a large portion of your first
2 years with the Navy in dealing with the shipbuilding claims
problems. The greatest contribution you could make at this time
would be to close the door firmly during the December 17th
meeting on any continuing effort to "improve" Navy procurement
policies along the lines being requested by the shipbuilders.
As long as the Navy continues to welcome their proposals (which
are all aimed in the one direction of shifting risks to the
Government and facilitating the submission of claims), they will
continue to submit them. The concept that terms and conditions
are always at fault when contractors fail to make their desired
profits needs to be laid to rest. So also should we take action
to deter the claims lawyers who are thriving from the generation
of contract disputes between the Navy and its shipbuilders to
make contracts an unenforceable compendium of legal theories and
concepts rather than a common sense agreement between buyer and
seller.

15. Based on the above I recommend that during the December 17,
1980 meeting with the shipbuilders you emphasize the points
I recommended you make in your previous meetings, namely:

a. The Navy intends to administer contracts on a pay-as-you-
go basis. To accomplish this, shipbuilders must fully price and
resolve changes as they arise, and comply with the Navy's claim
notification provisions.

b. Shipbuilders must confine their proposals for changed
work to the merits of the change. The Navy will pay the legitimate
cost of changes, but not arbitrary and unsubstantiated factors
layered on these costs. Some shipbuilders are trying to "game"
the Government.
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c. False and inflated claims waste thousands of hours of
effort of Navy personnel. To discourage such waste, the Navy
will carry out its responsibilities by strongly seeking enforcement
of the applicable United States statutes governing such matters.

d. Shipbuilders must stop using inflated claims to book
more favorable profit and loss figures for stockholders, those
who are inclined by these figures to buy stocks,and the public.
In the past, financial reporting considerations have been an
impediment to settlement of claims on their merits. If this
problem persists, the Navy will seek enforcement of remedies
through the Securities and Exchange Commission.

e. The Navy will invoke the Defense Production Act or
other statutues to preclude disruption of urgent defense projects
by contractors who stop work in order to gain leverage in
contract disputes.

16. I request that I be informed prior to the December 17th
meeting whether you agree or disagree with my recommendations
and whether you will take the recommended actions at that
meeting.

Copy to:
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics)

The General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts
Naval Sea Systems Command

Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAW
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

,~ 2J. to tsWASHINGTON. D.C. 20352
1\ ; 

W REfty REFER TO

7 January 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL MATERIAL

Subj: Notification of Changes clause for the FY 80/81 TRIDENT
shipbuilding contract

Ref: (a) COMNAVSEA Memorandum dated 6 January 1981

1. In reference (a) the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
points out that Navy acceptance of the Electric Boat version ofthe Notification of Changes clause in the TRIDENT contract, as
the Secretary of the Navy has-apparently directed, will no doubt
be interpreted by shipbuilders, including Electric Boat, as aprecedent for subsequent procurements. He noted the Electric Boat
version of the clause leaves the Navy vulnerable to future cross
contract impact claims. Reference (a) further stated: "If the
Navy is to live up to its commitments to-Congress to keep contractpricing current and avoid after-the-fact-c-laims, it is essential
that the Navy be released after a reasonable period from all claimsother than those for which notification has been provided."

2. During our telephone discussion last evening you said that youhad raised these concerns with Assistant Secretary of the Navy Doyle
and that he and the Secretary considered this was the best the Navy
could obtain from Electric Boat. Apparently Secretary Doyle wasalso under the impression that the Navy would be able to get the
Electric Boat Version of this clause in the next SSN 688 Class
contract and that once this happened he considered the Navy would
be protected against cross contract impact claims between the
TRIDENT and SSN 688 Class programs.

3. It is not correct that including the Electric Boat version ofthe clause in a new SSN 688 Class contract in addition to the new
TRIDENT contract provides complete protection from cross contract
impact claims. Even if Electric Boat accepts the clause in a new
SSN 688 Class contract, the Navy will not have protection from cross
contract impact claims between the new TRIDENT contract and previous
SSN 688 Class contracts. Similarly the Navy will not have protection
from cross contract impact claims between a new SSN 688 Class
contract and previous TRIDENT contracts.

4. The Electric Boat version of the Notification of Changes clauseappears to provide far more protection to the Government than it
in fact provides. The language of the claims release is complex -and sounds all-inclusive. Yet Electric Boat's inclusion of thewords "under this contract" in the clause and in the claims release
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creates a loophole the company can exploit at any time - notwith-
standing the claims releases the company may have given - simply
by asserting claims for items that did not arise "under this
contract".

S. NAVSEA has devoted considerable effort to trying to set up
procedures which would enable it to carry out its commitment to
Congress to administer contracts on a pay-as-you-go basis and to
avoid large after-the-fact claims. It is inconceivable that a
company such as Electric Boat, which takes credit for having
expert management, cannot within the nine to fifteen month period
provided for by the clause identify any problems which it considers
are the basis for legitimate claims. Electric Boat's insistence
on the loophole preserves their flexibility to submit large claims
years after the. fact as they have done in the past.

6. In view of the importance of this issue I believe it warrants
being raised to the highest levels of General, Dynamics management
with the Navy Secretariat insisting on elimination of the Electric
Boat loophole. I do not believe the General Manager of Electric
Boat should be allowed to dictate to the Navy the terms under which
the Navy will contract. If the Chairman bf the Board remains
adamant, then I recommend that the Navy hold up 'award of the
TRIDENT contract and promptly inform the appropriate Congressional
committees that, without cooperation from General Dynamics or
statutory requirements, the Navy will not be able to provide
the Congress any assurance that it has taken adequate steps to
protect against large after-the-fact claims.

7. I would appreciate being advised of the action you take in
response to this memorandum.

X GRiickover

Copy to:
Secretary of the Navy
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs & Logistics)

General Counsel of the Navy
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts, Naval

Sea Systems Command
Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2030O .1 Atc M. IO
.S , . Ser OOZ/O'C

14 Jan I9S,~i

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY COMMANDER FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION
NAVAL SEA SYSTEF:S CO:::IAND

Subj: Notification of Changes Clause for the FY 80/81 TRIDENT
shipbuilding contract

Ref: (a) Your memorandum dated 7 January 1981

1. kIn reference (a) you informed me of various factors relevant
to the "Notification of change clause for the FY 80/81 TRIDENT
shipbuilding contract" and requested that I advise you of any
action taken in response to that memorandum.

2. I agree that the Electric Boat version of the clause in a
new SSN 688 class contract in addition to the new TRIDENT contract
will not provide complete protection fron, cross contract impact
claims. Nevertheless, as you point out, it does protect the
governrent under the ne" TRIDENT contract. I do not believe that
it would be to our advantage to reoDen the old TRIDENT and 688
contracts to gain similar rights under them, and in view of
Electric Boat unwillingness to agree to the wording we prefer in
spite of persuasion to do so from NAVSEA and the Secretary, I
intend no further action. As I said to you on 7 January, I believe
Captain Platt has done a good job in contract neogtiation.

A.-J.W1!]T1'LE, JR.
CA'.Q% of Navabl Naterial

Copy to:
CNO
COMINAVSEA
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20382

IN Rn MRA TO

25 July 1981

The Honorable John C. Danforth
Chairman, Subcommittee on Federal

Expenditures, Research and Rules
Committee on Gbvernmental Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Danforth:

This is in response to your letter dated July 10, 1981 in which
you asked for my comments on H.R. 1371, a proposed amendment to
the Contract Disputes Act regarding the determination of interest
rates in calculating interest payable to contractors on successful
claims against the Government. You also asked for my views on
the interpretation of the Act that appears on page 3 of the
House Judiciary Committee report on H.R. 1371.

I have no objection to H.R. 1371 in the form in which it passed
the House and was referred to your Committee. The bill would
amend the Contract Disputes Act to delete reference to the
Renegotiation Board in connection with the determination of
interest rates applicable to contract claims, since that Board
is now defunct. The method proposed in H.R. 1371 for the
calculation of interest is satisfactory.

I believe, however, that the language inserted in the House
Judiciary Committee report contains incorrect interpretations
of the Act that, if allowed to stand, may be used by contractors
and claims lawyers to the substantial detriment of the U. S.
taxpayers. Specifically, page 3 of the Committee report states:

* * * * *

"Incident to its consideration of this bill, the committee
was advised that there is some question concerning the
time that interest begins to run despite the fact that
section 12 clearly states that 'Interest on amounts due
contractors on claims shall be paid to the contractor from
the date the contracting officer receives the claim
pursuant to section 6(a)***.'

"When Congress enacted the Contract Disputes Act of 1978,
it was understood that submission of a claim in writing
toea contracting officer under section 6(a) was the starting
point for interest to begin to run on a contract claim.
The separate provisions of section 6(c) requiring the

92-782 0 - 82 - 27
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'certification' of a claim and its supporting data when

the claim is in excess of $50,000 was intended as a

condition precedent to payment, but was not a delayed

starting point for the interest accruing period. Certain

agencies have argued that they have not 'received' a claim

,under the Act until the necessary certification data has

been submitted. This is not the correct interpretation.

In fact, it often leads to an unfair result in that a

contractor does not have all the necessary supportive

data available to satisfy certification procedures, when

he initially notifies the agency in writing of a contract

claim. It is likewise impossible for the contractor, at

this stage of the proceeding, to anticipate what

supplemental data might be requested by the contracting

officer in the course of consideration of the claim.

Certification under section 6(c) should not be viewed as

a prerequisite to 'receipt' of a claim under section 6(a)."

* * * * *

This language, if endorsed by the Congress, would effectively

undermine the claim certification provisions of the Contract

Disputes Act. It plays into the hands of claims lawyers and

their clients who have been trying to accrue interest from the

time they first notify the Government of a claim but to delay

certification of the claim, perhaps indefinitely.

To put the issue in perspective it is useful to recall how the

Contract Disputes Act came to be. The Public Contract Law

Section of the American Bar Association (ABA) drafted a disputes

bill and lobbied extensively for its passage after it was intro-

duced. That bill contained various loopholes which, for the

first time, would have enabled Government agencies to settle

claims independent of their merits and without Congressional

review. Overall, the bill drafted by the ABA would have given

claims lawyers and their clients a substantial advantage over

the Government in contract disputes.

On June 14, 1978 I testified before a joint session of the Senate

Judiciary Committee and the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee

concerning the proposed Contract Disputes legislation. I pointed

out many of the loopholes in the ABA-favored bill and recommended

a number of additions be made to the bill, including a require-

ment for certification of claims.

Congress subsequently deleted some of these loopholes and

inserted additional provisions to discourage the submission of

frivolous or inflated claims. The requirement that contractors

certify claims over $50,000 is one of these provisions. Claims

lawyers have subsequently sought to undermine this requirement.
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The recommendation for a claim certification requirement grew
out of the practice of some contractors and claims lawyers who
harass the Government with inflated and frivolous claims in an
attempt to "horse trade" a settlement for some fraction of the
claimed amount without regard to the merits of the claim. The
problem with this practice is that the Government is obliged to
review the contractor's entire claim regardless of the merits
of his allegations or the amounts claimed. In Naval shipbuilding,
omnibus claims have been submitted covering events which occurred
during a period of six to eight years earlier. Typically, the
work involved in properly evaluating contract claims requires
substantial time and effort on the part of those who have
primary responsibility for ongoing programs.

The claim certification requirement recognizes that submitting
a contract claim against the United States Government for
increased compensation or some other form of benefit should be
a serious matter. Government resources should not be wasted in
evaluating claims that a contractor is not himself willing to
stand behind as evidenced by his certification.

For purposes of calculating interest payments, claims lawyers
and their clients are seeking to have their claims considered
"claims" at the earliest date. To preserve their ability to
try to bargain for high settlements with inflated and frivolous
claims, however, they want to put off, or if possible avoid
altogether, claim certification. For purposes of complying with
statutory requirements for claims certification, therefore, they
do not wish to have their claims considered "claims" until as
late as possible - preferably after all efforts to settle the
claim short of referring it to a Board of Contract Appeals have
been exhausted.

The language contained in the House Judiciary Committee report,
if allowed to stand unchallenged,will no doubt be used by claims
lawyers as "legislative intent" to have such a double standard.
This would largely nullify the value of claims certification as
a deterrent of inflated or frivolous claims.

The Committee report language goes beyond the Contract Disputes
Act and introduces new concepts not included in the statute. The
report is written as if the starting point for determining interest
on a claim is the time a contractor first "notifies" the Government
of a claim, not the time of claim submission as set forth in the
Act. In my experience, "notification" of a claim and actual claim
submission tend to be separate events. For example, in 1974
Newport News Shipbuilding notified the Government of its intent
to submit claims under various shipbuilding contracts. However,
the bulk of these claims were not submitted until 1975 and 1976.
General Dynamics' Electric Boat Division, about a year ago, began
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asserting its intention to submit a so-called "insurance" claim
against the Government to cover the cost of the contractor's
own defective material and workmanship. Recently Electric Boat
finally submitted one such claim for one ship and indicated that
other claims will be forthcoming. In the case of contract
claims that merit entitlement, the Committee report language
could make the Government liable for interest accrued prior to
the Government having available the claim for review.

The language of the House Judiciary Committee report similarly
would permit contractors to submit an incomplete claim and
withhold certification until supplemental data requested by the
Government is provided. Presumably after the Government has
performed a detailed audit of the claim, pointed out areas where
the contractor's case is weak or incomplete, and made specific
requests for additional information, the contractor would be
finally required to certify the claim. But to require certifica-
tion after receiving and reviewing a claim makes little sense,
and is contrary to the clear intent of the certification
requirement to preclude inflated or frivolous claims.

The standards for claims submissions of Government contractors,
who tend to be large corporations, should be no less than the
standards required of individual taxpayers in filing their income
tax returns. Taxpayers cannot wait until the Internal Revenue
Service audits their tax return and receives additional supporting
data requested to support the tax return prior to signing and
certifying the return. Why should uncertified, incomplete
contract claims be tolerated?

I strongly recommend that your Committee clarify the statute, as
a result of the language inserted in the House Judiciary Committee
reporti and specify that a claim is not considered to be a claim
for purposes of accruing interest until such time as a fully
documented and certified claim has been submitted in writing to
the Government for its evaluation. If the language in the House
Judiciary Committee report is not reversed, Government agencies
will continue to be vulnerable to false and inflated claims and
higher than necessary costs to the taxpayer. Moreover, contractors
will be encouraged by that language to constantly put the
Government on notice of claims to be asserted - whether or not
there is a valid basis for the claims - simply to achieve an
early date from which to calculate interest if a claim is later
asserted.

If you or the Committee staff have further questions, I would be
glad to try to answer them.

Respectfully,

H. G i X
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a59"9,_ DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY_f '',1 /. /A\%1 NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20362 IN REPLY REFER TO

26 August 1981

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

Subj: Claims release for TRIDENT contracts

1. Thank you for sending me a copy of the proposed languagenegotiated between NAVSEA and Electric Boat representatives
for the TRIDENT claims release. The proposed release stillsuffers from the deficiency I mentioned in my telephone callto you this morning.

2. Under the proposed release, the Navy would allow ElectricBoat to reserve the right to submit, except for the welding,steel, and paint problems, insurance claims for prior instancesof their own defective material and workmanship. In his recentaddress to the Press Club, however, Secretary Lehman stated withregard to such claims by Electric Boat:

" ... Electric Boat has recently injected a new and verydisruptive element into our business relations. They havesubmitted a multi-million dollar claim to compensate themfor rework costs caused by their own faulty performance oncertain of the 688 submarines. This, in my judgment, wasan ill-advised move by the General Dynamics management, andI hope that they will reconsider and withdraw that claim.For a corporation to pursue, as a policy, the principle
that the taxpayers should pay for the mistakes, the
negligence, the poor workmanship, or the inadequate manage-ment of that company in carrying out a contract with theGovernment, is preposterous."

3. Under the circumstances it seems to me that in wiping theslate clean for potential claim items to date on the TRIDENTcontract, it would be inappropriate for the Navy to enter intoan agreement that would exempt from the claims release insuranceclaims covering Electric Boat's own defective material andworkmanship.

4. There is no reason why Electric Boat could not agree torelease these items now. General Dynamics officials have beencontending that their TRIDENT problems are behind them.
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5. For the above reasons, I strongly recommend that the Navy

inform Electric Boat negotiators that the Navy will not exempt

insurance claims from the proposed TRIDENT claims release.

kb G i Ri

Copy to:
Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts, Naval

Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Submarines,

Naval Sea Systems Command
Project Manager, TRIDENT Submarine

Ship Acquisition Project
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20382

-XIPL, REFnR to

13 January 1982

The Honorable William French Smith
Attorney General
Washington, D.C. 20530

Dear Mr. Attorney General:

Over the past decade I have documented and reported to DefenseDepartment officials numerous examples of false claims submittedby three major shipbuilders, Litton, General Dynamics, andTenneco. The Navy, after reviewing these reports, forwardedthem for investigation by the Justice Department. Today, afteryears of effort, it appears that the Justice Department issystematically closing down these investigations - either overtlyor by inaction - even though the claims are demonstrably falseand those who have investigated them have, I believe, recommendedto their superiors that indictments be sought. In view of theJustice Department's poor record in this area, and its impact onGovernment procurement, I am bringing this matter to yourattention with my recommendations for corrective action.
Here is the status of the four major shipbuilding claiminvestigations, as I understand it:

* Litton. The Navy spent about 18 months investigatingthe possibility of fraud in connection with an approximately$40 million claim on a Navy submarine contract; the JusticeDepartment spent another two and one half years investigating it.In April, 1977 Litton Systems, Inc. was indicted for fraud in theFederal District Court for the Eastern District of Virgina. In1978, Litton won a change of venue to the Federal Distr;dt Courtin Mississippi, where this case has lain dormant ever since. Tomy knowledge, in the intervening years the Justice Departmenthas made no effort to bring this case to trial. With the passageof time, the likelihood of prosecution becomes more remote - thetwo attorneys who handled the Government's case are now in privatepractice.

* General D namics. On December 10, 1977 I reportedspecific exampaes o apparent fraud in connection with GeneralDynamics' claims under Navy shipbuilding contracts at ElectricBoat. Subsequent Navy evaluation of the claims revealed thatmore than three fourths of the $544 million claimed by GeneralDynamics was not valid. Yet after almost four years ofinvestigation by the Justice Department, I was notified onNovember 11, 1981 by the departing head of the Justice Department'sCriminal Fraud Section that the Justice Department was dropping
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the General Dynamics case, having concluded there was not

sufficient evidence to prove criminal intent. On January 5,

1982 the Justice Department issued a press release to this

effect.

* Tenneco. During 1977 and 1978 I submitted several reports

of apparent fraud in connection with Tenneco claims on Navy

shipbuilding contracts at Newport News. A special fraud section

in the office of the U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of

Virginia undertook the investigation and, I understand, recently

sent the Justice Department a report strongly recommending

prosecution and requesting a few paralegals to help conclude the

investigation. On November 13, 1981 - but two days after the head

of the Justice Department's Criminal Fraud Section told me she was

dropping the General Dynamics investigation, I discovered that the

person appointed for the position of U.S. Attorney for the Eastern

District of Virginia had announced that she would abolish the

special fraud section handling the Newport News case upon taking

office. I understand that she has now done so, and that the two

senior attorneys who had been handling this case have been

reassigned other responsibilities - one as head of the civil

litigation section and the other as head of the criminal section

within the U.S. Attorney's office. Although the Newport News

investigation has not been dropped officially, I can think of no

better way to scuttle a complex investigation of this sort than

to abolish the unit handling the investigation, split up the

investigation team, and impose additional responsibilities upon

those familiar with the case.

* Lockheed. In addition to the above three cases with

which I am familiar, the Navy in December 1974 referred to the

Justice Department a $158 million claim relating to construction

of several non-nuclear powered destroyers and amphibious ships.

I am unaware of the details except that the Navy concluded that

only about $7 million of the claim was valid, and found indications

of fraud. I understand that after four years of investigation the

Department of Justice declined to seek an indictment.

The claims to which I refer were inflated by hundreds of millions

of dollars. They were the work of professionals - high priced

lawyers and financial experts who seem to have structured these

claims with one eye on the fraud statutes. The claims preparation

effort was fragmented within these large corporations, so that

finding individuals to hold accountable is far more difficult than

proving the claim is false.

Some senior shipbuilding officials have pressured senior defense

officials into paying them hundreds of millions of dollars more

than they were actually owed knowing that senior Government

executives, legislators, the media, and even the courts, cannot

deal effectively with massive claims. Later, these shipbuilding
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officials can disclaim knowledge of the details of the claims
which were prepared by others.

In investigating these claims, the Justice Department has tended
to focus its efforts on finding the so-called "smoking gun" -
forged or altered documents, fraudulent invoices, and the like.
While such evidence makes conviction easier, today's sophisticated
claims lawyers rarely leave incriminating evidence of this sort.
However, this should not excuse the crime.

In conducting investigations and prosecuting these claims, Justice
Department officials need to look beyond textbook examples to
identify the essence of the fraudulent practice. American
Jurisprudence states the following with respect to fraud:

" ... it has been said that there can be no all-embracing
definition of 'fraud' but each case must be considered
upon its own peculiar facts. The term 'fraud' is a generic
one which is used in various senses, and fraud assumes so
many different degrees and forms that courts are compelled
to content themselves with comparatively few general rules
for its discovery and defeat, and allow the facts and
circumstances peculiar to each case to bear heavily on the
conscience and judgment of the court or jury in determining
its presence or absence. In fact, the fertility of man's
invention in devising new schemes of fraud is so great
that courts have always declined to define it, reserving
to themselves the liberty to deal with it in whatever form
it may present itself. It is, indeed, said that it is
better not to define the term lest the craft of men should
find ways of committing fraud which might evade such a
definition."

With this criteria a judge and jury, if given a chance, should be
able to see through the shipbuilder claim schemes and convict
corporate officials or others responsible.

The Justice Department's inability or unwillingness to prosecute
these claims in effect tells Government contractors that,
notwithstanding the obvious thrust of the various federal fraud
and false claim statutes, it is proper for contractors to make
false and inflated claims against the Government.

Reporting apparent fraud or other misconduct as required by
Defense Department directives requires substantial effort far
above and beyond our normal tasks. However, there seems to be no
serious commitment within Government to take on hard cases, no
matter how important. My reports were not welcomed by senior
Navy officials. Having been confronted with the facts, however,
they had no alternative but to refer the problems to the Department
of Justice.
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The Justice Department, with its limited resources, 
did not appear

eager to investigate these large, complex cases. 
Moreover, the

investigations typically were hampered by lack 
of high level

interest and continuity of personnel. Justice Department attorneys

and agents assigned to investigate shipbuilding 
claims were

frequently pulled off these cases to work on others.

We must find a way to deter those who would 
take advantage of

the Government from adopting those claims practices 
which have

proved over-the years to be so lucrative for 
some Navy shipbuilders.

Present statutes would seem to offer adequate 
bases to prosecute

those who submit false claims. What is needed is a genuine

commitment by the Department of Justice to enforce 
these statutes

against large corporations.

With respect to the present cases, I recommend 
that the Justice

Department:

1. Provide the necessary resources and priority 
to bring

the Litton case to trial and prosecute it effectively. 
A

conviction in this case would help dispel the 
widespread notion

that making false claims against the Government 
is an acceptable

practice, entailing little or no risk.

2. Establish a review board made up of experienced

prosecutors not previously involved with the General 
Dynamics case

to review in depth the decision not to prosecute 
that corporation.

Particular emphasis should be placed on the extent 
to which General

Dynamics representatives, in their meetings with 
senior Department

officials or others, may have brought undue 
pressure to bear.

3. Keep intact at the U.S. Attorney's office in the Eastern

District of Virginia the special fraud team that 
has been

investigating the Newport News claim and avoid 
weighing them

down with other functions that will dilute this effort. 
Provide

the additional administrative resources they 
need to see the

investigation through to completion.

4. From experience drawn from the investigations 
to date,

determine what additional legislation, if any, is needed to deter

contractors from submitting false and inflated claims.

The lack of Justice Department action with existing 
false claims

serves to encourage even more such claims and undermines 
the

Administration's stated objectives of reducing 
unnecessary

Government expenditures and instituting an expanded 
Navy

shipbuilding program. It is of vital importance that the

Justice Department assign the necessary resources 
and high

priority to implementing the above recommendations.
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I would appreciate being informed prior to the end of this monthof the action you intend to take with respect to these matters.

Respectfully,

2 .Rico-`r-

Copy to:
Secretary of Defense
Secretary of the Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
U.S. Attorney for the Eastern
District of Virginia

General Counsel of the Navy
Chief of Naval Material
Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command
Counsel, Naval Sea Systems Command
Deputy Commander for Contracts, Naval
Sea Systems Command

Chief, Criminal Fraud Section,
Department of Justice
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WILLIAM PROXMIRE

",U~~~~~~~~~~~I

^nU~neb .$fafez .$enaf e
WASHINGTON. D.. aWoO

February 24, 1982

The Honorable William French Smith
Attorney General
The Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

Dear Mr. Attorney General:

Prior to his retirement, Admiral H. G. Rickover pro-
vided the Joint Economic Committee with a copy of his
January 13, 1982 letter to you concerning shipbuilding
claims against the Navy.

As Admiral Rickover explained, the Justice Department
has been systematically closing down investigations of al-
ledged false claims by Navy shipbuilders. These cases were
all referred to the Justice Department by the Navy after
thorough Navy investigations disclosed significant evidence
that criminal laws may have been violated. The cases,
involving Litton, General Dynamics, Tenneco, and Lockheed,
were in turn investigated by the Justice Department. Yet,
after years of investigations, and an indictment against
Litton, the cases have languished and are now being dropped.

I request that you provide me with a status report of
each of these cases together with an explanation of why they
have dragged on for so long and why they are being dropped.
For each case, I would like to know the names of each of
the attorneys assigned principal responsibilities together
with the present addresses of those no longer with the
Justice Department.

I would also like to have a copy of your response to
Admiral Rickover's January 13 letter.

Your cooperation will be greatly zp reciated.

Sinc e y,
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U.S. Department of Justice

Criminal Division

Eo2 l;;R '; Pa s 48
A-tnttu, Attuonwy O nAg Washington. D.C 20530

Honorable William Proxmire
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Proxmire:

Your letter of February 24, 1982, to the Attorney
General concerning various shipbuilding claims against the
Navy has been referred to the Criminal Division for reply.

In accord with your request, I have enclosed a copy of
my letter to the Naval Sea Systems Command. I believe the
letter adequately summarizes the status of each of the four
(4) investigations or cases identified in your letter. Two
matters have been declined (General Dynamics in 1981 and
Lockheed in 1979); one matter continues to be the subject of
investigation and close review (Newport News); and the third
is under indictment. The staffing of the Litton case for
trial is presently under review, and I can assure you the
Justice Department is committed to providing sufficient man-
power and expertise to bring the case to a fair and just
conclusion.

Our letter to Naval Sea Systems Command generally
refers to the difficulties incurred in developing the ship-
building investigations. As you know, the Criminal Division
attorneys, together with the United States Attorney's office
in the Eastern District of Virginia, staffed each of the
four investigations. While I must respectfully decline to
provide the names of the attorneys assigned for Department
policy reasons, I am prepared to answer any specific
questions you may have on the reasons for our declination of
the two closed investigations.

I appreciate your interest in our work and assure you
these matters have been accorded the highest priority.

Sincerely,

D. Lowell Jensen
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

Enclosure
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FEB qL2 a82

Vice Namiral E. R. Ncoe
Naval Sea Systems Command
Department of the Navy
VWashington, DC 20362

Dear A-r1iral McKec:

I an pleased to respond to Admiral Rickover's letter of
January 13, 1982, to the Attorney General, recounting his views
ar.d experiences with the Navy shipbuilding equitable claims and
the invontigations of Lockheed, Litton, General Dynamics and
Tenneco. In that letter, ho requested we advise him of the
action we intend to take with respect to such matters, and he
rade certain reconmendations. Please let me advise you first
on the status of then, which, with the exception of the Lock-
heed aaatter, we, on January 5, 1982, advised her. Joseph Sherrick,
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Review and Oversight.

General Dynamics (-1lctric Boat'). After a lengthy
and conplexThvestigation, the Justice Department advised
Secretary of Navy John Lehman on December 18, 1931, that we had
,eclined prosecution. We then advised counsel for Llectric
oat that we had declined prosecution and, at their request,

issued a press release of our decision. As a result of our
..ecision, we have closed our files in this matter.

Litton and Newport Nevw. Representatives of the
Criminal Division net earlier this month with Elsie Muneell,
the United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Vir-
ginia, and her staff to discuss the status of the Litton pros-
ecution and the Newport News ('Tenneco") investigation, two
separate and distinct matters. Admiral Rickover was correct in
his observations that Litton was indicted by a Federal grand
jury sitting in AlexandriraVirginia, in 1977 and that the case
was removed to the Southern District of Mississippi for trial
in 1979. . assure you that the Justice Department is committed
to providing sufficient manpower and expertise to protect the
government's interests and, at the sane time, to move the
Litton case expeditiously to a fair and just conclusion. The
iinneco investigation has not been completed and, as a result,
we are unable to disclose further the status on this matter.
However, the Juatice Department is committed to making the sane
resources of manpower and expertise as in Litton.
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Lockheed. Our records were closed in thim matter in1979, and we have received no evidence that it should be reopened.

The Criminal Division's attention to the serious problemsinherent in the government claims process were raised mostdramatically in connection with the four investigations discussedin Admiral Rickover's letter. There are certain practices andprocedures on the part of both the contractors and the governmentw.,icn make developing a succes ful investigation and prosecutiondifficult. Recently, we suggested to the General Counsel ofthe 1navy a joint effort in identifying those issues to determineif corrective melsures are possible. The issues are complexand may involve a variety of competing interests outside therealm of criminal prosecution and investigation. For thatreason, that review should include not only lawyers from theN.avy General Counsel's office but also experts in the contractand claimo process from elsewhere in the Department of theNavy. we have initiated contact with the Uavy to explore theseareas of interest and need and shall give serious considerationto the four recoimendations on page four of Admiral Rickover'3letter.

I appreciate the interest of the k:avy in our work andassure you these matters have our highest priority.

Sincerely,

D. Lowell Jensen
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

0


